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FOREWORD 
The first part of this dissertation consists of a pre-
liminary survey of the use of the supernatural in English 
prose. Such a survey, however brief, was felt necessary 
before discussing the use of the supernatural in twentieth 
century prose. A review of criticism of Walter de la Mare 
plus a review of his own criticism complete a necessary 
background. 
The main body of the dissertation investigates his use 
of the supernatural in his early prose, his novels, and his 
short stories together with a consideration of his technique, 
characterization and style. A final chapter comparing Walt~ 
de la Mare's use of the supernatural with five contemporary 
writers on that subject completes the study. 
R.L. Megroz's and Forrest Reid's book-length studies 
were valuable for their wealth of detail, and especially on 
the early prose. Forrest Reid's collection of Mr. de la 
Mare's works, now acquired by the Houghton Library ofHarvard 
University, contains galley-proof copies of Memoirs of ~ Midget 
and Desert Islands and Robinson Crusoe. The galley-proofs pro-
vided some interesting examples of changes and corrections made 
by Mr. de la Mare. But the essential points made in this dis- \ 
sertation are indebted to shorter studies by G.K. Chesterton, 
Lord David Cecil, Edward Wagenknecht, and Edmund Wilson. It 
is with the purpose of exploring in detail their various points 
of view in reference to ~1Jalter de la Mare's use of the super-
natural that this diasertation has been written. 
I wish to thank Professors- Edward '{lfagenlmecht and 
Gerald Warner Brace, who have kindly ~onsented to act as 
first and second readers. To Professor Wagenknecht I am 
greatly indebte.d, not only for his lmowledge of Walter de 
la Mare's work, but also for his generosity in giving me 
access to his unique collection of Mr. de la Mare 1 s.works, 
manuscripts, and personal correspondence. I would like to 
thank Mrs. Eleanora Ohaplik of the Washington Village Branch 
of the Boston Public Library .for her interest and coop·era-
tion. To Mrs. Helen Butkus I am indebted for her patient 
and capabl.e typing of the manuscript. 
I. THE LITERARY AND CRITICAL BACKGROUND 
A. The Supernatural. in Literature: 
A Preliminary survey 
A preliminary survey o'£ the use o'£ the supernatural by 
English and .American. writers a'£'£ords a necessary background 
to an investigation o'£ its use by Walter de la Mare. Writers 
who have created supernatural persons, place~ and realms in 
literature are legion. La'£cadio Ream has observed that there 
is scarcely any really great author in European literature who 
has not distinguished himself in the treatment of the super-
natural.· 11In English literature ••• there is no exception--
even from the t~e o'£ the Anglo-Saxon poets to Shakespeare 
. l .... 
and from Shakespeare to our own day. II 'such a sweeping state-
merit does not sound unusual coming '£rom .a man·who believed 
"2 
11 there is something ghostly in all great artn; but it be-
comes more convincing when one recalls. that tWo men in English 
ana American literature whose names are primarily associated 
with realism in literature, Daniel. Defoe and Theodore Dreiser, 
have both contributed substantially to the field of the super-
3 
natural. Defoe's interest in the supernatural is easily ac-
knowledged if often overlooked. In addi.tion to that landmark 
in supernatural fiction, A~ Relation_o~ ~Apparition o'£ 
~ Mrs. Veal, Defoe has written an Essay~~ History and 
Interpretations of Literature, II, 91. 
Loc. <Sit. 
Defoe and Dreiser are selected at random• 
stories o'£ the supernatural, '£or example, 
this category as well. 
Edith Wharton's 
place her in 
Reality of APE~itions (1727) in which he states: rri must tell 
you good people~ he that is not able to see the devil in what-
ever shape he is pleased to appear in~ he is not really quali-
t'ied to live in this world, no, not in the quality o:f a common 
1 
inhabitant." 
Theodore Dreiser, who is ot'ten compared with Det'oe, in 
1916 published a volume of Plays of the Natural and Super-
natural. Among the plays of the supernatural is one called 
A Spring Recital in which tttroops o:f nymphs, and hamadryads, 
fauns, clouds ot' hags ••• , the ghost of' an English minister 
of St. Giles, a monk of' the Thebaid of da.te 300 ~ and three 
2 
priests of'· Isis ot' 2840 B.C. enter to hear the organist play.n 
It is obviously not necessary to rely only on Romantic writers 
to support Laf'cadio Hearn's statement. There:is, however, a 
long line of' wri te·rs more positively conc~rned with the super-
natural who precede Walter. de la Mare. Sherard Vines notes 
the ghost in literature f'rom Senec.a to Walter de la Mare: 
2. 
The Ghost, which Senecan drama had· bequeathed 
to the Elizabethans, appeared in the eighteenth 
century among Gothic properties (The Castle o:f 
Otranto) and thenee passed into a widening reper-
tory o't mystery subjects to meet an increasing 
demand :for wonder and terror.~ The· taste a.ff'ected 
Scott, Coleridge, Keats· amongst others·; of' prose 
writers, Maturin, whose work.Rossetti admired, 
certainly intensified the. "hor.ror" .aspect; 
Godwin's St. Leon and Caleb .. Williams exhibited 
themes of' the "'"O'Ceul t and ·of crime~- . both of' 
which Lytton developed more pic.t'tlresquely; 
fss y ~~History and Realit~ of-Apparitions, Preface 
pagination). See also his. i.story o:f the Devil. . 
Dorothy Scarborough, ~ Supernat.ural .in MO'd'Ei"rn English 
Fiction~ P• 208. · 
but Foe, in poetry and prose,·made o~ the 
shudder, in ell its varieties, an art ac-
cepted by the world; and that chiefly in.a 
dezen years at the.beginning o~ the Victor-
i~ era. Eeriness seems to be a romantic 
by-product which, i~ sometimes despised, is 
never rejected; as the recent success o~ Mr.1 Walter de la Mare in this province suggests. 
What Mr. Sherard Vines has sketched in a paragraph requires 
greater elaboration here. Such an examination must n~ces­
sarily include the major works or movements which form the 
~oundation o~ the supernatural in English literature as well 
as particular mem.tion 0~ those writers who are more directly 
the literary ~orbears o~ Walter de la Mare in'its use. 
Some of these forbears are so ancient. that one might 
say that Western literature began with th~m: '_Homer atD.ong 
the Greeks; Petronius, Apuleius, and Pliny among the Romans; 
.. ~ - "' - .. - ~ 
and Biblical writers among the Hebrews (especially the author 
of the story o~ Saul's visit to the Witch.o~ Ender in which 
she weirdly evokes the spirit o~ Samriel.from the dead). In 
Old English literature, Grendel and.his mother stalk through 
Beowul~ with supernatural malevolence. 
T.he Middle Ages and its literature are saturated with 
the supernatural, especially the .f'olk.ballads,. Walter de la 
Mare has a deep interest and ~ondness for ~olk ballads and 
uses them not only in his anthologies, but ~requently as epi-
graphs or actually in the context of his novels. In a later 
chapter the sometimes peculiar significance of these ballads 
in relation-to his creative writing will be considered at 
1. .!QQ Years .2!, English Literature, p. 15. 
greater length. 
Chaucer's lavish use of the dream-vision as a technical 
device for establishing a supernatural atmosphere links him 
directly with Mr. de la Mare. The dream figures more pro-
minently in Walter de la Mare's mental processes in creating 
a supernatural atmosphere than it does as a tec~que in the 
actual writing of a story or novel; yet there is a notable 
exception to this in his first novel, lieill?t Brocken (1904-), 
which might be described as a series of dream~visions, one 
of which contains a subtle, if difficult, analysis of Criseyde. 
Shakespeare's ghosts were often assumed.to be subjective 
l 
hallucinations or symbols by nineteenth.century critics. 
E.E. Stoll has ably refuted the subjective view and estab-
lished not only the objectivity of Shakespeare's ghosts, but 
"2 
that of his witches, demons, and portents. 
·w.nether or not Shakespeare actually beli~ved in ghosts 
himself is a subject of controversy. Lafeu•s.speech in All's 
Well That Ends Well (II, iii) is often quoted as evidence that 
---
he did: nThey say that .mirac~es. are past; and we have our 
philosophical persons, to make modern and familiar, things 
supernatural and causeless. Hence it .is that we make trifles 
of terrors, ensconcing ourselves into seeming knowledge when 
. . . 
we should submit ourselves to an unknown fear. n Such evidence 
1. E.~. Stoll, Shakespeare Studies, p~ 187. ···Stoll· cites 
Professors Herford, Moorman, Moulton, Schelling, and 
w.w. Gregg as critics who·considered Shakespearets 
ghosts as hallucinations or symbols. 
2. ~ .. , pp. 18.5-254. . 
is, of course, doubtful. Walter de la Mare, in writing on this 
subject, asks a series~of questions which are more penetrating 
and thought-provoking than any dogmatic statement of the issue 
could possibly be • 
••• are not even the best in Shakespeare's kind--
his Lear and I ago 1 his Imogen and· Ophelia, his 
Prospera and his fools--only shadows, airy 
nothings, bodied f'orth by rantasy, but in-
stantly acceptable? Are they really and wholly 
~ any actual human being ~e have ever met? 
Are they not nebulous but intensely possessive 
. app~itions created and erected in conscious-
ness by means ot words dictated by genius and 
the imagination--concerning whose origin, im-
port 1 and ef'f'icacy we know so l,i ttle? Are we justified in subjecting them to our normal 
gauges of qualities and dimension? ~e they 
indeed more nrealn than his. gb.osts?l 
The words "nebulous but intensely possessive apparitions 
created and erected in the conseiousnes~ by means of words 
dictated by genius and the imagination11 migb.t'well describe 
Walter de la Mare 1 s own ghosts .• 
An affinity between Shakespeare and Walt~r de la Mare 
has often been noted, especially in reference to the latterfs 
poetry. But since the content of his prose and poetry is 
essentially the same, the conclusions of two modern critics 
.. ' 
are pertinent here. J. Dover Wilson, on asking a group of 
elementary school girls of what work .Mr. de la Mare's book 
of' childrents poems called. Peacock Pie reminded them, re-
-. -· ... 
ceived an almost unanimous response.: ! Midsummer Night's 
Dream. Mr. Wilson concluded: "so obvious, then, is the 
1. "Introduetion;,u Essays & Divers Hands, Royal Society 
of' Literature, XXI, xiv. 
spiritual af'f'ini ty between the early de la Mare and the early 
. 1 
Shakespeare that even children see 1 t instantly. 11 Stephen 
Spender writes: "De la Mare is the only poet I can think of' 
who baffles me in the way that the Shakespeare of' the lyrics 
2 
does." That children do not find Mr. de la Mare ba.f.fling is 
a tribute to his position as the foremost writer of' children 1 s 
literature in the twentieth cent~y. 
Ohaueer, the folk ballads, and Shakespeare represent the 
most important expression of' the supernatural in English lit-
erature up to the end of the Elizab.ethan Age.· That Mr. de la 
Mare should manifest a spiritual af.finity with them is not so 
much a question of literary influence as. it is ~ indication 
of the possession of' a necessary attribute. of' mind, a mind 
bent upon creating, by means o.f dream arid imagination as well 
as art, a vision o.f persons and places.beyond'the natural. 
Walter de la Mar>e•s "supernaturaltt 'forb.ears in the seven-
teenth century are associated more closely with his poetry 
. ~ - . . . 
and his anthologies than with his prose .'.fiction. The work of 
Vaughan, Crashaw, and Trah.erne are o.fteri used to suggest the 
quality of delieate symbolism tinged with mysticism in his 
poetry. Traherne's Centuries £f Meditation would no doubt 
be cited as a direct influence on Mr. de la Mare's Songs£! 
Childhood (1902) were it not .for the fact that it was not 
published until 1908. 
Burton and Browne, however, whose leisurely, contemplative 
1. Tribute to Walter de la Mare, p. 27. 
2. nwalter di' la Ma:r>e;r' New--statesman and Nation, XXIV (191·2), 46. - - '+ 
considerations of melancholy and the occult in rhythmical and 
sonorous prose find a twentieth century counterpart-in Mr. de 
la Mare •s elaborate and uniquely arranged anthologies, are 
spiritually akin to Mr. de la Mare both in style and in con-
tent. Some of Mr. de la Mare 1 s.richest prose1 is contained in 
the introductions and footnotes to. Gome Hi tJ:!ei'. (1923), Desert 
Islan.ds and Robinson Crusoe (1930), and. Behold, ~ Dreamerl 
(1939). Desert Islands elicits the following appraisal f'rom 
E~ V .• Knox: 
If humour means what the Eli.zabethans '·meant 
by it and in spite of' the change itl.inoderh 
use, I don't knowwhethe:r> we have taken. the 
meaning of' it much further,.· there af>e iiot many 
more humorous books in method and~ content than 
Walter de la Mare's Desert Islands. 
Who else could so oharmingly and so slyly have 
made a book in so weird a. f'orni?. ·Where ·the 
book its elf' is only an e s.say on~, one "book', and 
the notes are so long and nUm.erous..· that·: they 
cover all the islands and S.tr.aiige .co'Untries 
of' romance (however populous.). yet p·erpetually 
wind back, with all their. resear:cJ::Lana erlidi-
tion to the one immortal island, ·so ·that the 
reader, however far he may seem ·.to travel with 
the Traveller 1 is always.· returirlhg ·to. ~a bins on 
Crusoe, is always being. c.ast.up again in happy 
shipwreck 'QJl the personali.ty of. Defb e?l 
There is no one else who could have wri'l:iten such a book in 
the twentieth century, weaving and winding as it does around 
_the subjects of' desert islands and Robinson. Grusoe~-except 
' the ghost of' Robert Burton. Mr. de. la 11/Iare's long and pro-
t'ound interest in Daniel Defoe is one which will be developed 
. . . . . .· ~ . ~ ~ 
.. 
1.·· 
in a later chapter especially in .reference to. Defoe's technique 
1. Tribute to Walter de~~' pp. 60-61. 
in obtaining realistic prose effects. 
It was in the Go.tbic novel that the supernatural as such 
. I 
came into its own. Smollet anticipated the methods of the 
Gothic novel in his Adventures of Ferdinand Count Fathom, ~~~~~ -- ~~~~~
(1753), possibly in an effort to keep alive the picaresque 
novel. Although he did not introduce the supernatural, he 
came so close to doing so that the publication of ~ Castle 
of Otranto (1764.) by one 0William Marshal, Gent." could not 
have takea the ~ublic completely by ~urprise~' Besides be-
queathing properties and character types to his successors, 
. . 
"the importance ~f Walpole's e:tfort in the style,· 'rhe Castle 
:' .· ·· .. -~ 
of Otranto, entitled in the second edition, 'A Gothic Story,' 
- ( . - ..... 
is that it showed what Gothic meant and ·gave the name free 
1 
currency.tt In view of' Mr. de la Mare's. interest in the 
. 
dream and the dream-state as a source of inspiration for 
creative writing it is interesting to note that Walpole's 
'story originated in a dream in which the hall and staircase 
of Strawberry Hill united with dim memories of en ancient Hall 
at Cambridge. 11The dream pictures were the basis; the story 
was a piece of machinery easily contrived, n writes Ernest 
2 
Baker. The fact that the corner-stone of the Tale of Terror 
./." ~--. ·, .. - ,·· .... ' ..... : .;.. ,· 
was founded on a dream was not merely a matter of chance. 
This is evident .from the cont·ent of a letter from Walpole to 
George lVIontago. (Paris, January 5, 1766): "Visions, you know, 
1. Ernest Baker, History of the English Novel, V, 178. 
2. Loc. cit. 
8. 
have always been my pastures; and so far from growing old 
enough to quarrel with their emptiness, I a1most think their 
is no wisdom comparable to that of exchanging what is called 
l 
the realities of' lif'e :for dream.s. 11 Walter de la Mare would 
agree with this statement, making it clear, however, that the 
ttrealities" o:f li:fe did not mean lif'e itself', and that to 
him dreams are more real than many o:f the generally accepted 
ttrealitiestt. 
In this respect she is a direct :forbear o:f Mr. de la Mare. 
tt ' " But in her use of' the explained supernatural she is de-
.finitely alien .from his methods. Having obt~;ned the reader's 
confidence in her ghostly manifestations, Mrs. Radeli:ff'e in-
.. .. .. . . .. ·-
variably :finds some natural, if unreasonable, explanation f'or 3 - .... 
)! ' them. Montague Summers sums up the ease against the ttex-
\v 
y 
'.· 
plained supernatu.raln when he complains that it is something 
. . . -. ' 
more than disappointing, it is bad art to f'ind that all super-
natural agencies are explained away in sueh abundance "that 
the unravelment is more elaborate and m.Ore di.fficul t to be-
. . . ... ... 4 
11eve than ever could be the honest supernatural." 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
Montague Summers, ~ Gothic·Quest, p. 153. 
History of ~ English Novel., ··v; 202-203~ . 
However, --rrrn his review o:f The Mysteries.· of Udo1Ph6 
Coleridge highly commended sueh disingenuousness ••• " 
(Summers, 2£• cit., P• 136.). 
Ibid., p. 135.---
-
Christina Rossetti, whose-poetry is often compared 
with Mr. de la. 1\ra.re 's and about whom Mr. de la Mare has 
l. 
written, planned to write Mrs. Radcliffe's biography, but 
gave up the project because of insufficient materials. 
Mrs. Radcliffe r s poetry is usually igno~ed or deplor·ed, 
but Mr. de la Mare has included a plaintive 11 ttle poem 
of hers on sleep in his Behold, This Dreamerl It i~ called 
2 ----
ttserenade". 
ttMonk" Lewis, although he admired Mrs. Radcliffe, aban-
doned both her delicacy and her eXplanations. He revelled 
unrestrainedly in brute force and violence, piling up an ac-
cumulation of horrors in~ Monk (1796). "He delighted in 
the kind of Gernan romance parodied by Meredith in Farina, 
where Aunt Lisabeth tells Margarita of spectres, smelling 
- . 
of murder and the charnel breath of mi.drligh.t, who 'uttered 
noises that wintered the blood and revealed sights that , 
3 
stiffen hair three feet long; ay, and kept it stiff.'" 
Walter de la Mare has more in common wi.th Mrs. Radcliffe 1 s 
use -Of imaginative terror or evil than with Lewis's matter-
of-fact recital of physical horror. But he stands with Lewis 
as a firm upholder of the unadulterated supernatural. 
- . . ·-
In Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), Charles Robert Ms. turin, 
-, ... 
the Irish clergyman, produced the masterpiece of the Gothic 
1. "Christina Rossettin;-Essays & Divers Hands, VI, 79-116. 
2. Behold, This Dreamerl, p. 171. ··· · · · · 
3. Edith Birkhead, ~ ~ of Terror, p. 10. 
10. 
novel and raised the genre to a level of sinister grandeur 
without resorting to the spurious machinations of the Rad-
cliffe school or to the sheer sensationalism of Lewis. "If 
. -::, 
11. 
I possess any talent," said Maturin, nit is that of darkening 
the gloomy, and deepening the sad; of painting life in extremes, 
and representing the struggles of passion when the soul trembles 
. 1 
on the verge of 'Wllawful and. the unhallowed. n Not a few of 
Walter de la Mare's short stories deal with the latter theme, 
especially in his volume entitled ~ the Edge. 
Even before the publication of Me~oth the Wanderer in 
1820, the apex of interest in the Gothic novel had been passed. 
This is not to say that it disappeared. Me~oth was read and 
admired by Byron, Scott, Rossetti, Hugo 6 Baudelaira, Poe, 
Balzac, Thackara:y-,-,and Stevenson, man¥ of whom found inspira-
tion in it, Balzac to the extant of writi~g a sequel called, 
Melmoth Reconciled. 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (1818) owed little to its 
predecessors in its basic theme, but much to the influence 
of Shelley in its structure. It-was Shelley who suggested 
expanding what was really a short -story into a. novel. But 
the mo.st curious feature about the work is that when, once 
more as in the case of Walpole, a basic innovation is used 
as a subject of the supernatural in English literature, al-
though it be a minor one, the source of the original idea is 
traced to a dre~: 
1. Quoted by Edward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade of the. English 
Novel, p. 126. 
The idea came to her in a dream. Her preface 
tells o.f the story of the competition proposed 
by Byron .... Her .brain was at a standstill until 
the dream gave her a starting point; then she 
went straight ahead .from the words, 11It was on 
a dreary night o.f ~ovember, n which now begin 
the .fi.fth chapter. · 
One cannot resist commenting that had Mrs. Shelley heeded her 
dream inspiration more loyally and had the benefit of Poe 1 s 
advice on singleness o.f effect (not yet written), with such 
a beginning, she might have written a masterpiece in her 
ttmost immemorial year. n 
In America Charles Brockden Brown's four major novels 
exploited in a keen but untrained manne.r psycho~?g~cal im-
Y pulses and states o.f awareness in add~tio~ to supposedly super-
natural elements which were ultimately explained.. Although 
Brown's achievements were rude, he was. the precursor o.f. the 
American novelists, Poe, Hawthorne., O~~.v~:t* \V~~de~l Holmes, 
Herman Melville, Henry James, nwho_,were .to ~~lore strange 
mental cases with a mor.e scientific. or at .least surer under-
standing, often with effects. upon the. reader very similar to 
... 2 
those produced by the novel of terror.n 
12. 
The Gothic novelists now s.eem. somewhat crude and at times 
absurd, but despite their obvious. failings, they made cer.tain 
- • - ~ I 
strides in fiction, and made one .fact very clear: 
1. 
2. 
The Gothic novelists contributed-to the plot-
development o.f the English novel; though they 
fail~.d, unfortunately, to connec't plot with 
Baker, The His tory of ~ En.gli.sh N ov.el, V, 217 .. 
Ibid., P• 213. 
-
character. They contributed to psychology 
in narrative through their interest in feel-
ings of f~aar and terror. But their most im-
portant contribution was the demonstration 
they of.f'ered that "reason" al.one. could never 
control· English fiction. They set the novel 
in the pre~ence of the Unseen, fronting 
squarely that great, impenetr~ble Mystery 
which enfolds our little life.l · 
Scott•s knowledge of th~ supernatural was extensive, as 
is indicated by his Letters. £!!.DemonoloQ" and Witchcraft 
(1~30). His use of .it in his novels is abundant. Although 
in Weodstock he descends to natural explanations, in such 
works as 11Wandering Willie t s .. Tale" and ~ Bride !?f. Lammermoor, 2 . . . . . 
he makes no such concession. Certain of his comments on the 
behavior of ghosts etc. are still valid. Ghosts are not to 
appear too often or become too chatty. The magician is to 
evoke no spirits, whom he cannot endow with manners and lan-
gu.age eorrespo:a.ding to their supernatural character. nPerhaps, 
-·. . 
to be circumstantial and abundant in minute detail and in a 
word ••• to be somewhat prosy is the secret mode of sec-q.ring a 
certain necessary degree of credulity from the hearers of a 
3 
ghost story •••• " 
Dickens used the supernatural on occasion. Edith Birkhead 
objects to his sometimes jocular attitude. She finds his treat-
ment of Marleyts ghost lacking in dignity and decorum.. Clank-
ing its chains in the cellar of the silent, empty house, it has 
the power to disturb us, 11but we lose respect for the shade when 
1. Wagenknecht, Cavalcade 2f the English Novel, P• 133. 
2. In "Wandering Willie's Talerr-there is a subtle suggestion 
of a natural explanation. 
3. Birkhead, Tale ~ Terror, pp. 1~9-150. 
Applied to the spirit world there we gaze upon it.eye to eye. 
1 
is much truth in the old adage that .famili.arity breeds contempt." 
But Dickens could, when he chose to do so, write of' the super-
natural with great seriousness as in "The. Signalman," "a tale 
o.f g~stly warning conforming to a _ver·r connnon patt~:m and 
touched with a verisimilitude which allie.d it as much with the 
2 
coming psychological school as with the· dr~ng .. ~o:thie school." 
Aside .from his use of the supernatural, ·Dickens has an unusual 
- .. ··- ---·-·.. - . - .. 
a.f.finity to Walter de.la Mare in his· concept o:f chal"'acter, a 
theme which will be dealt with under th!t heading. 
Since Walter de la Mare has written a critical essay on 
Wilkie Collins and one on Henry Ja.m.e~ a~ -~e_:t;L_ ~s a_ short story 
on Edgar Allen Poe containing critical comments, these Writers 
~ .. . ·-
will be discussed in connection with Waite~ de la Mare's own 
criticism as well as~ the main body.o.f this dissertation. 
Bulwer-Lytton contribute~ t? f'~c~;o~.d~a~:tn~_withthe_evo­
eation o:f weird images ~d moods, e~P.e~~~~?:Y:..;~_~s_noy~ls, ! 
Strange Story and Zanoni. He was ei'.fective .. po.ssibly .because 
o.f his own studies o.f the occult. and. the influence of' nhis 
.. ,., . 
ancestor, the learned savant, Dr .• Bulwer, who studied the 
Black Art and dabbled in astrology and.palmistry. He was a 
' .. 3 
member o.f the society o.f the Rosicrucians.n 
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu 1 s supernatural stories are well 
told. Like Wilkie Collins, Le Fanu st.r.esses the. preternatural 
... 
1. Birkhead, Tale o.f Terror, pp. 193-194~- · ·· · 
2. Howard P. Loveera.ft, Supernatur~l Horror in Literature, 
P• 4J.. 
3· Birkhead, ~· cit., pp. 178-179. 
asp~ets of landscape and combines the imaginative and the 
horrible in a style which occas~onally tends towards the 
poetic. Le Fanuts influenc.e. on. M .• R. James and other writers 
of the supernatural has often been acknowledged. Even Henry 
James praises Le Fa.nu in uThe Liar-. n 
15. 
Howard Lovecraft disposes of the bulk of the remaining 
authors of nineteenth century supernatural fiction, pointing 
out both their weakness and their strength. 
The romantic, semi-Gothic, quasi~moral tradi-
tion ••• was carried far down the. nineteenth 
century by such authors. as Jo.seph Sheridan 
Le:J.anu, Wilkie Collins, the late. Sir H. Rider 
Haggard (whose She is .really remarkably. good), 
Sir A. Conan Doyle, H.G. Wells, and Robert 
Louis Stevenson.... Indeed. we may say that 
this school still survives.; for to it clearly 
belong such of our contemporary horror tales 
as specialise in events rather than .. atmos-
pheric details, address the int.ell.ect rather 
than the impressionistic .imaginati.on, culti-
vate a luminous glamour rather than a. malign 
intensity or psychological. veris.imi.litude, 
and take a definite stand with mankind and 
its welfare. It has undeniabl.e .strength, 
and because or. its tthum.an .element." commands 
a wi.der audience than does the shee.r. artistic 
nightmare. It it is.not quite so .potent as 
the latter, it is bee.ause· a diluted product 
can never achieve the intensi:ty. of .. a c.onc.en-
trated essence.l · · . . 
Loveeraft is primarily concerned. with supernatural horror 
rather than the supernatural in general,. so that hi.s. remarks 
tend to deprecate some genuinely great. writers. of the super-
natural, especially Le Fanu, Collins., .and St.evenson. · It is 
obVit>us that Lovecraft prefers the stark terror or such a 
writer as Poe rather than what might be :called the. "huma.nizedn 
l. Supernatural Horror !a· Literature,. p ~- 43. 
supernatural in which demons and other diabolical el.ements 
are presented in a manner which makes a bid for the reader's 
sympath-y. Certainly Dr. JeJgl.l ~ !!:• Hyde is a story in 
which evil is humgnized to-an extent that excites much more 
pity than terror. 
In such a slight survey, it has been difficult to list 
all the important writers concerned, to say nothing of' the 
minute and varied themes used, of the more individual contri-
butions of single writers, or of the influence of one writer 
upon anothexo. No modern ~iter of th~ supernatural has been 
discussed because it is intended to rel.ate Mr. de la Mare's 
use of the supernatural.- to that of his eonte.niporaries in a 
later chapter. 
---
That the technique of conveying the thrf'll of the super-
~ 
~o. 
natural has advanced is indisputable. Walpol.e's basic proper-
ties and character types were enhanced .by Mrs. Radcliffe's 
imaginative atmosphere and by her villains .. who were later to 
be labelled uByronic.tt She added, also~ a strong element of 
suspense as well as a more evocative.prose techni.que.. With 
Lewis the supernatural story employed physical violence on 
an unprecedented scale. Maturin, wi.th a forcible. and direct 
style, portrayed evil on a titanic plane of·- grandeur which 
is almost at times Shakespearean. This'magnfficence was lost 
or diluted by his followers who began. to refine and elaborate 
the simple devices and properties of the great . "Goths .• " In-
-
sanity, ancestral curses, elixirs of life and. other .su.ch sub-
jects seem to have occupied the minds of writers in the first 
17. 
half of the nineteenth ce.ntury~ Poe and Hawthorne among others. 
A sharper penetration of psychological impulses and a more com-
plex delineation of morbid states. of mind· also developed.. As 
the century advanced, supernatural literature assumed a more 
and more psychic rather than physical basis.· External physical 
properties became seemingly less and. less effective in trans-
porting, in the sense of the word as. used by Longinus, the 
readers of ghostly literature. One.reads of. increasingly sub-
jective ghosts who become symbols rather than phantoms and some-
times descend to the level of mere hallucinations. 
Something is lost with the decline'. in. the belie:f' in the 
authentic ghest~ something of spiritual: terror when, as Ma.turin 
says, "the soul tr.embles on the verge. of' .. the 1unlawful- and the 
unhallowed. n A great many of the stori.es. of' the pres.ent day 
which are supposedly supernatural, are. ac.tually .studi.es in mor-
bid psychology-~ dealing largely. with obs.essions and neuroses. 
Those stories of' the past whose me.anings_do.not.f'all. neatly 
into such theories are distorted. by some. cr.iti.c.s so. that they 
do. An example of' t~s kind of ex,planation, which really makes 
Mrs. Radcliffe's explanations seem plausib.l.e; is Edmund.Wilson's. 
interpretation of' "The Turn of .the Scr.ew. n lte suggests that 
the ghosts are unconscious projections of the. mind of .. the gov-
erness. He adds that James nwas probably unconscious of having 
-
raised something more frightening than.the ghosts he had con-
1 
templated." Wil.sonts interpretation has. been refuted by at 
1. Classics ~Commercials, p. 178. 
18. 
1 
least four critics. 
According to Mr. Wilson's interpretation, James unconscious-
ly created a character who unconsciously, in turn, created 
characters to frighten the children. This interpretation miefl, t 
be termed a "double mesh of unconsciuosness.n It is a:n.so 
puzzling to observe that Mr. Wilson considers his explanation 
more frightening than the generally accepted import of the tale. 
In .f'act, such an explanation reduces the story to an incident 
which is more unfortunate than tragic, and which is completely 
devoid of any element of psychic horror. A comparison will be 
made later between "The Turn of the Screw" and Walter de la 
Maret s 11 Out of the Deep. u 
The supernatural in fiction has, in a sense, suffered 
through the years a kind of steady degradation to the natural. 
There are few writers today who can write of the supernatural 
without resorting to the physically monstrous or the scientifi-
cally fantastic. An admirable advance in technique has been 
accompanied very often by a decrease in the ghostly thrill. This 
is not always true, and the evocation of the supernatural by 
the modern masters such as Walter de la Mare, Arthur Machen, 
~.E. Coppard, Algernon Blackwood, and Lord Dunsany is achieved 
with a subtlety and suggestiveness which is capable of challeng-
ing the most prosaic of minds. The modern writer has, of course, 
a much wider range of subject matter than did the older writer. 
The increase in knowledge of floklore, the vistas opened by ad-
].Glenn A. Reed, "Another Turn on .ramesrs 'Turn of the Screwt,u 
American Literature,XX (lg48-49), 413. Mr. Reed lists 
three other articles refuting Wilson~ 
19. 
vanees in science, and possibilities of variations on themes 
previously used have all contributed to a more complex pattern 
of supernatural tale. Advances in psychological phenomena have 
not always been detrimental; often they are used as a spring-
board to the supernatural. Scientific research, of late years, 
tends to disown a sheerly materialistic view of the universe, 
and the Society for Psychical Research is not without prominent 
uphold~rs. The position of the supernatural tale at present is 
described by Howard Lovecraft in optimistic terms: 
Combatted by a mounting wave of plodding 
realism, aynical flippancy, and sophisti-
cated disillusionment, it is yet encouraged 
by a parallel tide of growing mysticism, as 
developed both through the fatigued reaction 
of f1occultistsn and religious fundamental-
ists against materialistic discovery and 
through the stimulation of wonder and fancy 
by such enlarged vistas and broken barriers 
as modern science has given us with its 
intra-atomic chemistry, advancing astro-
physics, doctrines of rektiv~ty, and prob-
ings into biology and human thought. At 
the present moment the .favouring for.ces 
would appear to have somewhat o.f an advan-
tage; since there is unquestionably more 
cordiality shown toward weird writings 
than when, tbdrty years ago, th~ best o.f 
Arthur Machen's work .fell on the stony 
ground o.f the-smart and cocksure 'nineties.l 
Mr. d~ la Mare's use of the supernatural has included, 
especially in his poetry for children, the realm of pure 
• 
fantasy. This is also true of bds prose fiction for children 
which consists o.f one novel, The Three Royal Monkeys (1910) 
(formerly called~ Three Mulla-Mtllgar:S); two volumes o.f short 
stories, Broomsticks (1925) and The Lord F1sn (1933); and one 
---
1. Supernatural Horror ,!B Lit era ture, p ~ 106. 
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play~ Crossings (1923). Since this dissertation is concerned 
primarily with the more serious aspects of the supernatural in 
the pr¢se fiction of Walter de la Mare and in fantasy as a more 
or less secondary manifestation o~ the genre~ it is not deemed 
necessary here to review the works of the masters of fantasy 
such as Lewis Carroll and Sir James M. Barrie. But these two 
men as well as others will be discussed 1nc1den:tall:Y in rela-
tion to Walter de la Mare's own works of this nature or in 
critieal remarks by him or other critics. 
21. 
B. Criticism of Walter de la Mare 
Time entitled its review of the now rare Tribute to Walter 
--------- - ~---=-
9:!, 1.! Mare ~ ~ ~event:y-fifth Birth.daz (1948) ~ ttElusive Gen-
ius. «1 Time is not alone in noting Mr. de la Mare 1s_ elusiveness 
to criticism. J.B. Prie-stle-y, almost tw,enty-five y~ars prior 
to the article in Time~ had described Walter de la Mare as one 
of those writers who have a few obvious· characteristics known 
to everybody. These characteristics are complacently indicated 
by the reviewers whenever such writers publish a book; but "if 
we wish to press forward and ex~e him more closely, he be-
2 
comes curiously elusive almost playing Ariel to our Cali ban. tt 
Mr. Priestley exp~ds his thesis of Mr.' de la Mare•s elusive-
ness to the critic by an ~alogy based on an'incident in Walter 
de la Mare 'a Memoirs -~!_Midget: 
on their last evening together on Buckwood 
Hill, ••• lVIiss M. tells Mr. Anon of a ghost · 
that came to a house near Oireneester~ ·"And 
when it was asked, n are you a good spirit 
or a bad? n it made no answer, bUt vanished~ 
the book -said--I remember the very words--
nwith a curious perf'ume and a most melodious 
twang." Mr. de la Mare himself. is not un-
like that ghost, for when we approach him 
as critics and ask him if he is this·:or that 
he, too, seems to vanish - nwith a curious 
perfume and a most melodious twhng. u3 
There is no doubt that Walter de la h~re~ especially in his 
poetry, oi'tlpt dei'ies analysis~ as. was evident. i.n stephen Spender's 
complaint that some of Walter de la Mar~ts poems baffled him as 
1. 
2.. 
~·· 
"Elusive Genius," Time, Lll, 'July 19·, 1948, p. 106. 
J.B. Priestley, Fi~s in Modern Literature, p. 35. 
Loc. cit. 
--
the Shakespe~re of the lyrics did. It is unquestionably true 
that Mr. de la Mare "must be considered as unique, even after 
1 
he has been considered traditional.n In addition to Walter 
de la Mare's uniqueness, there is another reason, noted by an 
unri~ed critic as early as 1910, why the critics have found it 
difficult to place ~ in a convenient category: 
He is connected with no party, school, fad, 
clique, or movement, but nourishes, to the 
satisfaction of those who know him, a curi-
osity, a discontent, and. an. optimism. all 
equally boundless. He speaks as a solitary 
individual who might perhaps. not write at all 
were it not for this solitude. ·He ddes not 
speak as a member of any class or body, or 
on behalf of anything or anybody~2 · 
Despite his. elusiveness, however, there· exists a considerable 
body of criticism on Walter de la Mare. There ar.e three book-
length studies of his works as well .. as. many· books containing 
a single chapter devoted. to him. in a.ddit.ion. to numerous articles 
and reviews. The Tribute to Walter de la Mare is rather anom----=~- ----- - --
alous since it contains criticism, reminis.cene.es, and creative 
work by the various contributors. 
R.L. Megroz published the .first book-l.erigth study of 
Walter de la Mare's works in Walter ~ .,!,! ~.: A Biographical 
-
.!!!.!!Critical Study (1924). This book.was later supplemented 
, . -
by a chapter in Megroz 1s ~.No.velis.t.~.Poe.ts .. o.f Today (1933). 
/ That R.L. Megroz was the first to writ.e. an elaborate study of' 
Mr. de la Mare's work is not surprising. in view of the fact 
that he himself published, in 1939, two books which have as 
1. 
2. 
John Freeman, English Portraits and. Ess~ p. 88. 
uwalter de la Mare," Bookman (Loiid.On), · X (1910), 127. 
their subjects themes which have always engaged the. interest 
of Walter de la Mare; The Dream World, and The Real Robinson 
Crusoe .. / As might be expected, Mr. Megroz emphasizes the dream 
aspects of Mr. de la :Mare's poetry and prose. Under the chap-
ter headings "Poetr.,- as Dreamtt and ttpoetry of Ghildhood,u he 
includes sueh prose items as the short story, "The Vats, n and 
the novels, Henry Broeken and ~ Three Mnlla-Mulgars. Mr. 
" Megroz regards Walter de la Mare as essentially a poet, whether 
writing in prose or poetry. He has a chapter on Mr. de la 
Mare's ghosts which is especially valuable, and was the first 
to note an affinity between Henry James. and Walter de· la Mare. 
In reference to a similarit.,- of style, Megroz. seems at times 
to .force such a similarity, possibly because he becomes too 
minute in choosing selections to depiet'}dndi-ed phrases and 
words • 
. 
, 
Despite minor defects such as this, Mr. Megroz has 
written a work that is basic to an understanding of Walter de 
la Mare. ,. 
Forrest Reid, who was himself a .novelis:ti. as. well as a per-
sonal friend of Walter de la Mare, was admirably equipped to 
write Walter de !! ~: ! .Critical Studz (!929). His person-
al assooiatipn is supplemented.by a. literary one. as the galley-
proofs of Memoirs of·~ Midget and Desert Islands, which were 
read and criticised by him, will t~stify.1 Walter de la Mare 
acknowledges Forrest Reidts assistance in a more substantial. 
1. These galley-proofs, together with the bulk. of Walter de 
la Mare's works, mostly in the for.m of autographed first 
editions, have been aequired by the Houghton Library of 
Harvard University. 
m~er in his preface to ~ the Edge which is dedicated to 
Forrest Reid: 
As for •An Ideal craftsman '--this story was 
first p~inted in ~ Monthly Review in 1905, 
and has not merely, like the rest, been re-
vised, but has been twice re-written: once 
by myself and once by my old. friend Mr. 
Forrest Reid, who also went over it again 
in proot.J. 
Forrest Reid, unlike Megroz, divides the poetry fra.m the 
prose and devotes. the major portion of the book to the latter. 
He has, of course, the advantage of being ab2e to discuss prose 
tal.es written after Megroz's study which include some of those . 
in The Connoisseur (1926) and most of thos.e fn .Q!! ~ Edge (1930). 
Reid analyzes each story and is among the.first ot Mr. de la 
Mare's critics to place the short stories as ··a whole under vari-
ous categories. His study, in general., di:t'~ers .from Mr. M~groz t s 
in that Reid is more concerned with Walt.er de. la Mare as a prose 
, ; I / 
writer, and is more specific in his .anal.y.si.s while Megroz is pri-
marily interested in major themes and Walter de la Mare as a 
novelist-poet. Both studies have laid,. each 'in its own manner, 
a thorough basis for criticism of Walter de la Mare. 
Henry Charles Dtl.ffin's Walter~·~~: A ·studz !2:£ 1!!.! 
Poet~ (1949), is a comprehensive study of Walter de la Mare's 
poetic imagery and technique which .i.s. of interest here because 
of Duffin's analysis of Walter de. la .. Mar .. e.•s use of rhythms in. 
language. Duffin notes that. Mr. de la Mare. »carries us into 
a world which though geographically mundane., 'is not otherwise 
1. Walter de la Mare, Q!! ~ ,!~, p •. xi. 
recognizable as the daily scene. It is here that his prose most 
obviously aligns with his poetry, for much of the prose is of l . 
this bord~r-line supernatural order." 
In Walter. 2 !!! ~; · ~ Exeloratiol\ (1947), John Atkins 
published an essay on Walter de la Mare's mind and work which 
is very impressionistic in method and occasionally seems to ~e 
purely subjective in its conclusions. In a rather fanciful 
fashion, he compares Walter de la Mare 1 s mind to a tomb with 
a corridor running into a vast room whose proportions are finite 
but boundless. To follow the conclusions of a critic working 
on such a symboli.c basis is difficult. In other respects, too, 
Mr. Atkins seems to err. One of his most disconcerting observa-
tions is that Walter de la Mare does not appear to recognize 
the existence of fundamental evil. Another doubtful assertion 
is tba t lVIr. de la Mare knows the stupid and the stubborn, but 
not the malevolent. But Mr. Atkins's most disquieting remark 
is "that the chance association of two goods often results in 
the production of an evil. This is the philosophical basis of 
2 
his work. tf In arriving at such a conclusion, Mr. Atkins ig-
nore.s the meaning of such stories as "Seaton's Aunttt and "All 
Hallows," not to mention longer works, even if one grants that 
~s premise regarding evil arising from good be true. To say 
that this is the philosophic basis of Walter de la Mare's work 
is a fundamental error. It is one of Walter de la Mare's ~eat­
est achievements t;bat in his use of the supernatural he portrays ... 
1. Walter de la Mare: ! Study of His Poetry, pp. 74.-75. 
2. Walter de la Mire; ~ ~loration, pp •. 17-18. 
. evil not only as fundamental., but as malevolent. 
In his Cavalcade ~ the English Novel Edward Wagenknecht 
I devotes the last chapter to the prose of' Walter de la Mare. 
He briefly but tr.enchantly surveys the novels and the short 
stories. Of the short s~p.ies o:f Walter de la.Mare's prose, 
his is the most comprehensive ·and the most incisive. He has 
also written an introduction to The-Collected Tales of Walter 
' .__.., . - .-.;::;:;=..;;.;;.. 
de ~ ~ (1950). The tales were chosen by him and his in-
troduction contains not only valuable comments on the tales 
themselves, but details on Walter de la Mare himself which 
are of permanent value.to the student or reader of Walter de 
la Mare's work. In addition, Mr. Wagenknecht has writ~en an 
article called uwalter de la Mare's 'The Riddle'" whose sub-
26 • 
tit1e is "A Note on the Teaching o:f Literature with Allegorical 
.. 
Tendencies. tt In this article Mr. Wagenknecht clarifies certain 
issues in relation to Mr. de la Mare's curious, early short 
1 
story, uThe Riddle." 
John Middleton Murry's study in Countries o:f ~ ~ 
(1922) takes Mr. de la Mare 1 s use of the dream as its main 
theme. Mr. Murry asks: ttLif'e haunted with death, beauty by 
. 2 
decay. What remedy will avail against this malady of' mankind?" 
He :.not:es that Walter de la Mare like other great idealists has 
tried to find one in.the dream which turns the ephemerality of 
earthly beauty into a proof of the existence of a beauty which 
lasts forever. To those who scoff:llt the dream and the ideal 
v. 1. qollege English, X:.t. (1949), 72-80. 
2. Countries of the ~, P• .. 127. 
Mr. lVl\lrry points out: nLif'e as we know i t 1 cannot bar the gate 
against the ideal. If it is a dre~~ it is a dre~ we live by~ 
1 
and a dream we live by is more real than the reality we ignore. tt 
J.B. Priestley$ in Figures !a Modern Literature (1924), 
creates a hypothetical personality, which is presumably Mr. de 
la Mare's, and from that arrives at conclusions as to what kind 
of writing one might expect from such a person. The tjpe of per-
son he describes is one who is taken from his youthful environ-
ment and thrust into surroundings alien to a sensitive· and imagin-
ative temperament •. Such persons, if endowed with genius, are in-
evitably fated, accofr.ding to Mr .. Priestley's thesis,to'be of 
second rank: 
It is probably true to ·say that geniuses 
of the first rank, the Homers and.Shake-
speares and nantes, feed imaginatively on 
all their experience and are no more de-
pendent on childhood than they are on any 
other period of their life; they are for-
ever gorging on existence, and as·they age 
their vision widens, or at least ~hanges. 
But there is a lesser order of geniuses 
who create worlds :f'or themselves that have 
a distinct li:f'e of their own~ but are ob-
viously dif:f'erent, running obliquely, from 
the actual world we know, and it appears 
to me that such writers (Dickens is the 
type) bUild up their little universes from 
their childish impressions and carry for-
ward with them into manhood their early 
imaginings and memories. What they do not 
understand and cannot enter into imagina-
tively during their youth they never do 
understand, n~t at least, for the purposes 
of their art. 
I 1. Countries of' the Mind, p. 1~. 
2. Figures inMo'dern--r;r:t'erature, p. 40. Of'. Walter de la 
Mare • s rtRupert Brooke and the Intellectual Imagination. tt 
Mr. Priestley stresses the fact that it is only when 
\' such writers ar~:com:pared to the very greatest that they ap-
pear faulty$ and that their writings are not in any ordinary 
sense of the word "childish. u Childhood and the dream have 
often been admitted by Walter de la Mare in his own critical 
writings to be the source of his inspiration. Mr. Priestley$ 
however, seems to set a limitation on such writers which need 
not necessarily exist. He sayslJ ttane mark o:f all writers who 
belong to this class is their weakness in portraying normal, 
somewhat eonnnonplace and sensible persons who hardly exist in 
1 
a child's world.n In the work of Walter de la :Mare there are 
numerous eonnnonplace and sensible persons, as will be pointed 
out later, who serve admirably as foils :for his more ethereal 
characters. It is, in fact,· almost impossible to write of the 
supernatural without creating a prosaic background and charac-
• 
ters to give the contrast necessary :for an effective presenta-
tion of the unearthly. Mr. Priestley, as has been noted pre-
viously, finds criticism of Walter de la Mare ttelusive~ 11 He 
does, however, emphasize that .Walter de la Mare derives much 
of his inspiration :from childhood1 which is the keynot~,. or· 
28. 
one of the keynotes,. to a comprehension of his use of the super-
natural. 
G.K. Chesterton has no illusions as to the seriouSness · 
of Walter de la Mare's outlook on life as expressed in his 
literature. For the benefit of those critics who :find ·in 
1. Fisures in Modern Literature, p. 4J. .. 
Walter de la Mare's dream world an escape .fromrealityt Chest• 
erton di~ferentiates between imaginative literature that is 
an escape .from reality., such as Sir Js.m.es. M •. Barrie's, and 
Wal. ter de la Maret s, which is not: 
Stories of the school of Peter Pan are 
radiant and refreshing dreams; but they 
are dreams.. They are the dreams of s.ome ... 
body t·aking refuge from real life in an 
inner life of·the imagination; but not 
necessarily of somebody believing that 
there is also a larger universal life 
corresponding to that imagination. The 
:first is. a fabulist but the second is 
a symbolist.l 
Chesterton is among those critics such. as Lord David Cecil 
and Edward Wagenknecht who recognize that the supernatural as 
used by Walter de la Mare is something more than a mere artful 
portrayal of the eccentric and the sinister as well as the curi-
ous and the wonderful by a man of genius unusually gifted in.de-
picting the unearthly. nne la Mare's world,u he observes, "is 
not merely a world of. illusion; it is in quite another sense a 
world of imagination. It is a real world of which the reality 
2 
can only be represented to us by images .. n Chesterton finds 
Mr. de ls. Mare a mystic as well as a symbolist. 
As an example of criticism which accuses Walter de la Mare 
of a flight from reality, in contrast to Chesterton's view, is 
Stephen Spender's opinion: 
In closing all the doors of his conscious-
ness to the phenomena and even the feelings 
which one thinks of as peculiarly modern 
1. nwalter de la Mare," Fortnightly Review, GXXXVIII (1932), 
499- - ..... . 
2. Ibid., P• 48. 
Walt~r de la Mare has one great advantage: 
he evades the problem of having to cope 
with ·the fashionable and the ephemeral; 
that which seems important to us may not 
to other generations. But he runs another 
kind of risk: .that of missing life alto-
gether in the course of missing it as it 
is lived by his contemporaries.l 
Mr. Aubrey de Selineourt immediately replied to Stephen Spend-
er1s remarks questioning certain contradictions in their mean-
2 
ing. But Charles Morgan in his Libertie$ of ~ Mind (1951) 
cites Walter de la.Mare as one of the modern writers who have 
something essential.to say to their contemporaries: ttAnd is 
this not the cry of contemporary man ••.• ? 
Bet~ayed and fugitive I still must roam 
A world where sin, and beauty, whisper of Home. 
30 •. 
Say what you will of those.two ltnes. Say that they are neith-
er political nor class conscious and are therefore to be con-
3 
damned. But do not say that they are 1uncontemporary 1 ". Mr. 
Morgan concludes that what was once thought of as flescapism11 
in the work of Mr. de la Mare has now become the tlfountain of' 
its endurance and its freshness." 
Stephen Spender and Charles Morgan are representatives of 
two kinds of critics who gravitate towards the work of a man 
such as Walter de la Mare: one in a negative aspect and the 
other in a positive one, but each basing its views on the same 
source. Walter de la Mare•s obvious lack of attention in his 
1. 
2. 
nwalter de la Mare,"~ Statesman and Nation, XXIV. (1942), 
~. . . . . 
"Repl-y to Stephen Spender," ~Statesman ~Nation, XXIV (19LJ.2), 61. 
Liberties of ~ ~~ P• 228. 
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writings to the passing panorama of political and social upheav-
'/-, al which is the staple ingredient im much of current literature. 
Storm Jameson sums up Mr. de la Mare 1 s work with acumen when she 
finds in Walter de la Mare a music and "a joy at once sensuou~ 
and intellectual in the visible world, an awareness of:the·mysti-
cal overtones of experience, ••• but the words start in the mind 
. 1 
of a man acutely alive in his· own time." 
The contents of a Tribute to Walter de la Mare includes .......;...,;;;;,..;.;.~- - .......... __,.. .......-....-.. 
critical articles and o~eative wo~k by a group of writers whose 
names represent the best in contemporary English literature: 
J.B. Priestley, v. Sackville-West, J. Dover Wilson, cT. Middle-
ton Murry, T. Moult, E~V. Knox, Lord David Cecil, and Graham 
Greene are the first elght 'names listed in a gamut which also 
incl:udes Jobn Masefield, T.S. Eliot., c. Day Lewis, and· others. 
Two of the critical articles included are of special interest 
here: Lord David Cecil's nThe Prose Tales o:r Walter de la Mare" 
and Graham Greene's nThe Short Stories.n Both men are· acutely 
interested in Walter de la Mare 1 s use of symbols and what the 
meaning o:f these symbols is. Since they are also concerned 
primarily with his prose, and specifically his short stories 
or tales, there is an unusual divergency in the meaning each 
attributes to these symbols. 
Graham Greene believes that every good creative writer has 
an obsession: James feared treachery, hence his barbed style; 
Hardy was obsessed with a. terrible sense of pity which may be 
found at the core o:r his works. In Mr. de la Mare's work Graham 
1. 11British Literature: Survey and Critique," Saturday Review 
~Literature, XXXIV, October 13, 1951, P• ~. 
Greene detects the railway stat.i0n or the railway journey- as 
the dominant symbol indicating life 1 s journey. He lists a 
.formidable number of 'incidents to support his find.tng. But 
what really concer.ns Mr. Greene is the attitude he discovers 
in the characters who are taking this journey with its' inevi-
table end: 
For how they continually seek their snark, 
his characters--in railway trains, in de-
serted:ehurches;t even in the bars o:f vil-
lage inns. , Listen to them speaking, and 
see how al:L :.:the time they ignore what is 
at least a fact--that an answer to their 
questions has been proposed: how intent 
they are to .find an alternative, personal 
explanation: how they hover and debate 
and toich and withdraw, while the boojum 
waits. · . 
Graham Greene :finds the world o:r Walter de la Mare an odd 
32. 
one .for those with traditional Christian beliefs. t!Tb.at obses-
sion with death that fills Mr. de la Mare 1 s poetry with the 
whisper of ghosts has never lead him to accept--or even specu-
2 
late on--the Christian answer. 11 Greene considers that Christ-
ianity when it is portrayed in the short stories is like a dead 
religion with only enormous stone memorials. In relation to 
the short stories, a more detailed analysis of this question 
will be necessary, but in reference to Mr. de la Mare himself 
this question has wisely been put to him by Edward Wagenknecht 
who received the following reply: 
As far as my small consciousness permits 
(and it is difficult to realize in the 
least the narrowness of its range), I 
1. Tribute to Walter de la Mare, p. 75. 
2. Ibid., pp; 73-74• ---
feel that the Obristian and Catholic idea 
of Man and the Universe is the richest~ 
pro.foundest, "imaginativen and creative~ 
beautiful and reasonable conception o.f 
any I hav.e any lm.owledge o.f (and there 
once more come in the inevitable restric-
tions). There.fore, as it seems to me, it 
is, quite apart from anytbing else, the 
most likely to be true. It is certainly 
true that the best in our fellow creatures 
is what is most essentially true about 
them. Only three days ago, I was having 
the livliest talk with a .friend on the 
subject of good and evil. My feeling was 
that with 11absolute cold" arid the prodig-
ious range.in regard say, to stellar tem-
peratures, so with these. There is a limit 
to evil but no l~t to good, or as one 
might put it, cold is absence of heat, and 
evil the absence of goodness.l 
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One feels~ perhaps, that here one is in the presence of a mind 
similar to that of the councilor o.f King Edwin who compares 
life to a sparrow .flying in from the dark and wintry night and 
.flitting through a war.m and lighted lodge· for a brie.f moment 
only to emerge into the darlmess again. "So this life. of man 
appears save .for but a littl.e while; what goes be;t'"ore or what 
follows we do not know. Therefore, it this teaching should 
bring anything more certain and more proper~ it is fitting that 
.2 
we shoul.d .follow it." 
I.f Graham Greene is doubt.ful about the final import of 
Walter de la Mare 1 s prose, Lord David Cecil is not. Indeed, 
in his article in a Tribute to Walter de ~ ~, he sketches 
the whole content and meaning of Mr. de la Marets prose tal.es 
with unusual succinctness and unfailing perspicacity. In a 
1. Collected Tales £! Walter ~ la Mare, Introduction by 
Edward Wagenknecht, p. xviii. . . 
2; ~College SurveY g.! English Literature, I, p}:~· ~;. 
c-apsule of seven pages he has caught the spirit~ technique., 
and meaning of' Walter de la Mare's prose. "The rationalist,u 
·he writes, flmay admire thes~ bettutiful enigmatic disquieting 
stories simply for the true pteture they give us of' the sub-
1 
conscious mind. u But they have far more signif'ieance than 
that. 1~nderstood, as Mr. de la ~re intends us to understand 
them, they reveal a penetration into the spiritual regions of' 
Man's experience deeper than is to be f'ound in the work or· 
2 
any other contemporary author.n 
Lord David Cecil describe~ Walter de la Mare as a symbol.-
ist ttin the truest sense of' that misused overworked word". 
Walter de la Mare 1 s ghosts and hauntings are the expression 
of' "some of the prof'oundest and most critical issues that con-
front the humans oul. Indeed Mr. de .la Mare is occupied with 
3 
nothing less than the ultimate significance of human eXperience. tt 
It is the purpose of' this thesis to analyze the prose fic-
tion of' Walter de la Mare in regard to his use of the supernat-
ural, especially in reference to Lord David Cecil's remarks, 
and to ascertain and evaluate such a contribution to the use 
of' the supernatural in English literature. As a subsidiary 
purpose it· is also intended to investigate the statement of 
Edmund Wilson~ who, although he is not concerned with the more 
serious aspects of supernatural fiction,.notes in his "A Treatise 
on the Tale of' Terror, u ::that 11de la Mare, a great admirer of' Poe 
1. Tribute to Walter ~ la Mare, pp. 69-7n. 
2. Ibid., P• 70. . 
3· Ibid., P• 66. . 
• 
has done work that is quite his own in this :f'ield o:r super-
natural f'iction; it is in mi opinion superior to his verse. 
His stories at their best are poetic, psychologically subtle 
1 
and creepy to a high degree .. n Lord David Cecil and Edmund 
Wilson f'ind a unique quality in Walter de la Mare's us'e of' the 
supernatural, a f'act which reveals Mr. de la Mare's ability to 
make the supernatural e:r:rective to penetrating minds viewing 
it :r~om dif'f'erent levels. 
1. Classics and Connnerci.als, pp. 179-180. 
c. Critici&m by Walter de la Mare 
Walter de la Mare has written a considerable body of cri-
tical works for a creative artist who is kn.own to most readers 
as a poet, a writer of children's literature, and a man of deli-
cate and nebulous subjects even in his prose. His critical writ-
ings range from reviews and prefaces to purely critical articles, 
and even to entire books of criticism. 
As a young man, he did an unusual amount of reviewing. 
nr have never found., and never should find critical work really 
congenial even though I must have been responsible for about a 
1 
million words of reviewing •••• tt Most of his reviews appeared, 
somewhat early in this century, in the Saturday Westminister, 
the Bookman (London), the Times Literarz Supplement, and the 
Edinburgh Review as well as other magazines. These reviews 
are more pleasant reading than most because "they clothed so 
.fine a critical faculty in the distinction of style ••• , that ••• 
his work could be identified by the discerning as easily as 
. 2 
can tb.e characteristic unsigned paintings of a master. 11 
Walter de la Mare's reviews, as well as his critical es-
says, possess the charm of any great creative writer who turns 
hl.s hand to criticism. Whether he is musing on Masefield 1 s 
Japanese tragedy, or ruminating on Henry James r s introduction 
·to Letters from America by Rupert Brooke, his handling· o.f the 
obvious is swift and certain; but there is also a generous 
flood of critical asides which concentrate more subtle""and 
1. Letter to Edward Wagenknecht, Sept. ~' 1945. 
2. Megroz, Five Novelist-Poets of Toda:t, p .• 23. 
suggestive ideas than most reviewers could entertain much less 
express. 
Recently Henry James, and in particular his later style, 
has been the subject of minute and copious criticism. Mr. de 
la Mare., as early as 1916, writes: 
Difficult, here and there, th~ preface is, 
since all Henry James's later work keeps 
naturally indolent wits preternaturally busy. 
But is there a word of sheer waste~ We stand 
as it were at the brink of a placid all-enve-
loping sea of consciousness. Wave after wave 
of voluminous.prose breaks at our feet, and, 
almost without sound, .y~t with in:f'ini te pre-
sence draws back from the nugget of amber, 
the something ri.eh and peculiar, rather than 
strange, which, in the still high\ light of 
an immensely responsible reasoiableness, it 
has deposited before our eyes. . . 
Although Walter de la Mare has written no lengthy study 
of Henry James's work, he has written at least two short ones. 
Some critics have found a similarity between Henry James and 
Walter de la Mare in content and in style. That there are like-
nesses is certain, and Walter de la Mare himself, in writing of 
James, has pointed out many of them. It is one of Mr. de la 
Mare's happy :faculties in his critical writing tC> reveal many 
of his own characteristics and technique. Fortunately, in most 
of his lengthier writings of a critical nature he has selected 
individuals who have interested him as persons and as literary 
artists, and who have something in common with him as a writer. 
These include: Daniel Defoe, Edgar Allen Poe, Christina Rossetti, 
Wilkie Collins, and Lewis Carroll. Many of Mr. de la Mare's most 
acute perceptions regarding the writings of those authors are 
1. "Poet and Novelist," Bookman (London), L (1916), 41. 
true of his own writings. 
In speaking of James 1s subject matter, Mr. de la Mare 
states that James's interest in virtue and vice begins where 
the ·majority of novelists leave off' 7 and adds: nif we desire 
violence, the primary 6ol6Ts, the richer romance, the more 
wanton humor, moral calisthenics, intellectual pyrotechnics, 
l 
the denser passions, and real rank crime we must go elsewher~11 
Those two observations on James are, on the whole, equally true 
of Walter de la Mare. 
Mr. de la Mare is aware of' the contagion of Henry James t s 
style. "Now and then," he writes .. ui reviewed some of Henry 
Jamests novels ••• and always with the realisation that it is 
almost impossible to write about him without being affected 
2 
by his style and his idiosyncrasies. tt This is a phenomenon 
not con:f'ined to lVIr .. de la Mare, no doubt, but it nevertheless 
indicates a proximity of interests and methods between the two 
men. 
Many of Mr. de la Mare's own critical views are expressed 
briefly and succinctly in his early reviews. In discussing' 
the poet 1 s technique he writes, "A little more economy and 
restraint would intensify the effect of his work. They would 
give concision and that finish of form which is not only the 
art of poetry but which alone can survive the onslaught of 
3 
tim.e.u His critical opinion of the connection between.moral-
ity and art is one clearly stated in an early review. "Art ••• 
1. "Henry James, n Livins Age, CCLXXXIX {1916), 124.. 
2. Letter to Edward Wagenknecht, Sept._ 11,. 1939. 
3. ncurrent Literature,11 Edinbur@ Review,; CCXVII (1913), 193· 
implies an artist, whole and human, and such a man can no more 
help concer~ng bi~elr with the world's morality than with his 1 . 
own. 11 In this, as in all his critical observations, Mr. de la 
Mare emphasizes that a work of art must "be sincere; and attempt 
2 
to convey a kind of--not matter-of-fact--but ·mat'ter of truth. u 
In addition to his reviews and purely critical writings, 
Walter de la Mare has some unusual works to his credit which 
seem to fall nddway between criticism and belles-lettres. These 
would include his Desert Islands and RobinsGn crusoe, Love, Be-
....;;;.==•- --
hold, This Dreamerl, and Come :f!ither. · All of thes,e except Des-
-
ert Islands are anthologies in which the introductions and foot-
notes contain some of Mr. de la Mare's most pertinent observa-
tions on life and literature. In Behold, fhis Dre~erl there 
is well over one hundred pages of comment and observation on 
the subjects of dreams, the unconscious, night, sleep, death, 
and other kindred subjects. T.he same is trtie of the anthology, 
~~ in reference to its subject. Through the pages of the 
introductions to these books are to be found the names of m.Ost 
of the great English writers with Mr. de la Mare's comments 'on 
them. One also finds observations on a variety of subjects, 
some from factual knowledge and others from personal eXperience. 
He is generally concerned with the meaning of inexplicable and 
beautiful things. The writers whose names appear most' frequent-
ly in his anthologies are those who have a touch of the bizza.rre 
or a tinge of mysticism or some unusual interest in their own · 
1. ttcurrent Literature.," Edinburgh, Review., CCXVI (1912), 378. 
2. Walter de la Mare., quoted by R.L. Megroz, Walter ~.la Mare, 
p. 5. . 
as persons. In the three anthologies listed above, there are 
eight wri tars whose names appear .five times or more in the in-
dex of these anthologies. The list is as ·follows: Blake, Emily 
Bront8, Coleridge, Keats, Poe, Christina Rossetti, Shakespeare, 
and bVordsworth. The appearance of "Anon" is more frequent than 
that of any single author's name which is significant, consider-
ing Mr. de la Mare's interest il'l the folk ballads and rhymes. 
Behold, ~ Dreamer! contains in its introduction the' 
fullest account by Mr. de la Mare of his views on the Super-
natural or states of mind on the border-line between the natur-
al and the supernatural. In describing this unique anthology 
he writes: 
It is with these conditions that the follow-
ing pages are concerned. With sleep, and its 
as.sociations; with the dream., and the state 
of dreaming; \Vi th the Unconscious, and 1 ts 
fringes; with fantasy and·the imagination; 
with the a~t and genius that reveal their 
value and significance; and with Death, 
either as an incredible end or as an in-
scrutable beginning--these are1this book
1 s 
chief landmarks and divisions. -
Mr. de la Mare does not discuss these phenomena from a pu~ely 
• 
academic standpoint. lie often ei tes instances of dreams and 
other experiences in a waking state which seem to possess for 
him a meaning beyond mere sensory perception. He has repeated-
ly stated that the senses to him are a rather feeble means of 
grasping reality. Nor does he rely on Freudian terms to explain 
the Unconscious. He is strongly opposed to Freudian psychology 
and would no doubt agree with E.E. Stoll 1 s characterization of 
it as "The Bad News out of Vienna.u Nevertheless, his knowledge 
1. Behold, ~Dreamer!, P• 5•· 
of psychology and its importance in human affairs is evident 
in all his writings. Because of' the grace and charm of his 
q.J.. 
f. wri tings·::it is possible to forget the fact that Mr. de la Mare 
is not only a creative writer but a scholar and a learned man. 
John. Atkins makes the following comparison between Sigmund 
Freud and Walter de la Mare: 
De la Mare really lmows more about p a tho-
logical disturbances and inhibitions as· 
Freud, though he has never systematised 
his knowledge. Indeed he goes beyond 
Freud. The latter traced mental behavior 
back to inhibition, but de la Mare sug-
gests why the intensity of' inhibition 
has been increased. Different people 
find their desires repressed in differ-
ent ways, but there is one repression 
almost everyone experiences today--the 
repression of the Imagination.l . 
Among W~ter de la Mare's important critical studies is 
uRupert Brooke and the Intellectual Imagination.tt This work 
was first read as a lecture before Rugby School in 1909; and 
in it he makes a very early distinction between_two types of' 
poets. nPoets ..... may be divided ••• into two distinct classes: 
thos.e who in their dominant inclinations and characteristics 
resemble children and bring to ripeness the faculties peculiar 
2 
to childhood; and ~hose who resemble boys." This division 
of' poets between those most influenced by the contemplative, 
intuitive mental life of childhood and those more subject to 
the restless, curi.ous experimental vigor of boyhood, is one 
which Mr. de la Mare develops with a skit~ acquired from an 
in~tinctive understanding of' children supplemented by perso•al 
1. Walter de l.a Mare: an Exploration, P• 35. 
2. Pleasures and Speculations, p. 175. 
experience and study of the subject. His Early ~ Morning 
in the Spring is a testament to his profound knowledge not 
only of children th~mselves but of their minds~ habits, liter-
ature, and history. Mr .. de la ~are also bases his concept of 
the poetical imagination on >:childhood and boyhood: 
This poetical imagination ••• is of two distinct 
kinds or types: the one divines, the other 
discovers. The one is intuiti~e, inductive; 
the other logical, deductive. The one is 
visionary, the other intellectual.. The·one 
knows that beauty is truth the other reveals 
that truth is beauty.. And the poet inherits, 
as it seems to me, the one kind from the child 
in him the other from the boy in him. Not 
that any one poet 1 s imagination is purely and 
solely of either type.l 
Walter de la Mare 1 s poetical imagination finds its in• 
sp~ration in childhood, but no man who has written an entire 
. . . 
book on the subject of desert islands can be said to be lack-
ing in the adventurous, explorative faculty whdch he attri-
butes to. boyhood. But it is the imagination itself, of what-
ever source, that Walter de la Mare insists on most strongly. 
11Illumined by the imagination, our life--whatever its defeats 
and despairs--is a never-ending, unforseen strangeness and 
adventure and mystery. This is the fountain of our faith and 
2 
o:f our hope.u 
Among Walter de la Mare 1 s critical works are those writ ... 
ten for the Royal Society of Literature of the United Kingdom. 
At the suggestion of Harley Granville-Barker, Walter de la Mare 
and o.ther members of the Society engaged in writing a series 
1. Pleasures and Speculations, p. 179. 
2.' ~., P• 181. 
of':·books containing critical essays dealing with a single 
decade of' the nineteenth ~entury: ~ Eighteen-Seventies 
(1929), Th.! Eighteen•Eigh.ties (1930), and ~ Eighteen ... 
Sixties (1932). Walter de la Mare's contributions to these 
volumes, respectively, were: "Some Women Novelists of' the 
Seventies,n "Lewis Carroll," and "The Early Novels of' Wilkie 
·--
Collins.n He also edited the volume entitled~ Eighteen-
Sixties. 
Walter de la Mare's critical remarks on the supernatural 
and writers of' the supernatural are interspersed throught 
these studies. His interest in Wilkie Collins, in particu• 
lar, elicits many comments which are critically accurate re-
garding Collins, yet they are also pertinent to Walter de la 
Mare himself: 
Skill and ingenuity contrive and direct his 
stories, but the varying stat~s of' mind in 
which they involve us are a more subtle en-
ticement. Since he cannot be content with 
the ordinary in life, it must be given the 
appearance of the strange, the bisarre. He 
may cite reasons for introducing the deaf-
mute, Madonna, into Hide and Seek, but such 
reasons alone would hardlyaccount :Lor the 
presence of no fewer than three blind charac-
ters in his earlier novels. And it is not 
unusual physical conditions that attract him, 
but the spiritually cowed and oppressed, the 
victims of' strange and obscure obsessions, 
forlorn souls burdened with 11 secretstt, cring-
ing wrecks of humanity. The .haunted and the 
less than sane frequent his pages. What then--
if' we are so inclined--engrosses us in his 
fiction is in much the curiosity to get an 
answer to a riddle, but in still more, the 
desire to remain under his spell.l 
1. "The Early Novels of Wilkie Collins, 11 The Eigh.teen-Sixties, 
PP• 91-92. 
The last sentence ot the above quotation is especially perti-
nent to the fiction of Walter de la Mare. As has been pointe4 
out by Edward Wagenknecht~ Mr. de la Mare has noted Wilkie 
Collinsts propensity for solitude, scenes of gloomy woods, 
and characters haunted with a darkness for its own sake 11re-
l 
sembling a dru.g of the imagination." Mr. de la Mare too, 
has an interest in darkness, although in his case darkness 
has a significance greater than that of darkness for its own 
sake or as a drug of the imagin~tion. This theme is used po-
te~tly in "Seaton•s Aunt". In speaking of imaginative evil. 
Mr. de la Mare writes, ttBut imaginative evil either in thought 
or act or art is an evil that is extremely rare and may be past 
2 
endurance ••• and this, like the funguses, flourishes in the dark." 
Although Mr. de la Mare is himself a master story-teller 
he commends Collins more tor the power and vigilance of ~nd 
in controlling his plot than for the plot i tselt. 11It is· nei th~ 
er plot nor story in a novel n he writes, "that is ot primary 
importance, whatever graces and incentives each may add, but 
the powers ot mind and ~gination expended on their untold-
3 
ing. 11 In an essay on Memoirs o:f ~Midget Edward Wagenknecht 
stresses Walter de la. Maret s ability to combine a good s tory 
. 4 
with the imaginative and lyric power~ ot mind. 
In the annual publication o:f the Royal Society o:f Literature 
Edward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade Qt ~ Engligh Novel, P• 237· 
Behold, This Dre~erJ, p. 21. · 
"The Early Novels of' -Wilkie Collins, tt ~ Eishteen-Sixties, 
p. ?8. . 
11 Favorite Classiqs,u Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine .Q!, 
Books, Nov. 26, 1950, PP• 3~4. 
entitled Essays Ez Divers Hands; Mr. de la Mare has published 
"Christina Rossetti" (1926) and "A Qui_et Life" (1943). He 
has also edited and written an inproduation to Volume XXI 
(1944) of this series. He writes of Christina Rossetti with 
an insight into her mdnd and art which could only be ·expected 
from a spirit peculiarly akin to hers in many ways. Most of 
his remarks refer to poetr:r which is beyond the province of 
this paper. "A Quiet Life, n however, deals with books and 
reading, a subject ideally suited to a man congenial to the 
theme. In ttA Quiet Life,n Mr. de la Mare enumerates the quali-
ties essential to a fine book: 
Lucidity, order, arrangement; balance, coher-
ence, proportion, progression; an evident 
pattern gnd design; invention, originality, 
significance; the pervasive presence of 
light, and the light of the mind; an apt 
aceordancy between sound and sense; style--
which is a sort of manners of the mind; a 
simplicity which admits of and surrenders 
the complex; humour, wit, irony, even vision; 
always profound and genuine feeling, a sen-
tient heart, and at best magnanimity. These, 
then, and much else are the constituents of 
the life we may derive from and may, within 
our own capacity, live, in the company of a 
fine work.~ 
' In 1940 Mr. de la Mare collected in a volume called Plea-
sures ~ Speculations some of his minor critical essays which 
he wished to preserve, as well as two]engthy studies previous-
ly publish_ed in single volumes, nRupert Brooke and t;he Intel-
lectual Imagination" (1919) and "Poetry and Prosen (1935). · 
In the latter Mr. de la Mare discusses poetry, prose, prose-
poetry, and the technique of each one in a leisurely analysis 
1-. "A Quiet Life, u Essays £1:. Divetos Hands, XX, 80. 
of various specimens. What he has set out to prove, and 
proves extremBly well, is that true po~try need not be con-
fined to the form of verse. A later analysis of his prGse 
style will consider this subject at gneater length. The 
"inward eye" is a concept which Mr. de la. Mare applies to 
both his creative writing and his criticism. 
The visual imagery, then, that suddenly 
distracj)s the inward eye on that nebulous 
border.between waking and sleeping, appears 
to differ from our workaday visualisations 
only in the fact· that it comes unbidden 
and unsought, and may have no perceptible 
relation to any context--although this 
may t.sometimes apply to the latter also. 
If in this state of partially suspended 
consciousness we keep wat·ch on what we 
see, we may be astonished not only at its 
rapidity and unexpectedness, but at. its 
beauty and variety. 1 
Mr. de la Mar~•s concept of the function of the "inward 
· eye 11 in creative writing is one which requires "nore in-
vestigation and attention than has been accorded it here. 
Although Walter de la Mare does not use psychical re-
search in his creative writing as does Algernon Blackwood in 
the person of Dr. John Silence, 'he is, nevertheless, greatly 
interested in such phenomena. He suggests that in view of 
the evidence given in the Proceedings of the Society,for 
Psychical Research, . and _elsewhere, we cannot merely dismiss 
46. 
- the belief, advanced long ago by Paracelsus, that we are pos-
sessed of an astral or sidereal body. The astral body is usu-
ally coincident with the corporate body, but is of a materiality 
'+I • 
so subtle as to be invisible to the human eye. SUch a body~ 
in sleep or trance or when freed by certain drugs, may separ-
ate from the corporate body and, ;;'i,n viewless air ,depart on 
1 
errands of its own. · 
Mr. de la Mare 1s attitude towards the use of the super-
natural will be developed at greater length in the main body 
of this paper. Indicative of his essential concept of the 
use of ~he supernatural, however, is his opinion of the major-
ity of detective stories: 
There is a pernicious heartlessness in most 
' detective stories; a. soul-less ghost-story 
never horrifies; neve2 really shakes the 
mind or the curtains. 
I 
Taken as a whole MJ:o. de- 1a. Mare's criticism is one of 
his many unacknowledged merits. He has, in. "Rupert Brooke 
-
and the Intellectual Imagination" classified the poetic ima-
gination into two types, the visionary and the intellectual. 
T.he first.nourishes itself on childhood; t~e second, on boy-
hood. He has also stressed the fact that the poet's faith 
lies in the imagination. In his concern with the imagination 
he recalls Coleridge, and like other Romantics he questions 
the domination. of reason and materialism. 
He has not neglected, however, to point out the.value of 
:f'orm. Conciseness, economy, and restraint ~re quali~ies he 
lists as essential to a durable work of art. 
His analysis or childhood, with its intuitive ,c·apacity 
to apprehend, it not comprehend, in Early One Mornins ~ ~ 
1. Behold, This DreamerJ,p. 41. 
2. Letter to Edward Wagenknecht, June 23, 19!t-7• 
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Spring, gives him a niche among great critics of children's 
ways and lore. ·Similarly, his long essay in Behold, This 
Dreamer! places him among those critics who have penetrated 
the fringes of consciousness in the for.m of dreams and other 
border-line mental states. 
By insisting on art as a matter-of-truth rather than a 
matter-of-fact he.faces without equivocation the question of 
morality and art and concludes that the artist can no more 
help concerning himself with the world's morality than with 
his own. 
Mr de la Mare 1 s major critical achievements are found 
in 'a renewed recognition of the value of intuition, child-
hood, consciousness, beauty,_ truth, and morality. His criti-
cal views are fresh and modern attitudes towards the basic 
critical concepts of the ~eat Romantic critics. 
Politics and social themes he.ignores, possibly because 
they tend to be i'aots rather than truths. Writing in 1913, 
however, he makes an almo~t prophetic social comment: 
Ideals change_ and pellish; but humanity will 
never live by facts alone. The curse of the 
mechanical age may prove itself at last a 
blessing in disguise. Man is pushing on in 
an ever-urgent conquest of his environment; 
but--unless universal madnes~ be i~~nent-­
i s taking his soul with him • 
• 
1.. tteurrent Literature,n Edinbur@: Review, CCXVII (1913), 185'. 
II. THE EARLY PROSE FICTION 
Walter de la Mare recalls that as a boy of six or 
seven he received Gulliver's Travels as a Christmas present. 
This book made. ~ immediat~ and lasting impression on his 
young mind. One can observe its effects in his first novel, 
Henry Brocken (1904), and even as late as Memoirs 2£ ~ Midget 
(1921); but he himself has noted its most compelling and en-
during ef.fect on his mind~ 
Gulliver's Travels, then, wasthat small 
boy 1 s .first memorable book. In that minute 
the most insidious of life's habits had 
taken this innocent in. its nets; the ichor 
of fantasy had begun to thin his blood. He 
had become--and will probably remain to his 
last hour--the slave of the pr~ted word.l · 
It was not long before he embarked on a career which was 
to make him the master of the printed word as well as its 
slave. At the age of sixteen, as a student at St. Faults 
Cathedral School, he founded The Choristers• Journal, "the 
- -2 . 
school magazine, which is stil.l flourishing." In the second 
issue of The Choristers' Journal appears an editorial note: 
- . 
T.here has been given to the school library 
a book called Gulliver's Travels. This is 
a most charming and interesting book and one 
suitable to boys of all. ag~s, and we recom-
mend everybody to read it.j 
~Choristers' Journal contains more, however, than evi-
dence of Walter de la Mare's early love of the printed word 
and his fascination with Gullivers' Travels. Mr .. Megroz, who 
1. 11Books and Reading," Living Age,·ccc (1919), 745. 
2. Me'groz, Walter de la ~~ P• 23. 
3· Ibid., P• 29. . 
has evidently had the opportunity or consulting these maga-
zines personally~ describes some o~ the creative writing 
which appeared in them between September~ 1889, the date 
on which Walter de la Mare rounded the magazine, and April', 
1890, the date on whichWalter de la Mare lert St. Paul's 
Cathedral School to enter the City Ofrice or the Anglo-
American Oil Company. 
There are at least two stories ••• 
signed nw. J .n .. "--one entitled nPowder-
Monkey Bob, 11 which shows a promising 
girt for story-telling, and nA Moon-
light Skate,u a vivid piece or descrip-
tion or a stay at a nchateau in Russia, 11 
in which a fair lady and a madman pro-
vide plenty or thrills. There is also 
a serial story called "A Race ror Life,n 
a dream-vision of a Druid saoririce, 
which is unsigned, but seems to bear 
its authorts identity in the dream er-
rect or the swirtly moving imagery. 
Mr. de la Mare is very doubtrul or the 
authorship. Here, again, the narrator 
is a kind or Knight-errant who sees a 
beauti~ul girl being sacririoed by the· 
pagan priests, and he says, 11my blood 
boiled with fury at the sight. n He 
awakens .from the dream to find a white 
cat staring at him in the study where 
he has .fallen asleep over Enoch Spratt's 
History of the Druids. The author was-
then not yet:ieventeen.l 
The .first two stories would seem to be undoubtedly au-
2 
thentic because of the signature. In addition one title 
suggests a theme which was later to become a .favorite of 
Mr. de la Mare: semi-human monkeys as in The Three Mll.lla-
- ---·.....;;.;. 
Mulgars (later~ Three Royal Monkeys) and nMr. Bumps and 
1. Me'groz, Walter 9&. ~ ~~ P• 32. 
2. Mr. de la Mare's full name is: Walter John de la Mare. 
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His Monkey.u The third story, nA Race f'or Lif'e,n of' which 
Mr. de la M~re is doubtful, seems questionable as his work 
not only because of' his own '\.Ulcertainty, but becaus~-:of' the 
structure of' the story itself'. It is a dream-vision, very 
reminiscent of' Chaucer, in which the narrator awakens to f'ind 
he has fallen asleep over Enoch Spratt's History~~ Druids. 
As has been noted previously, Walter de la Mare has an affin-
ity with Chaucer in the use of' the dream. There is an import-
ant difference, however: in Chaucer's dream-visions thenar-
rator awakens as does the narrator in nA Race f'or Lif'e,u to 
f'ind he has fallen asleep over a musty volume of legends or 
dreams; in the work of' Walter de la Mare the dream is never 
a temporary lapse of' consciousness of a character within a 
story. His characters do not arouse themselves to find that 
••i t was all just a dream." To him, and to them, the dream 
is not an absence f'rom consciousness and lif'e, it is a great-
er consciousness, a greater life, it is the story. It is true 
that occasionally the reader is not quite sure that ;tt might 
not have been a dream, but he is never told that it was. In 
certain respects, to Walter de la Mare, lif'e !! the dream. 
He is, therefore, unlikely, even at such an early age, to 
have written a story whose major significance can be dismissed 
as n just a dream. n 
Five years after leaving St. Paul 1 s Cathedral School and 
~Choristers' Journal, Walter de la Mare published a short 
story called unsmettt which ·appeared on August 7, 189.5, in· 
1 
The Sketch. 
-
It was signed "Walter Ramal,u a pseudonym and 
2 
also an anagram o:f his own name. In commenting upon this 
story more than :fifty years later Mr. de la Mare remarks 
ntllis was the second story I wrote and the first I had pub-
3 
lished.n It is a story of about two thousand words which 
52. 
has no supernatural element in it but which does seem to sug-
gest a point of view similar to that of Thomas Hardy. 
"-
A seaman, who has returned from a voyage, accepts a ride 
:from a man in a cart who has him sit on a box in the rear. 
He meditates on the joy of meeting his wife who does not ex-
pect him. He leaves the cart so that he can reach his destin-
ation in private only to find the vehicl.e before his door when 
.. 
he ·arrives. Full of forebodings he climbs a tree adjacent to 
the house and peers into the only lighted room upstairs. T.he 
shock of seeing his wife's dead body and the realization that 
the box he sat on is her coffin so unnerves him that he falls 
from the tree ·ratally striking his head on a bough. 
The hero as the victim of ironic circumstance is a theme 
4-
which Walter de la Mare did not pursue in the Hardy manner. 
"Kismet 11 has· little in common with his later stories; the 
only indication of Mr. de la Mare's later use of the super-
natural is that of menacing atmosphere and intuitive ideas· 
presaging evil. 
1. 
2. 
Walter Ramal., nKismet, n 'The Sketch, XI (1895), 86. 
Walter Ramal was used as-a-pseudonym until the pub-
lication of Henry Brocken (1904-). 
Letter :to Edward Wagenknecht, April 15, 1949· 
Walter de la Mare 1s nThe Listenerstt was one of the three 
poems which Thomas Hardy had read to him on his death-bed. 
.The full moon flooded the fields with light, 
making them appear ev~n colder than in real-
ity they were; a very slight fall of snow 
and a sharp frost had• clothed the trees and 
hedges in a shimmering glory of sparkling 
white. Not a sound was in the air s ave the 
buzz of the carts wheels, and the steady 
beat of hoofs, and an occasional shuddering 
snort from the mare ••• 
, Maybe it was the intense silence, maybe 
the lonely hour of the night, that op-
pressed the spirits; but there crept over 
the man of the sea ••• a stern sobriety, a 
vague presage of impending disaster ••• so 
that he sat dumb and perplexed in his seat 
in the cart, watching the sharp-drawn shad-
ows of the tre!s upon the white road flit 
silently by ••• 
Later the man of the sea approaches his home with even 
stronger fears and forebodings of unknown evil. But the 
supernatural does not enter into the story itself. It is a 
story of the sometimes bitter irony of circumstance which 
makes for an intense, if tragic, climax. 
Mr. de la Mare's next short story was received with some-
thing which amounted to acclaim by an editor of The Cornhill 
Magazine. St. Loa Strachey in ~ Adventure 2! Living says: 
I shall never forget my delight ••• When I 
laid down Mr. de la Mare's MS •••• I am 
proud to say I fully realised that a new 
planet had swum into my kep.. I had had 
the good luck to be a literary astronomer 
first to recognise that the Host of Heaven 
had another recruit. That is an experi-
ence as thrilling as it is rare. The story 
was entitled u A Mote. tt ••• 2 
Strachey 1 s enthusiasm about "A Motett was not something he 
retained for his memoirs. Today anyon~ consulting the issue 
1.. "Kismet,." ~ Sketch, XI (l89:5?), 86. 
2. John St. Loe Strachey, Adventure in Living, pp. 215-216. 
of ~ Oornhi·ll in which nA Mote" appeared will find at the 
bottom of the first page of the story an unprecedented editor-
ial footnote: 
Those who hold the doctrine of transmigra-
tion will hardly .fail1. after they have read 
this story, to think that the spirit of 
Edgar Allan Poe is once more abroad.--Ed. 
Cornhill.l 
Forrest Reid objects to the comparison with Poe, "True," 
he writes, rrtA Mote• is an excursion into regions of 'the 
grotesque and arabesque', but the atmosphere, the method o:f 
approach, the point of view, are not in the least reminiscent 
2 
t-- of Poe.u Reid goes on to say that nWhat an editorial note 
ridgh.t have pointed out is just the absence of any traceable 
spiritual influence in the new story, its complete original-
3 
ity, not so much of style as of substanc.e.tt Mr. de 'la Mare 1 s 
own remarks on nA Mote, tt written half a century later, are' of 
interest because they express not only his present and extreme-
ly modest opinion of "A Mota.,n but because they give son:e hint 
of his opinion of Edgar Allan Poe: 
••• with all due respect ~o the young man who 
was responsible for this story and for St. 
· Loe Strachey, who paid him a very nice com-
pliment over it (at which Edgar Allan Poe 
must have writhed in his grave--and I should 
hate to think of that) it seems to me that 
the only way of dealing4with this story ••• would be to rewrite it. 
"A Moten is the story of a youth who, on observing that 
1. "A Mote,n Cornhill Magazine, LXXIV (1896), 209. 
2. Reid, Walter dela Mare, p. 17. . 
3·. Loc. cit. 4 Letter-to Edward Wagenknecht, April 27, 1949. 
his uncle appears to be watching something while actually 
only the whites of his eyes are visible, learns that the 
uncle is experiencing vivid and horrible events visible to 
his inward eye,. The uncle first relates· ,a dream which had 
occurred frequently to him as a child. 11It was a simple 
dream of an interminable path between walls of white smooth 
stone. By that way one might walk to eternity, or space or 
1 
time. u Many years later, thinking he is watching a circle 
of light thrown onto a ceiling he observes a tiny, insect-like 
figure crawl out into the arc. He later realizes that he was 
not looking at the ceiling but that his eyes were turned in-
ward or upward. This tiny figure never.leaves him: 
In eight months that wee creature has walked 
through centuries.... That mote of a man--
although he will never turn and show his 
face to me, try as I may to peer ro~d--that 
mote of a man is me--me, your uncle. 
I have spied upon the grumbols of my hairy 
ancestry--perhaps DarwinJ ••• --and each god-
less ape was in my own image. Each trans-
migration of my eternal ••• self has passed 
before my eyes, is now. This brood of crea-
tures, of which I am the god and maker, are 
multiplying like worms in offal; cities teem 
with ugly and de.formed, with lame and vile. 
Every thought or the past takes human shape. 
Here one incites to lewdness,. here one taints 
the air with foulness. Here a white-clad 
meagre creature struggles and pants .for light. 
And ever goes that one mite or a man, stalk-
ing unheeding and alone under sun and moon.3 
Eventually the Uncle is so overwhelmed by the spectacle o.f his 
inner eye that he runs amok, shouting incoherently or being 
1. nA Mote,n Cornhill Magazine, LXXIV (1896), 211. 
2. Ibid., p. 2140. 
3• Ibid.,·p. 215. 
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caught by the evil ones and imploring the white-clad men to 
help him. Maintained in his mind, and expressed intermittent-
ly, is the belief that thoughts liv~ forever. 
Actions are mere sediments and words--froth, 
froth. Let the thoughts be clean, my boy; 
the thoughts must be olean; thoughts make 
the man.. • • Every thoug'P.t 11 ves forever and 
to life there is no end.l 
Forrest Reid finds this story to be one of romantic fan-
tasy which may have an allegorical significance if the Uncle's 
visions are to ,be considered as the slow and painful evolution 
of mankind in general. The principal weakness of the story is 
'• 
not in a lack of vividness or detail according to Reid, but in 
the fact that the complete conception never becomes quite elear. 2 
He has, however, a high opinion of its value: 
Yet, in spite of its failure as a sustained 
piece of writing,. uA Moten contains so many 
passages of power and bEeauty and an uncanny 
suggestiveness that one would like to see it 
awarded a place among Mr. de la Mare's can-
onical works. It really is one of them. 
Both "Seaton's Aunt" and 110ut of the Deepn 
are umnistakably by the author of uA Mote. n 
The story 1 s not a tale of terror; -the 
visions of the eccentric Uncle,. though 
terrifying to himself',. are too f antas tic to 
produce this effect upon the reader,. and 
the whole thing is composed of these visions, 
or rather of a series of moving pictures ac-
tu'ally projected upon the inside of that . 
queer old man's skull, and which he watches 
literally with inverted eyes.3 
Forrest Reid finds no spiritual affinity with Poe because 
Poets stories are "written with the terrible intensity of one 
who abandons himself to an obsession"; and ttthe impulse behind 
1. · nA Mote,tt Cornhi11 Magazine, LXXIV (1896), 215. 
2. Reid, Walter de 1a Mare, pp. 22-23. 
3. Ibid., PP• 21':22:--
them is drawn into a certain path by a tormented soul that 
. . l 
must give expression to what haunts it.n He finds that'bom-
pared with Berenice it ("A Moten) is the lightest and gayest 
2 
of fantasies ... 
If Reid is correct in assuming that there is no affinity 
with Poe and that "A Moten is merely a romantic f'antasy;t it 
is difficult to understand why he feels that it should be 
given a place among Mr. de la Mare's canonical works. It is 
even more peculiar that Reid should mention it as being un-
mistakably by the author of uSeaton's Auntn and "Out of the 
Deep tt without recognizing the essential theme of the story: 
that of the permanence of evil. 
Reid concentrates on the eccentricity of the Uncle, on 
the most simple level of interpretation of his visions which 
Reid calls nmoving pictures,tt and merely wonders whether 
there is supposed to be an allegorical significance. "Also, 
. -3 
the evil so terrifying to the pilgrim remains obscure. n 
While it is true that 11A Mote" may be read as a narra-
tion of' the peculiar fantasies of a man obsessed, it may 
also be understood on at least two other levels; as one 
man•s vision into his ~conscious mind of' the evolutionary 
progress of mankind through the ages; or as the age-long bat-
tle of the soul or spirit of man between the forces of' good 
and evil. Reid is aware of these two alternatives, but he 
finds them obscure and interesting only in relation to the 
1. Reid, Walter de 1&~, p. 17. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3• Ibid.;-p. 22. 
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later work. In a later discussion of nThe Riddlen such ob-
jections as obscurity and vagueness in connection with al-
legorical literature will be explored. Here it is sufficient 
to say that the "A Mote" does make one theme clear: that one's 
thoughts are more importa~t than one 1 s actions, that they have 
a power of embodying themselves and wreaking havoc on the spir-
it of man. It is the realization of tb4s in the mind of the 
Uncle, who can be every man, that drives him to the brink of 
madness. 
It was this intense realization of evil that caused St. 
Loe Strachey to make the reference to the spirit of Edgar 
Allan Poe. There are few writers in any century who have the 
genius to depict powerfully the darker side of life on a spir-
itual leve~; an Edgar Allan Poe, a Thomas Hardy, an Emily 
Brontg are not born every yeare St. Loe Strachey was right 
in hailing the arrival of Walter de la Mare into the hosts of 
the grave geniuses. 
Perhaps what is most important about "A Mote" is its re-
. 
lation to Mr. de la Mare's later prose. In "A Mote" one finds 
the nucleus of some of his most sentient themes: the soul of 
'~; man, a victim of tensions of good and evil; an' appearance of 
the "inward eye 11 as a means of supersensory observation of· 
supernatural occurrences; an emphasis on the minuteness of 
the individual and the soul; a ser~ous approach to the phenom-
ena of dreams; a concern with the self as a double or Doppel-
ginger which becomes visible to the individual; and a pro-
nounced tendency toward allegory and symbolism. These are 
presented in a story over-literary in style and not completely 
. ' 
per£ect in conception, but they are aspects o£ the supernatural 
which Walter de la.Mare uses with inereasing power and e££ec-
tiveness in his later prose. 
Mr. de la Marets next story in The Cornhill Magazin~was 
apparently allegorical in intent. It was called "The Village 
of Old Age." Reid finds a similarity to some of Hawthorne 1 s 
I£ 11A Mote" does not recall Poe, nThe 
Village of Old Agen does recall Haw-
thorne. It has so much the appear-
ance of being an allegory--in the man-
ner of the Mosses from an Old Manse, 
or the Twice Told Tares--that to the 
very end1we keep searching for covert meaning. 
Reid concludes that actually there is no covert meaning, that 
itis simply a story. He also feels that the style is too 
languid, even if intentionally so. 
The plot of uThe Village of Old Agett is comparatively 
slight. A man, after years of seclusion, ventures out intb 
the world to find a friend whom he remembers as "A fellow 
. - 2 
at -:whom death winked, of eternal youth and heartiness. n 
He is told to search for this friend, Basil Gray, in a cer-
tain village. Arriving there, he is astonished at the signs 
o£ decay and death around him and eventually finds tnat his 
friend is dead. He is in the uvillage of Old Age.n 
11The Village of Old Age" does recall Hawthorne and in 
this respect a comment by Walter de la Mare many years after 
l. 
2. 
Reid, Walter de la Mare, p. 24. 
Walter Ramal, fl~'he Village of Old Age, n The Co.rnhill 
Magazine, LXXIV (1896), 381. ---
the publication of "The Vi~lage of Old Age" is pertinent: 
Hawthorne and Willa Cather interest me~ 
I think, as much as any other American 
writers other than poets~ excluding 
E.A.P.l 
The question of allegory seems comparatively simple: 
the narrator of the story is himself old but undergoes his 
peculiar dream-like experiences in uThe Village of Old Agen 
because he has hitherto been aloof from the world and in his 
attempt to find his once youthful friend he gradualli becomes 
aware of his own state and the. imminent approach of death. 
There is no use of the supernatural in the s tory, but there 
is 'a use of atmosphere of another realm of consciousness 
6o. 
which is similar to Mr. de la Mare's later prose style in con-
veting gradually an awareness of other states of being which 
are supernatural. 
ffTh.e Moon 1 s Miracle" was the third and last of the Corn-
hill stories. It is preceded by an epigraph and a brief de-
scription of the story: 
As when, to proud cities war appears 
Waged in the troubled sky, and armies rush 
To battle in the clouds; before each van 
Prick forth the aery knights, and couch their 
spears, 
Till thicket legions close; with feats of arms 
from either end of heaven the welkin burns. 
Paradise Lost, Book II, 533· 
How the Count saw a. city in the sky and men 
in harness is siiiilg -thereoUt--Of ~ encaiiiP= 
ment of the host of the moonsmen--Of how the 
b'a'ttlewas jOiiie'd--The Count's fz:eat joy -
thereat and ~ the fight sped. ·. 
1. Letter.to Edward Wagenknecht, November 20, 1944. 
2-. Walter Ramal, ttTh.e Moon's Miracle,n CornhillMagazine, 
LXXV (1897), 524.. 
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It was St. Loe Strachey who pre~aced the story with the 
quotation ~rom Milton and the synqpsis that ~ollowed7 indicat-
ing his· appreciation o~ the imagery o~ the prose depicting the 
1 
heavenly battle. 
Reid f'eels that this description of' the battle7 visible 
f'rom Wimbledon by the Count and hts young f'riend, is written 
in"such decorative prose that it accentuates the lack of' body 
2 
to'the tale.. Mr. Megroz, on the other hand, ~inds that the 
"language moves with a music, a rhythm, beauty o:f image that 
3 
Edgar Allan Poe never equalled at his best ... n While Mr. Megroz 
wonders at the creative ~ertility of' an artist who could omit 
such a work ~rom The Riddle ~ Other Stories, Reid states: 
~latly: 
., The bloodless quality noticeable in nThe 
Village o~ Old Agett--where it was in a way 
appropriate--removes "The Moon's Miracle" 
to an arid region o~ ethereal and ingenious 
fancy that has no relation whatever to lif'e.4 
A di.scussion o~ Mr. de la Maret s style is not pertinent 
at this point, but it may be said that both Reid and Mr. 
Megroz have something to be said :for their individual points 
I 
o~ view. It is never quite clear just what these moonsmen 
and nightsmen are ~ighting about even though their battle is 
described in vivid imagery. What does seem to be clear, how-
ever, is that Walter de la Mare, or Walter Ramal, is once more 
1. 
2. 
~= 
Megroz, Walter de la ~~ pp. 39-40. 
ll~id, Walter ~ la Mare, p. 25.. 
Megroz, .QE.• cit., p:-1j:2. . 
Reid, .QE.• cit., p. 2.5. 
dealing with the snbjeet of mo~tality. The Count, at the 
begi.nning of the tale, confides in his young friend: 
·· uAll is wrong; that I am old and .full of 
wear, that Li.fe, the sorceress, is weary-
ing o.f me; soon she will play the jilt. 
And here I sit cudgelling my jaded brains 
for to evade the one event. But even the 
Count is mortal .... nl 
Shortly a.fter this confession the battle in the sky begins. 
It is suggested that the sight may be visible only from the 
Count's estate. After the dawn makes the celestial figures 
invisible, the Count is jubilant: 
"I have seen the sign,u said he anagogi-
cally. "What heroesJ what a .fightl My 
brothers in arms to 'be. 11 ••• "We have seen--
you and I. ValhallaJ 112. 
62. 
The story is primarily concerned with a continuation of 
life in another realm o.f being. The visionary battle is used 
to indicate that such a realm does exist--at least .for ~e 
Count. Dream imagery is used to convey to the Count an answer 
to his doubts. It is a use o.f the supernatural which is in no 
sense terrifying, but rather a vivid preview of things to come. 
The three Cornhill stories are all allegorical and con-
tain varying degrees o.f supernatural elements. They all are 
concerned with the passage o.f time and death. nA Moten and 
"';f "The Moon 1 s Miraelett are,,vehicles which use supernatural meth-
ods to indicate a kind of immortality of thought or of eon~ 
seiousness. They are concerned with man's soul. 
At about the same time that lVIr. de la Mare was writing 
the stories that appear in T.he Cornhill Magazine he also en-
1. "The Moon 1s Miracle, 11 Oornhill Magazine, LXXV (1897), 524. 
2. ~., p. 535. 
gaged in writing several others which did not appear {in 
print) until many years later. Reid notes; 
The author hlmsel.f ha.s no note o.f when 
the tal~$ ••• were written. With one ex-
ception, .they were .first collected in 
1923, in the volume called The Riddle, 
which also contained a group o.f ·much 
later stories written about the same 
time the book was issued. But these 
earlier stories belong, some o.f them, 
to a period preceding Songs o.f Child-
hood (1902) and Henry BroCkeru that 
is to say, in their first .form they 
belong to this period, .for they hgve 
been revised, and how much or how lit-
tle revised I cannot tell except in the 
case o.f uThe Riddlett itsel.f. 
O.f "The Count • s Courtship n and "The Almond 
Tree," for instance, though the latter was 
not published in ~ Eng1ish Review till 
1909, the author is sure that in their 
.first shapes they must have .followed close-
ly on the Cornhill stories. The Count, it 
will be remembered, was introduced to us in 
one o.f those stox-ies, 11The Moon's Miracle," 
and since this remarkable person (who .fig-. 
ures also in "The Almond Treett) is hardly 
likely to ha\l!E:> been revived in"'later years, 
the date o.f these tbre-ea:·compositions· .may 
be regarded as .fairly well established. 
nThe Looking Glass rr Mr.. de la Mare be-
lieves to be rather later; but it, ttThe 
Bird o.f Travel, 11 11 The Bowl," and ttMiss 
Duveen" are all very early stu.f.f rewritten. 
uThe Riddlerr __ just as we have it now-- · 
appeared in The Monthly Review in 1900.1 
Because these stories have been revised, sometimes more 
than once, it does not seem logical to discuss them with the 
early prose, but rather in a later chapter which will investi-
gate the use o.f the supernatural in the short stories as a 
whole. lfTh.e Riddle, n however, has not been revised and it 
is related to the Corrihill stories in its allegorical tendency • 
.. 
'. 
1.. Reid, Walter de la Mare, pp. 67_-68. 
In wri t.ing a review of Love-letters .2! !!:. Worldly Woman 
(1913) by Mrs. W.K. Clifford7 Walter de la Mare makes this 
observation: nHer book is a seriesor riddles--spiritual and 
physical. But she is too conscientious an artist and too 
l 
subtle a thinker to do more than suggest answers." ·A few 
years later, during World War I, in commenting on Rupert 
Brooke's posthumous Letters from America (1916), he remarks: 
In spite or the irremediable loss it com-
memorates, _in spite or the unanswerable 
riddle it presents--ffWhy the finest or the 
fine should have to become mere morsels in 
the huge prom.iscui ty, u...,_there is perhaps 
no other book in the language so curiously 
happy as thi~. It seems to hint that death 
is neither so blind nor so heedless as just 
now or all times we are tempted to believe.2 
nThe Riddlen may be considered as a folk story written 
in a mood of reverie that approaches a state of dream. · The 
simplicity of its style from the outset places the reader in 
an atmosphere of far away and long ago: 
So these seven children, Ann, and Matilda, 
James, William and Henry, Harriet and 
Dorothea, came to live with their grand-
mother. The house in. which their grand-
mother had lived since her childhood was 
built in the time of the Georges ••• 3 
The grandmother allows the seven children to play any-
where in the house except in a large spare bedroom which con-
tains an old oak chest. Eventually the children all disappear 
into the forbidden chest 7 sometimes singly, and sometimes in 
pairs. The grandmother repeats her warning, but is only mildly 
·dismayed at the consecutive disappearances. 
ncurrent Literature,u Edinbur~ Review7 CCXVIII (1913)., 194. 
"Poet and Novelist 7 " Bookman London), L (1916)., 40. . 
Walter de la Mare 7 nThe Riddle, n ~-Riddle ·!!:!!9:. Other Tales, 
P• 276. . .. 
When the last child fails to appear in the evening, the 
grandmother goes upstairs and ga~es into the large spare bed-
room. Her sight is dim and she can see little in the twi-
light. "But in her mind was a tangled skein of memories--
laughter and tears, and little children new old fashioned, 
and the advent of i"riends, and long farewel.ls. And gossip-
ing f'itf'ully, inarticulately, with herself, the old lady 
1" 
went· down again to her window-seat." 
Without considering at this point the technique used by 
Walter de la Mare to make the successive disappearances plaus-
ible and not monotonous, there remains the question of the 
meaning of the story. Edward Wagenknecht has explored this 
aspect of the tale in his article, nwalter de la M.are 1 s 1 The 
I 
Riddle t: A Note on the Teaching of Literature with Allegori-
2 
cal Tendencies."· Mr. Wag~echt found that. mos~ of his 
students arrived at.one of two conclusions regarding'the des-
tiny of the children: · (1) The entrance of the children int.o 
the chest represents death. (2) It indicates, rather, their 
growing up, leaving the grandmother's house, and going out 
3 
into the world. To decide the issue Mr. Wagenknecht asked 
the author himself two questions: (1) ttDid you intend to in-
dicate that the children died or did you mean to indicate that 
they grew up and went out into the world?n (2) ttwas the grand-
. 4 
mother intended to be a sinister figure?" 
1. Walter de la Mare,· nThe Riddle, u The Ridd~ ~ Other 
Tales, p. 281. · 
2. College English, XI (194-9), 72-80. J: Ibid., P• 1)• 
4~ Ibid., P • 74• 
Mr. de la Mare's replies to the·two questions were as 
i'ollows: (1) 11Yes,, I did mean that the children died." 
66. 
(2) uTh_e old lady was not meant to be any more sinister than--
1 
well, than she appears." Thus, although he makes the chil-
dren's destiny clear, he leaves the grandmother a shadowyt wm-
biguous i'igure who may be considered slightly sinister ii' one 
wishes to do so. 
Mr. Wagepknecht recognizes an element oi' obseuri ty in the 
tale, a vagu~ness as to its exact meaning and remarks: 
Ordinarily, we demand clearness oi' im-
pression in literature, i'irst of all. 
But when one comes to deal with a story 
which hovers on th~ edge oi' the super-
natural, does not the question somewhat 
change its aspect?· Here is the realm 
dedicated above all others to the myster-
ious and the incomprehensible. Do we 
really want2it charted like the streets of Chicago? 
In developing this theme Mr. Wagenknecht refers to Ghaucer's 
11 The Pardoner 1s Tale.n He points out that Chaucer intended 
that the Old man should represent something other than him-
salt', but that Chaucer does not make it precisely clear 
whether this something is Death, Old Age, The Wandering Jew, 
Christ, or the Devil. All these views have been advanced,· 
some by great Chaucerian scholars. Mr. Wagenknecht con-
cludes with the supposition that Chaucer intended the Old 
Man to stand i'or something more than himself by· an exten-
sion of his own significance ·t-ather than by his equat·ion 
1. College English; XI (1949), 74• 
2. Ibid., p.· 79• 
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with another object. This he reels is the method or approach 
l 
most sui table to 11 The Riddle 11 and similar literature. 
I.f Mr. de la Mare nis too conscientious an artist and 
too subtle a thinker to do more than suggest answers rr in 
11 The Riddle, n he is less vague as to his exact meaning in 
the preface to his Gome Hither: A Collection E.! Rhymes ~ 
Poems .f..2.!: ~ Young .2f. ID., Ages. It is called ttThe Story or 
this Booku and is perhaps intentionally made allegorical for 
the benefit or youth.ful readers. Written in the .first person 
it 'tells of his youth.ful quest o.f.nEast Dene,n his discovery 
o.f UThraelf the home or tiMiss Taroone.n At Miss Taroone's 
home he finds in a round room whicP. belongs to nNahum Taroone 11 
a great many books which absorb his attention, especially one 
called Theotherworlde. 
The delightful introduction to Gome Hither has been mal-
treated in the above synopsis in an effort to include as many 
or the key words as possible to an understanding or this lit-
tle allegory •. Unlike 11The Riddlen the persons and things are 
equated with definite objects. n'Thraen is obviously ttEarth;" 
~- ~ .. 
trEast Dene, n ttEden; tt; ttNahum Taroone, n ttHuman Nature 11 etc. 
' . -
ttThe Story or this Booktt is one or the most pleasant pre-
races in literature. But the persons and things do not stand 
for more than themselves by an extension or their o:wn signifi-
cance. Hence it has no aura or the supernatural as does nThe 
Rid;dle .. " 
· 
11. College English, XI(l949), 79·80~:-~. ~'(' e See also: RC"Isalie 
Feltenstein, rfMelville 1 s. 'Benito Gereno 1 , 11 American:.Lit.era-
ture, XIX (1947), 245-255. 
• 
In writing "The Riddle" Walter de la Mare made an ad-
vance in his use of the supernatural not so much in subject 
matter as in technique. In the Cornhill stories the allegor-
ical meaning is more pronounced, more obvious than in "The 
Riddle. 11 In itself nT.b.e Riddle" is much more than an· improve-
ment on the Cornhill; it is a sort of leap to perfection, a 
literary gem of its kind, a feat performed only rarely and·by 
a great and conscientious artist. 
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With a discussi"on of nThe Riddle" the early prose fiction 
of Walter de la Mare which has not been revised has been cov-
ered in relation to its use of the supernatural as a theme. 
There are, however, two items mentioned vaguely by Reid which 
require investigation. The first concerns a short story: 
There are poems and tales buried in 
ancient files of the Pall Mall Maga-
zine, The Pall Mall Gazette, Black 
and Whi~, and The Sketch. The first 
poem is a ltLullaby, II the rirst stories 
are "In the Forest, 11 nKismet, n and one 
whose title the author ~-forgottenr-
The second item to which Reid vaguely refers is the germ of 
nDing Dong Bell that strange little book which.is neither 
wholly essay nor wholly story ••• though it was not published 
until 192~ it is nevertheless a comparatively early thing re-
2 
vised.u It is almost certain that nne Mortuistt is the "early 
3 
thingn which was later revised and expanded into Ding Dong Bell. 
It is the belief of the author of this dissertation that 
the story which Reid refers to as none whose title the author 
1. Reid, Walter de !! Mare, p. 1~. Italics are used by 
the author of this paper for emphasis. 
2. Ibid., p. 98. . , 
3· nDe Mortuis,n Pall Mall Magazine, XXV (1901),.569-572. 
has f'orgottentt may be a story called "The Gianttt which is 
I 
not mentioned at all by either Reid or Mr. Megroz. 
ttThe Gianttt concerns a huge apparition which is visible 
only to a little boy who very clearly associates the vision 
1 
with the dev"il. The vision emanates f'rom some willow trees 
in the garden and assumes a gigantic f'or.m reaching into the 
sky. This spectral f'igure remains in broad daylight .and per-
sists f'or two days until, on the second night, the boy is re-
\ 
lieved of' the implacable giant by a second vision which is 
angelic. This brief' story is interesting as a prose work of' 
Walter de la Mare because it is the only one in which there 
is a def'initely religious aspect to his use of' the supernatural. 
It is also unique in that one is told that the vision of' the 
giant is a creature of' only the boy's imagination. The use 
of' willow trees as the source of' supernatural manif'estations 
is one used by Algernon Blackwood in his story of' unearthly 
visitors called "The Willows, tt \vhich was written between 1906 
and 1910. 
nne Mortuis 11 is a short but extremely well written med-
ley of' prose and poetry. It is a description of' a graveyard 
which contains some of' the most charming epitaphs ~ver writ-
ten. Although it contains nothing of' the supernatural it 
evokes an atmosphere in which one would not be surprised to 
look up and f'ind a ghostly presence reading the epitaphs over 
one•s shoulder. nne Mortuistt will be more f'ully discussed in 
1. ''The Giant, u ~ ~ Magazine, XXIV (1901), 278-280. 
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relation to Ding Dong Bell. 
Walter de la Mare in his early work indicates clearly 
that he is not using the supernatural merely as a device to 
make the reader shuddep 7 nor is he concerned with it for its 
own sake. In 11The Riddlett he shows himself aware o:r the super-
natural as means of projecting into literature glimpses of what 
he believes to be the true nature of reality. 
III. THE NOVELS 
A. Henry Brocken: The Novel of Dremn 
Walter de la Mare's pre-eminence as a poet has over-
shadowed his position as a novelist, although Memoirs Qf ~ 
Midget, in particular, is a work which forbids the astute 
critic's slighting his merit as a novelist. 
71. 
It was no mere whim that made Edgar Allan Poe insist on 
brevity in order to achieve the ef'f'ect that he wanted. It is 
difficult for any writer to sustain the _power of the unearth-
ly in a lengthy work without accumulating a series of events 
whose impact diminishes with' each succeeding episode. Attempts 
~ 
to do so usually result in literature such as Mary Shelley's 
Frankenstein or Bram Stoker 1 s · Dracula. T:o maintain. a credible 
atmosphere of the supernatural in a full-len~th novel is a 
feat reserved :Cor a uni.que kind of genius ~uch as Emily Brontg. 
Mr. de la· Mare has sustained the mood of psychic tension best 
in Memoirs 2£ ~ Midget. 
He speaks often of the "inward eye,n a term which he com-
pares to the recall_ed image of' something one has seen or ima-
gined. But it is also something more than a recollected visu-
al image. Mr. de la Mare points out this difference in a com-
parison between the psychologist, William James, and the crea-
tive writer, Henry James: 
When ••• William James invited his fellow 
professors and students ••• to give him par-
~~culars of' what they could see with that 
eye of the eontents of' their morning 1 s 
breakfast table, was he intent.on testing 
a faculty identical with, or only simi.lar 
to that whereby his brother Henry kept 
steadily in view the spectre of Peter 
~int, through the imagined consciousness 
of the governess who narrates his story, 
when he was engafed in writing~~~ 
of~ Screw ••• ? 
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Mr. de la Mare distinguishes this ninward eyE~ 11 from the con-
cepts of stream-of-consciousness and the hypr.Lagogic state 
between waking and sleeping. In his reference to the spectre 
of Peter ~int there is the suggestion of the power of a_crea-
tive mind to envision not merely a natural imaginary character 
but a supernatural one--and to sustain it--whieh is a feat 
peculiar to the faculty which Mr. de la Mare· describes as the 
ninward eye.~ This ability of the "inward eye~' is one which 
Mr. de la Mare finds unwearied and ageless •. "It can see its 
object in detail with the utmost.clearness; but it cannot, I 
2 
think, except for a moment or two remain fixed and watch it." 
Because Mr. de la Mare's inspiration finds its source in the 
dream and the inward vision which he describes, he may have 
decided, after writing Memoirs .2!, ~ Midget, to utilize a me-
dium more adaptable to the supernatural effect and the inspira-
tion of his ninward eye"~-the short story. 
Even in the novels one finds scenes and episodes which 
are so complete and so perfect in themselves that they could 
be lifted from the context and stand alone. This is especially 
true of the two chapters in which Her.try Brocken visits Lemuel 
Gulliver. It is also characteristic of certain passages of 
1. Behold, This Dreamerl, p. 53. 
2. Ibid., p~-55. -
-
,Memoirs of~ Midget. In the latter novel Mr. Megroz is of 
the opinion that rtthe Memoirs seems to lack cohesive :force. 
l 
Many of the chapters· are so self-completely beautiful." 
Mr. Megroz .feels that the unity of effect of each chap-
ter seems to contend with the artistic unity o:f the book as a 
whole. He implies that the artistic whole is not greater than 
the sum of its parts. This criticism is one which applies 
more accurately to Henry Bracken than to Memoirs Q! ~ Midget, 
:for the Midget's world is sustained throughout the novel. All 
o.f her experiences, however varied and complete in themselves, 
are threaded like :flawless pearls to .form a single strand o:f 
unified quality, beauty, and skill in the novel form. 
He~ Brocken appeared in 1904 as by Walter J. de la 
Mare (a style used only in one other publication--the pri-
vately printed essay on M.E. Coleridge). ·The pseudon~-­
cuwalter Ra:rna.lu)--was added because Walter de la Mare's :first 
published book, Songs .2! Childhood had beenprinted imder that 
name. At some stage in the printing of Henry Bracken, the 
2 
closing parentheses :fell out of the :for.m. This accident 
seems to have had an almost symbolic meaning, .for Henry 
Bracken assumes a somewhat tl:'ansitional place in the canon 
of the works of Walter de la Mare. It is about halfway be-
tween the early experimental prose o:f Walter Ramal and·the 
later tales and novels of Walter de la Mare. It is unique in 
conception but somewhat uneven in execution. 
l. 
2. 
Its full title is: Henr:y Bracken: His Travels ·and Ad-.;;;,;-~~---
I Megroz, Walter de la Mare, p. 270. 
Percy H. Muir, TribUte to Walter de 1! Mare, p. 102. 
ventures in ~ ~1 Strange, Scarcely Imaginable Regions 
o~ Romance. Francia Thompson, who reviewed the book in the 
Academy of March 26, 1904, was somewhat annoyad by the length 
of the title: 
Mr. de la Mare (who adds on the title 
page the pen-name ot "Walter Ramal u) has 
produced in this book a romance much leas 
wildly wonderful and nacarce..:imaginablett 
than might be supposed from the somewhat 
wordy and pretentious title--or rather 
sub-title.~ 
The sub-title is in tact a rather pleasant echo ot the elabo-
rate sub-titles used in the eighteenth century by such an 
author as Daniel Defoe. It serves, too, a useful purpose in 
giving the prospective reader a glimpse of the contents which 
the simple title, Henry Brocken, would tail to convey. The 
reader is prepared by the sub-title for a series ot adventures 
encountered by Henry Brocken in a world ot dream or ot the 
imagination. Two stanzas ot "Tom o'Bedlam's Song,n used as 
an'epigraph, also point to the imagLnary nature of Henry 
Brocken•s travels: 
With a heart of furious fancies, 
Whereof I am commander: 
With a burning spear, 
And a horse of air, 
To the wilderness I wander; 
With a Knight of ghosts and shadows, 
I summoned am to Tourney: 
Ten leagues beyond 
The wide world's end; 
Methinka it is no journey. 
2 
ANON. (Tom otBedlam) 
1. M~groz, Walter de la ~~ pp. 64-65. 
2. There is some resemblance between nTom o'Bedlamts Song" 
and 11The Song ot Finis, tt the last poem in WalteP de la 
Mare's Peacock Pie. 
• 
The use of the above epigraph is significant for at 
least two reasons. It indicates the mental approach of 
the author to Henry Bracken's travels: that of the poet 
filled with fancies, ghosts, and shadows who is about to 
embark on a journey into the realm of romance. It also is 
I ' 
notable in that.it is taken from an anonymous source, a 
folk ballad. Mr. de la Mare uses this poem again in Mem-
-
.Q!.!:! .2.f. ~Midget. In the latter book it may well have a 
peculiar significance both in respect to its meaning and 
its author (Anon). A discuss·ion of this in relation to 
Henry Brock~n will be developed under a consideration of 
Memoirs of ~ Midget. 
In Henry Bracken Walter de la Mare is concerned with 
ghosts and immortality. However, he is not interested in 
the immortality of the soul or of thought. After spending 
most of his youth in a low book-walled ch~ber whose contents 
he has devoured omniverously since childhood, Henry Bracken 
suddenly feels the urge to travel. The question is: whither? 
Now, it seemed clear to me after long brood-
ing, and musing that however beautiful were 
these regions of which I never wearied to 
read, and however wild and faithful and 
strange and lovely the people of the books 
somewhere the former must remain yet, some-
where, in immortality serene, dwell they 
whom so many had spent life in dreaming of, 
and writing about .1 
With this in mind Henry Bracken sets out, in a truly Quixotic 
fashion with a mare called "Rosinante,n in search of litera-
ture 1 s immortals. In a series of chapters he meets such liter-
ary creations as Jane Eyre, Nick Bottom, Lemuel Gulliver, 
1. Henri Bracken, p. 17. 
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.Aimabel Lee, and Griseyde. The structure of .the book may 
be termed picaresque only in the sense that Henry Bracken 
travels about. from place to place and encounters various 
literary characters in a s eries.-of episodes which are united Y\ 
by'his·presence in all of them. 
Such a theme as this one has rarely, if ever, been used 
in reference to lite~ary characters. Landor•s nrmaginary Con-
versations 11 comes to ll1ind:. but. there the author recreate·s ac-
tual persons rather than literary characters. 
In retreading the paths of such writers as Charlotte 
BrontM, Shakespeare; Swift, Bunyan, Poe, and Chaucer, "The 
Traveller, u in_ a. brief p:tteface to the reader, notes the 
perilous nature o:r his .journey:·· 
Re may.~~seem more than bold in one thing, 
and that is in describing regions where the 
wise and the imaginative and the innnortal 
have been be:rore him. For. that he never 
can be contrite enough. And yet, in spite 
of the renown of these regions, he can 
present neither map nor chart of them, 
latitude nor longitude: c an affirm only 
that their frontier stretches just this 
side of Dream; that they border Impossi-
bility; lie parallel with Peace.l 
Walter de la Mare does not always recapt~re the essence 
of these regions and characters. The book as a whole is per-
meated with an atmosphere of other-worldliness which is at 
times so nebulous that Henry Bracken himself seems likely to 
vanish in the mists of poetic reverie.. There are, however, 
certain episodes in which Walter de la Mare transfo~ some 
of the literary ghosts into something other than themselves. 
1. Henrz Bracken, pp. 11-12 • 
. 
By dint of his creative imagination he presents facets of 
their ghostly personalities which are both analytical in a 
critical sense end c reative as well. This is accomplished 
most strikingly in the Gulliver episode 6 the meeting with 
:aunyen' s group of allegorical f'igures at the Inn at the 
nworld's End, 11 and in Henry Bracken's f'inal enigmatic en-
counter with the isolated Criseyde. All of' these episodes 
I 
have been noted by critics as being the most signif'icant 
sections of' the book. 
In the Gulliver episode, the Yahoo, who saves Henry 
Brocken f'rom the wrath of' the Houyhnhnms at the cost of' his 
owri. lif'e, displays a human attribute which SWif't ignored. 
Swif't's values are reversed and it is the Yahoo, despite 
his crudeness and stupidity, who acquires a nobility and a 
siniple grandeur. Walter de la Mare 1 s love of' the simple and 
the primitive enabled him to a'chieve this ef'fect without 
changing the Yahoo into a ttnoble savage. n The Yahoo is not 
a pleasant creature to look upon; he is still Swif't's Yahoo 
to all appearances, but in a delicate and subtle manner the 
reader becomes aware of' the fact that he is also a man. The 
. 
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Gulliver episode seems to anticipate one of Mr. de la Mare's 
later short stories called nThe Creatures.n In this story 
one finds an incredible beauty of soul conf'ined in an ungain-
ly body similar to his conception of' physical ugliness and 
spiritual beauty is one that recurrs throughout his work. 
The Yahoo, then, is not only a concept different f'rom' that 
of' Swift, it is a transf'iguration of' that concept which 
78. 
opposes-Walter de la Mare's optimism to Swif't 1s pessimism. 
Francis Thompson (whose remarks on the sub-title are 
not indicative of' his opinion of' Henry Brocken as a whole), 
found that "with Bunyan, in particular, he (Walter de la Mare) 
1 
has more success than might have been looked f'or.u ·Many of' 
Bunyan's characters live again at the Inn at nworld •s End" 
spinning a more subtle thread of' allegory in their ghostly 
·, 
persons than they did in their original appearances. The 
' q.uestion of' allegory is one which Francis Thompson touched 
on only lightly: 
This, in fine, is a romance of' fancy at 
play, saturated with youth and poetry; not 
quite successful only from its too ambitious 
daring. At the close there is some hint of 
allegory; but only, we think at the close--
and to our mind somewhat nebulous, like most 
modern parables.2 
Allegory was also noted b~ another early reviewer who wrote, 
nThe thread of allegory is sometimes spun with too great 
3 
subtlety. 11 One factor which makes the question of allegory 
pertinent to the book as a whole is the appearance of so many 
allegorical figures within the context. In addition to the 
Bunyan episode, which contains a dozen or more allegorical 
figures, there is a chapter in which Sleep and Death are 
personified as young boys; and in a visit to the realm of 
Sleeping Beauty, Henry Brocken meets a completely new figure 
in the person of Prince Ennui who happened to be hunting 
1. Megroz, Walter de Ta Mare, p. 66. 
2.. Ibid., p. 67. ---
3. BOOkman, (London), XXVII (1904), 46. This review is 
·unsigned. 
when sleep overcame the Princess and her retlnue. Prince 
Ennui wearily awaits the day o~ awakening. 
Of' great interest in relation to Henry !~rock en is Walter 
de la Mare's long poem "The Travellern (1946). v. Sackville-
West in 11A Note on 1 The Travellerttt dismisses any similarity 
between the poem and Don Quixote rather light;ly and prefers 
to see an analogy between nThe Traveller" and ttThe Rhime of' 
l 
the Ancient Mariner~u Nevertheless, in both Henry Brocken 
and "The Traveller 11 a man starts out on a journey accompanied 
by·a mare. In each the protagonist is called The Traveller. 
In her analysis of' nThe TX'avellertt Miss Sackville-West 
suggests that the sustained fusion of concept;ion and imagery 
in 'the poem almost forbids the word allegory~ "Yet an alle-
gory it is, though so lightly underlined, so innocent of 
cruder moralising, that :ills suggestiveness muc:h exceeds its 
intended philosophy, as should be true o:f all: the subtle!' 
2 
:forms o:f al1egory.n The Traveller is a pilgrim but•Miss 
Sackville-West asks, n ••• what sort o:f pilgrim? Is he a 
3 
symbol o:f ·all men?" Perhaps, she continues, he is a sym~ 
bol o:f modern man. Charles Morgan {as has been noted}; 
:found Walter de la Mare not 11uncontemporary" in the lines 
:from h1s poem "The Exile": 
1. 
2. 
~: 
Betrayed and :fugitive I still must roam 1• A world where Sin, and Beauty whisper of' home.~ 
11 A Note on· 'The Traveller 1 n, Tribute to Walter de 1_! Mare, 
pp. 2,2-23 •. 
Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
. I'bid .. , p. 22. 
MOtley ~Other Poems, P• 31. 
"The T~avellei"" meets his death while Henry B~ocken osten-
sibly sails off in his little boat f~om the isolated island 
of the enigmatic Criseyde. 
Nevertheless, in a multitude of suggestive phrases 
Heriry Brocken hints at an allegory of the jou~ney of.man 
through life. It is pe~haps an over-simplification to call 
Henry B~ocken an allegory. He stands fo~ more than himself 
on various l_evels and even the literary ghosts he meets have 
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a value extending beyond thei~ own significance. Therefo~e, 
one may say tba t in Henry Brocken Walter de la Mare abandons 
the mo~e obvious technique of allegory as well as the pseudonym 
of Walter Ramal. He becomes a symbolist, using a supe~at~al 
atmosphere to evoke a further ~eality. 
The supe~atural pervades Henry Brocken. The entire sto~y 
takes place in an atmosphere in which Reid finds that "nature 
1 
h~rself is· spellbound.n It is a dream world in which the 
ghosts are not even those.of humans, but of creatures of ima-
ginative genius. one remembers nA Mote 11 in which the Uncle 
stressed the fact that thoughts were immo~tal. Here'this con-
cept is presented less obviously, but the implication is that 
somewhere and somehow these creations have a reality of their 
owrl. 
There is nothing else by Walter de la Mare quite like 
Henry Brocken except a short story called ttA Revenant 11 in 
wh1,.ch he revives the spectre of Edgar Allan Poe. Like Henry 
Brdcken, "A Revenant" is a work which divides its energies 
1. Reid, Walter ~ la ~, p. 65 • 
.. 
between liter~ry criticism and creation. ~~ Brocken is 
sprinkled with gems of critical and philosophical insight. 
nyou are a perspicacious observer, Mr. Brocken," says Jane 
Eyre, "and to be that is to be alive in a world of' the mori-
1 
bund. n When Henry Brocken meets Annabel Lee playing alone 
on. the shores of Tragedy he asks her why the little boy does 
not help her. She informs him rather crtpti·cally thS.t the 
. . 
little boy did not help her in her dreams: ttBesides ~ · there 
2 
isn't any little boy." 
In Henry Brocken one is in the novel of' dream, jet one 
does not feel that it will all melt away and that Henry 
Brocken will sleepily climb his dusky staircase to bed like 
3 
Chaucer. Lord David Cecil. strikes the keynote of' the book 
when he writes: 
'We are such stuff as dreams are made on t --
Shakespeare's line is often on Mr. de la 
Mare 1 s lips. No wonder; it sums up his 
central belief about the nature of human 
existence.4 · 
\ 
1. "Henry Brocken, P• 38 • 
. 2 •. Ibid., P• 203. ) •. ' BehOld, This .Dreamerl, p. 28. 
4• Tribute to Walter-~---~~, p. 68. 
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B. The Three Mulla-Mulgars: The Novel of Myth 
l 
Since ~. Three Mulla~Mulgars is a novel designed main-
ly for children~ it may be of value to present first Mr. de la 
Mare's own version of the salient qualities of such a work: 
••• every good story~ worthy of as good chil-
dren, is concerned with a country, complete 
with climate, scenes, denizens, fauna and 
flora all its own, of which we ourselves 
were once natives. Whether we were free or 
otherwise. It keeps well within the radi-
ant ring of its little candle--the compre-
hension of an intelligent child. And this 
need by no means imply a narrow range. The 
serene, clear, quiet light upon its pages 
wells over, rays out beyond this minute 
circle, to cast its beams, if only by way 
of contrast, far out into that naughty 
world of the grown-up with which we are no 
doubt sufficiently familiar. If the wax 
is the secretion of a gifted mind, delight-
ing in its love and understanding of child-
hood and children directly observed and 
clearly recalled, there are few experiences 
in life absolutely denied to fts use and 
purpose. Indeed for any perfection in 
this kind--a perfection of a very rare 
order--it will need every virtue, every 
grace that is aspired to by the artist in 
fiction, the whole attention and pains of 
any man of genius whose heart beats that way.2 
"Nearly every critic who has written about de la Mare has 
compared him with Blake; in~ Three Royal Monkeys he has even, 
3 
like Blake, created his own mythology." It may be observed, 
however, that while Blake's prophetic books range over the 
1. The title The Three Mulla-Mulgars, was later changed to 
The ~ee "RRYal Monkeys. The terms will be used here 
interchangably. 
2. Kathleen Fitzpatrick, The Weans of' Rowallan, Introduction 
by Walter de la Mare, P'P7 xii-xiii. 
3· Collected Tales of Walter de la Mare, Introduction by 
·Edward Wagenknecht, P• xiii. 
vast scales of a visionary heaven and hell to the outermost 
planets, with gigantic figures moving with enormous energy, 
Walter de la Mare's mythology is compounded of a smaller, 
almost miniature world in which the figures are small and 
somet~es minute. It is true that there are hug~ areas in 
the world of Walter de la Mare, with deep valleys and high 
mountains, but not on the cosmic scale used by William Blake. 
To a certain extent, one might even say that Walter de la Mare 
has contempt for mere size. He is never impressed.by sheer 
bulk. This is an observation which can be more profitably 
developed in relation to Memoirs g! ~Midget, but it. is sig-
nificant that as the protagonist of The Three Mulla-Mulgars 
Walter de la Mare chooses an under-sized monkey. 
In the deligh.t~ul preface to ~Hither which tells in 
an allegories.~ fashion how th~t book came to be made, Walter 
de la Mare tells of Simon's (the author ~s a child) curiosity 
regarding the pictures in Nahum Taroone's tower room (symbol-
isihg the human mind) : 
••• as I was lifting out one of them into 
the sunshine, by chance it twisted on its 
cord and disclosed its wooden back. And 
there, pasted on to it, was a scrap of 
yellowing paper with the letters BLAKE, 
followed by a number--CXLVII in Roman fig-
ures. As with this one so with the others. 
Each had its name and a number.l 
It is significant that when Walter de la Mare is describing., 
in a symbolic manner, man's ability to create visions, it is 
Blake's name and his only that is mentioned. The pictures 
1. Oome Hither, P• xxvi. 
were ostensibly made by ·Nahum Taroone as a chil4 when he 
wished to make pictures of "Thrae." Seme o:f these are 
l 
tJp~ctures of nothing on earth. He has his two worlds." 
~ a similar manner,. the -oil.ly book which is mentioned by 
Simon is called Theothe!'Worldie. The name of Blake and the 
single title, Theotherworldie, suggest both the mystic and 
the world of myth. In Behold, Th~s DreamerJ Walter de la 
Mare in pondering on the dream vision as expressed in liter-
ature once more mentions Blake: 
The gravity, the earnestness, the intense 
preoccupation, the artistic conscientious-
ness involved in the presentation of the 
scene, situation, characters, and so :forth 
of a story or a poem, W,hen they are con-
sidered only as so much waking-dream s tu:f:f, 
is indeed little ~hort of ridiculous--if, 
again, they are that and nothing more. 
Nevertheless, the sage and sober reader 
may accept them with equal gravity. ~ 
they, however, nothing more? Blake's 
Coleridge's, Vaughan•s world of dreams 
and o:f the imagination--is all this n9thing, 
or little more? Can we.pass the burden of 
proof to the world of sensuous actuality? 
Apart from a certain degree of consent wi-th 
one's :fellow creatures regarding it, that 
too-may, in its own kind, however much, be 
also little more.2 · 
There is no doubt that Walter de la Mare's approach to 
the universe is in the somewhat mystical strain o:f Blake~ 
But one ma:r question the need of a mythology of his own such 
as is used in ~ Three Mulla-Mulgars. Blake, in revolting 
against orthodoxy, was compelled to invent his own mythology. 
It may seem unnecessary that Walter de la Mare should ao so, 
1. Come Hither, p. xxiv. 
2. Behold, ~ DreamerJ, p. 65. 
especially in a story intended for children. One important 
advantage in using his own mythology was the unity of effect 
obtained. Henrz Brocken had been consistently criticised as 
lacking in unity~ It had been admitted that the book showed 
great poetic power and that certain of the episodes were un-
usually-powerful, but the general complaint was that it was 
too pallid~ too diverse and uneven, and lacking in unity. 
This is not entirely true, of course, but what unity: the book 
contained was obscure and problematical. If the artist is to 
express himself adequately in a work of art he requires a 
framework suitable to his purpose and capable ot' bearing the 
import of his vision of life. Blake created his own medium 
in the vast panoramas and mighty actions of his prophetic · 
books. In The Three Mulla-Mulgars Walter de la Mare creates 
a background of myth utilizing a universe of monkeys as a 
medium which bears the weight of his tale not only adequately 
but with an almost incredible charm and distinction. Mr. 
" Megroz notes the effect of this_ background of myth: 
If the complete story of The Three Mulla-
Mulgars, including the monkeys' mythology, 
is taken instead of one passage correspond-
ing to a magical poem, a new element is ob-
vious in the work. There has been added to 
the parts a unity of design which is a fresh 
vision of life.l _ 
' The first thing, then, that Walter de la Mare achieved 
by his mythological framework was a unity of design, which 
had been lacking in Henry Brocken. "The vision is wider, 
1. Megroz, Walter~ la ~' p. 127. 
more accomplished ·than:. the vision of Henry: Brocken; it is 
l 
a vision of the whole of life." 
In The Three Mu.lla-Mu.lgars we are in a world of myth, 
yet it is not so unreal as the world of Henry Brocken. Per-
haps this can be explained by the fact that Mr. de la Mare 
wrote the story for children and in doing so he was aware 
ot: certain obstacles: 
For, it: ever, it is in childhood--when 
we are fresh again to the mysteries and 
wonders of this wo:r:ald--that the human 
mind is npoetic.n Moreover, the imagina-
tion is not--in the sense that reason is-~ 
as faulty. Its source is in the uncon-
scious, i.e., in the secret unknown. It 
is, when active, the whole mind i tselt: 
(in collusion with the heart) at a cer-
tain poise or pitch. To. enter, then, into 
the mind of a child at its most imagina-
tive is a feat ~hat few ot: us should face 
with equallknity. 
Not only is Walter de la Mare aware of the child-mind, he 
is also aware of the necessity for an imaginative or poetic 
means ot: approach to that citadel. He chooses in The Three 
- -....;..---..;.. 
Mulla-Mulgars, a medium beloved by all children and many 
adults--the animal fable. In one sense it may seem a re-
gression to leave the immortal characters of Shakespeare and 
Bunyan to follow the trials and difficulties of three monkeys. 
But the three Mulla-Mulgars a:r:ae not ordinary monkeys. They 
are endowed with attributes which are almost human as are the 
86. 
animals of folklore. They tend to bridge the gulf which civi-
lization and maturity impose between man and the animal. There 
1. Megroz, Walter de la Mare, p. 75. 
2. Walter de la Mare, ---,rBOO'k'S for Child:r:aen, u Literarl Review, 
IV (1923), 228. 
is a sense of social union between a child and an animal which 
makes the choice of an animal background ideal for a child's 
' story. The use of monkeys in pa.rticular may be due to the 
fact that Walter de la Mare. likes monkeys, ttan af.fection 
shared by the Chinese. There is an ancient Chinese .folk clas-
sie ••• about the pilgrimages of' a monkey in search of the ulti-
mate holiness, which might well have spiritual kinship with 
l 
'The Three Mulla-Mulgars and the valley of Tishnar." Walter 
de la Mare's second achievement in using the background of 
myth was to employ a kind of primitive semi-human bei~g as a 
protagonist, a loveable little monkey who would appeal to 
those to whom the book was directed-•children. 
T. G.K. Chesterton, Walter de la Mare's monkeys' are not 
something to be taken lightly. It may make ~o difference 
whether Lear's UJumblies" have heads that are green and hands 
that are blue, or vice versa, but in the case of Walter de la 
Mare, "If :.his monkey is sea-green, it is for some reason as 
deep and significant as the sea; even though he cannot express 
2 
it any other way except by patient and uncomplaining greenness.u 
Chesterton, occasionally as pontifical as Dr. Johnsorl, 
is, like Johnson, a man dangerous to disagree with even in 
reference to points on which yesterdays critics have' proved 
him to be decidedly wrong. Thus, Walter de la Mare•s use of 
the supernatural in the form of myth is not mere nonsense. 
l. 
2. 
Mar~ecy Bianco, nwalter de la Mare," Horn Book, XVIII 
(194.2), 14,5. . --
nwalter de la Mare,n Fortnightly Review, CXXXVIII (1932), 
5o. 
By his use of the supei'natural in the form of animal myth-
ology, whatever his debt to Blake, he obtained three objec-
tives: a unity of design, a subject practical for child:I'en, 
and an underlying meaning to .~ Three Mulla-Mulgars. 
Like Henry Bracken, ~ Three Mulla-Mu.lgai'S is the story 
of a. journey; this time it is undertaken by three monkeys. 
In'the beginning of the story thei'e is a faint resemblance 
to the situation in Samuel Johnson•s Rasselas: Seelem, a 
wearied monkey, arrived one day on the borders of the Forest 
of Munza-Mulgar. His servant, Glint, told Mutta-Mututta, a 
female monkey who lives in a hut there that Seelem was a 
Mulla-Mulgar-~that is, a Mulgar of the Blood Royal--and own 
brother to Assasimmon, Prince of the Valley of Tishnar. He 
told her also that 11his master had wearied of Assasimmon's 
valley palace ••• and groves .and gardens; and that ••• he had 
left his brother's valleys to discover what lay beyond the 
1 
Arakkaboa Mountains. tt The simiJ.ari ty of circumstance be-
tween Seelem and Prince Rasselas of "Happy Valley" is probab-
-
lyfortuitous. It is not the adventu;res of Seelem with which 
the story is concerned, but those of his three sons who seek 
the Valley of Tishnar many years later. · Seelem himself leaves 
Mutta-Matutta and his three sons to return to Tishnar. When 
Mutta-Matutta hears the voices of Tisbnar and knows that she 
must die she gives Nod, the youngest son, the Wonderstone 
which his father left behind, and the three Mulla-Mulgars 
1. ~ Three Royal Monkeys, pp. 4-5. 
tits. 
start out on a journey in which nmuch is to be endured and 
1 
little to be enjoyed.n The philosophy which is the domin-
\( ating element of Rasselas and which inclines towards pessi-
. \ 
mism is not obvious in The Three Mulla-Mulgars, and is cer-
tainly not pessimistic. 
One can also find a glimpse of Homer's Odyssey when the 
huge Gungar-Mulgar is duped into letting the Mulla-Mulgars 
gain possession of' his boat. When he realizes that they will 
not return with the boat, he runs to the bank of' the river 
and casts enormous rocks at the craft. As in Homer,;this. 
monkey-Cyclops does not succeed in his design. Perhaps any 
story which is in the nature of an odyssey would at some 
point resemble Homer t s epic. At any rate we are reminded · 
that the story is an epic--a beast epic. 
The character of' Nod, the youggest monkey, is an unusual 
one. He differs f'ram the other monkeys because he is a royal 
monkey, and from his own brothers, who are also royal, in 
that be is a Nizza-neela, a special kind of monkey who has 
magic in him.. Nod, too, is given the· Wonderstone which Seelem 
left behind. Among its many valuable properties is the f'act 
that it will identif'y his sons as Princes of Tishnar. Nod is 
also givEn a coat diff'erent f'rom his brothers. In this respect 
he f'aintly resembles the Biblical Joseph, the tt<ireamer.tt 
Reid points out that Nod is not only a prince, but a Nizza-
neala, ''which means a pet, one dear to the gods and specially X. 
1. Samuel Johnson, Rasselas, Eighteenth Century Prose, 
P• 4-96. 
guarded by them; in the Bibl& the inf'ant Samuel is a Nizza-
1 
neela.rr 
These philosophical,..Homeric~ and Biblical echoes·are, 
of course, not discernible or possibly not even important as 
far as the youthfUl reader is concerned, but to the adult 
reader they suggest that this is not merely a pleasant little 
story which is amusing but has no particular meaning. 
90. 
Very early in the book there is a footnote explaining the 
meaning of the word "Tisbnar. n · The footnote becomes the final 
chap.ter in later editions of the book. Because it not only 
explains many unusual terms and, in a certain sense the book 
itself, it is quoted here in full:· 
TISHNAR is a very ancient word in Munza, 
and means that which cannot be thought 
about in words, or told, or expressed. 
So all the wonderful, secret, end quiet 
world beyond the Mulgars' lives is Tishnar 
--wind and stars, too, the sea and the end-
less unknown. But here it is only the Beau-
tiful One of the Mountains that is meant. 
So beautiful is she that a Mulgar who dreams 
even of one of her Maidens, and wakes still 
in the presence of his· dream,.can no longer 
be happy in the company of his kind. He 
hides himself away in some old hole or rocky 
fastness, lightless, matted, and uncombed, 
and so thins and pines, or becomes a Wan-
derer or Moh-Mulgar. But it is rare for 
this to be for very few Mulgars dream be-
yond the ·mere forest., as it were: and few-
er still keep the memoriesof their dream 
·when the livelong vision of Munza returns 
'to their waking eyes. The Valleys of Tish-
nar lie on either flank of the Mountains 
of Arakaboa, though she herself wanders 
oniy in the stillness of the mountain 
snows. She is shown veiled on the rude 
pots of Assasimmon and in the Mulgar 
1. Reid, Walter de 1!~, p. 116. 
scratch-work, with one slim-ringered 
hand clasping her robe of palest purple~ 
her head bent a little, as if hearkening 
to her thoughts; and she is shod with 
sandals of silver. Of these things the 
wandering Oomgar-Nuggas, or Black Men, 
tell. From Tishnar, too, comes the last 
Sleep--the Sleep or all the World. The 
last sleep just of their life only is 
Noomanossi--darkness, change and the un-
returning. And Imm.anala is she who preys 
across these shadows, in this valley. So, 
too, the Mulgars say, "Nooma, Nooma,n when 
they mean shadow, as "In the sun paces a 
Leopard's Neoma at her side.n Meerm.ut., 
which means in part also shadow, is the 
shadow, as it were, of lesser light lost 
in Tishnar 1s radiance, just as moonlight 
may east a shadow of a pine-tree across 
a smouldering fire. There is, too, a faint 
wind that breathes in the first twilight 
and s tar shine of Munza called the Wind of 
Tishnar. It was, I think, the faint mur-
mur of this wind that echoed in the ear of 
Mutta-matutta, as she lay dying, for in 
dying one hears, it is s aid, what in life 
would carry no more tidings to the mind 
than light brings to the hand. Nod 1 s bells 
that he heard, and thought were his .father's, 
must have been the Zevverast bells of Tish-
nars Water Middens, a~l w.andering Meermuts. 
These Water Mi.ddens, or Water Maidens, are 
like the beauty of moonlight.,. :.The countless 
voices of fountain, torrent, and cataract 
are theirs. They, with other of Tishnar 1 s 
maidens, come riding on their bellied Zevveras, 
and a strange silence falls where their little 
invisible horses are tethered; while perhaps, 
the Maidens are reasting in a dell, grey with 
moonbeams and ghostly rlowers. Even the sul-
.len Mullabruk learns somehow of their presence, 
and turns aside on his fours from the silvery 
mist of their glades and green·valleys, j~st 
as in the same wise a cold air seems to curdle 
his skin when some haunting Neoma passes by. 
Ell the inward shadows of the creatures of 
Munza-Mulgar are Noomanoossi's; all their 
phantoms, spirits, or Meermuts are Tishnar•s. 
And so there is a never-ending changeableness. 
and strife in their short lives. The leopard 
(or Roses as they call her, for the beauty of 
her clear black ·spots) is Meermut to her cubs, 
91. 
Nooma to the dodging Skeetoes,she lies 
in wait for, stretched along a bough. 
Her beauty is Tishnar's; the savagery 
of her claws is Noomanossi 1s. So Munza's 
children are dark or bright, lovely or 
estranging, according as Meermut or Nooma 
prevails in their natures. And thus, too, 
they choose the habitation of their bodies. 
Yet because dark is but day gone, and 
cruelty ~indhess, therefore.even the" 
heart-shattering Noomanossi, even Immanala 
herself, is only absent Tishnar. But there., 
as everyone cans ee, I am only -~attering 
about what I can not understand. 
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In the above passage, besides its magnificent prose, one 
finds most the unusual words used in the book explained, but 
this does not mean that Mr. de la Mare intended the story to 
be an allegory. He does not, for instance, equate the PE!r-
sonali ty o:f Nod with any definite object or_ b_eing. Nod might 
well be a symbol of man in, general, of the unusual man,. the 
man of genius, the poet, or many other possibilities. Nor 
is the· \7fonderstone explained. On the literal level it is 
simply a talisman which enables Nod to obtain assistance 
when in great danger. Its actual significance is difficult 
•. 
to ascertain. Sometimes one suspects that it is the symbol 
of courage in the face of danger. On another level.it seems 
to represent the poetic imagination, especially when· onere-
calls Mr. de la Mare's words on the subject: 
Illumined by the ~agination, our life--
whatever its defeats and despairs--is a 
never-ending, unforeseen strangeness and 
adventure and mystery. This is the fountain· 
of our faith and of our hope .. 2 
1. The Three Mulla-Mulgars, pp. 273-276. 
2. Pleasures and Speculations, p. 181. 
The Wonderstone may even be viewed as a divine substance 
(it comes i'rom Tishnar itself) similar to the soul. One 
feels that Walter de la Mare would not find several levels 
of interpretation inadmissible. In reference to William 
Blake•s nTiger 11 he asks: nrs it to read too much into his 
poem if we see in it the tiger that ranges the forests of 
the night, the tiger that is the emblem of strength and 
ferocity, the tiger that is the exemplar of fearlessness, 
1 
the tiger that is a revelation of the divine creativeness?" 
Perhaps the most interesting episode in the odyssey of 
the Three Mulla-Mulgars is Nod's encounter with the Crusoe-
like human, Andy Battle. Through his Wonderstone Nod saves 
" Andy Battle from the clutches of Immanala, "this dire crea-
ture, half ghostly, half reptilian ••• the very incarnation of 
2 
fear, cruelty, and treachery.n Nod also uses courage and 
intelligence in addition to the Wonderstone to defeat the · 
dreaded Imman~la. Mr. Megroz finds in this episode a hint 
of satire and a parallel with w.H. Hudson's Green Mansions: 
When we first have our eyes open fully to 
the profundity of the satire behind the 
fairy tale is when Nod, lost and parted 
awhile from his distressed brothers,falls 
into the hands of an 110omgar, 11 or man. 
It becomes obvious then that the poet has 
drawn the universe of monkeys to a perfect~ 
ly self-consistent scale of intelligence 
and incident and aspiration, so that when 
little Nod, who owns "The Wonderstone of 
Tishnaru and is a nizza-neela, ••• is brought 
into contact with Andy Battle, the stranded, 
1. Walter de la Mare, Stories from the Bible, nJ;ntroduction," 
p. 12. ---- ---
2. Reid, Walter de ~ ~, P• 118. 
exiled sailor~ the signi:f'icance o:r human 
li:f'e on·.e arth is illuminated as only w.H. 
Hudson in Green Mansions has illumine. ted 
it be:f'ore.I 
Forrest Reid objects strongly to the re:f'erence to sat-
ire. He :reels that not only is satire foreign to the book 
but that it is alien to the whole temper o:r the mind o:r Walter 
de la Mare. The latter's own views on Green Mansions seems 
peculiarly signi:f'icant in relation to ~ Three Mulla-Mulgars: 
"There haunts here ••• a peculiar intensity~ as if' a pro:f'oundly 
concealed innate voice o:r memory, rather than a novel earthly 
2 
experience were struggling to express a secret knowledge." 
~ Three Mulla-Mulgars, unlike Gulliver 1 s Travels, ls 
devoid o:r satire and·there is no hint o:r bitterness of any 
kind. It possesse.s the imaginative range of Swi:rt 's master-
piece, but none of' its venom. On the contrary, whatever mean-
ing may be read into the book must consider the qualities ·o:r 
:raith, courage, and love in re:rerence to mankind. 
Mr. de la Mare, in commenting on"the Aliees o:r Lewis 
Carroll, remarks: "Though 1morals' pepper their pages--
'Everythings got a moral if only you can find it•--the 
stories themselves have none. •rn·fact 1 as Carroll said 
3 
himself, • they do not teach anything at all '". And: "Wha. t 
relation any such dream-world has to some other state of 
be~ng seen only in gli~pses here and now may be a more 
l. 
2. 
3~ 
Megroz, Walter ~ la Mare, pp. 75~76. 
Pleasures and S~eculations, p. 64. 
11Lewis Carroll, Fortnightly Review, CXXXIV (1930), 329. 
- 1 
valuable but is an even less answerable_question.n The 
latter problem is much more interesting to Mr. de la Mare 
than a question ofa "moraln to the stories. The Alices 
belong in the realm of pure nonsense, a type of fiction al-
most peculiar to the late Victorian writers. Walter de la 
Mare has written some delightful children's stories which are 
in this category, but the novel, T}E,,Three Mulla-Mulgars, is 
not pure nonsense. Nor is it merely a child fantasy such as 
Sir James M. Barrie produced. G.K. Chesterton makes a sharp 
distinction between the work of Barrie ~d Walter de la Mare: 
••• we may say that the early twentieth 
century presented two movements towards 
the fanciful or fantastical, and away from 
the merely rational or material: a cen-
tripetal movement and a centrifugal move-
ment. The one spiritual spiral working 
inwards towards the secret subjective 
dreams of man; the other worked outwards 
towards the spiritual powers or truths 
that seemed beyond the reach of man. The 
new world made by the first was the great 
glowing, irridescent bUbble of the Barrie 
daydream; the world revealed by the second 
was the world of strange skies, at the ends 
of the earth and the corners of the sea 
that appears in the far-off flashes of the 
de la Mare imagination.2 
Chesterton seems to be describing Tisbnar in the end of the 
quotation although it is unlikely that he:had a definite work 
in mind. 
Besides G.K. Chesterton, the major critics of Walter de 
la Mare's prose all find something more than a refreshing 
1. nLewis Carroll, n Fortnightly Review, CXXXIV (1930), 331. · 
2. "Walter de.la Mare, 11 Fortnigh.tly Review, CXXXVIII (1932), 
52. 2!.· ~~ p. 29. 
dream in !h!, Three Mulla-Mulgars. , Mr. Megroz insists on an 
allegory: "The long and perilous journey of the monkeys to 
a distant Tishnar is clearly intended to po~tray man 1s to a 
distant heaven~ but the allegory~ though clear enough, is 
l 
never intrusive." Forrest Reid dif'fers slightly: "All 
through the book is written so that ••• (the reader) can if· 
I do not he like~ view in it his own earthly pilgrimage. 
2 
mean that there is the least·suggestion of' allegory •••• " 
Reid does not believe. the author had any other thoUght than 
of his monkeys t adventures while he was writing ~ Three 
Mulla-Mulgars. "Still, its beauty relates it to the main 
body of Mr. de la Mare's work; behind earth's loveiiness 
hovers a dream of' the absolute: a divine discontent awakens 
3 
in it and is comforted.n Mr. Wagenknecht observes: 11It is 
90· 
/ 
neither an allegory nor a sermon, but it is a serious picture 
. 4 
of human life in the guise of' a \vonder-tale. n It would seem 
that there is no disagreement in critical opinion that The 
-
lfh.ree Mulla-Mulgars is a picture of man t s journey through 
life. It is~ however, more poetic, richer in'content, and 
more effectively constructed than Henrz Brocken. 
The use of the supernatural in The Three Mulla-Mulgars 
is different from its use in Henry Broeken in a very import-
ant way. If nnature herse,lf is spellboundtt i·n Henrz Brocken1 
l. 
2. 
~: 
~Novelist-Poets 2£ To4ai,JP· 27. 
Walter de la Mare, pp. 12 • 25. 
Reid, op. cit:;JP. 125. 
Cava1.cade of the English Novel, p. 536. · 
in ~Three Mulla-Mulgars, nature is spellbinding. This 
is conveyed not only in the richness of the prose and the 
poetic content, but. in the person of Nod and his magic 
Wonderstone. Nod himself is unique in his own right but 
in the possession of the Wonderstone he seems to be able 
to penetrate the superficial f·orm.s of nature· and find beauty 
and wonder everywhere. When this talisman is lost, whether 
it represents courage, poetic imagination, or what-you-will, 
Nod is in the position of being overwhelmed by dangers both 
natural and supernatural. Per~aps he then represents the 
poet who loses his inspiration, the soldier who loses his 
courage, or the common man who loses his soul. Whatever the 
symbolism, one thing is clear: in~ Three Mulla-Mulgars 
it is not literary characters with whom we are concerned but 
with man and nature, and with an element of nature which 
I 
Walter de la Mare speaks of as 11 the sign manualn of W.H. 
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Hudson's writings. Like many of his most perceptive critical 
remarks on others, this comment is true also of his own works 
and especially of Th~ Three Mu\la-Mulgars: 
nT.here is,n says Hudson, na sense of the 
supernatural in all natural things... We 
may say, in fact, that unless the soul goes 
out to meet what we see we do not see it; 
nothing do we see; not a beetle, not a 
blade of grass.n It is this sense, above 
all others, that is the ~ign manual of~all 
Hudson 1 s writings. All Beauty--and in 
spite of the horrors of life, in spite 
of the fleetingness of happiness, man has 
made this supreme discovery--all beauty 
appeals to our delight in m~tery and wonder.l 
1. Pleasures ~ Speculations, pp. 63-64. 
In ~Three Mulla-Mu.lgars Wa1ter de la Mare emp1oys 
the supernatural elements of the wonder ta1e to convey 
this sense of the supernatural in the natural, to express 
in pros~ a delight in the mystery and wonder of nature. 
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0. ~ Return: The Novel of Spiritual Confli ot 
~ Return, which was published in the same year as ~ 
Three MUlla-Mulgars, 1910, differs greatly from that novel 
and also from Henry Brocken. If the supernatural in Henry 
Brocken was used in such a way that the protagonist moved in 
an imaginative world of dre~ and in The Three Mulla~Mulgars 
a world of myth, in The Return Arthur Lawford moves in·a world 
of reality. The unreality of Henry Brocken was followed by an 
approach to actual life and to human beings in the semi-human 
world of the monkey mythology. Each of these two novels pos-
sessed a world of its own, consistent in itself, a world of 
dream and a world of myth. ~ Return leaves these two super-
natural realms for a world of prosaic, middle-class, suburban 
reality. But in the very fi~st chapter we are presented with 
an event of a supernatural Character which occurs: 
When the familiar scene is suddenly strange 
Or the well known is what we have yet to learn, 
And two worlds meet, and intersect, and change ••• l 
For the first time, in his novels, Walter de la:Mare de-
picts the real world as being encroached upon by another, a 
mysterious and sometimes sinister world. This theme is one 
repeated again and again in his short stories, but in ~ 
Return it is sustained throughout the length of a novel, a 
difficult feat and one performed with unusual powers of con-
centration and consistency. 
1. T.s. Eliot, "To Walter de la Mare," Tribute to Walter 
de la Mare, p. 106. 
---
There is, one may say, a supernatural premise as the 
basis of ~ Return. Once this premise is accepted the plot 
and the unravelment can be accepted on a realistic plane. 
Arthur Lawford, an ordinary man of about middle-age who 
has just recovered from a bout with 1n£luenza, falls asleep 
beside a grave whose epitaph reads: 
Here lie ye Bones of one 
NiCholas Sabathier, a Stranger to this Parish, 
who fell by his own hand on ye 
Eve of Ste. Michael and All .AngeJ.s .. 
MDOfl<XXIXl .. 
He awakens feeling peculiarJ.y exhilarated and even physicaJ.J.y 
different and returns home~ There he finds that he has actu-
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aJ.ly changed. His face is dark, J.ean, almost cadaverous, even 
his physical proportions are different. But this is not alJ.. 
:qespite the fact that he still is fundamentaJ.ly Arthi.lr Lawford, 
he is aware of a mentaJ. and even spiritual. consciousness which 
is not his own. The Return thenceforth is the story· of Law ... 
-=-.;.....;;.;;= 
ford's struggle with the spirit of the suicide, Nicholas 
Sabatbier, who has attempted to npossess"him, body and soul. 
- -
It is sustained by realistic detail and a psychological ac-
curacy after this supernatural event has taken pJ.ace. 
The book seems at first in the natUre of a ~ de force; 
it was in f'aet, ttdesigned as a pot-boiJ.er, in exactJ.y the man-
ner in which Henry James.had described Ray Limbert as havfng 
2 
created his masterpiece; instead it won the PoJ.ignac Prizeln 
1. The Return, P• 6. 
2. Wagenknecht, ~ Cavalcade of ~ English Novel, p. 536. 
Henry James•s.Story was: nThe Next Timett (Embarrassments). 
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The theme o~ the persistence o~ evil in the ~orm of 
' 
malign or diabolical spirits is one used ~requently l;>Y Al-
gernon Blackwood in such short stories as "With Intent to 
I ' 
Stealn and "A Psychical Invasion. 11 But its use by him is 
never as sustained and as exhaustive as in Walter de la Mare's 
~ Return. The latter 1s nghosts and hauntings ••• are no mere 
device to awake pleasing shudders, but symbols o~ his belief 
in the soul's immortality, its capacity·to in~luence events 
1 
in this world even a~ter death. tt In The Return there is no 
question o~ a split in personality as in Stevenson's'subjec-
tive "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. u Arthur Law~ord is attacked 
and possessed by a malevolent spirit·entirely separate ~rom 
· his own nsel~u and ~rom another realm of consciousness. Al-
though a personal and subjective cause is suggested and con-
sidered--since almost every'possible implication o~ the cHange 
is involved in the un~olding o~ the plot--the overwhe1ming 
evidence supports a supern'atural one. no~ one thing· only does 
Mr~ de la Mare seem certain. Man should realize the spiritual 
nature o~ the universe, he must never ~orget that the material 
world is not the only world; or he will lay his soul'open'to 
the attack o~ ~orcas o~ destruction who are always lying in 
2 
wait :for him. 11 Lord David Cecil's conclusion is one which 
describes the essential .meaning o:f The Return. For it is be-
cause Arthur Law:ford has allowed himself to become so soaked 
with the vacuity of a materialistic existence that he becomes 
1. Lord David Cecil, Tribute j?_Q_ Walte:ro de 1.g ~~ p. 68. 
2. Ibid., P• 67. 
an easy victim ror the sinister machinations or the spirit 
or Nicholas Sabatbier. 
The story is one of conrlict not only with supernatural 
forces but with environment· and subjective emotions as well. 
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In the process of his struggle with an unknown supernatural 
evil Lawford becomes aware of the previously unconscious gross-
ness .and triviality of his life. All of the characters of the 
story fall into a clearer perspective when viewed by1 Lawford 
while undergoing his spiritual battle against diabolical pos-
session. He becomes intensely aware of the shallowness of 
his wife 1B character as she at first pretends to believe him 
to·· be an imposter and then, after virtually deserting him 'in 
the midst of his spiritual crisis, marshals her friends with 
the purpose of having him declared insane. In contrast to 
her conduct and that of her friends is the simple faith and 
trust of the old vica~ M;r. Bethany, and the unself'ish assist-
ance preferred by Mr. Herbert and his. sister Grisel.' 
The theme of conflict, whose initial cause is the century-
dead spirit of Sabathier, expands to include Lawford's marriage, 
his environment, and his entire eXistence. His consciousness 
is heightened and broadened so that his new awarenes.s creates 
some sources of conflict that have not directly related to the 
· fact that he is ttpossessed. n His love for Grisel, for exalrJ.ple, 
presents a problem which would never have troubled th-e ordinary 
Arthur Lawford. As Lawf'ord plus Sabathier he wonders whether 
he is not free from the obligations of plain Arthur Lawford .• 
In the end Law~ord wins his battle against the sp~rit or 
Sabathier and since this is the main issue, the implication 
is that the other psychological and emotional problems will 
also be solved. When the reader rinishes ~ Return he has 
J.Vj .. 
an impression similar to that which Henry James leaves with 
th~ reader: everything that could be expressed has been ex-
pressed, all aspects have been considered·an~ .ir nothing has 
been neatly decided, a multi"~?Ude of suggestions have been made 
which combine into a unity or impression making the picture 
complete--there is nothing more to be said or the subject. 
In the beginning or the book one is certain that the 
title, ~Return, re~ers to the supernatural return ~f Saba-
thier; at the close, one is not quite so sure. There is a pos-
sibility that the most significant return is made by Lawrord 1 s 
self or soul. One .reels that in the strug~le against an ex-
ternal evil entity which has ·gained.possession or Lawrord's 
body and threatens to overwhelm his spirit, Lawford in despera-
tion turns to ~orcas within himself and finds his own soul. A 
portion of the forces which eventually thwart the spirit of 
Sabathier Lawson obtains externally, rrom the kindness and 
faith of old Mr. Bethany and of Grisel, but the decisive pow-
ers well up in himself. He not only becomes aware of the spiri-
tual evil o~ Sabathier and o~ the moral evil o~ people like 
his wire and her rriends, but also of his own former state or 
blin<hess and stupidity, which made him gullible in the face 
of moral evil and vulnerable to spiritual evil. The Biblical 
prec'ept, 11He that loses himself shall ~ind himselr, n is not 
intrusive but it is there. The Law.t'ord who finally vanquishes 
the malignant Sabathier possesses a di.t'ferent self from that 
of the Law.t'ord who went to sleep in the graveyard. 
A consciousness had begun to ·'Stir in him. 
that was neither that of. th~ old, easy · 
Law.t'ord, whom·he had never been .fully 
aware of be.t'ore, nor of this strange 
ghostly intelligence that haunted the 
hawklike, restless f'ace, and plucked so 
insistently at his distracted nerves.-1 
The initial invasion of' Sabathier•s spirit into the body 
of Lawford takes place while he is asleep and there is no ele-
ment of fear or horror involved. The more dreadf'ul aspects 
o.t' the situation occur later when Lawf'ord comprehends that he 
is npossessed" and in danger of a compJ.ete and permanent in-
vasion of spirit as well. The scenes in which Lawf'ord be-
comes aware of the supernatural presence of' Sabathier are ones 
in which ~ Return borders on the tale of supernatural horror 
which makes the flesh creep and the hair stand on end. In 
these scenes Walter de la Mare amply fulf'ills the requirements 
enumerated by H.P. Lovecraf't for obtaining such an e.t'fect: 
The true weird tale has something more than 
secret :murder~ bloody bones, or a sheeted 
form clanking chains according to rule. A 
cer.tain atmosphere of breathless and unex-
plainable dread of outer, unknown forces 
must be present; and there must be a hint~ 
expressed with seriousness and portentous-
ness becoming its subject, of that most ter-
rible conception of the human brain--a malign 
and particular suspension or defeat of those 
fixed laws o.t' Nature which.are our only safe-
guard against the assaults.ot chaos and the 
daemons of' unplumbed space.2 
1. The Return, pp. 89-90. 
2. Sii'Perna.tural Horror in Literature,· p. 15. 
Although Lovecraft 1s demands are even more ideally sup-
plied in many o:f Mr. de la Mare's short stories and especial-
ly in "All Hallows., 11 they serve here to express the effect 
obtained when the spirit of Sabathier lurks~ almost ·visibly 
present, waiting to spring, at the slightest evidence of 
weakness. Perhaps the most powerful of t~e scenes in which 
Sabathier is present as a malignant being, defying ttthose 
fixed laws of Nature," takes place after Lawford's w~fe has 
left him in the house alone. He has been sitting in his room, 
a prey to :fears of insanity when he hears Mr. Bethany down-
stairs at the front door. 
Cramped and heavy-limbed, he felt his way 
across the room and lit a candle. He stood 
listening awhile: his eyes f'ixed on the 
door that hung a little open. All in the 
room seemed acutely fantastically still. The 
flame bruned dim, enisled in the sluggish. 
air. He stole slowly to the door, looked 
out, and again listened. Again the knocking 
broke out, more impetuously and yet with a 
certain restraint and caution. Shielding the 
flame or his candle in the shell of his left 
hand, LaWford moved slqwly, with chin uplifted, 
to the stairs. He bent rorward a little, and 
stood motionless and drawn up, the pupils of 
his eyes slowly contracting and expanding as 
he gazed down into the carpeted vacant gloom; 
past the dim louring presence that had fallen 
back before him. 
His mouth opened. "Who's there?n at last he 
called. · nThank God, thank Godl 11• __ he heard Mr. 
Bethany mutter. tti mustn't call, Lawford,n 
came a hurried whisper as-if the old gentle-
man were pressing his lips to speak through 
the letter-box. ttcome down and open the door; 
there's a good fellow1 I 1ve been knocking no 
end of: time." 
11Yes, I am coming," said Law.ford, He shut 
his mouth and held his breath, and stair by 
stair he descended, driving steadily be.fore 
him:the crouching, gloating, menacing shape, 
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darkly lifted up before him against the 
darkness, contending the way with him. 
ttAre you ill? Are you hurt? Has anything 
happened Lawf.ord? 11 came the anxious old 
voice again, striving in vain to be re-
strained. 
nNo, no, n muttered Lawford, tti am coming; 
coming slowly. n He paused to breathe, his 
bands trembling, his hair lank with sweat, 
and still with eyes wide open he descended 
against the phantom lurking in the darkness--
an adversary that, if he shoUld but for one 
moment close his lids, he felt would master 
sanity and imagination with its evil. "So 
long as you don't get in,n be heard himself 
mutterine:, nso long as you don't get .!£, my 
friend.n:t 
J.oo. 
The above passage is not only an example of the beautiful 
prose in which~ Return is written, it also exemplifies the 
art with which Mr. de la Mare ihjects the spectre into the · 
,, 
world of reality. The style and technique, however, are not 
what is p.ertinent here: it is the objective presentation of 
an embodied evil such as Lovecraft has required, a separate 
entity, malign in design seeking a point of entry. Sabathier 
is no mere hallucination as he is depicted in the above pas-
sage. He represents an element from a world of which Mr. de 
la Mare feels we are but dimly aware. It is true that a natur-
al explanation is suggested and even supported later in the 
story, but such an explanation is advanced by Mr. Herbert and 
Grisel in an effort to counteract Mr. Herbert's previous·bad 
judgement in stressing the resemblance between Lawford and 
a portrait of the ill-f'abed Sabathier., 
It is possible, however, to consider the book from a 
1. ~ Re'turn, pp. 166-167. 
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purely rational standpoint and assume that Sabathier did not 
exist beyond the medium of' the power of' suggestion beginning 
' 
in the graveyard unconsciously and becoming an obsession when 
strengthened by Mr. Herbert. On this level the story loses 
a great deal of' its power but still retains its value as a 
study of spiritual conflict. John Freeman, although he does 
not eliminate the supernatural aspect, minimizes its import-
ance: ttThat the evil metempsychosis is defeated is the least 
significant fact in the story; the significance lies in the 
struggle, the lonely. courage, the beauty springing up in the 
l 
bleakness of' a narrow and material neighborhood. 11 
To accept a rational explanation involving morbid psycho-
logy seems almost to~esent Mrs. Radcliffe's now-awrovard ex-
planations in the guise of Freudian concepts. To c ertain 
schools of thought Freudian concepts are not· as satisfactory 
explanations as were Mrs. Radcliffe's wax mummies. The fact 
also remains that Walter de la Mare might have written ~ 
Return without a supernatural premise and still have depicted 
a struggle involving courage and beauty, but he chose not to 
do so. Perhaps be implies that the essence of courage and 
beauty lies in the supernatural. Perhaps he is revealing 
more about his own point of view than that of Henry James 
when he writes; 
For the most part both his novels and 
shorter stories insist, not by direct in-
culcation, with no fractious intrusion 
1. English Portraits and Essays, p. 102. 
of' "moral" or "lesson" but through the 
complete and complex presentation of a 
spiritual conflict, that in the silence 
of the mind, in the ;secret and tempestuous 
solitude of the heart, we are one and all 
the mortal champions of' immortal causes.l 
1. Walter de la Mare, "Henry James," Living Age, GGLXXXIX (1916), 124. 
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D. Memoirs 9.!!. Midget: The Self vs. Society 
Of Walter de la Mare's four novels, Memoirs of!. Midget 
is the most realistic. Except for Miss M.'s mysterious dis-
appearance, there is no overt element of the supernatural pres-
ent. Even her disappearance is not necessarily of a super-
natural order. Yet the Memoirs seems to reflect intermittent 
glimpses of anothe_r world than the gross one in which Miss M. 
finds herself. There is a spiritual haze which floats through 
some of the pages of the Memoirs surrounding many of the ob-
jects and persons with an aura of the supernatural. 'Possibly 
this is due to the poetry ~~ich is lavished on certain scenes, 
especially those in which Miss M. and her dwarf-lover hold 
their strange and mysterious trysts. These sometimes melan-
choly but ~lways beautiful passages in which Miss M. and Mr. 
Anon are together hint of another world to which these two 
unusual people really belong. However realistic the book may 
be'as a whole, however detailed and observant the descrj,ption, 
one never loses the sensation of the Midget's world as being 
a place of mystery and wonder. 
Miss M., whose exact size is never indicated but always 
suggested by reference to other objects and people, is~eated 
and sustained with a remarkable ingenuity of imagination as 
well as consistency. The choice of a Midget as the protago-
nist of a lengthy novel is unique and it is possible to specu-
late on its significance without reference to such a choice 
as a mere freakish device. Miss M. has been compared to the 
individual in conflict with society as well as to the poet 
or the unusual man in an unsympathetic world. As an exemplar 
or the individual .the choice of a midget is one which on a 
general plane seems logical. The individual is minute in 
size in comparison with the rest of the world. Gould it be, 
however, that the selection of an unusually small person as 
protagonist is meant to indicate that the individual, who in 
Elizabethan drama and in life and literature up to the end of 
the nineteenth century loomed as figure of power and import-
ance, has now become puny and insignificant, something to be 
pitied and exhibited, but not of any great consequence? Or, 
if~ for a moment, one adopts Rebecca West 1 s view that Miss M. 
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represents the poet, does her size mirror the diminution of 
the place of the poet in the twentieth century? It would be 
possible to support such interpretations if one had ho inkling 
of Mr. de la Mare•s own opinions on mere size: 
A Yogi ••• once compared (The Thames] in 
my hearing to "a ditch;n and thereupon 
proved himself instantly a charlatan 
and a shaml As if SIZE mattered--ex-
cept to a house-decorator.. Why Keats 
was only about five feet long; and is 
stretching into Eternity.l 
It is doubti'ul, therefore, that Mr .. de la Mare intended to 
be ironic in choosing a midget rather than a person of normal 
size as the narr.ator of the Memoirs. It is more likely that · 
his choice of a midget, far from being ironic, was a combina-
tion of characteristics which are especially agreeable to him--
youth, minuteness, acute sensitivity, strangeness, and beauty. 
l. Letter to Edward Wagenknecht, February 17 1 1950. 
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Mr. de 1a Mare created the Midget with an ttinward eyen which 
envisioned her primarily as a being or spiritual qualities 
rather than physical ones. Her social and political signiri-
cance may be inrerred~ but it is not implicit. Her problems 
are mostly spiritual ones. She is~ herselr, as slight materi-
ally as she can possibly be •. Yet she experiences all the'emo-
tions and problems that are the lot of any individual. Because 
or·her very nature·these emotions and problems are eXperienced 
by'her in a more acute rorm. Walter de la Mare might have 
been describing Miss M. when he wrote~ "Mary Webb~ whose world 
was •a place or almost unbearable wonder,• had senses almost 
1 
microscopic in their delicacy. 11 
The Memoirs constantly remind one or the seventeenth· 
century writers in respect to the concept or the microcosm. 
Bacon and Browne were rascinated by the concept or the indi-
vidual as a microcosm of the universe, a metaphysical con-
cept which is now considered rrquaint." Miss M. is herself' 
a little world made cunningly which reflects on a more in-
tense level the beauty and joy or a larger one as well-as 
its misery and sorrow.. Thus Miss M. harks back to the seven-
teenth century as well as suggesting the present plight of' 
the individual versus society. She embodies Walter de la 
Mare's great interest and affection for those poets or the 
seventeenth century who were absorbed in childhood and its 
vision of' the world. Traherne•s Centuries~ Meditations 
l. Mary Webb~ ~ S~ring Q£ Joy~ Introduction by Walter 
de la Mare, p. l • 
is a work which is especially pertinent. It is notable 
that Miss M. 1 s memoirs do not extend beyond her twentieth 
year. The implication is that nothing of consequence hap-
pened to her after that$ 
Walter de la Mare in "A Quiet Lif'en makes some inter-
esting observations which are pertinent to the Memoirs: 
Life is concerned with things·, objects, 
f'ellow creatures, money,, events, pains, 
troubles. Not much of' that is wholly of 
our own choice, and less of it is what 
we can more than partiall~ control. We 
ourselves are the centre of a circumfer-
ence, narrow or wide, in Which everything 
is in perpetual change and motion. This 
is our microcosm, our universe. What 
comes of' commerce with it is called ex-
perience; what we keep of' that experience 
is the remembered; and that even at its 
richest is no more than a minute fragment.l 
Miss M. has written out her remembered 11minute f'ragment." 
She has taken as an incentive a remark made by her f'riend, 
Sir Walter Pollacke: nthe truth about everi the least of 
things--e.g., your Self', Miss M.l--may be a taper in whose 
2 
bee.in one may peep at the truth about everything. n This is 
Mis.s M. 1 s purpose in writing her memoirs b~t she realizes 
that it cannot be the whole truth--even for such a minute 
person as herself. 
Walter de la Mare did not, then, write about a midget 
without a def'inite reason in mind other than sheer novelty. 
Rebecca West believes the Midget to represent the unusual 
person in an ordinary world, namely, the poet. ttThere could 
1. Essays Ez Divers Hands, XX, 68. 
2. Memoirs£!~ Midget, p. 14. 
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be no more exquisite and appropriate symbol of the poetie 
1 
genius than the Midget who tells the tale." Miss West's 
view is one which she supports by reference to "Tom o'Bedlam's 
Song" of which Miss M. recites three stanzas at a social gath-
ering. It has been noted that two stanzas of this poem were 
used as an epigraph to Henry Brocken. In Henry Brocken the 
last two stanzas are used; in the Memoirs Miss M. recites the 
first three and is then unable to finish the last two. This 
poem seams to link his first and his last novels together. 
Miss West does not refer to the stanzas in Hepry Bracken but 
she quotes the poem in full and connn.ents 11As one reads 1 it 
occurs to one that this unknown writer was in his ethereal 
. . 2 
spirit own brother to lVIr. de la Mare himself .... 11 
What Miss West did not know in making this observation 
was that Walter de la Mare added and then crossed out the 
words bracketed in the following quotation which depicts 
Miss M. about to recite: 
With hunted eyes fixed at last on a small 
marble bust with stooping head and winged 
brow that stood on a narrow table,under 
the window 1 I recited the·first thing 
that sprang to remembrance--an old poem 
my mother had taught me tby that strang~ 
man of genius 1 Mr ~ Anon) , Tom o 1 Bedlam. j 
Miss West might have felt even more certain of the affinity 
between Mr. de la Mare and the author of Tom o 'Bedlam had 
she been aware of this insertion which was later eliminated. 
1. New Statesman andNation, XVII (1921), 4-96. 
2. LO'C. cit. -
3. Nremoirs-of ~ Midget, P• 171. Correction in Galley Proof. 
It was necessary to do so because Miss M.•s dwarf lover was 
also called Mr. Anon and confusion might have arisen as to 
his identity when le later appeared in the book. The epithet 
nMr. Anon" was not a name coined especially for the charac-
ter who appears in the Memoirs. As early as 1914. Mr~ de la 
Mare personifies anonymous writers thus: 
Is Mr. Anon at last gone to his grave 
under the cypress treeJ For$ unless 
his spirit is immortal,- this balladry 
of chapbook and broadside, with all 
its unsophisticatec charms, its defi-
ance of the technmal finish is doomed 
to take itsplace among the dead lan-
guages.l . 
Obviously, then, Mr. de la Mare thought of popular and 
anonymous poetry in terms of nMr. Anon. tt In the same article 
he points out that literature tends to the aristocratic, that 
even those who ncome f:rom the peoplen write poetry that is 
. . . 
literary. Then he asks a question which casts a new light on 
the strange relationship between the almost ephemeral Miss M. 
and .the ugly Mr. Anon of the Memoirs: nls a deliberate return 
to·an old and bygone manner practicable, desirable? Can a 
2 
bridge be built between the exquisite and the homely ••• ?n' 
This early discussion of popular poetry would seem to indi-
cate that Miss M. is not a symbol of· the poetic genius but of 
a kind of poetic genius which does not include .the humble'po-
etry of the folk, especially the anonymous writers. There 
seems to be a suggestion that the relationship-between Miss M. 
and Mr. Anon may be construed as that which exists between 
1. ttpopular Poetry, 11 Living Age, CCLXXIII (1914), 617. 
2. .!!2.£• cit. 
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the individual poetic genius and the genius of the humble 
past whose name is .forgotten. Miss West's theory is support-
ed by such an analogy. She~ however~ does not see Mr. Anon 
as r~presenting ttthe still sad music of humanity." Instead 
1 
she peels that nhe might be called by the name of Tragedy. tt 
Mr. Anon is$ o.f course~ a tragic.figure. But it is signifi• 
cant that he· meets absolute disaster in the story in trying 
to disguise hims~l.f as Miss M • .for a circus exhibit. I.f 
these two are considered as symbols o.fthe literary poet 
•. 
and the .folk poet o.f genius, -then the conclusion is that the 
.folk poet is destroyed in an attempt to mimic or imitate the 
literary genius. Indeed the inference that opposites attract 
each other and in that very attraction must suffer i~ also 
evident in Miss M.'s attraction to Fanny~ a woman of normal 
size whose character is one of brittle hardness and who 
treats Miss M. with disdain and derision. One m~y conjec-
ture that Fanny represents a kind of soul-less animal beauty 
to·which the poet is attracted o.ften to his regret., Miss· 
West points out other parallels to the poetic temperament 
and concludes: 
The sorrow of the distraught midget is the 
child of the heartbreak of nll poets, her 
philosophy .the child of alL resolutions 
to live in spite o.f fate. The book is 
the child of ~ o 'Bedlam's Song~ but in 
its veins there runs the blood of Shake-
speare and Keats and Gol.eridge and Traherne.2. 
1. New Statesman and Nation, XVII {1921), 496. 
2. Ibid., P• 498.- . 
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It would be dif'.ficult to prove Miss West wrong. In 
fact, what has bean written here would seem to support her 
thesis. The theme of' the poet and the poetic temperament 
is one, however, which seems to narrow Miss M.•s story to 
the. con.fines o.f a limited group o.f persons, and although the 
Midget never becomes anything like an abstraction she does 
seem to represent something less restricted than the'poetic 
temperament. 
The most striking thing about Miss M. is her o·wn indi-
viduality, one is always conscious of' her uniqueness, not• 
as a woman or as a poet or as a midget, but as an indivi-
dual. That she is a midget never overshadows the fact that 
she is an individual, it merely makes her individuality more 
pointed, more emphatic to the reader. The highly concentrated 
prose packed with suggestion and emotion add to the impres• 
sion o.f the singularity o.f its subject--an individual. Miss 
M.'s size merely represents a distillation, a kind or essence 
o.f;any individual. "How many times,n Miss M. says~ "have I 
vainly speculated what inward di.f.ference being a human crea-
ture of' my dimensions really makes. What is--deep, deep in--
1 
at· variance between Man and Midget? n Miss M. does not kriow 
but the reader, after having read her Memoirs, concludes that 
there is none. The sense of' isolation peculiar to the indi-
vidual is repeatedly present, almost in a Proustian sense. 
When the maid Polly has deposited her at Mrs. Bowater•s after 
1. . Memoirs of' !. Midget, p. 15. 
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I 
the deaths of her parents this sense of isolation becomes acute: 
I spread out my hands in the air~ and as 
if my four-poster could bear.witness, 
cried softly, "I am alona.u Marvel ot: 
marvels, even as I sit here today gazing 
at my inkpot, there in its original cor-
ner stands .. that same old !:our-poster. 
Pollia is living down in the village 
with her husband and her two babies; and 
once more: I am alone.l 
Miss Storm Jameson feels that the sense ot: the indivi-
dual isoJ.a.tion is evident in all the characters: "It is as 
if Mr. ~e la Mare had felt so sharply the isolation in which 
men live that he saw all these people as the odd, lonely, seek-
2 
ing beings that they are, that all of us indeed are.n Perhaps 
it was partly this acute sense of human isolation which prompted 
Walter de la Mare to write Desert Islands and Robinson Crusoe, 
a book whose themes portray in a human and realistic manner 
the solitary existence ot: the Self in the world. "How is it 
possible,n one may ask oneself, ttthat I am here, on earth, 
alone; yet in so much ·company, seen and unseen; and for the 
3 
first time?" This question is one which the Midget asks her-
self again and again. It is the primary reason for writing 
her memoirs, and it is a question that every individual at 
some time or other asks himself. The sense ot: isolation fs 
not a feeling shared only by poets, but by all men. 
Walter de la Mare presents to the reader the hazards and 
joys of the world as seen by a midget but as Reid_points out: 
1. Memoirs ot: ~ Midge~, p. 56. 
2. · English Revi ew, XXXIV ( 1922) , 429. 
3. ·walter de la Mare, nA Quiet .Life, n Essa:ys ~ Dive:es Hands, 
XX, 68 ... 69. 
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none postulate or convention must be accepted from the start: 
1 
namely that she shares the genius of' Mr. de la Mare." 'This 
is particularly evident at moments when Miss M. evinces a 
sl~ghtly mystical strain. The real world of' the Midget is 
I 
always present but there are intermittent hints of' ahothe!'-
one. 'The most obvious instance of' this is Miss M.'s disappear-
ance after her landlady, Mrs. Bowater, he~d voices and became 
aware of' the fact that there was a st~anger in the house. Miss 
M.'disappears leaving only a note ~eading: 
I have been called away••M.2 
Her disappearance is perhaps the most curious incident in the 
book. Yet in this "she typifies univezlsal experience in the 
end, and so we get the marvelous suggestion that she goes on 
3 
and on ••• u The individual is immo~tal in a sense and Walter 
de la Mare, as a poet, prefers to leave the reader with· the 
suggestion of' immortality. The identi~y of' the Stranger is 
not divulged--that, too, is a mystery. There are two possi-
bilities which come to mind immediately: t,P,e spirit of Mr. 
Anon or the stranger Miss M. glimpsed for a few moments at 
the circus. This brief episode is one of the more mystical 
events in the book which recur when Miss M. dimly glimpses 
another realm of being: 
A strange thing happened to me, too, that 
night. When for the second or third time 
the crowd was flocking in 'to view me, my 
eyes chanced to fall on a figure standing 
in the clouded light a little apart ••• 
Aloof', his head a little bowed down, his 
face in profile, he stood there, framed 
1. Reid, Walter de 1!, ~, p! 191. 
2. Memoirs 2£ ~ Midget, P• 17. 
3. Wagenknecht, Cavalcade of' ~ English Novel, p. 54o. 
in the opening, dusky, level-featured, 
deep-eyed--a Stranger. 
.. What in me rushed as if on wings into his 
· silent company? A pas~ionate longing be-
yond words burned in me. I seemed to be 
carried away into a boundless wilderness--
stunted trees, salt in the air, a low, 
enormous stretch of night sky., space; and 
this man, master of soul and solitude.l 
The Stranger described so cryptically makes only this slight 
appearance and one could conjecture that he was Death and 
that Death also was the Stranger whom Mrs. Bowater heard talk-
ing to Miss M. before she was called away. If so, it is o er-
tainly not in the sense .of a suicidal impulse because Miss M. 
rejects that means in the height of her misery after her inad-
vertent part in causing the death of Mr • .A.non. The personifi-
cation of Death is suggested more by its omission elsewhere 
in. the ~emoirs than by any actual similarity. In Henry Brooken 
the Traveller meet~ both Sleep and Death in the guise of boys. 
In the Memoirs a statue of Hypnos figures in the scene when 
Miss M. recites the stanzas from ~·o 1Bedlam. Her friend, 
Sir Walter Pollacke, observing her interest in the statue pre-
sents her with a miniature copy. 
The Stranger might also be conceived of as the spirit of 
X Mr~ Anon. In actual life he h~d seemed much like a spirit. 
Miss West thinks of him as the spirit of tragedy. Mr. Reid 
calls him the ttspirit of Wanderslore,n and adds: "I can think 
of no other writer except Emily Bront~ who might have imagined 
2 
him .... n Mr. Anon does recall the passionate intensity of a . 
1. Memoirs of a Midget, P• 379. 
2. Reid, Waiter~ 1:.! 'Mare, p. 194. 
I• 
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nature fierce and tragic such as Emily Bront3 conceived of in 
Heathcliffe of Wuthering Hei8hts. The scenes in which Mr. 
Anon talks to Miss M. are similar in their almost supernatural 
intensity to the haunted moors of ~Vuthering Heights. Emily 
Bronti•s novel is frequently mentioned in the Memoirs. Both 
~iss M. and Fanny Bowater read it, Fanny with real or pre-
tended aversion. Miss M. felt differently: ttTo me this book 
was like the kindling of a light in a strange house; and that 
1 
house my mind." It is not the mere mention of Wuthering 
Hei~, however, but the same intense poetic imagination per-
vading the Memoirs that recalls the name of Emily Bront3. 
In commenting on Miss M.'s discovery of a dead and decay-
ing mole and her realization of physical dissolution , Lord 
David Cecil observes: 
But neither to her nor to her creator 
does such a spectacle suggest the an-
nihilation of the soul. Mr. de la Mare's 
own personal awar.eness of the spiritual" 
world is far too intense fo.r him to doubt 
its existence for a moment. In this he 
recalls Emily Bront3.2 
So sure is Lord David Cecil of Mr. de la Mare's belief in the 
spiritual world that he states flatly that "at the end the 
spirit of Mr. Anon returns from the dead to take her to him-
3 
self.n Mr. de la Mare is not so complete a mystic as Emily 
Bront3, however. Although he is positive of another existence 
beyond the natural he does not portray it with the forcefUl 
tenacious grasp with which Emily Bront3 seized it in her 
1. · Memoirs of a Midget, p. 137. 
2. Tribu£e tO Walter de la Mare, P• 67. 
3. Loc. ~cit. --
-·-
masterpiece. The overwhelming power of the spiritual world 
is not as potent in the Memoirs as in Wutherins Heignts. 
There is a tentative almost uncertain presentation o·f spiri-
tual forces in the Memoirs possibly because.of the. realism 
necessary to a portrayal of an individual in conflict with 
society. ·Yet occasionally the~e is the implication .that Miss 
M. represents something even more distilled~ more concentrated 
than the individual, that her lack of material substance is 
meant to suggest as nearly as possible a spiritual essence 
living in a mundane world. Her attempt to refine J;'ler own 
experience, to analyze it, and to understand it, is ·another 
attempt on Mr. ~e la Mare's part to grasp the meaning of man's 
journey through life and its m~aning. In Henry Brocken the 
thtmte of the Traveller and the journey is masked in the guise 
of immortal literary creations whom he encounters in a world 
of'dream. The Three Mulla-Mulgars depicts the journey in·a 
world of myth, · w.i,th a monkey as protagonist. Lawford, in··~ 
Return, 'does not make a journey but travels .from a state of 
'I 
materialistic vacuity to a realization of his own soul in the 
real world. But Memoirs of ~ Midget entails an even more dif-
ficult task than any of the tPree previous_novels. Leaving 
behind the dream, the .myth, and the dramatic spiritual ~nva­
sion of ~Return, Walter de la Mare makes the attempt to 
capture the significance of life's journey or experience on 
~hat tiny fragment which is not of the body but is the Self 
ox>'· the soul. Miss M. is a creation which is as close to the 
distilled essence or spirit as even Walter de la Mare could 
121. 
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portr~y. In order to present in comprehensible ter.ms the 
conf'lict between the spiritual entity which is man and the 
material world, he chose a perfectly formed, beautiful, and 
exquisitely sensitive creature. But even she becomes slightly. 
coarsened by her association with the world." When she leaves 
the question as to Whether there is any essential difference 
between Man and Midget unanswered, she suggests that the read-
er·may know after reading her Memoirs. The reader has no dif-
ficulty in finding the answer:- there is none. Each' man con-
tains within him a spiritual essence which may be termed the 
poetic imagination, the individual, or even the soul. It is 
this quality, this essence with Which Walter de la Mare is 
concerned. The Memoirs_ofA Midget in one sense the most 
realistic of his novels is in another sense the most spiritual 
of them all. "The outer world he shows us in the expression 
of an inner world, the external drama the incarnation of an 
internal drama. And that internal drama is concerned with 
some of the profoundest and most critical issues that confront 
1 
th~ human soul. n 
1. Lord David Cecil, Tribute 1£ Walter de !! Mare, p. 66. 
IV. THE SHORT STORIES 
A. The Collected Volumes 
The short story was not a vehicle to. which Walter de 
1a Mare turned after the publication of Memoirs£!~ Midget 
in 1921. He had been engaged in writing his unique type· of' 
story since 1895, the date of-the publication of nKismet.u 
That story and others which followed it were considered in 
Chapter II of' this paper; of those early short. stories only 
nThe Riddle" has appeared il'l Walter de la Mare 1 s six major 
collections of short stories in book for.m. 
The first volume, entitled The Riddle and ~O~th~er~ Stories 
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(1923), contains stories ranging from "The Riddle" {1900); 
which was not revised, to nLispet, Lispett, and Vaine 11 (1923). 
Many of the stories had been written as early as the Cornhill 
period and subsequently revised, both in style and content, so 
that in some cases little remains of the originals in the col-
lected volume. 
Most of the short stories in the volume called The 
Connoisseur~ Other Stories. (1926) were written between' 
1923 and 1926. The title story, "The Gonnoisseur,u did not 
1 
appear in its complete form in that volume. 
On~ Edge (1930), with one exception, contains stories 
written between 1925 and 1930. nAn Ideal Craftsman," which 
appears in revised form in this collection, was originally 
l. "The Oonnoisseur,n originally published in complete .form 
in Two Tales (a limited edition), may be found complete 
in the Yale Review, XIV (1925),.b45-81, and in The 
Collected'Tales of Walter de la Mare. ---
- -------
published serially in 1905. 
·The last volume of adult .fiction, The Vifind Blows Over 
- - =---.;;;.. ...;;..;;..;.;;;;.., 
(i936) contains. stories written between 1929 and 1936; in 
addition, "In The Forestn (1904) and "The Talisman11 (1908) 
appear in a revised form. 
In 1924 a slim volume called Ding Dong ~ was pub-· 
lished consisting of three episodes which are a medley of 
poetrY and prose, graveyards and epitaphs, and which seem to 
smile in half-whimsical, half-melancholy fashion at any at-
tempt ta label them "short stories." Later editions of Ding 
Dong Bell add the short story "Strangers and Pilgrims. 11 
·In addition to the adult collections there are two vol-
umes of children's stories: Broomsticks Jm.9,_0~ Tales (1925), 
]. 
and~ Lord~ (1933). 
To attempt a detailed chronological discussion of the 
sixty-three short stOries involved in the six volumes (ex-
cluding Ding Dong ~) described above is beyond the scope 
of this paper. Very :few of them, it is true~ do not either 
directly or indirectly have some bearing on the use o:f the 
supernatural by Walter de la Mare; but since some are similar 
in theme and others contain very little supernatural elements, 
only ·a selection of the supernatural stories will be consid-
ered here. The stories selected are grouped under various 
headings indicating the particular aspect of the supernatural 
to be discussed. 2 
2. 
Broomsticks and The Lord Fish, plus nThe Riddle 11 were 
combined in 1947 to :form COilected Stories £2£ Children. 
In classifying these stories the arrangement suggested 
in Edward Wagenknecht 1 s Cavalcade of ~ En~lish Novel, 
pp. 542-543, has been·:followed with only s!ight deviations. 
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When Walter de la Mare began t~ publish his short stories 
in book .form he had already per.fected an at-titude and style 
which was not to change drastically over a period o.f .fourteen 
years. There are, o.f course, some changes which can be noted: 
an increasing power in the use o.f realistic detail, end, to a 
slight degree, a greater interest in the psychological laby-
rinths o.f the mind. Such conclusions are general, however, 
and many o.f the later tales are more pro.foundly involved with 
aspects o.f the supernatural than the earlier ones even though 
they_ entail a more realistic method o.f evocation. 
One may say, as Mr. Megroz does, that: "As an artist 
in the short story, de la Mare evolves .from the predominant 
.fantasy o.f The Riddle volume to the mystical grasp of the 
- 1 
dusty .fac·ts o:r li.fe in ~ Connoisseur. n Yet there does 
' 
not s eem to be any single. adjective which is capable o:r de-
scribing either~ Riddle or lh! Connoisseur. One suspects 
that the title pieces in these two volumes suggested to Mr. 
Megroz the "predominant fantasy" o.f ~ Riddle and the "mysti-
cal gt>asp" o.f ~ Connoisseur. It is possible that u~ 
Riddle was chosen as the title for the volume in which it 
appears in order to suggest a unity of mood .for the book as 
a whole. ~ Riddle does, in fact, present the great enigma 
of' li.fe in a series o.f stories using trees, a looking-glass, 
a bird, a bowl, and vats (among others) as symbols or li.fe. 
One might then assert that while ~ Riddle was prime.r-
ilt concerned with life, ~ Connoisseur probed, in a mystical 
1 •. ~- Novelist-Poets £! Today, P• 4o. 
manner, the enigma o:f death. Unfortunately such a convenient 
classi:fication will not su:f:fice. There are stories in ~ 
Riddle which are predominantly concerned with death, and in 
~ Connoisseur, with life. It does not seem necessary that 
each volume should contain only stories whose import is per-
tinent to its title. Each story is unique in itsel:f--a word 
descriptive of Mr. de la Mare's longer works as well • 
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.QB ~ Edge presents a slightly di:fferent problem. Since 
the title is not that of one of the stories in the collection, 
it'was obviously chosen to indicate the general mood of the 
book. It is an apt choi~e because almost every story involves 
a character or situation wpich hovers. on the :fringes o:f con-
sciousness. Mr. Bloom, in "A Reclusett whose probings into the 
occult have almost carried him over, is, nevertheless~ still 
uon the edge." nA Recluseu begins with the words: "Which 
of the world's wiseacres, I wonder, was responsible for the 
aphorism that •the best things in lite are to be found at' 
l 
its edges'? 11 :from- this point on the reader :finds himself" 
f 
maintaining a perilous balance among those characters who· · 
have left the safe and secure center and totter emotionally, 
mentally, and spiritually 11 on the edge.tt In this there is 
an: element o:f romance as well as the supernatural. "It is 
oniy the tepid who idolize the happy medium; only the too• 
sa:fe who never risk anything; only the over-complicated who 
pine a:fter what is nowadays called--and apparently with no 
1 
intention of irony--the simple life.u 
12.7. 
The Wind Blows ~ is even more elusive to general de-
scription than the three previous collections. One of' its 
most interesting stories is called 11A Revenant." The reve-
nant in this ~tory is an actual person and a literary f'igure--
Edgar Allan Poe. Besides the supernatural element there is 
I . ' . 
a discussion between Poe and'a character in the story (alec-
turer on Poe) 1 which reveals not only Mr. de la Mare 1 s keen 
perception of' Poe's essential. contr~bution to literature, but-
also some of his own critical formulations. In a recent book 
on Edgar Allan Poe, Mr. de l.a Mare 1 s story. is quoted to sup-
port the author's thesis that Edgar Allan Poe should have 
2 
been an actor an~ was, in !'act, an actor. This concept of 
Poe is one which Mr •. de 1a Mare is aware of, but he does not 
labor the point in his short stora:r. One feels that Mr. de la 
Mare has achieved in uA Revenantn not only an evocation of' the 
spirit of Edgar· Allan Po·e as a spectre, but th~ essence of his 
spirit as a writer. Despite the biographical and critical de-
tails, 11A Revenant" reminds one, with qualifications, of' 
Gamaliel Bradford •s brief' studies or rrpsychographs., u one eol ... 
lection of which was appropriately called ~ Souls. 
Of' the two collected volumes of' children's stories, 
Broomsticks contains many which appeal to the adult reader . 
with a taste for mysticism or the occult. Among this type 
uAlice 1 s Godmother" and "Maria Fly" are outstanding. Some 
of these ~tories are fairy tales with pure .fancy as their 
1. Desert Islands and Robinson Crusoe., p. 12. 
2. N. Bryllion Fagin, The Histrionic Ml'>. Poe. 
- --
dominant motif. 
The Lord Fish, on the whole, is composed of stories of 
--
fantasy. But nThe Old Lion" (later called "Mr. Bumps and His 
Monkey") and "Sambo and the S!lOW Mountains~ involve something 
more than mere fantasy. "Samba and the Snow Mountains, n in 
particular, possesses not only a devastating charm but a mean-
ing which like Sambo•s black eyes peeps out from the white-
wash of the plot. Many of' the ·stories for children contain 
nmorals" which are embedded in the fantasies, but like Mr. 
de' la Mare's ghosts, they are never forced upon the reader •. 
In attempting a general classification of the collections 
or:short stories one concludes that there is no definitely 
npredominanttt mood to these volumes other than that which is 
at the core of' all of' his works: the experience of the soul 
in the material world and its glimpses of another world as 
it moves between the two great enigmas of' life and d·eath. 
To~ Mr. de la Mare the. glimpses of another world are in truth 
the most real experience of the soul and such glimpses are 
what he w~ishes to capture, to encase them, as it were, in· 
the amber of words. 
Whether or not he is conscious of it, that 
is the aim of every true artist--to give en-
durance to the transitory; to exact from 
mortal life a promise of immortality; to 
gain for love and beauty an abiding place.l 
1. Walter de la Mare, "Current Literature, n Edinburgh. 
Review, CCXVII {191.3), 193• 
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B. The Background of Mysticism 
Among Mr. de la Mare • s short stories are many which have 
no overt suggestion of the supernatural; they are stories of 
real life into which no spectres intrude and whose .locale re-
mains conventional throughout. .Nevertheless, there may be 
found hovering in the generally middl·e~class background what 
may be called ttthe mystery or life.tt Lord David Cecil remarks: 
nThere is a streak or mysticism in Mr. de la Mare. His central 
conviction seems to be that behind the insubstantial ephemeral 
world of matter ••• lies an eternal universe of spiritual rorces 
1 
·u 
••• Occasionally these spiritual forces penetrate the con-
sciousness of those in the material world, but orten, and es-
pecially in the following stories., the spiritual world remains 
in·1 the background. 
"The Almond Tree" is a very early story revised, and is 
narrated by ttthe Countn who appears in several of the early 
stories. It is an account of his boyhood remembrance of a 
tragic event in his family. Primarily it is a narrative of 
the discontent and restlessness of his father, of the latter's 
attentions to a woman other than his wife and his tragic end. 
On the surface there is merely the picture of a man who is be-
ginning to grow old, who becomes involved in a seocual triangle 
ana deliberately destroys himself. The consciousness of the 
boy·occasionally penetrates beyond the surface., as when "my 
1. Tribute ~Walter de 1& ~" p. 66. 
1 
.father would .find a secret, a magic, a mystery in everything. tt 
But the time comes when his .father ceases to .find a joy and 
mystery in life: 
"One by one our hopes, come home toroost, 
our delusions find themselves out, and 
mystery proves to be nothing but sleight 
o.f hand. It•s age, ••• it turns one to 
stone. With-you young people life's a 
dream... But one wakeson a devilish 
hard pallet .. n2 
While the world-weary father is lying in his coffin, his 
wife gives birth to another child. The symbolism of the title, 
ttThe Almond Treen is f'ulfilled. ttThe almond tree bears its 
'blossoms and casts them off before its spring green leaves 
arrive.· Perverse hwns.n nature, self-tortured, impatient,· 
3 
often does the same.u The Almond Tree l'epresents, however, 
not only the comihg o.f spring,.· but al.so fort ells old age and 
death. When the blossoms come, it resembles an old man.ts; 
white head. Thus what appears to be a mere ~omestic triangle 
when considered in relation to the symbolism o.f the almond tJJee 
acquires mystic overtones. When the .father loses his sense o.f 
the wonder and mystery of life through a fear o.f old age h~ 
loses, in a sense, his soul, and becomes as the almond tree 
does, a symbol of death. Walter de la Mare's knowledge of 
the Bible and its symbolism is clearly shown in. his use of 
the almond tree as a symbol to indicate his meaning. Two 
verses from Ecclesiastes are especially pertinent to "The'· 
Almond Treen : 
1. nThe Almond Tree,n The Riddle, p~ 5. 
2 •. Ibid., p. 16. .. -
3· Megroz, ~Novelist-Poets£! Today,·p. 35. 
Remember also thy Creator in the days of 
they youth, or ever the evil days come and 
the years draw nigh, when thou shalt say, 
I have no pleasure in them. 
Yea, ~hey shall be afraid of that which 
is high, and terrors shall ~ in the way; 
and the almond tree shall blossom, and 
grasshoppers shall be'' a burden, and the 
caperberry shall fail: because man goeth 
to his long home, and the mourners go 
about _the streets.l. 
11Miss Du.veentt is also an early story revised and like 
nThe Almond Tree 11 is presented through the consciou,sness of 
... .., .... 
a small boy. Miss Du.veen is a slightly mad woman who becomes 
more so as the story progresses. The boy is at first fascin-
ated by this strange woman but eventually she becomes a source 
of embarrassment to h~, and he is relieved when she is con-
fined. The story .is almost without plot; it anything, Miss 
Du.veeriis madJ:;ess is the pl<;>t. nThe madness of Miss Duveen 
floats through it, gradually changing the aspect of every-
2· 
thing about. her ••• " Miss Du.veen is only too painfully aware 
of the mystery of life: 
We must try and learn all we can; and at 
once. One thing ••• you may be astonished 
to hear, I learned only yesterday how ex-
ceedingly sad life is.J 
The cause of Miss Duveen 1 s madness is vague, but one 
thing is clear: despite her madness she is more alive than 
the boy's grandmother who is indifferent to him and to every-
thing else. Miss Duveen 's madness in its more advanced stage 
1. Ecclesiastes, 12:1,5. 
2·. Reid, Walter ~.!!!: Mare, p. 93. 
3. nMiss Duveen, ~ Riddle, P• 72. 
possesses a poignant aspect. Mr. de la 'Mare has in uMiss 
Duveen" touched upon the theme ot: madness in such a way that 
one senses the sometimes· acute and even mystica~ perceptions 
ot: such a person. 
nThe Bowln is also narrated t:p.rough the consciousness o:r 
a amall boy who is temporarily staying in a house where there 
is an int:ant critic ally ill. Much o:r th~ story deals with 
the boy's reactions to the situation and to the people in-
volved. The infant's mother, the maid, and the minister who 
baptises the baby have slight hope tor its survival. But the 
boy is certain that the child will live. Besides his own in-
tuition there is his faith in the silver bowl'which at his 
suggestion is used as a baptismal font tor the dying infant. 
To~him it is., i'rom his first glimpse, a marvelous object: 
nr·stood and stared up at it as young eyes will at any such 
magic object. There was a secret jollity in the very look o:r 
1 
it ••• u After the int:ant has been baptised, he has no doubt 
whatever that it will be well: 
I cannot tell whence this assurance came. 
·It may PaVe been the fruit of a child 1s 
natural intuition... But for one thing, 
I had all along :felt a firm belie'£ in the 
inherent virtue of the bow1 ••• 2 
The symbol of: the bowl and its meaning to the boy lend 
this brief' story a touch of: the mystical, tor the bowl in 
ancient times, when t:illed with liquid and drunk ott:., was a 
charm against evil~ In this domestic prosaic atmosphere of' 
illness the bowl introduces an element o:f mystery and wonder• 
J.. "The Bowl,u ~Riddle, p. 150. 
2. Ibid., P• 156. 
-
"The Lost Trackn is Walter de la Mare 1 s only story whose 
locale is in America. The narration o:f an Englishman who leaves 
the home o:f his American hosts ·in Virginia~ to :follow a road 
which becomes a "lost track" and who eventually finds in an 
isolated house a huge diamond, is one in which the reader finds 
I 
the sense o:f another world very powerfully intruding on the 
scene o:f Southern hospitality. Walter de la Mare sees in·even 
the most commonplace natural objects an aura of the ine:f:fable, 
but in "The Lost Track" one is swept from the conventional ex-
periences o:f an Englishman in Ameri~a to a mysterious and al-
most··mystiQal communion which arises when he views the diamond: 
" ••• I must :for a :few moments· have slipped 
into a kind o:f trance or daydream in mere 
contemplation o:f the thing. ttl · . 
In this story Walter de la Mare does not utilize the diamond 
as an object o:f value or melodramatic intrigue. The appear-
ance o:f. the gem, hidden and isolated, kindles ideas o:f another 
sort: "It sets one thinking--the problem, I mean, of' hoarding 
versus exploiting; the problem of' spiritual intensity versus 
material enterprise; of imaginative intuition versus man's 
2 
reasoning powers. 11 In the symbol of the diamond Mr. de la 
Mare :finds a connotation with the light of the world: 
Imagine an intelligence resembling in its 
serene lucidity that stoneJ Imagine what 
this li:fe on earth would be to us humans 
i:f never sun or moon or star had been in 
heaven to stir its dark. I can't put into 
words what I mean; but in a sense surely 
1. "The Lost i'rack, 11 ~ Connoisseur ~ Other Stories, p. 281. 
2. Ibid., p. 300. 
. the light of the mind and that of the 
world without are in definite relation 
one with the other ••• ?l 
nwillows" deals with the efforts of a young man to obtain 
some factual info~ation about a minor English poet from the 
ppet 1 s mother. Although characterization is not being con-
sidered at this point, it may be pointed out that Mrs. Cotton 
is a character who belies ·the opinion that Mr. 'de la Mare does 
not create characters who are neither bizarre nor eccentric. 
She is an extremely practical woman whose quaiities of courage 
and tenacity make her outstanding. Yet, it is she, perhaps 
more than her son, who contributes the sense of the strange-
ness of human destiny to the story. Her determination to 
save her son, who is actu~lly mad although supposedly dead, 
·from the cruelties of his position, is ~ich in pathos. In 
speaking of the beauty of her son's poetry, which she admit-
tedly cannot understand herself, she remarks: 
n ••• there is a danger worse. than death to 
this 'very beauty,' and ••• it comes, not 
from enemies, but from these so-called 
'lovers' of poetry--the1r pretences, their 
petty curiosity, their suffocating sil-
liness. I will have none of it. I am 
determined--determined that this precious 
world at large' ••• shall leave my son and 
all he loved and the dreams from which 
there is now no waking, at peace. His 
memory, himself, safe here with me; to 
the end."2 
When the narrator subsequently meets her mad son who hands 
him an unintelligible scrap of poetry the full meaning of 
Mrs. Cotton's words become clear. In nwillowsn one finds 
a grim·mystery in the fate of a mad poet and a sense of 
1. ttThe Lost Track, 11 The Connoisseur and Other Stories, P• 287. 
2. "Willows," On~ Edge, PP• 69-70.-
wonder in the nobility of a woman who protects something 
which she cannot understand. 
Among the stories for children in Broomsticks is one 
called uMaria-Fly. n Its plot is almost non-existent; i,t 
is about a little girl named Maria who sees-a fly. Despite 
its brevity and the simplicity of its subject "Maria-Flyn 
' is one of the most, mystical stories·'to come .from Mr. de la 
Mare. The ~ittle girl,-Maria, in watching the .fly "seemed· 
almost to have become the fly--Maria-Fly. If' it is possible, 
that isi she had become two things at once, or one thing at 
twice. , It was an odd e.xperi_ence--and it la~ted at least 
1 
three minutes by the little gold clock ••• 11 When Maria 
tries to explain to various ~eople that she has seen a .fly 
she meets with a complete lack of comprehension of what she 
means. nA child sees but cannot explain. Similarly, there 
are problems in science and metaphysics of' which man has the 
2 
data but not yet the all-elucidating key.u Maria has the 
problem of all true mystics, the futility of language to de-
, 
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scribe a mystical experience. Mr. de la Mare here presents 
the complete absorption of subject and-object not, as he might 
have done, between an ascetic and an exalted symbol, but be-
tween an ordinary_little girl and a fly. Perhaps the germ of 
this story came from a dream which Mr. de la Mare experienced: 
Many years ago that magician, Hypnos, put 
into my hand a ••• little tome, the .first 
page of which showed a series~ diagrams 
next to a white circle described as 1Reality 1 
1. 11Maria-Fly, 11 Broomsticks, p. 306. 
2. Early One Morning in~ Spring,_p. 302. 
was a black representing •u~consciousness.' 
A third completely black except ror a minute 
segment, was designated 'The Consciousness 
of a Fly.' A rourth with a yet wider seg-
ment was ror Man's consciousness •••• These 
diagrams and the letterpress clearly sug-
gested when at last the white segment spread 
until not even the thinnest thread of black 
remained, Reality and Consciousness became 
one •••• l · 
In "Maria-Fly11 there is also a hint of a plea ror adult 
tolerance or the child's world. Margery Bianco finds that 
11 
••• not the least or his gifts to childhood is his insistence 
upon the respect at least, if not understanding, due to the 
child's imaginative dream life and its importance to the rull 
2 
growth of the mind. n 
The stories in the above group have·been touched upon 
in· reference to a curious symbol, a tinge of madness, or a 
glimpse of mysticism in order to point out Walter de la Mare's 
use of. the supernatural in stories which are mostly concerned 
with ttrealu life. Some of them are fWave and moody but none 
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of them can be called 11 sinister. 11 In the following group are 
.stories whose "real n 'foreground is shaded by .a sense of mystery 
in the form of the sinister.. Mr. de la Mare 1s writings include 
the sinister and the malevolent as well as the beautiful and 
altruistic. He does not accept even in the notherworldu a 
neutral concept of mixed motives. 
"The Three Friendsu is one of the stories to which Mr. 
Graham Greene refers when he writes: "For how continually 
1. 
2. 
Early One Morning in the Sprin~, p. 124. 
Horn BOOk, XVIII (I942); P• 14 • 
--
they seek their snark$ his characters ••• even in the bars of 
J. 
villages." The three friends are Mr. Sully, Mr. Eaves, who 
has been dreaming about hell, and a barmaid, Miss Lacey. It 
is the content and meaning of Mr~ Eaves's dream which casts 
a sinister aspect over the story. When Miss Lacey scorns 
fire and brimstone she is told the nature of the dream. 
"·~~dream was only--after; the state of death as they call 
it •••• ' Mr. Eaves leaned forward, and all but whispered the 
curious tidings into her ear. •It•s--it's just the same,' 
2 
he said." What makes this revelation horrible is that no 
change is possible, merely an endless repetition of what 
was once real life. One seems to hear in Mr. Eaves's re-
velation the voice of Marlowe's Mephistopheles: 
HeJ.l hath no limits, nor is circumscribed 
In one self place; for where we are is hell, 
And where hell is there must we ever be ••• 3 
Perhaps it is the suggestion of an eternity of repetition 
which Mr. Greene deplores but he rather oddly includes "The 
Three Friends 11 among a list of none man's choice of what he 
. 4 
could not under any circumstances spare." Such a statement 
is a tribute to Mr. de la Mare's power of evoking sinister 
element which fascinates Mr. Greene despite his distaste for 
its implications. 
l. 
2. 
3· 
4-
May Sinclair explores the theme of eternal repetition in 
Tribute to Walter de la Mare, p. 75. 
nThe Three F.r>iends7 T'helliddle, p. 167. 
Christopher Marlowe, The Tragical History ~ Dr. Faustus, 
11. 558-560. 
Graham Greene, .QE.• _£!!., P. 76. 
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nWhere Their Fire is Not Quenched." He:r sto:ry :rinds its 
sou:rce in Dante's port:rayal o:r ~he illicit lovers in an, 
eternal embrace in the seventh circle o:r hell. nThe Three 
Friendsrr and "Where Their Fix-e is Not Quenched" a:re both 
powerful because they present an imaginative concept of 
hell in modern prose--one sten~ing :rrom the Medieval period, 
and the other !'rom the Renaissance. o:r the two stories, 
"The Three Friendsu is more e:r:rective because it does not 
confine itself to a particular form of :repetition, but sug-
gests that the entire gamut o:r existence is an endless re-
petition. 
Forrest Reid called "Missingtt ttthe most appalling mur-
2 
der story ever written. 11 But in this story, consisting o:r 
the relation of Mr. Bleet•s outpouring o:r his troubles to 
the narrator, the word "murder" is never mentioned. In fact, 
Mr. Bleet•s tale of the disappearance of his lodger, Miss 
Dutton, is in itself astonishing. "He was so scrupulously 
3 
respectable, so entirely innocent o:r •atmospheret.n The 
atfuosphere, and a very sinister one, begins to appear as 
Mr. Bleet talks. His conversation and a small nicen which 
melts as he talks combine to create a weird effect. Fo:rrest 
Reid remarks: 
The most subtle example of speech modula-
tion I can think of is furnished by the 
talk of Mr. Bleet ••• it is managed so per-
fectly that we seem to be, and indeed are, 
listening to the very voice of the man and· 
1. Uncanny Stories, PP• 3-48. 
2. Reid, Walter de la Mare, p. 21.5. 
3· ttMissing, 11 The ConnO"'Sseur, P• 4-1. 
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yet listening to music. Mi~aculous as it 
may sound, vulgarity and commomea·sunutter-
able have lost not a shade of their identity 
and yet are inseparable from beauty.~ 
139. 
Mr. Bleat, fo~ all his commonness,seems to app~oach 
s·omething similar to what G. Wilson Knight calls, 11 The Othe~lo 
2 
Music.n There a~e other echoes, too, in his unique and veil-
ed narration of a sordid and probably b~utal crime. One seems 
to find the obverse side of Robert B~owning 1 s 11MyLast Duchess" 
in the following: 
n ••• servants were anothe~ matter. Miss 
Dutton couldn 1t demean herself to them. 
She lived in anothe~ world. It was, 
1Do this 1 ; and 1why isn 1t this done? 1--
all in a breath. I smoothed things 
over, though they got steadily worse 
and worse, for3weeks and weeks, ay, for months· ••• u 
There is a great deal of similarity, not in their tempe~­
aments, but in their destinies, between Mr. de la Ma~e 1 s Miss 
Dutton and Robe~t Browning 1s Duchess. The relationship is dis-. 
tant but the suggestio~ of the sinister hangs over "Missingn 
as it does over nMy Last Duchess. 11 
11An Ideal Craftsman" is the story of a very real murder 
and a very real little boy with imagination. When these two 
factors meet, uAn Ideal Craftsman,n which is undoubtedly grue-
some, acquires a subtlety of ,a,tmosphere in which the beautiful 
and the sinister strangely intermingle,. The essential compo-
nents of the story are: the boy, a gross and unattractive 
1. Reid, Walter de la Mare, p. 2il7. 
2. The Wheel of Fire, Chapter VI. 
3. fiMissing, n Theconnoisseur, · p~ 57. 
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woman, and a distinctly unpleasant·butler whom she has murdered. 
Out of these comes strangness and·beauty, a combination which 
always appeals to Mr. de la Mare. Perhaps the beauty is prin• 
cipally in the understanding of the boy 1 s mind and the pre-
cision with which it is revealed. The sinister aspect is in 
the boy 1 s impersonal attitude when confronted by the spectacle 
a vulgar but extremely human woman who, at great provocation, 
has murdered her lover. The boy is not concerned with moral-
ity or emotion. His principal concern is to make the murder 
look like a suicide. His gruesome task of hanging up the 
dead body is to him a work of art. He is even conscious of 
the fact that there is a flaw somewhere--which he later reme-
dies by kicking a chair over beside t~e body. There is a sug-
gestion almost of the diabolically clever;heie,in fact, "An 
Ideal Craftsman.n If one envisions this small boy surveying 
with triumph his work of art with the body of the butler per-
haps swaying gently, Poe's definition of poetry comes to mind 
with sinister implications. He· defines poetry as: 
••• the rhythmical creation £t beauty. 
Its sole arbiter is taste. With the 
intellect or-with the conscience, it 
has only collateral relations. Unless 
incidentally, it has no concern what1 ever either with du~y.or with truth. 
The foregoing cownents on Walter de la Mare's use of a 
background of mysticism in his ·short stories have attempted 
to point out merely the symbols or other connotations in a 
selection of stories in which the supernatural does not in-
1. liThe Poetic Principle,u ~Known Works Qf. Poe, p. 771. 
I 
trude. In most o~ them are symbols, sometimes obscure and 
sometimes dominating the direction o~ the story. Mr. de la 
Mare's symbols range ~rom a ~ly to a huge diamond. There is 
in these stories no suggestion o~ allegory; as G.K. Chesterton 
remarks:. "The meaning ~its the symbol and the symbol the mean- · 
ing; and we cannot separate them from each other, as we can in 
1 
the analysis o~ allegory." 
Many p~ W~lter de la Mare's best storiesd a real li~e 
with mystical implication have not been discussed here. nMr. 
Kempe," ~or instance, the retired clergyman who is obsessed 
with the question o~ the existence o~ the soul is a story o~ 
great symbolic power. Mr. Kempe has deviated ~rom his purpose · 
and ~inds a curious interest in the ~aces o~ the dying. His 
quest is s.y.mbolized early in the story by a machine in which 
a ballet dancer pursues a black and hooded ~igure. "The ma-
chine was intend~d to suggest Li~e and/or Love pursuing Death--
to extract his secret £rom him. This, o~ course, concerns the 
Soul, proo~ o~ the presence o~ which was Mr. K.'s ignis ~atuus--
2 
the assurance o~ its actuality." At the end o~ the story the 
narrator watches the .melancholy face of the schoolmaster who 
has told o:f his .experience with Mr. Kempe. "But beyond him--
is a cracked looking glass--I could see his double sitting 
there upon its stool. I was conscious that in some way I had 
3 
bitterly disappointed him." .The pronoun 11him11 may be inten-
tionally ambiguous because Mr. de la Mare a~firms: nThe 
double of the schoolmaster ••• is his re~lection in the cracked 
1. "Walter de la Mare," Fortnightly Review, CXXXVTII (1932), 50. 
2. Letter to Edward Wagenknecht, October 27, 1939• 
3• rr.Mr. Kempe, 11 ~ Connoisseur, p. 39• 
glass--it represents his immaterial self and therefore his 
1 
soul ••• n 
"Pretty Poll," too, is a story in which the vocalizations 
of a parrot tend to symbolize both the most. sordid evil man is 
capable of as well as his most noble aspirations. G.K. Chest-
erton is apparently referring to ttpretty Poll 11 when he writes: 
nMr. de la Mare's parrots ••• are as symbolical as the strange 
2 
beasts in the Book of Apoealypse.n 
Mr. de la Mare's symbols in the foregoing stories are 
mainly suggestive.. In the following group, the meaning is 
less veiled; the symbols are personified in the form of 
11 supernatural intruders. 11 
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1. Letter to Edward Wagenlmecht, October 27, 1939. 
2. ttwalter de la Mare," Fortnightl:y: Review, CXXX\TIII (1932), 50. 
C. The Supernatural Intruders 
There are a number of short stories in which the occult 
and the ghostly enter in the form of intruders from a world 
beyond the natural. The first group to be considered here 
relates to what may be called ttoccult visitors": fairies, 
demons, and other entities who, unlike ghosts, never were 
human at all. The four stories-to be discussed are: 11Miss 
Jemima,u "Broomsticks", nLucy,n and 11Ali~e's Godmother.n It 
so happens that all of these are in Broomsticks, Walter de la 
Mare's first volume of children's stories. While these stor-
ies are delightful and fascinating to children, they are by 
no means of the ordinary fairy tale variety; the traditional 
ingredients of the fairy tale are absent. uTh.ey are not de-
pendent on plot (at least not any ingeniously arranged plot), 
they depend on the quality of the imagination in them--the 
1 
imagination that creates reality." 
Mr. de la Mare does not have in mind in these stories 
the atmosphere of the folk tale in which things happened 
"Once upon a tlme.u The basic stratmn of each plot is one 
of real life. In nMiss Jemima, u the girl Susan and her grand-
mother are not mythical but very real people. The grandmother's 
narration of her childhood experience is not related as a fairy 
tal&. To her, to Mr. de la Mare, and to the reader, the tairy-
' . . 
like little creature who tried to lure her by looks and by the 
1. Reid, Walter ~ ,1,! ~, pp. 24o-24J_. 
so.ft cadences of' 11 Come away, Come away,n was not a childish 
dream.. Af'ter seventy-five years she is convinced of' the real-
ity of'.this being and its unknown but evil intent. Mr. de la 
Mare here makes no compromise with fantasy. The .fairy is ob-
viously evil, as evil perhaps as Henry James 1 s Miss Jessel. 
In' "Miss Jemima" as well as the other stories in this group 
of'' occult visitors there is a noticeable contrast between the 
respect with which Mr. de la Mare treats the mentality of' chil-
drf:m and the attitude of' some other writers. As one critic 
puts it: "The mantle of' the two great m.aster-children, Robert 
Louis Stevenson and •Lewis Carroll' has fallen in our genera-
tion on Mr. Walter de la Mare. Mr. de la Mare wears the mantle 
1 
of'' the masters with a difference." This difference consists 
of' a serious approach to childhood mentality. The Stevenson 
attitude of' books, bed, and prayers is le.ft behind; so too is 
the primness o.f Carroll's Alice. t.rhe world of' Lewis Carroll's 
Alice alters more than that of' Stevenson, who reminds his child 
reader that the sof'a is really a sofa; but if' Alice's world is 
full of' wonder, it has no mystery to her pragmatic little mind. 
In'the world which Mr. de la Mare presents in these stories 
ntwo worlds meet, intersect and changen and the reality o.f 
the change, in these stories occult intrusions, is not doubted 
for a moment. IVIr. de la Mare has written stories which are 
pure fantasy. But they are not a~ways his best. Mere .fantasy 
as such is not his .forte perhaps because of his profound belief 
in~ and ability to create, the occult and the gho~tly with suoh 
1. · Susan Buchan, 11Walter de la Mare for Children,rr Spectator 
(London) CXXI (1924), 200e 
intensity or imagination. When he endeavors to be merely fan-
tastic he is not completely at ease. 
He has stressed the fact that any writer is always at his 
best when dealing with a subject that inspires an intense, pas-
sionate response. nThe themes which excite the intensity·of 
de la Mare's passion, and which in consequence he makes more 
1 
passionately intense for us are all spiritual." Thus? in 
11Broomsticks,n when Miss Chauncey begins to suspect that Sam, 
her once merely feline ~at, has become a victim of some weird 
and witch-like possession, there is reason to believe her·~ 
Miss Chauncey is a very real and sensible woman, and Sam has 
been until recently, a very ordinary cat. In both 11 Miss Jemiman 
and 11Broomstickstt there is an implicit:moral. The grandmother 
in uMiss Jemimau had been neglected and mistreated as a little 
girl and hence was a prey to evil in her miserable state. Sam 
in' "Broomsticksn is not so obvious a victim but a victim never-
theless. Fantasy, of course, has no morals to speak·or, and 
the only truth with which it is concerned is that appropriate 
to: consistency within its own realm. 
nLucy" is the story of another occult visitor. There is 
a suggestion tha. t nLucyn may be nothing more than the ordin-
ary childhood 11 imaginary companion 11 which many children, e·s-
pecially lonely ones, create for their amusement. But Jean 
Elspeth's 11Lucytt becomes more than that in the course of the 
story. As Jean Elspeth and her two sisters grow old ttLucy" 
remains young; she thrives best when Jean Elspeth needs her 
1. Henry ··Charles Duffin, Walter ~ ~ ~' pp. 197-198. 
most.· When Jean Elspeth's sister Euphemia is on her deathbed 
she too sees "Lucy." For a brief moment Euphemi-a seems infi-
' 
nitely happy--and one is reminded of Henry James's "The Great 
Good Place": 
nwell, u Euphemia· replied; and it was as. 
if there were two voices speaking: the 
old Euphemia's and this low, even,. dream-
like voice. u ••• there is plenty of air 
now--a different place.ttl 
nLucy,n unlike "Miss Jemimatt and uBroomsticks,n is an 
·instance of a kind o:f possession by an occult intruder who is 
benevolent and conducive to happiness. It is not, o:f course, 
essential to accept in any o:f these stories the reality o:f any 
o:f the occult intruders. There is always a logical explana-
tion i:f one wishes to :find it. The stories may be enjoyed on 
that level, but something intangible is lost. The :fairy in 
nMiss Jemimatt may have been imaginary. So too, Sam in "Broom-
sticksn might have been an ordinary cat. Mr. de la Mare is 
too conscientious an artist to bar·the pragmatic reader :from 
this possibility. But he is als'o too conscientious an artist 
to·maltreat the suspension o:f the imaginative reader's dis-
belief. 
O:f the four stories in the group o:f 11 occult visitorsn 
uAlice•s Godmothern is, perhaps, the most imaginative, the 
most real, and the most meaningful:• In this storyAlice's 
brief visit to the wonderland o:f her godmother is not with-
. ' 
out a moral as was that of Carroll's Alice. Alice's god-
mo~her, who is three hundred and :fifty years old, is at 
1. Broomsticks, p. 149. 
first incredible, then real, and finally almost as sinister 
as "Seaton's Aunt." The godmother recalls H. Rider Haggard's 
uShe," as well as Swift's "Struldbrugs,n the latter more than 
the former. When Alice is given the opportunity of semi-im-
mortality one feels the impact of an important moral question: 
Should any person defeat death artd live an undue length of 
time? This question is also the main theme of Aldous Huxley's 
After Many ~ Summer ~ ~ ~· In the latter novel the 
answer is given in a gruesome manner. In "Alice's Godmother" 
a tiny mole-like animal, who appears to Alice while She medi-
tates on her answer, gives her a cue. The little animal is 
a symbol of life in a place which is not-life. The little 
wax doll, presumably representing the grandmother at seven-
teen when she embarked on her career of longevity, is the 
symbol of not-life. Between the mole and the wax image ex-
ists this strange creature, the godmother, the undead. The 
lure of agelessness free from the world, with death remote 
is rejected by Alice apologetically: . 
••• or course I agree that most people 
have a very hard time and that most of 
us are not very bright-witted. But you 
said death; and I think, if you will for-
give me saying so, I would rather I should 
have to die when--just when, I mean I 
must die.I 
In this rejection of the godmother's escape from reality 
one finds symbolized Walter de la Mare's own rejection of such 
a way of life~ One notes too, as in Memoirs of ~ Midget, the 
instinctive grasp and love of humanity, here personified by 
1. "Alice's Godmother,rr Broomsticks, p. 298. 
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the humble mole. This intense affection for the good earth~ 
animals, children, and humble people appears again and again 
in the work of Walter de la Mare. It is this deep sense of 
humanity that makes his work sound and healthy. Always when 
the false, the vicious, and the evil are to be combatted, the 
simplicity of natural objects and beings comes into play. 
The "occult Visitors" are real ones then. They are sym-
bols of real or imaginative good and evil. They are not spir-
' itual remnants of once living people but their appearance lends 
a momentary pause to the ordinary world, a pause leading to 
"the gradual conviction that this workaday actuality of ours--
with its bricks, its streets, its woods, its hills, its waters,--
1 
may have queer, and possibly, terrifying holes in it." 
•. 
A second group of ''supernatural intruders" are derived 
from ngh.osts and hauntings. n The selection .of this type here 
includes: "Out of the Deep, 11 ttThe Green Room," "A Revenant," 
and nstrangers and Pilgrims. n 
"out of the Deep 11 is deservedly one of Mr. de la Mare's 
best known ghost stories, comparable to James's "The Turn of 
2 
the Screw. 11 Jimmie, the hero of the story, is admittedly 
in an abnormal state of mind when he pulls the bell-rope but 
there is no doubt that the ghosts who answer.his summons are 
ttreal" ghosts. Yet, as Forrest Reid~ points out,·neither are 
they ordinary ghosts: 
1. Walter de la Mare, They Walk Again, Introduction; p. 21• 
2. Such a comparison will be made in Chapter V. 
The ghosts visiting Jimmie (dying lonely 
and disgraced in his hated Uncle~s old 
house, even in his hated Uncle 1s-'prodig-
ious yet elegant Arabian bed')--the ghosts, 
literally called up by him, have. a relation 
to him on some mysterious spiritual plane, 
correspond to the moral condition or his 
mind at the moment when he tugs •the -symp-
tuous crimson pleated silk bell-pull'. 
The spectres Jimmie sees are not entirely unlike the 
malevolent rairy in nMiss Jemima,n beings who lie in wait 
ror an appropriate moment to gain access to the conscious-
ness or a person in a weakened mental or moral condition. 
They are nearer to the ghost generally considered to have 
been derived rrom a once living person, however. There is 
even a slight intimation that "Soames Junior," as Jimmie calls 
'/... the first spectre, is the DoppelgHnger or Jimmie himself. In 
this respect nout of the Deepn raintly resembles Henry James's 
nThe Jolly Corner." The setting is the same: the protagonist 
has returned, after many years to· an old mansion in which he 
has spent his youth. Each wanders through the house in search 
of something. In "The Jolly Corner" the object or the search 
is clearly Spencer Brydon's alter ego; in "Out of the Deepn 
the Doppelglnger motif is scarcely hinted at but it is there: 
nThe dark blue-grey eyes, the high nose, the scarcely percep-
. tible smile, the slight stoop or the shoulders--there was no 
doubt of it. There was just·a rlavour, a rlicker, there, of 
2 
resemblance to himself." 
Jimmie's Faustus-like power to cal~ up spirits from the 
1. Reid, Walter de la Mare, pp. 224-225. 
2. 110ut or the Deep;n- The Riddle, p. 235. 
deep is almost charming when the little girl appears$ but 
becomes horrible when: 
••• he heard as it: rrom beneath and behind 
him a kind of lolloping disquietude and · 
the sound as of a clumsy-clawed, but per-
sistent animal pushing its uncustomary 
awkward way up ~he soap-polished marble 
staircase.~ · 
Another supernatural theme besides the DoppelgHnger 
which Mr. de la Mare weaves into "Out or .the Deepn is the 
concept ot: the "astral body.n "Was it· that, it: you saw 'in 
your mind' any distant room or place, that place must actu-
ally at the moment contain you--some self, some 'astral 
2 
body'?" The impact or the story is, of course, dependent 
upon none or these themea The proof: o:f the story is in the 
reading. It is concerned with a haunted mind but as in nThe 
Turn or the Screwn the apparitions are not intended to be 
merely subjective. Like many or Walter de la Mare's stories 
it is a realistic presentation or rorces which lie on the 
t:ringes of consciousness. 
~50. 
11The Green Roomn has as its theme a revenant in the rorm 
or a once yo~g woman, who committed suicide :for love. The 
use ot: a suicide who returns to haunt the scene o:f its earthly 
existence in this case, ttThe Green Room,u is a conventional 
one in supernatural literature. The revenant in nThe Green 
Room]' however, is remarkable t:or her air o:f reality: 
1. 
2. 
She was at least as real as a clearly 
lit ralection o:f anything seen in a 
looking-glass, and in et::fect on his 
"out of the Deep, n The .;...R.;.;.i...;;;d..;.,d~l..;;.e, p. 246. 
Ibid., p. 254. . 
mdnd more positive than the very chair 
on which he was sitting ••••. For this 
was a reality of the soul and not of 
th~ senses. Indeed, he himself might 
be the ghoft and she the dominating 
actuality. 
She is in some respects a sister to Cathy in Wuthering 
Heights. The variations in the spelling of her name, 
scrawled in her manuscript book of poems suggest Cathy. 
The poems themselves when published by the narrator are com-
pared to those of Acton Bell by one of the characters. The 
reader might be inclined to find the intensity of Ellis Bell 
in the poems, but not the spiritual force. One does not 
think of Cathy as being an evil and malevolent spectre, but 
the woman who appears in nThe Green Room n. seems to be seek-
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ing something which hints of the diabolical'ly obscene. What-
e~er her purpose, she is an intensely real ghost, and one rep-
resenting imaginative.evil. 
I 
"A Revenantu is one of Mr. de la Ma1 .. e's most powerful 
stories of ghosts and hauntings. This is true, not because 
the evocation of the spirit of ·Edgar Allan Poe is made cred-
ible, a difficult feat considering its subject, but because 
'the spiritual essence of Edgar Allan Poe, which has haunted 
literature, is revealed. There is no sense of horror involved 
in the dark-cloaked spectre who maintains his ghostliness de-
spite his verbosity, but there is the sense of melancholy and 
gravity with whiCh Edgar Allan Poe's name is associated. Poe 
appears somewhat cold and inscrutable as a ghost but his words 
have a powerful and intensely passionate appeal. The following 
1. "The Green Room, n .2!!_ ~ Edge, p. 214-. 
. . 
passage contains the nucleus·:· or Poe's artistic theories. I:r 
one were not aware that Walter de la Mare is here quoting Poe, 
the words would seem to be a revelation, not o:r Poe but o:r 
Walter de la Mare: 
"We have still a thirst unquenchable ••• 
It belongs to the immortality of man ••• 
It is no mere appreciation of the beauty 
before us, but a wild e:ffort to reach the 
beauty above ••• to attain a portion of that 
loveliness whose very elements perhaps ap-
pertain to eternity a],.one •••• nl 
There is an echo o:r the Socrates of the Symposium, of the 
Elizabethans with their concern with immortality, as well as 
Poe's and Mr. de la Mare's sentiments in the above passage. 
For Poe and Walter de la Mare take their spiritual origin 
:rrom Plato's realm o:r ideas. The concept of an imaginative 
world is common to both, and to both that world has nothing 
to' do with a realm. of meaningless fantasy. As Poe placed the 
short story of the serious supernatural on an artistic niche 
from which it has not yet been dislodge,d, Mr. de la Mare has 
carried on in this tradition in the face of mere nonsense or 
sheer horror, of a quasi-scientific invasion, and of a mater~-
alistic and psychological degradation. There are few writers 
who have maintained with such artistic integrity the super-
natural in literature as has Walter de la Mare. He has even 
utilized the advances in psychology and technique to make its 
position more secure. 11A Revenantu is a tale of a haunting 
but it is really a tribute to a great soul--one who has al-
most been ttpsychologizedn into mediocrity--Edgar Allan Poe. 
1. 11A Revens.nt,n The ~Blows Over, p. 198. 
.J..?Z • 
In uA Revenant" Mr. de la Mare gives Poe not only an oppor-
tunity to ncome back,u but what is mora important, to "talk 
back.'" 
"Strangers and Pilgrims" is one of Walter de'la Mare's 
stories which has an old church surrounded by a graveyard as 
its locale. In content it is very similar to the poetry and 
prose of Ding Dong~· Perhaps this is why., although it 
originally appeared in The Wind Blows Over., it is now included 
in: the revised edition of Ding Dong Bell. In "Strangers and 
Pilgrimsn Mr. de la Mare returns to the theme of the revenant 
who haunts a graveyard, pqssibly a suicide prowling the earth 
in a state ·o:r unrest. Exactly who the creature is who seeks 
the grave o:f 11Ambrose Manningn is not revealed. This forlorn 
. ' 
ghost., who was not acimi tted to burial at the time of his death, 
is again ousted, figuratively speaking, by the graveyard. For 
Mr. de la Mare's magical conjuration o:f the old graveyard with 
its exquisite epitaphs dominates :the story; the human ghost 
seems to become secondary to the all-pervading spell of the 
ancient churchyard. This is no doubt why the story is now a 
part of Ding Dong Bell. It belongs there among the lichen, 
the tombs, and the epitaphs. 
In relation to "Strangers and Pilgrims" it is curious to 
find that only Walter de la Mare has· been able to depict the 
sad and melancholy yet strangely refreshing atmosphere which 
is peculiar to old graveyards and churchyards. The dignity 
and solemnity of death and the human resting ground is a theme 
which in its own way, haunts the work of Mr. de la Mare. He 
has been able to recapture the melanchol¥ of the eighteenth 
century poets in the twentieth century by a combination of 
prose and poetry seldom equalled in any century. 
Walter de la Mare's 11 occult visitors" and nghosts and 
hauntings tt have by no means been exhausted by the foregoing 
remarks on .them. A fairly representative sampling, however, 
has been presented of the kind of ttsupernatural intruder" in 
which Walter de la Mare is primarily interested. Although 
some of them are horrible, they are nGt meant merely to evoke 
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a thrill o£ horror. Each has a signi£icance which is rarely 
o.bvious but subtlely suggested. In his de£initely supernatural )\ 
stories Walter de la Mare is seriously presenting an area· or 
human experience, an attitude towards the world which is ex-
pressed by him through the revenant, Edgar Allan Poe., 
Is there not a shade o£ the Satanic in 
these streets? But what are waking and 
dreaming, my dear sir? Mere states o£ 
consciousness; as too in a sense is this, 
your world or what you call the actual, 
and the one that may await you. Opinions 
views, passing tastes, passing prejudices--
they are like ~unguses, a growth o£ the 
night. But the moon of. the imagination, 
however £ickle in her phases, is still 
constant in her borrowed light, and sheds 
her beams on th!m one and all, the just 
and the unjust. 
1. "A Revenant, 11 ~ Wind Blows ~~ P• 200. 
.. 
D.. Fantasy 
Despite Walter de la Mare's general use or the short 
story rorm as a vehicle or real lire .with a ·!;ouch of brood-
ing mysticism and symbolism, or as a means of directly pre-
senting the preternatural iri the rorm· or demc:>ns, fairies, 
and ghosts, he has written a considerable nwnber or stories 
in which the supernatural is dominant but not purposeful. 
As H.P. Lovecraft somewhat sourly puts it: ''Occasionally 
l 
he sinks to sheer whimsical phantasy of the Barrie order.n 
Lovecraft seems to regard Sir James M. Barrie's fantasies 
with something in the nature of contempt. Walter de la Mare, 
with all his gravity towards the supernatural, does not despise 
the sheer delight or fantasy and the pleasu~e of exquisit non-
sense. 
In his essay on nLewis Carroll 11 he obsel ... ves that the 
sovereign element in the Alices consists in a presentation 
oft what is of' ten ttperf'ectly rational, practi~al, logical, and 
maybe, mathmatical, what is te:rose, abrupt and. pointed in a 
state ••• to which we most of us win admittance only when.~. 
2 
asleep. tt One of the features of the Alicea which interests 
·Mr. de la Mare most prof ou:ndly is the consciousness of the 
mind by which the books were written •. He finds "a magical 
su.ffusion and blending of these two, the mathematician's and 
. 3 
th. '• hild f tt e·, c s. 
1. Supernatural Horror 1n Literature, p. 80. 
2. hLewis Carroll," Fortnightl-y: Review, CXXXIV (1930), 330. 
3· toe. cit. 
~·-·r--- -
He even suggests that Carroll's Wonderland resembles Ein-
stein's universe. There is an intimation that the dream 
state of Al~ce may be just as meaningful, if we were able 
to understand it, as the complex mathematical world of the 
physicists. To most laymen that world is more meaningless 
than that of Lewis Carroll. 
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On this point Mr. de-la Mare seems to hint at a relation-
ship between the world of fantasy and the world of mathemati-
cal symbols.. That such a relationship exists seems to be a 
possibility •. One recalls also Poe 1s fascination with numbers 
as well as the fact that 11Lewis Carroll" was Charles Dodgson, 
a staid and sober mathematician. !_Mr. de la Mare was himself 
a statistician for about nine years). One writer has recol-
lected what he considered Mr. de la Mare's 11unexpected" liking 
1 
for arithmetic and numbers in a mystical pattern. This curi-
o~s relationship between the mathematical and the literary 
mind is one which is beyond the scope of this paper. It is 
here pointed out to indicate not only Mr. de la Mare's under-
standing of such a mind but that he, too, has that faculty 
which is capable of creating a realm of pure fantasy which 
may have no real meaning or may have a meaning similar to that 
which Charles Dodgson attributed to ~ Hunting 2! ~ Snark: 
11I am very much afraid, n wrote Dodgson, 
"I didn't mean anything but nonsense •••• 
But since words mean more than we mean 
to express when we use them ••• whatever 
good meanings are in the book I am very 2 glad to accept as the meaning of the Book.n 
1. Sir Stephen Tallents, Tribute to Walter ~ la Mare, p. 88. 
2. Quoted by Walt~r de la Mare, Lewis Carroll, p.-s37 
Mr. de la Mare's own writings in the rea~ of fantasy 
are less in the nature of "nonsensen and more like the con-
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ventional fairy tale. In his essay on Hans Christian Andersen, 
he distinguishes the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale from 
the Household Tales or the .Mlirchen. He finds the folk tales 
of· a universal, almost earthy, nature while the fairy tales 
of'Hans Christian Andersen are distilled and etherealized. 
nThe wild bird of the folk tales sings, in Andersen's, inan 
1 
exquisite cage.u This simile might also be used to describe 
Walter de la Mare's fairy tales. More than that, it is strik-
ingly descriptive of the plight of Miss M. in Memoirs £t ~ 
Midget (who is briefly confined in a cage in one portion of 
the book). · 
In the fairy tales aimed expressly at children, there is 
little of the fierceness of the Mirchen. Seldom, if at all, 
are heads or limbs chopped off. Even in~ Again; which con-
tains conventional fairy tales retold by Walter de la Mare, 
cruel and vicious actions are toned down. The youthful reader 
is given some indication that what seems to be a tragedy may 
not be actually so. An example of this is his retelling of 
11Little Red Riding Hctod.n When the wolf' devours the grand-
mother, Mr. de la Mare .. writes: ttand that (for a while) was 
2 
the end of Grannie.n In nRapunzeln the Prince does not have 
his eyes scratched out by the witch as in some versions. This 
softening of physical brut.ali ty is no indication of squeamish-
1. Pleasures ~ sneculations, ~· 21. 
2.' ~Again, P• 1. 
' 
ness on the part of Mr. de la Mare. It is merely that he 
considers physical horror an unnecessary burden for a child's 
story. 
But there are rhymes, even hursery rhymes, 
of Walter de la Mare in which the shiver 
is a real shiver, not only, of the spine 
but of the spirit. They have an atmosphere 
which is not merely thrilling but also chill-
ing. They lay a finger that is not of the 
flesh on a nerve that is not of the body; 
in their special way of suggesting the chill 
of qhange or death or antiquity.l 
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, As has already been pointed out, Mr. de la Mare is more 
concerned with imaginative evil than physical horror. Stories 
such as "Miss Jemima 11 and "Broomsticks" do not make any con-
cession to prettiness and ~ake the issue of evil, for the ima-
ginat~ve child, a solemn and even ~rim affair. 
In "The Dutch Cheese, n uThe Lovely Myfanwy, u arid ttThe 
Three Sleeping Boys of Warwickshire," however, there is no 
..... 
gravity of purpose. They are refreshing and beautifully 
written fairy tales designed so~iy for delight. "The Dutch 
Cheesen has fairies who are not at all malevolent if one kno'V'tS 
how to deal with them. The girl Griselda does, and they re-
spond accordingly. Her brother resents them bitterly and is 
only prevented from antagonizing them by being bound and 
gagged. "The Dutch Cheesen is entirely unlike nMiss Jemimatt 
in its attitude towards the little people. This is possible 
because while 11Miss Jemiman is a story narrated by a wise old 
lady, "The Dutch Cheese 11 begins with the time-honored conven-
tion, "Once upon a time •••• n 
1. G.~. Chesterton, Fortnightly Review, CXXXVIII (1932), 51. 
"The Lovely Myi'anwytt is longer· than 11The Dutch Cheese" 
and contains many more of the conventional features of the 
fairy tale: the beautiful princess, the stern father, the 
. . 
prince disguised as a beggar, and the three magic objects. 
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Vihen the father turns into an ass one finds an echo of Lucius 
Apuleius•s The Golden Ass. The implicit moral of the story 
(i.e., that a parent who tries to prevent his children from 
experiencing normal love makes an ass of himself), is so en-
gagingly a part of the story that it would be u fastidious 
abhorrer .of 11morals 11 indeed who would spurn this story on 
that account .. 
11The Three Sleeping Boys of Warwickshire" is especially 
interesting because the germ of the story is taken from 
Blake's nThe Chimney. Sweeper." The three little "'prentices" 
are compared to Tom Dacre in the poem.: 
••• There's little Tom Dacre, who cried when his head 
That curled like a lamb 1 s back was shav 'd; so I said 
"Hush, Toml nev!3r mind it, for. when your head's bare 
You know that the spot cannot. spoil your white hair.n 
And so he was.quiet, and that very night 
As Tom as a-sleeping, he had such a sight! 
That thousands of sleepers, Dick, Joe, Ned, and Ja!k 
Were all of them lock 1d up in coffins of black •••• 
Mr. de la Mare expands the symbolism of the poem. The Angel 
who, in the poem, opens the coffins (presumably their bodies) 
and lets their spirits out to play is s-ymbolized by the dream-
shapes of the boys leaving their bodies at the witching hour 
of twelve to gambol with the dream-shapes of thousands of 
1. Quoted by Walter de la Mare: 11The Three Sleeping Boys 
of Warwickshire," Broomsticks, p. 205.' 
other children. Old Noll~ the Master Sweep~ finds a way of 
preventing the dream-shapes from returning to their bodies 
and the boys become completely comatose and seemingly are 
never to awaken. In this state they are placed on exhibi-
tion in a museum as The Three Sleeping Boys of Warw~ckshire. 
It is a certain occult power in iron which keeps the boys' 
dream-shapes away and their situation is made permanent by 
their being confined in a glass coffin with an iron key. 
After fifty-thr~e years Blake's angel is again symbolized~ 
this time by the caretaker's daughter who takes out the key 
and kisses each of them. 
And by came an Angel who had a bright key~ 
And he opened the coffins end set them all free; 
Then down a green plain, leaping, laughing, they run, 
And wash in a river and shine in the Sun.l 
nThe Three ·sleeping Boys of Warwickshire" is a prose ver-
sion of Blake's poem which :elaborates the theme of the unfor-
tunate chimney sweeps who flourish in a lively fashion in 
l 
their dream-shapes. The fantasy in prose is sustained and 
even strengthened at every point. The sym~olism becomes, i£ 
anything, more powerful. It is probably not too much to say 
that no living writer could have taken 11 The Chinmey Sweep" 
and turned it into a prose fantasy without violence to the 
original poem. That Walter de la Mare has done this may be 
due in part to the fact that he can treat a subject as ef-
fectively in prose as he can in poetry. To him it is the 
artist's ehoice as to which medium he will use. Apparently 
1. A Collection of English.Poems: 1660-180, edited by 
Rona~d s. Crane, p. 1013. 
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Mr. de la Mare .felt that 11The Chimney Sweeptt was a subject 
suitable .for prose. His spiritual a.f.finity with Blake and 
his innate understanding o.f children and their world made 
such an endeavor unusually sucaess.ful. 
The volume called i'he"Lord ~ contains stories which 
may all be classi.fied as f-antasy. or the seven stories in 
the volume, "The Old Lion" (later called "Mr. Bumps and His 
Monkeytt} is perhaps the least f'antastic even though it is 
about a monkey who speaks English. "Mr. Bumps and His Monkey" 
reminds one o.f Nod (~Three Mulla-Mulgars) removed .from 
world of' myth and placed on exhibition in the drab and com-
mon world o.f reality. Again it is his loyalty to Mr. Bumps 
(as was the case with Andy Battle), which makes this .fantasy 
a little more pro.found than the others in its revelation o.f 
the proximity o.f animal and human nature. 
Forrest Reid places Crossings: ! Fairy Play among Mr. 
de la Mare's writings of' pure f'antasy nbecause there is no 
s-ymbol in all its dreaming; all 1:B longs f'rankly to 'once-· 
1 
upon-a-time•." This is, on the whole, quite accurate, yet 
the play is pregnant with ideas, and full o.f a very real 
joie ~ vivre even though .fairies and ghosts appear among 
-
the extremely stolid butcher and candlestick-maker. The 
underlying theme of' conf'idence in the ability o.f children 
to·learn to solve their own problems is symbolized by the 
2 
tenderness o.f the ghost o.f their late aunt, Miss Wildersham. 
1. Reid, Walter de 1! Mare, p. 238. 
2. Dame Ellen Terry played the role of' the ghost o.f Miss 
Wildersham when the play was publicly per.formed in · 
November, 1925. 
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The supernatural elements in the play are not hostile. 
The fairies who appear in the guise of' earth children are 
more f'riendly than malevolent. Crossings is notable for 
its humor and characterization. Humor is never entirely 
lacking in Mr. de la Mare's work--in the children's stories 
and in Crossings it is abundant. To depict the !'airy on the 
stage in the twentieth century. is a dif'f'icult !'eat !'or a play-
wright yet N.G. Royde-Smith remarks: n ••• each character is 
a real and dif'f'erent person and the Fairy Pedlar is more dif-
1 
.ferent and more real· than them all.u 
Crossings is Mr. de la Mare's·only play but it is a 
unique item which, if' not as successf'ul as Barrie's Peter 
Pan and Yeats's ~ of Heart's Desire, belongs on a par 
with them in its achievement. Like Algernon Blackwood's 
Starlight EXpress, it contains no potent use of' the occult 
' 
·or the supernatural, but a delightf'ul and skillf'ul dramatic 
use of' f'antasy. · 
It would be a mistake to leave the subject of' f'antasy in 
the work of Walter de la Mare without pointing out that even 
in his most whimsical stories of f'antasy one f'inds some mean-
ing, however concealed in the brilliance o.f the writing or 
the originality of' the idea. In this respect he resembles 
G.K. Chesterton who chose f'antasy to express some of' his most 
profound convictions. 11Both are deeply concerned with spiri-
tual truth, both idealists hating falsity inwhatever .form ••• n2 
1. "Crossings," Outlook, LVI (1925), 360. 
2. Margery Bianco, Horn~, XVIII (1942), 147. 
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Hawthorne, too, is a spiritual brother of Mr. de la Mare 
in the use of fantasy in children's stories to express more 
meaning than might be expected. Although Mr. de la Mare's 
children's stories are not as "moral" in their purpose as 
were Hawthorne's, one finds the sam~ gravity of purpose in 
some of them that characterizes Hawthorne's use of the wonder-
tale. Mr. de la Mare is possibly the only living writer who 
has written for children with the style and substance compar-
able to Hawthorne. 
E. Parables and Apologues 
There are certain stories of: Walter de la Mare which 
have, relatively, speaking, no plot to develop. He is more 
interested in creating a mood--a mood of: awareness or con-
sciousness of: a world beyond this one. In most of: these 
stories the reader is lead to.the f:ringes of: consciousness 
through a dominant symbol in the story. The symbol permeates 
the story and, to a great extent, the awareness of: the charac-
ters in the story as to the meaning of the symbol is the story. 
Mr. de la Mare is a symbolist in prose who chooses that medium 
occasionally to express an experience wnich seems to be happ~n­
ing to the soul rather than the body. Mr. de la Mare's use 
of the symbol has little in common with the French symbolists 
although he, like them, derives much from Edgar Allan Poe in 
that respect. 
His prose symbols are derived f:rom nature and medieval 
ballads, f:rom Blake, the Romantics, and Edgar Allan Poe. His 
method is generally to take the symbol and weave a pattern of: 
multitudinous suggestions and images around it, to illuminate 
its meaning and at the same tUne expand it in a prose which 
is conducive to a state of: repose. Thus the reader is lured 
by the real fabric of words into a dream-like state in which 
he has occasional, f:lickering insights into the symbol itself:. 
There is nothing clearly solved as to the meaning of: the story 
or the symbol. The reader is lef:t with the impression, never 
sharp or exact, and a~ost necessarily obscure, that he ha~ 
received an imaginative glimpse o~ something ete~nal. 
nThe Tree which moves some to tears o~ joy is in the 
Eyes o~ others only a Green thing which stands in the way. 
1 
Some see Nature all Ridicule and De~ormity •••• " It is al-
most as i~ Mr. de la Mare had taken William Blake ts remark 
as a text which he elaborated into one o~ his most e~~ective 
short stories o~ the kind in which the soul explores the front-
iers of consciousness.· One sees the tree ~rom two points of 
view: that o~ one brother, an artist, who sketches and paints 
it a thousand times, and then kills it so as to paint it in 
death; and that of the fruit merchant to whom it is useless, 
an abomination to be despised: 
Solitary, unchallenged, exotic in its 
station all but. at the foot o~ the 
broken-hedged, straggling garden, it 
rose to heaven, a prodigious spread-
ing ascendant cone, with its long, 
dark, green, pointed leaves. It stood, 
from ~irst springing branch to apex, a 
motionless and somnolent fountain of 
flowers.2 
Just what the tree itself symbolizes is never quite 
clear. It seems to belong to another world. Perhaps the 
tree itself is not the real point of the story. Its real 
meaning may lie in the fact that to one person it was a 
thing of mauty and to another a thing o~ ugliness, the im-
plication being that the soul apprehends, if it does not 
comprehend, another reality which may be of its own making. 
1. William Blake, ~rom a letter to George Cumberland, 
April 12, 1827. Quoted by Walter de la Mare, Behold, 
This Dreamerl, p. 604. 
2. The Riddle, p. 204. 
The artist seeks to capture the immortal beauty he sees while 
the fruit merchant is filled only with hatred. There is a 
suggestion of this in the artist's abandonment of his life 
to the tree: "You had your own lif'e to lead, and it didn't 
matter if' you died of it. There was nothing the same in this 
world f'or any two individuals. And the more different every-
~oo. 
1 
thing was, the more closely you should cling to the dif'f'erence." 
But beyond any such simplified meaning the Tree seems to have 
a meaning of its own; magnif'icent in life and in death, it may 
well be a s:ymbol of' all nature. 
Oddly enough the reactions of critics to the Tree are 
somewhat similar to those of the artist and the fruit merchant. 
One writes, in the vein of the fruit merchant: 
A hundred stray touches beside the formal 
description print it on our minds, not as 
the huge cloudy symbol of' a high romance, 
but as something threatening and deadly, 
something which even as we read an atavistic 
instinct warns us against, so that we would 
gladly shut the image from our minds •••• 2 
The following is directly opposed to the views of the un-
named reviewer above: 
Even the reader who cannot understand any-
thing else about de la Mare's story does 
definitely understand that somehow the 
fruit merchant was wrong, and the artist 
right; and, above all, the Tree was right.3 
nThe Creatures 11 is a story in which. the reader is trans-
ported to an Eden-like atmosphere where a strange family called 
1. 
2. 
3· 
11 The Tree,n The Riddle, p. 209. 
Spectator, CXXX (1923), 930. The review is unsigned. 
G.K. Chester:ton, "Walter de la Mare, n ,fortnightly Review, 
CXXXVIII (1932), 53. 
.l.U I • 
11The Crea.turestt live. Suspension of disbelief is attained by 
weaving a dream-like atmosphere to the whole story. The chil-
dren of 11 The Creaturesu are deformed but not in a repulsive 
manner. They possess a strange and almost mystic beauty of 
character. It is noted by the narrator that these children 
would be hooted at and derided in the city, but in the strange 
place in which he finds himself they are extremely appealing. 
There is in "The Creatures,tt too, that sense of seeing beauty 
where others see ugliness--that strange combination which 
haunts the work of Walter de la Mare. 
The analogy to the Garden of Eden is one at which Mr~ de 
la Mare undoubtedly aimed. He achieves it by a technical skill, 
a use of words which weaves the dream-fabric into credulity. 
There is the suggestion of the great beauty or simple human 
nature--and a fleeting glimpse of the spiritual beauty of man 
peering out of a distorted body. In this poem in prose Mr. 
de la Mare uses the human body as a symbol. The exact mean-
ing o:f the story cannot be put in words. Its meaning is a 
mystical one and could not have been even suggested--the mix-
ture of strangeness and spiritual beauty--by any other symbol 
than "The Creatures. 11 
"The Vatstt is a story woven around another kind o:f symbol. 
The Vats which the narrator·and his :friend see on Salisbury 
· Plain are actually huge 11 sunken Reservoirsn or "vast semi-
spherical primeval Cisterns." They seem to represent at one 
moment, li:fe: "We merely stood in dumb survey of these crusted, 
butt-like domes of stone, wherein slept Elixir Vitae ••• " 
Again, they seem to be Time itself: "We knew now and for 
ever that Time-pure !!; that here--somewhere awaiting us and 
lo(j. 
1 
all r orlorn mankind--lay the solace of our mortal longing ••• n 
"The Vatsn is in the'nature of a mystical vision of li.fe and 
o.f time. It creates in prose an impress~on which is overwhelm-
ing in its efrect. "There is no need here of the arti:f'ice of 
verse, and it is mere critical irrelevance to ask the poet to 
pour those living waters into any other channel than the one 
2 
he--a great artist--has chosen." nThe Vatstt are 11 emblems of 
an inef:f'able peace .... n As in "The Tree" and "The Creatures," 
Mr. de la Mare has grasped an immortal ne aning :f'rom mortal 
objects and, with exquisite skill, has symbolized this mean-
ing in words. 
In nLispet, Lispett and Vaine" there is no single, domi-
nant, and motionless symbol. The subject of the story, the 
history of' a firm of weavers called 11Lispet, Lispett and Vaine," 
is what might be called a dynamic symbol, one which suggests 
a direction to be followed rather than containing the meaning 
by its actual presence. The story of the firm which Maunders 
relates is one in which the reputation for quality .finally 
ends in a somewhat fantastic penchant for minute and. exquisite 
fabrics on the part of the owner which finally bankrupts the 
firm. The story is full o:f symbolism: "Once indeed ••• he · · 
1. 11 '.1fle Vats, n The Riddle, p. 289. 
2. :Megroz, Walter de~~~ p. 96. 
t,Wal ter de la Mare) goes so f'ar as to suggest, very much in 
the Hawthorne manner, that it is only as symbols that objects 
1 
can have value at ali.n 
The actual meanin~ of' the story is somewhat obscure • 
. 
There is the possibility that in Anthony Vaine's madness one 
f'inds a warning similar to that of' Mr. de la Mare's poem, 
"The Imagination's Pride." 
Another possibility of' interpretation is that the story 
is a parable on the history of' literature. There is a thread 
of' literary. references woven into the story which makes such 
a theory plausible. The founding of the firm is said to pre-
cede the Egyptians; its fabric is worn by the Queen of Sheba 
and by Joseph; its threads are woven into the Middle Ages. 
The members of' the f'irm retain respectable st~ding until the 
coming of' Anthony Vaine. " ••• there was a tinge of Traherne 
in his composition. The beau was in the chrysalis stage. 
2 
Of' course it was Blake's era." 
Anthony Vaine who sheds his ringlets, his foppish clothes, 
and his dreamy superiori"ty discov'ers his own imagination. In 
doing so he falls at odds with the outside world which moves 
towards materialism and machinery. He becomes obsessed with 
a vision: "he was perpetually haunted by this illusion of 
. 3 
a divine, unearthly stranger ••• n ·Thus Anthony 1 s dream leads 
him eventually to a state where: 
1. Edward Wagenknecht, Introduction to ~ Collected Tales 
of Walter de la Mare, p. xvi. 
2. 11 Lispet, Lispett""""Siid Vaine," The Riddle, p. 186. 
3. Ibid., p. 191. ---
He trafficked in a kind of ludicrous dolls' 
merchandise--utterly beautiful little in-
finetesimals in fabrics worth a hundred 
times their weight in rubies •. So ridicu-
lous a scandal had the "businessu at last 
become that when its few scoffing creditors 
for old sake's sake sold it upi not a single 
bid was made-for the property. 
The symbol of the story is ".Virtue.n On one level it 
may be taken as the semi-legendary history of the firm; on 
another level it symbolizes the destruction of any object, 
not by its enemies, but 9Y elements within it that are good. 
nThings do as a matter of fact seem to rot of their own.itir-
2 
tue--inverted so to speak." The suggestion that the history 
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of the .firm of nLispet, Lispeti:(' and Vaine 11 is a veiled history 
3 
of literature is here merely conjectural. 
Although the following stories are not as easily classi-
fied as parables or apologues they are mainly concerned with 
the powers of good and of evil. In the first two--"Seaton's 
Aunt 11 and nAll Hallows 11--evil seems to prevail; in the second 
two---"The Wharf" and nThe Connoisseurn--good does. 
nseaton's Aunt" is one of Walter de la Mare's best known 
stories and deservedly so. It combines a well-told story with 
a supernatural theme, thrilling in a sinister fashion, with a 
spiritual recognition of the power of evil. This malign old 
woman, inherently evil in some strange manner, seems to devour 
first the spirit and then the very existence of her nephew, 
Seaton. That she is a witch and has~·sdld her soul to the devil 
.1. nLispet, Lispett and Vaine, tt ~ Riddle, p. 194. 
·2. Loc. cit. 
3. nLispet, Lispett and Vaine~" contains some resemblance 
to Virginia Woolf's Orlandc. 
is a f'act which makes nseaton's Aunt" an almost incredible 
f'eat in twentieth century literature. Chesterton remarks: 
"There was no nonsense about Seaton's Aunt~ There was no 
illusion about her concentrated and paralysing malignity; 
but it was a malignity that had an extension beyond this 1 . 
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world •••• " One might, perhaps, expect that Chesterton would 
have no doubts on the matter, but Edmund Wilson, in proposing 
r an anthology of' supernatural horror would include ns~.f:ii?.C?P._',s. 
,., Au.At'' and "Qut of' the :p_e_~p" although he rejects such masters of' 
2 
the genre as Arthur Machen and Algernon Blackwood completely. 
, Since one must accept '§.e~:t.t£D:.~.s- ,!\..~~-' on a supernatural basis 
or not at all, Mr. Wilson apparently agrees with Chesterton. 
"Seaton's Auntn is a symbol of' absolute evil. .She has 
no apparent reason to destroy Seaton--he has done nothing, 
yet he is powerless in the face of the demonic powers she' 
utilizes to destroy him. This story of vampirism and witch-
craft is written not only with poetic imagination but with 
a dramatic intensity which is reminiscent of' Marlowe's ~ 
Tragical History of' ~· Faustus. In the scene in which Sea-
ton's Aunt f'irst plays Beethoven's nMoonlight Sonatart in tones 
of' hollow mockery f'or Seaton and his f'iancee the sense of the 
diabolical is conveyed through a description of' the music. 
Then comes a curious and almost Faustian cry of despair: 
••• when suddenly there followed a procession 
of quiet, plaintive chords which broke at 
last softly into the hymn, A Few More Years 
Shall Bill• 
1. Fortnightly Review, CXXXVIII (1932), 51. 
2. Classics ~ Commercials, pp. 179-180. 
I conress it held me spellbound. There is a 
wistful, strained plangent pathos in the tune; 
but beneath those masterly old hands it cried 
softly and bitterly the solitude and desperate 
estrangement of the world.l . 
This is, perhaps, the only time one feels anything but horror 
towards Seaton's Aunt--and even here there is another kind of 
horror felt. 
As a character Seaton's Aunt is unusually real despite 
her diabolical affinities. Her remarks are rull of sardonic 
1:(2. 
mockery. For one brief·moment, however, she loses control. 
This occurs when her nephew's friend says he likes dark women. 
Seaton's Aunt replies: 
And why? Consider Mr. Withers; dark hair, 
dark eyes, dark cloud, dark night, dark 
vision, dark death, dark grave, dark DARKJ2 
In "All Hallowstt the dominating symbol is a cathedral. 
The cathedral is not in itself a symbol of evil, but is being, 
I 
not destroyed, but rebuilt, by diabolical forces. Mr. Megroz 
sees 11All Hallowstt at one moment as representing nothing less 
3 
than European civilization. In a larger sense it symbolizes 
man's faith which is threatened by powers which would meta-
morphosize it int~ something evil. This is portrayed by a 
description of a statue of St. Mark which bears a bright new 
surface. The head is defiant with its stony gaze fixed on the 
stars, and its whole aspect is undeniably sinister. 
1. nseaton 1 s Aunt, 11 The Riddle, p. 124. 
2. Ibid., P• 125. nseaton 1s Auntu has been compared with 
Henry James's ~Sacred Fount, (Spectator, CXXX (1923), 
930.) A more elaborate comparison is made in the follow-
ing chapter of this paper. 
3· Bookman, LXX (1926), 211. 
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The Cathedral in "All Hallows" is more than e. mere sym-
bol of physical horror; it conveys a sense of spiritual ter-
ror.more intense than any threat of physical destruction to 
man could be. It represents man's faith in spiritual beauty 
and goodness, however he may have distorted them. Whatever 
its shortcomings this faith has stood between man and complete 
chaos, physical and spiritual. The sinister implication that 
this faith is being cleverly changed to be used as a means 
for some diabolical end is ominous and terrifying. It is so 
because it is purely imaginative evil. Opposed to these ma-
lignant forces in "All Hallows" stands one frail Rembrandt-
like old man. His presence ~ awareness is Mr. de la Mare's 
only concession which suggests that evil may not prevail. 
"The Wharfn on the other hand uses the symbol of a man-
ure pile to indicate that good will prevail. The story moves 
from a realistic domestic setting to a description of a woman's 
dream in which she sees the souls of men being impersonally 
shovelled like refUse onto a barge while she stands silently 
on a wharf'. The.dream is described with such intense vivid-
ness that it is understandable that the woman is nearly driven 
mad by it. She is saved from madness by ~er realization that 
a manure pile which she sees is also refuse--but it is the 
stuff of life for beautif'ul and exquisite flowers. "The Wharf' 11 
·does not equal the power of "All Hallows tt but it is unique in 
its use of a manure pile "as a completely adequate symbol of' 
1 
salvation. 11 
1. Cavalcade of' the English Novel, p. 544. 
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"The Connoisseur,n the title piece of Walter de la Me.re 1 s 
second volume of short stories (for adults), is perhaps the 
most di:f:ficult o:f all his short stories to understand fully. 
I:f it is to be called a parable it indeed follows the pro-
scription: - nto him who hath ears let him hear." nThe Con-
noisseur11 is even more subtle in its implications that "Lispet, 
Lispett, and Vaine.n If Walter de la Mare is to be charged 
with obscurity it is on this tale that the critical mind will 
focus because it .is one which lures the mind into an effort 
of comprehension and at the same time presents a kind of ' 
impasse to intellectual analysis. I Mr. Megroz in reviewing 
the volume, The Connoisseur, stresses the play upon uncertain-
ty and the subtle undermining of intellectual determination 
(which he finds in almost every story in the volume) and notes 
especially the first part of the title-piece. He refers to 
"The Connoisseur" as a "poetic fable of which the different 
1 
sections are too disjointed for cumulative interest.·n 
The theme of 11 The Connoisseurn is that of metempsychosis. 
The six sections depict the various levels in which a soul, 
manifested in the first section in the person of a young man 
(who is the Connoiss.eur), reaches or is reduced to, in its 
journey towards an undescribed but implicitly exalted destina-
tion. When the Connoisseur is visited by the old man called 
St. Dusman, who suggests the personification of death, he is 
doubtful that life's journey has a goal ~t all; besides this, 
he appears to have gained nothing from the e.xperienc'e of life 
., 
1. Bookman, LXX (1926), 211. 
... , ..... 
but a raseination ror inanimate works or art. 
In the second section he is portrayed as a magniricent 
and exotic bird who is absorbed in his splendid bits or metals 
and glass. This reincarnation, however, lirts him above his 
human existence by his sacririce or·his life for anot~er or 
his kind, a bird who may possibly be his mate. This ~ection 
is closely linked to the i'irst by the presenc.e or· St. Dusman. 
In the third section he is represented by a remale shake 
who gives her lire in protecting her young. Once more St. 
Dusman is on hand. 
.. 
The rourth section is called nThe Seven Valleys" and it 
would appear that the Connoisseur has reached a state or spiri-
tual being, although he is a humble shoe ... cleaner at the.· Rest 
House at the entrance to the Seventh Valley. But one~ again 
he is rascinated with bits or beautiful material and endeavors 
to rashion rrom them an ideal vision or which he has dreamed. 
st. Dusman questions his attempt to 11 immure in what so soon 
perishes that which in imagination might remain as ·fresh as 
1 
its original." The Saint makes it clear that the Connoisseur 
has railed again. 
The import or the ri-rst rour sections is one or the grad-
ual rise of the Connoisseur through love and sacrifice to a 
point or semi-spirituality. His materialism dwindles with 
each step until he falls once more a prey to mortality even 
in his humble yet spiritual state. The Platonic ideal seems 
to be the dominant motif as the Connoisseur makes his journey. 
1. Collected Tales or Walter~~~, p. 256. 
The importance of beauty as eternal and unchanging in the 
imagination is a ·lesson which the Connoisseur finds diffi-
cult to learn. 
In the fifth section the theme becolll9 s less clear•. 
Prince Ahmut Naigul meets a leper and instead of turning 
away in revulsion,.kisses him and accepts him willingly as 
a symbol of death. This scene is reminiscent of one of the 
tales in John Gower's Confessio Amantis in which the King of 
J.(Oe 
Hungary, seeing a group of lepers,· leaves his train and kisses 
them: 
••• for I saw in the pilgrims the image of 
my own death as appointed by God's ordi-
nance and to this law I did obeisance; 
for compared to this all other laws are 
as nothing.l 
That Prince Abmut Naigul is the Connoisseur is revealed 
'by his recent bride's revelation. ni dreamed,n she said, 
uthat you were once a man, a bird, and a serpent. And ••• that 
2 
you were once a scullion to the Sages of the Most High.u The 
, minute object which the leper presents to the Prince is later 
examined by his wife. She finds a resemblance, more by faith 
than by vision, of an in.finitesmal replica of her own face. 
The symbolic meeting of the Prince with death, derived 
from medieval sources, and the tiny object which is compared 
to a mustard seed gives the story a religious tone which the 
.first four sections contained as potential. Stories· dealing 
1. nTrlPllP of Death,n ~ Confessio Amantis, Liber Primus, II. 
2226-2232. (Paraphrase by --er. C. Macauley) . 
2. Collected Tales .Q! Walter de Ja. Mare, P•. 263. 
with the transmigration ot: souls are not uncommon in super-
natural literature but they are seldom presented with any 
religious signit:icance.. They are, for the most part, whim-
sical conjectures which have an int'ellectual rather than 
spiritual meaning. · 
The t:inal section is perhaps the most dift:icult of al19 
l77e· 
A watchman at the gate of a city is accosted by an old pilgrim 
who seeks someone with whom he has an assignation. The fact 
that the watchman shows him a mirrow as representing the per-
son the old man seeks, elicits a curious response: "I under-
stand, as if he himself had uttered it, that he and I are·at 
one; and that I must forthwith continue my journey to the 
1 
Seventh Valley." The old man then presses an infinitely 
small substance into the watchman's hands. The watchman re-
cognizes him as his King who has recently abdicated in favor 
of his son. 
There are many points in the story which are obscure. 
It seems to lead to the conclusion that the Connoisseur, in 
the last section, has t:inally reached a mystical state of 
union with death which is even more prot:ound than his ac-
ceptance of it in the t:ifth section. 
In nThe Connoisseurn Mr. de la Mare is .concerned wi t:h 
the journey of the soul, not through one lit:e alone, but 
through many. He indicates that the journey has a goal even 
i~ the route is circuitqus. This, indeed, has been his under-
lying theme in his novels as well as his short stories. He 
has used the novel of dream, of myth, of spiritual and indivi-
1. Collected Tales of Walter de la. Mare.;, p. 267. 
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dual conflict. He has in his short stories, employed realism, 
mysticism, fantasy, and parable. He has even used supernatural 
horror. In the short stories one. obtains glimpses of the "realn 
journey in momentary episodes; in the novels the journey is sus-
tained at greater length• Whenever the supernatural is used it 
is to hint at this sublime journey, whether the supernatu~al 
device be that of fantasy, mysticism, allegory, or even realism. 
There is no question of monotony because the theme is one· so 
universal that it can be presented in an infinite number of 
ways and may not even be evident. The recurrent theme in~ the 
prose fiction of Walter de la Mare, then, is the attempt to 
express by means of the dream and other supernatural sources 
the entire experience of the human soul. That he should do 
this is indicated by his firm belief that: 
••• it may be that no man, from childhood 
onwards, fails to reveal a pronounced if 
vacillat+ng inclination to what on earth 
most fully satisfies for him some perma-
nent,· innate or. inherited hunger, yearn-
ing and desire. A poet, any artist, how-
ever versatile, is unlikely to be excep-
tional in this. He may have many strings 
to his bow, and a full quiver, but his in-
ward eye i.s apt to return repeatedly and 
with renewed zest to one certain target; 
and all other aims are of a secondary 
importance and value.l 
l. Pleasures ~ Speculations, p. 42. 
WALTER DE LA MARE, 
V • HENRY JAMES, AND THE POINT OF VIEW 
There is scarcely any critic or the prose fiction of 
Walter de la I~re who has ~ot made some reference to Henry 
James. As has already been pointed out, the fictional sit-
uation in James's "The Next Time," of an author who writes 
a novel "to wake up the librariesn and produces instead a 
minor classic, was experienced by Mr. de la Mare·with the 
publication of ~ Return. Such a similarity is more coin-
cidental than important unless it be to emphasize that a 
truly great writer cannot forget his artistic con~cience. 
Whether he aims at a pot-boiler or sheer sensationalism he 
cannot escape raising the theme to a higher literary level. 
Some critics have explored more specific and factual si-
milarities. I In reference to style, Mr. Megroz, in particular, 
has pointed out wor-ds and phrases in "Out of the Deep" which 
• 1 
he feels are akin to James's later style. The similarity in 
, phrasing which Mr. Megroz finds seems to have a too literal 
and almost trivial basis. For example, he quotes the follow-
ing passage from nout of the Deep n: 
For a while Jimmie had let well alone. 
Indeed, if it had been a mere matter of 
choice he would rather have engaged in 
a friendly and jocular conversation of 
this description with his old charwoman •••• 2 
Mr. Megroz selects the phrases "had let 11 and nif it had 
been a mere matter of choicen as typical of James 1 s qualifying 
1. 
a .• 
Megroz, Walter de 1! Mare, PP• 181-183. 
Ibid., p • 182. 
~ 
tenses and phrases. This speculative qualification in style 
is described as peculiar to "a particular mode o:f introspec-
tive story-telling which Henry James may be said to have made 
I 
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his own. n Mr. Megroz•s conclusion seems at least dubious; one 
might, on such a slender basis find many writers who resemble 
Henry James in style. 
However, to support Mr. M6groz•s contention there is the 
word of Mr. de la Mare himself to the effect that in reviewing 
Henry James's books as they came out he never failed.to be in-
fluenced by their style. Yet it is one thing to write a re-
view with one's mind concentrated on James and his style and 
another to carry that influence into creative writirig years 
later. The similarity actually exists in the fact that both 
men approach a subject not directly but obliquely, surround-
ing it with an aura of truth which ultimately makes the sub-
ject more real than a direct approach could possibly attain. 
Since Mr. de la Mare has written an essay on Henry James 
as well as reviews, his own views on James are o:f importance. 
He finds that James's novels and short stories insist on "a 
complex presentation o:f spiritual conflict, that ••• we are one 
1 
and all mortal champions o:f immortal causes. n James was 
equipped to perform this task because he possessed a light 
of genius which illuminates that which is dimly visible to 
everybody. In re:ferring to James's demand :for a cultivation 
of the absolute in taste Mr. de 1a Mare observes that Henry 
James's own taste was ttengrossed in the distinguished appre-
1. 11Henry James," Living Age, CCLXXXIX (1916), 124. 
ciation of' the rarest, the queerest, the secretest, and the 
l 
rinest that earthly existence has to or.rer.n 
Certainly these observations are true or Henry James; 
but they are also true o.f Walter de·la Mare. The theme of 
s~itual conrlict which·recurs in his works is especially 
notable in ~Return. The ability of' genius to illuminate 
what is dimly visible to all is Walter de la Mare's In his 
use of the supernatural this power might be extended to en-
compass the ability to make dimly visible to some what is not 
visible at all to most. As for the cultivation of' the abso-
lute in t·aste,one can scarcely go farther than Walter de la 
Mare in seeking "the rarest, the queerest, the secretest, and 
the finest .that earthly existence 'has to offer." These simi-
larities are very gen~ral ones, but because they are, they 
establish a common basi.s of ide.as and methods which a slight 
similarity in phrasing cannot be said to achieve. 
or Henry James's later style Mr. de la Mare remarks: 
11With some authors such an increasi,ng idiosyncrasy has been 
the flourish of self-emulation. In this case we feel that it 
was only in·order to keep pace with the enlarging forces of 
2 
consciousness it had so completely to express." This view 
rtn. 
is, of course, more intelligent than one which attributes 
James's later style to a phobia of some kind. It is -too easy 
to ignore James 1 s pre-occupation with the novel as a:n art form 
and solemnly declare that he is building a protective fa~ade. 
1. "Henry James," Living Age, CCLXXXIX (1916), 124. 
2. Ibid., P• 123. 
It is more di~ficult to follow the labyrinthine way and reach 
an awareness of what James-could express in no simpler manner. 
Walter de la Mare's style has also been criticised on this 
score. But he, too, is primarily engaged·in exploring the 
realms of consciousness, especially those which are consid-
ered supernatural. when he does so his style is difficult 
in proportion to the tenuousness of his vision. 
In speaking of Henry James's characters Mr. de la Mare · 
finds a ~rame o~ re~erence in James's port·rai t of Rupert 
Brooke in James's preface to Brooke's Letters ~rom America. 
Here Mr. de la Mare has the unique opportunity of comparing 
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. his own personal knowledge o~ Rupert Brooke as a personality 
with that which Henry Jame·s presents. Mr. de la Mare likens 
his response to this "one Henry James original 11 to the experi-
ence of a person in a studio watching the sitter and the artist, 
glancing ~rom one to the other, and then to the portrait itself. 
vVhat Mr. de la Mare ~inds lacking in the portrait of Rupert 
Brooke uis that something o~mystery which is inseparable' from 
l 
any personality. 11 He extends this conclusion on the "one 
Henry James original" to James's other characters: 
However patiently we may pore over his 
portraits, no glimpse of his actual 
original, of his sitter in the raw--
in our "rawrr as it were--is vouchsafed 
us. We may scrutinise his characters 
mainly in the illumination he himsel~ 
gives us.2 . · 
By extending this conclusion to Henry James's characters 
1. 11 Poet and Novelist," Bookman (London), L (1916), 41. 
2. Ibid., P• 40. · · 
as a whole Mr. de la Mare seems to imply that James :failed to· 
convey 11that Something oi' my'Stery which iS inseparable .from 
persona.lityn in all. his characters.· The element concerned is,. 
of' course, dif'i'ieuJ.t to capture.. Henry James, it mu~t be ad-
mitted, exhausts every possible method or grasping the essence·; 
and meaning o:f his characters. When he has :finished his per- j 
trait,. everything that method and technique can do has been 
done. He has said everything that an acute end cogent mind 
can say. One feels that Mr. de la Mare's po:i,.nt is that James 
has not said. what one cannot say~-a contradiction, perhaps, 
but relevant to Mr. de la Mare eonside:t>ing that this feat is 
one which he has constantly endeavored to per:for.m. 
Jrumes turns and twists his illuminatioE until every s~ade 
and line o:f the character is revealed. Wa.J.ter de la. mare, ~oo, 
illuminates his portraits but one never is allowed to·· believe 
that what has been rev·ealed is one halt as important as what 
has not been revealed. He does ~ot stand aside from the ease1 
and disclose the portrait o:f a lady or, like Flaubert, think 
he has exhausted .Madame Bovary. Indeed, it was Madrume Bovary 
Who exhausted Fl.a:ubert. 
Mr. de la Mare regards his portrait as a raint shadow of 
what the character really is. Even the intricate pattern o:f 
-
ch~acterization which is Miss M. finally eludes us. Her dis-
appearance implies that althottgh we have glimpsed· her f'or a 
while we never can really know her. What we do know is a 
sense of the ttguessad atn and "u1timately unknowablen element 
that is personality. She is not a squeezed orange at the end 
of the book, she is more elusive than eve~. 
· ~is distinction in characterization between James and 
Walter de la Mare is an important one. With Henry James, 
consciousness is the thing. If one has all the pieces they 
make a complete whole and the re~elation of character is com~ 
plate. It is, however, not so simple to get all the pieces 
and also l?e intelligent enough to see their meaning~ But 
thel"e is nothing left to chance • nothing :for J"a.mes to explain; 
the story explains itself if one is sUfficiently alert to his 
method. 
ln Walter de la Mare's work one finds almost the opposite 
effect. The mystery of -persanali~y is left in~iolate; he does 
not present Miss NI.. as an extremely complex. being who is never ... 
theless quite lucid to an extremely complex mind. Miss·M. re~ 
tains.an elusiveness whieh suggests the mrstery of the self 
or' the soul. Isabel Archer suggests a comp~ex personality 
(although not one of James's most intricate) but one· which 
does not finally elude the reader. 
Such a presentation of character as Walter de la. Mare 
gives us may be Considered by some erities as technically 
less satisfactory than those of Henry James. on many le~els, 
espeeially realism, this would be a defect. But to Walter de 
la. Mare character is not something which oa.n be summed up' and 
formulated. To him the ttr.ost ~elevant part or a character is 
its essence, its soul. To express this is to attempt the'im-
possible. It can only be suggested, implied, ref'lec·ted tipon--
to show what is not visibly there rather than to illuminate 
what is. 
' 
Mr. de la Mare dirrers sharply with Henry James on a~ 
nether point. He objects strongly to JSlnes•s rtwarlng away 
Hardy r s incomp.ara.ble divination and insight into nature and. 
into 1 common' ••• h'llll:l.an. nature with a. so:r?t of 'high life • wai't 
l 
o:r the hand. n Mr. de la Ma:J?e • s S'1XI1Pathy and pity for mere 
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vuJ.gar huma.ni ty is a olose bond between him and Thontas. Hard7. 
Gontinuing with his criticism of James Mr. de la Mare remarks: 
"It •s. dif.fioult to say how much genius there was in him in pro-
po;r-t1on to :his overwhelming talent; but the genius hasn't the 
2 
faintest link with that sov-ereign el.ement 1 the folk• •• " 
Poet of the dre~ though he be 1 Walter de la Mare has a 
st!:'o:ttg link with the folk.. It is found in his interest in .folk 
ballads, in his mdnor characters, and especially in Mr. Anon. 
This. almost curious relationship is symbolized in the subtle, 
insubstantial, .finally elusive personality of Miss M. and the 
gross, even ugly, but nevertheless poetic natur.e of Mr. Anon. 
Somewhere between these two char:>acters lie the subtly· psycho-
logical. and intellectu.ally brilliant creations 9:f' B:an:t7 James. 
liJir. Megroz believ-es that trout of the Deep n is eomparabJ,:.e 
to "The Turn o.f the Screwn only in styl-e. To support this 
statement he asserts that the Uappa:rti t:tons beheld by .Jimmie 
are oreated in his .febrile imaginationn while rrthe gove:roness 
in nThe Turn or the Screw" :f'ights ••• the actual presence of' two 
. 3 
evil personalities w.b.o have died in the .flesh ••• n In one sense 
these two stories present the di.f:f'erenee in attitude towards 
1. Letter to Edward Wagenknecht, January 24, 1949. 
2. Lac. c.i t. 
3· Me~oz:-~ Novelist-Poets 2£ Toda~, PP• 53-54. 
ch~acter, even if' the~ are supernatural ones, between James 
and Walter de la Mare. 
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Peter Quint and Miss Jessel (unless one chooses to ig-
nore James's preface) are real ghosts, or, as he later called· 
them imps and demons. T.he essential terror lies in!the evil 
which these predatory creatures evoke. They are perceived, 
as is the case in many o:f James t.s non-supernatural· writings·, 
by a select number of other chavacters who are more · pereep..;; 
titre than the rest: the children and the governess~ At · 
.first there is a dim. awareness of' what these spectr&s·repS:oe-
sent, but gradually the governess (and the reader) becomes 
more and more cortscious of' their tr1.1e signi.f'icanee. The· bon-
elusion, if tragic, is satisfying and complete. We know all . 
we need to know about Miss Jessel and Peter Quint. · 
nout of the Deepn presents a series· d.f'- spectres which ap• 
pea.r to Jimn:de as he awSi ts death. The. :f'irst is a young fnen-
who. vaguely resembles himself'; the second_. a 1i ttle girl; and 
the third, a monstrosity. Jimmie himself has summoned them 
by pulling the bell-eor.d.. In each .case the speetre 'has .. a.-: re-
lation to his state of mind be.fo~e doing so. The simplest ex-
planation is that they are merely hallucinations ¢1' a fevered 
mind. A natural explanation is possible in most of Walter de 
la Mare's supernatural stories. He leaves· the doo~ slightly 
qpen for such explanation: 
It might be agreed, however, that in a 
ghost story the istbmus-··the brig o t 
dread--from any prete:r;-natural to a. natu• 
1 ral explanation should be of the·very 
narrowest. The evidence on the one 
side and on the other is softly falling 
like imperceptible dust into the scale 
pans. But r~ally; surely~ that on the 
preternatural side should waver gently 
dow.nwards.l 
In uout of' the Deep n the scales waver surely downwards 
towards the pJ:>eternatur.a.l. The realism o:f.'·the apparitions 
overwhe1ms any scruples of the rea~er. But none o:f.' them is 
a ghost in the sense that Peter Quint is; that is, they can-
not be identified with once living persons. It is rlot merel7 
a question of time be.t'ore the author reveals,who they are and 
why they have come to haunt Jimmie. The reader is never quite 
sure, indeed, who they are or what thei~·purpose is~· There is 
o~y the suggestion that these creatures have a separate exist-
en()e apart from Jinnttiell that he has somehow reached· a stage of' 
00 nsciousness which has enabl·ed him to cal.l them up .from. '1'out 
of the deep. n 
The little girl, especially, is neither terrible nor awe-
some: 
She meant no ill; she was a demure far-
away hamless-looking creature. Ages 
ago ••• on the other han~ he wished they 
would leave him alone. 
The suggestion is made that the little girl is real enough, 
but real in another realm of being: "She· was looking into 
. 3 
him; and as if' he occupied time rather than space.u In sp:tte 
of her harmlessness, the little girl makes'· Jimmie uneasy. At 
thi·~ point, nout of the D~ep" hasrsome resemblance to James's 
i 
Walter de la. Mare, Introduction to~ez .walk A~ain,,. p. 
nout of the Deep, n ~ Riddle, p. 3. · : 
~., p. 244. 
17. 
~Sense o:f the ~· In James 'a novel, the protagonist, 
Ralph Pendrel, is transposed into the past, yet he retains 
his own consciousness~·m&king h~ a person possessed of a 
double consciousness. Such a personj James felt, would cre-
ate an eerie impression on the other eharacters in the book: 
What appealed to me as of an intensely 
effective note .. or the supernatural and 
sinister kind was this secr&t within the 
hero•s breast ••• ot his abnormal nature and 
of' the eff'ect on others that a dim, vague, 
attached, and tet rather dreadful and dis-
tressf'ul sense of it produeed.on th~.l 
-
The little girl, how eve!' .~har.ml.ess, has a similar e.ff'ect on 
Jimmie in 110ut of the Deep. n She may have been real, but in 
time rather than space. 
Walte:t- de la Mare 1s ghosts in "Out of the Deeptt are not 
1.88. 
so objeet~ve as Peter Quint and Miss Jessel, not because Walter 
de la Ma~e does not use the supernatural being as a symbol or 
objective evil, but because he usually does not posit an un-
known quantity, ghostly 0~ otherwise, and proceed to solve 
his supernatural equation. In not ~xpl.aining the ghost Mr. 
de la Mare implies that such would be the ca.se in reality-. 
It is left a mystery because he is not inte~ested in trying 
to explain the wonder and mystery or the supernatural; he' is 
content with presenting it in a conspiracy of. suggestions. 
It is not the business ot the writer to explain but rather 
to heighten the supernatural in lit&rature. 
~owever$ there is at least one story by Walter de la Mare 
in which the supernatural being is similar to Henry James 1 s 
1. ~ Notebooks !!f. Henry . James, p. 364. 
Miss Jessel. The spectre in 11T'he Gre-en Roomn has a ~:tving 
pas:t; .and her purpose. like lVliss J'essel •s is one of o'\Jsoene 
evil. nThe Green Room.tt is more like nThe TUl:'n ot the Screwn 
than is nou.t o:f the Deep. n 
ttseaton•s Au,nt,n perhaps Mr. de la Mare's best known' 
stocy of the supernatural. ha.s been compared to James ts 
The Sacred Fount: 
- .-..:..;....;.;;;...~ 
Though in a different setting and d1:ffer-
ently treated it is the s~e theme that 
Henry James worked out with such prodigious 
intricacy in ·The S.acred Fount. There it is 
merely a psychological problem ~d an arid 
one; it wants the supernatural. element~ the 
turn of the sor.ew that makes nseaton's Aunt" 
so ef:fective.l · · 
It is somewhat surprising that James did not treat The Sacred 
-----
Fount. on a supernatural level. The basic theme is one of 
vampi:r-:tsm. When Ja.rrJ.es 1 s narrator. an ex:tremely perceptive 
individual. notes the youthfulness of Mrs. Brissenden and the 
eo~respond.ing aging or her young husband he .feels he has I 
stum.'bl.ed upon a psychological law which was responsible fox-
the e.b.ange~ 
I was on the scent ...... tbat I.was sure of'; 
and yet even after I was sure I should 
still have been at a loss to put my enig-
ma itself into words. l was just con-
scious, vaguely, of being on the track 
of a law, a. law. that would .fit, that 
wo~d strike me as governing the deli-
cat~ phenomenon •••• 2 
The sacred Fount once more presents a situation in which 
-- ..... ~~ 
the~e is one person intensely aware of' ~. evil of which others 
1.. Spectator;, C:XXX (1923). 930. 
2. ~ Sacred Fount, P• 23·· 
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are unconscious. By using this cha~acter as narrator, and by 
showing the play- of' his mind, J'ames makes the reader f'uJ.ly 
aware ~f' it also. Subtle arid involved reasoning is used; in• 
tensely penetrating lights are .focused on the proper cha.rac-. 
ter at the right moment ..... and if' the reader is none qf' those 
. people on whom nothing is lost, n he becomes as persp;i.caciQus 
as the narrator. What was f'or.merly present but ignored is 
now brought into the raa1m of' consciousness. 
nsea.ton 1s Aunt" is technically less complex1 .l.ess st:toained 
in its virtuosity than ~ !acre9- F'ount. But the theme of' VB.l'l1 ... 
pirism is approached, not on a psyehological level but a super-
DB. tural one. Miss Seaton is not uneonseiously prot'iting by a 
peculiar psychological law, she is systematicallY" and demon-
ieal.l-y e~loiting her nephew, f'eed.i;og upon his very spirit. 
There is no detective hunt, no accumulation of psychological 
pare~ptions "Whi.ah .finally unmask her as in ~ Sacred Fount. 
She is an enigma who remains a mystery not only to the nar-
rato~ but to the Eeader· as well. 
Nevertheless t Miss Seaton is revealed to a certain ex-
tent as a person who is in league with powers of evil. Dbrothy 
Sca.J:>borough remarks: nwe have no ••• charaeter in recent litera-
ture that can compare with Marlowe t s Dr. Faustus ol' Goethe is 
l 
Mephistopheles ••• " Miss Scarbol"oUgh made this statement be-
f'ore 11 Seaton 1 s Aunttt was published in book f'ol'Ill. or $he might 
well have made an exception in the ease of' Miss Seaton. The 
l. ~ S,upernatural ,!8 Modern Engli,sh Fiction, p. !43. 
latter's brief moment of Faustian despair When she plays 
the hymn "A Few More Years Shall Rollu is comparable to 
Dr. Faustus's cry: 
l Q lente~ lente, currite noctis equiJ 
In each utter~ce there is a profound irony. Miss Seaton 
uses a hymn. to express the despair of' the damned while Dr. 
Faustus employs the Lament of lovers in Ovidts Amores. 
Seaton 1s Aunt is like Faustus, too, itt the sense that 
she is rua essentially dramatic character presented with a 
poetic imagination which dwarf's Mrs. Brissenden. The latter 
approaches Seaton's Aunt only in her last defiant scene in 
~ Sacred Fount when she becomes a conscious egoist. But 
even then she is a world away trom the diabolism of'-Miss,Sea-
ton. The two move in dif'f'e:roent spheres; one. psycho1ogical, 
the other supernatural. 
The point of' view in both stories is similar. :Each is 
nS.rrated in the f'irst person by a·charaeter within the story; 
everything is seen through his consciousness alone.' But 'the 
consciousness of James's narrator is much more acute and vi~­
tua1ly controls the action. In·rrseaton 1s Aunt" the·narrator 
controls nothing; he merely observes. The first represents 
a ·consciousness almost superior to the situation presented. 
Indeed~ the situation in~ Sacred Fount·may be said to have 
an ~istence only because it is pereeived; the plot is con-
earned with the narrator's ef'.forta to prove his perception 
correct.. In nseaton's' Aunttt the narrator is less powerful. 
1. Christopher Mar1owe, The ~agical Historz ~ ~· Faustus, 
l. J.lj.85. 
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Vllba t he sees anyone might have seen. He has no power in in-' 
fluencing the f~ow of events. They are beyond bim.as they 
are beyond Seaton himself'. 
Despite the f'aat that Mrs. Brissenden is not allied with 
occult powers, she never achieves the reality of character 
which OOiss Seaton, the half-ghost possesses. We never see 
iri Mrs. Brissenden what Walter de la Mare would call the 
sitter-in ... the ... ra.w, that "el.usive, ul.timately unknowable ele-
ment" called personality. Mrs. B~issenden, upon whom int~i­
eate technique and prodigious perception is lavished, never 
attains the intensity as a symbol ¢f' evil which Seaton's 
' 
Aunt purvays. Miss Seatbn does not exist in a series of' 
exquisite perceptions. Everything she· says and does re-
veals ~er. · ~ each of' the three major scenes she becomes 
more intense,. the action more taut. nseaton's Aunttt could 
be made into a powerful play ~thout too much difficulty. 
In ttsaaton's Aunt" the theme of The Sacred Fount is ex-
plored to its utmost. It is presented with a drrumatie in-
tensity and a poetic vision that make the impaot of the sto:J;-y 
powerful. The Sacred Fount relies to a certain degree upon --~..;;....;....~;;...:;;..=.;;.. 
an element of' suspense to sustain the reader's interest. The 
thame of' vampirism is secondary to an attempt to detect the 
vampire or vietim1 and then to an exposure of the situation 
to Mrs. Brissenden. James is more concerned with the effect 
of the psychological ttlawn his na.rrato:tl has discovered, than 
wit;h the law itself'. When a series of intellectually brilliant 
conversations leading to Mrs. Brissenden•s awareness of' her 
propensities are ended, James is no longer interested. 
~e app:r-oach to the theme is~ on the part of James,· a 
psychological one, its treatment is intellectual, and its 
; ' 
denouement is one of revelation of fact. Walter de.la M~re's 
approach is a supernatural one·1 its treatment is imaginative, 
its denouement is a revelation o:r absolute evil. He l}.as·in-
tensi:Cied the cold egoism of M:t>s. Brissenden to the nth,-degree; 
he bas begun whe:r:-e James left off'; he has embodied in ~Seaton t s 
Aunt u wha.t is 'only hinted at in ~ S!;3,cred Fount. Yet, he has 
created in Miss ·seaton the sitter-in-the-raw who retains her 
mystery • 
.Mrs. Brissenden escapes in the end from Jamests:intellec-
tual sphere.- She does so in a way that ~~ss Seaton(does not 
I 
elude Walter de la Mare. James seems to acknowledge this sense 
of failure in the final words of 'fll:2 SaeiJed Fount: "· •• it 
wa.sn•t really that I hadn't three tim$s her nte'thod. What I 1 -
too :f:atally lacked was her tone.tt 
Henry .:tames also used the theme of vampirism in nEurope. 11 
Much shorter than The Sacred Fount, ttEuropeu is closer to 
--- ..,;.....;.--- ;.;..,;;..__...,.._ 
ttseaton' s Auntu in its impact. The old mother who dominates 
and paralyzes the lives o£ her children seems to have an ef• 
fect on the reader which lies hal~ way between that.of Mrs. 
Brissenden and that of Seaton's Aunt. The mother uses every 
means short or the diabolical to stifle her children's eXist• 
enee. 'There is ·a kind of' mockery typiqal of Miss Seaton in 
' her constant talk o:r her children's going to Europe and he:IJ 
determination that they will never actually go. 
1. The Sacred Fount, P• 319. 
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Clifton Fadiman describes the meaning of the story~ on 
one level, as James •s comment on the fflif'e-detl.'$ing power of' 
. 1 . 
American Puritanism. n To try to capture nseaton•s Aunt" in 
-/-r• 
such a phrase as that would seem almost puerile. Miss Seatcn 
is the personirication of a malignant power which has 'little to 
, do with Puritanism or any time or placth Here one ·f'ind.s the 
es·sent:Lal dif''i'erence between the use James makes ot the theme 
and Walter de la Mare's supe:ronatural uae of it. Mrs. Brissenden 
can be termed a psychological vampire; the mother in "Europett 
can repre.sent a kind of emotional intolerance; but Seaton •s 
Aunt can only be termed a port~ait of evil in Wbioh we see the 
sitter-in-the-raw. 
A compari~on may also be made.between Walter de la Mare 1 s· 
"The Pionictt and J.e.mes 1 s nTheodolinde." In each there is a be-
loved figure w:l th ~ beautiful smile who turns out to be· quite 
different from the reader's expectation~. 
11Th.eodolinde" has the point of view of the .first pe:t>son; 
ttThe Picnicn is told in the thi:r'd person. "The Pieniett plays 
upon the retrospeeti ve consciousness o.f . Miss Cul:'tis ~ rn·· n~~-Q­
dolinden the climax discloses that the beloved obje.ot is-·not 
a woman as the reader had supposed, but a beautifUl mannequin. 
Miss CUrtis's beloved object is a man, but his smile is. as 
m~aningless as the manneqUin's; he is blind and does not even 
know she exists. 
"Theodolindett is a cle'V'er story whose impact depends on 
the faet that the narrator believes his .friend. is talking about 
1. ~ Short Stories o:f Henry JaJlles, p • .383. 
a vtoman while in reality he is ~f'erring to a mannequin. This 
illusion is supported by the a~tual presence of a beautiful wo• 
man whom the narrator has seen. The deception is sustained by 
a s~ries of events and conversations in which James throws his 
perceptive illuminations on nTheodolinde. tf It is," in a· sans~, 
a travesty of his usual nethod--for in the end, when one sees 
nT.heodolinde 11 .face to face, she is not a real woman·but a dummy. 
The person retleeted in the mind or the narrator has no exist-
ence at all. Wh~ one comes to the &itter-in-the-raw she does 
not eXist. One must,. however, point out that "Theodolinde~t is 
a light and technically adroit manipulation o:t' James's more 
serious approach. 
uTh.e Pi~ie, 11 on the o.ther hand, is a serious story'of a 
woman who .feJ.ls. in love rl th a. man, unaware o:t' the :f'aot that 
he is blind. The theme is basically the same as 11Th:eodolinde,n 
but we see Miss Cu.l'-tis • s beloved in a haz·e of retrospection 
rathe:t> than in conversations end personal glimpses. Yet 
when Miss Curtis r s delusion is. unmasked, the man is.' there, 
the sitter-in-the-raw. He has no~ been so artrully perc~ived 
as ttTheodolinde, tt but we are more sure of hint .. 
Percy Lubbock remarks: ttNot to walk straight up to the 
fa.ot and put it into phrases but to s.urX>ound the .fact~ and so 
detach it tnviolate--sueh is Henry James's manner of dramatis-
. l 
ing it. lf The 1m th6d Percy Lubbook describes. is one which 
Wa~ter de la ~are uses with tnordinate skill. His prose is 
oblique;·he rarely walks straight up to the .fact. This may 
~ Cra.ft 2!, -.F=ic_t ...... i....,a ..... n, p. 177. 
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be because he is not interested in :t'a.cts.e.s such, but in the 
truth which·surrounds the tact. It is the aura of truth which~ 
to his mind, every object and person possesses that he attempts 
to convey. If it is necessary to use the supernatu:r-~1 to con ... 
vey this impression he does so. To him it is a mere m&tte~ 
o£ phrasing as to whether one calls the result the supernatural 
or the truth. 
!filer a is no use of the supevna.tural in nThe Picnic, n but 
one reels that Mr. de la Mare would have used it if' 'he· had 
felt it necessary to convey the truth involved. After the 
fact is surrounded by truth we see .a real :figure, and a real 
meaning to the story. Love is, 4-n~~ed, b~ind for Miss.Curti.s. 
There is irony and pathos in the sy.m.bolism invol'9'ed. · 
"Theodolinde, tt on the other hand, has irony in .that what 
was supposed to be a beautiful living woman turns out to be a 
dummy. But there is no pathos and ulti:m.ately no truth because 
the .reader has merely been deceived, not as Miss CUrtis was de-
cei V'_ed, 'but through a a level:' manipulation o:f events and speeches. 
In trTheodolinden this i.s done purpose~y, but the .final revela-
tion is one which supports Mr. de la Mare's contention that we 
see characters only in the light that. Henry James wants tis to 
see them, that the elusive element of personality is absent. 
Henry James, more than anr other writer who preceded ~' 
made a eonsc.ious point of view and consc;i.ousness itself'< an 
important i'eature of his art. Not to move sedately-ami:d·pJ.ati-
tudes and VUlgarities was his principal aim. To ·be :one of' the 
npereeiverstt was to achieve the highest good. He :felt nit was 
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the business of: the artist to carry the field o:f conscious ... 
1 
ness further and rurther." His distinction between the 
real and the ~omantic throws some light not only on his at-
titude towards reality but it also suppo~ts the complexity 
of his l~ter style; 
The real represents to nty perception the 
things we cannot .possibly !!2! know, sooner 
or later in one way or another •••• The 
Romantic stands, on the other hand, for 
the things that with all the facilities 
in the world; all the wealth and all. the 
courage and all the wit and all the adven-
ture, we never can directly know; the things 
that can reach ~only through the beautiful 
circuit s.nd2 subterf'uge of· our thought and our desire. 
There is a parallel in James 1 s def'ini tion of' the dif':fer• 
anoe between the real and the romantic and Walter de la Mare's 
distinction between the poetic imagination which finds its 
source in boyhood and that which relies~cm. ehildhood. The· 
qualities of' wit, ~ourage, and adventure are those of' the 
boy; the 11bea:u.ti.ful circuit ••• a:r our thought and our desirelf 
are move akin to the i:rna.g:tnati V'e child. It was this·· nbeauti-
.fu;l circuit" of' thought which Jam.ea mo.st wanted and best· ex-
p~essed in his major works. 
He seems to ignore several phases o.f consciousness which 
Walter de la Mare has specifically stressed in.his writings. 
There is nQ ln$n.tion o:f thet dream as a souroe o:f inspiration~ 
nor o.f childhood, nor. of a:ny o:f those states of' mind bo~der­
ing on the .fringes o.f consciousness in which the inward eye 
'v 
'\ 
1. 
2. 
Andreas Osborn, Henrz James antl ~ E;Pan~ina Horizons p. 2. 
~oted by Reid, Walter de la Mare, p. 209. . 
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watches what the conscious. mind does not see. Yet James may 
imply< all these things j.n nthe bea.utif'ul circuit and subter-
fuge ·o:r our thought and our desire. 11 His use of the word 
usubterfugen -is perhaps unf'ortunate. He may h-ave been inwly-
irig that u,nconsc;i.ous thoughts reach the conscious mind in d:ts-
gri.ises which :mask their real meaning, but to many minds the use 
of the word ~s taken literally to describe bis later style. 
I:r, as James believes, it is the business of' the artist 
to carry the field of consciousness further and further, 'then 
Walter de la Mare ma:y be said to have achieved this· very thing 
in the use of the supernatural with an artistic sincerity oom-
para'bl.e to Poe and Hawthorne. He is one of a. small.' group ·of 
writers in the twentieth cent~ry who have consistently uti-· 
lized unconscious border-line mental states to depict the 
supernatural. He may be said to be the only writer.who has, 
. 
without recourse to Freud, treated those areas of the mind 
wfth the same seriousness. with which James treated the psycho .. 
logics.~ percep-tions of the mind.. He is like James," too; ·in 
that he has lavished on the story a:t.' the supernattiral the same 
artistic integrity which James considersd· fl tti~g for the novel 
form. I.f :ames has forced us to take the novel seriously, has 
insisted on its stature as .an art form,. then one ~at ackno'Wtl.-
edge that Walter.de la Mare has_ i'oreed us to take the super-
natural in fiction seriousl~· Ee has endowed such fiction 
with a stature which it had gradually lost in the nineteenth 
centu.ry. After Poe and· Hawthorne the::f*e is no great wr-iter 
who consistently presented the occult or the supernatural with 
the art and sincerity of Walte~ de la Mare •. This is not to 
say that great stories of the supernatural were not written 
any more than it would be to .say that great novels were not 
written before and after He~ James. It is to say that none 
of the stories written achieved .fo:r the supernatura1' in litera-
tUre the stature that Walter de J.a Mare has given :tt~ 
J .Renr:r James :t'el.t that the novel must take itseli' serious-
ly if one eXpe1.1ted the public to do so: nit is still eicpected, 
though sante people are ashamed to say it, that a production 
wliich is .af'ter all only a 'ma.ke-believe 1 ••• shall be.in some 
l 
degree apologetic •••• u This apologetic attitude tbwards the 
novel which J~es noted became aLmost obsequious in'reterenoe 
tel the supernatural story. Walter de la Mare notes '·in his pre-
.face to They~ A,gain that it is almost customary tor the au-
thor <Oto exp~ain ~d apologize. EVen M.R. James .falls to this 
level. in the preface to ! ~· Ghost ~ -.O...;;;th.-.;;;;ar:;...;s.: 
However, the tales make no pretense but 
to amuse, and ••• perhaps ••• s~eone 1 s 
Christmas may be cheerfuller :tor a story-
book.2 · . 
Mr. de la Mare is not disparaging M.R. James, but merely point-
ing out the peculiar meaning which the latter attributed to 
the word ttamuse.n Yet one can no more envision Walter de la 
Mare apologizing :t:or nout of the Deeptt than one can find Henry 
James hoping that ~ Wings £t ~ Dove may while away the 
reader's time. 
·-~ In a similar manner, Wa.l ter de la Mare does not avoi'd a 
1. Henry J~es, The ~at Fietion and oth~r Essals ]z 
~James,~, . · i'liez Wa.lk Again, p • l.O. 2 •. 
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serious approach tQ the supernatural by cloaking it in Freud-
ian psyehologsr. He uses, on the whoJ.e, the same areas of' con-
sciousness that Freud explored: the unconscious, the dream, 
and childhood. But he finds in them elements which nourish 
tl::ie imagination and personality rather than a system which 
e-Xplains them almost to a point o:r mere mechanisms.~- ·This is 
a 'dichotomy which cannot be bridged., 
Henry James was .saved from any conflict with the influ-
ence of Freud by the faot that he wrote too early to be influ-
enced by him. He has not on that account, however,·· escaped 
Freudian. analysis.. The glibness .with which Henry James is 
uexplainedn is infinitely less acute than some of' his own 
minor perceptions o:r human nature. Walter de la Mare,: ba-
cause he eschews the Freudian view, is even more vulnerable 
to its criticisms. But he prefers to rely on his own thoughts~ 
feelings, and sensations and to e~ress them without benefit 
of Freud. This is what should be the aim of a:ny gr9:at artist: 
to p;t>esent his own vision of lif'e, not that of' someone else. 
One of the methods by which he has made the seriousness 
or hi.s a tti. tude evident is. the scrupulous care with ·whit.lh he 
constructs his fiction. The dream, for example, is ~tte as-
pect by which the supernatural may be presented. To him the 
dream as an. area or consciousness represents a very real warJ.d 
which he would no mo~e think or ~nterrupting than Henry-James 
would interrupt the flow o:r his narrative with a personal com-
ment. The child's view of the world is also depleted without 
any qualifieations. Mre de la Mara is as serious as Wordsworth 
GV..l.• 
in his conviction that the chi'ld 's .'Vi'ew is m.ore intuitive and 
:ntore J:>eal than the adult's. The ~~etio im.a.gination utilizing 
the ~ea!ll and the child 1s view are two important means by 
which Mr. de l.a Mare conveys the supernatural. 
It is no whim that he ehooses so often to 
show us his story through the eyes of a 
ehild or a childish grown-up person. Living 
so largely in ~magination as they do, such · 
people are less likely, than are the mature·. 
and active, to be eheated into thinking that 
the material world is the only reality. They 
stand, as it were, in th~ no man's land be-
. tween matter and ~irit. - · 
nThe Almond Tl?ee" iS not only an excellent e.xart1ple of' the 
child's view but more speei.t'ically ot: the ttpoint of -viewrt stres-
sed by Percy Lubbock in~ Qpa.t't ~~.Fiction. The reader sees 
not only what the boy sees, but also the ~lay o.f his mind as 
he apprehends events. Thus one comprehends a_ mol:>'e complex mean ... _ 
ing than the. child. Forrest Reid compares 'iTh.e Almond Tree1t to 
~ Maisie Knew. As in ~ Maisie Knew the suo jeet ~ trwhat 
Maisie knew:,u so in nThe Almond Tree" the subject is what the 
. 2 
. child knew. 
The technical use of' the ttpoint of viewu in n.Al1 Ideal 
~at:tsmann is a little more co:mp~ex. "An Ideal Craftsman11 is 
rel.ated in the third person, but through the Il'J.ind of the boy .. 
Thus one sees the action through him and yet one is able to 
see him objectively, to see hi$ mind as the impressions :and 
images pass twougJl it. The technique is similar to Henry 
James's use ot: St~ather in The Ambassadors. -=··===~ 
l. Lord David Ceoi1, Tribute to Walter lie la Mare, p. 68. 
2. Reid.;; Walter. de]& M&re, p-;-71. ---
. t::..VL:.• 
Memoirs Q!.!! Midget is written in the .first person. ihe 
title and conception of the book forbids .an:r other kind of 
treatment. Indeed, such an approach is more daring and more 
technically difficult than any other. on one level we see re-
ality through the eyes of a human being, who, 11ke the child, 
sees a different view from the average adult. On another level 
we see it from a mind endowed with Mr. de la Maret s own po.etio 
genius. Finally we glimpse a meaning of experience whicli Henry 
James. describes as 11 the power to guess the unseen from the seen, 
td trace the implication of things, to judge the piece by the 
1 
pattern •••• n 
Memoirs ~ .! IVfidget seams to e:mphasize .the .fact· of human 
isolation: uwe may work or play away most of. our lives evad-
ing this realization7 but in the end we shall .... know thai5 as 
2 
md:r-tals we are alone." . Mr. de la Mare is :frankJ.y subjective 
at times. Yet experience, if' it is a dream, is a drham with 
a:'meaning. In Memo.irs o:t' ~ Midget, the subjective view does 
ndt in the end preclude the supernatural. Miss M. is "eS.lled 
away., 11 E:gperience does not become a dream ended by'death. 
Walter de J.a Mare "is mu.ch concerned with d..eath but·never as 
3 
a fine.li ty, alwa:y-s a.s a gateway to sn.other existence • n · ' 
Walter de la Mare avoids the materialistic .. and· the t:'reud-
ian view and turns to the supernatural, yet he does not em.br~ee 
a religious view in the orthodox manner. His view is one which 
attempts to grasp in the here and now a samblance or reality 
~ Art .9.!. Fiction and Other Essa:ys. £z Henry James, P• 11. 
Walter de la Mare, Desert Islands, p. 17. · 
Lord Da.V'id Cecil, Tribute to Walter de. la Mare, p. 66 • ..;;;..,;..~.;..;.,;ioo.;. - --- ........... --"'- . 
which he pers9nally feels to be true. He uses the supernatural 
in literature to conve~ this truth as he sees it. His view is 
not s~ much that of two worlds as one--in which the ttnatural n 
progresses gradually and. almost imperceptibly into the "super-
nS,tural..n 
'
1 In the technical. use of' th~ trpoint of viewn in :rietion 
Walter de la Mare is as adept as was Henry James. His·· point 
o:f view, in the larger sense, goes beyond James 1s, uto gu:ess 
the tmseen .from the seen,. to trace the implication o:f things ••• " 
In this respect he has outdistanced the lesson of the-master. 
He has a point of view which the apologize~s .for the super-
~tural in literature could only guess at~-that o:f the poetic 
il:rlagination. 
Walter de la Maret s 'f>oint of' viewtt towards th~. use Of 
tlie, supernatural in literature is one which not only .. treats 
the supernatural seriously but with an artistic discipl~e 
comparable only to James's "point ot' view» towards the novel •. 
VI. PEaSONS AND PLACES 
A. Atmosphere and Setting 
Since the days of' Mrs. Radeli:ffe~ atmosphere has been 
th~ all-~portant :factor in the tale o:f the supernatura1~ 
nf'or the criterion of' authenticity is not the dovetailing of' 
. 1 
a plot but the erea.t~on o:f a given sensation. n In one sense 
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it is finally the author's genius which creates a credible 
st~-pernatural atmosphere~ the intensity of his vision o:r· the 
otherworld. Mere descriptions o:f haunted houses and weird 
landscape ·will not su:ffiee. It is the atmosphere or aura 
with which a w~iter envelopes the house or the landscape which 
is most important. Walter de la Mare secures an eff'eet of' 
wonder or horror not only from his esote!lie settings, but a1-
sd from the most commo~plaee objects. Chesterton emphasi:zes 
this unusual faculty when he remarks: 
We might say-••• that. Stevenson and Barrie could 
produce grisly buccaneers dripping with gore 
without frightening the children; whereas de 
la Mare could produce polla.rded willows or 
whi tewa.shed barns with an imminent risk of 
:frightening the children and even the grown-
up people.2 
Mr. de la. Mare's settings are derived mainly f~om nature~ 
Victorian England., and the realms .of myth and :fantasy. He em ... 
ploys houses, churches, graveyards, the stars, and other natur-
al objects and places as vehicles for the une~rthly. Since he 
relies on the imagination of childhood :for much of his inspira-
tion, Victorian settings reeur in his novels and shOrt stories. 
l. tovecrart, Supernatural Horror ~ Literatur$, p. 16. 
2. nwalter de la Mare," Fortnig'g.tlz Review, CXXXVIII {1932), 52. 
The old massive Vic~ox-ian ·mansi!on appears agail'l and ' 
I 
again. H&re the Gothic c:astl~ as a supernatwal property 
is transror.med into the orten gloomy Victorian house filled 
with ponderous rurnitu~, memories, and sometimes ghosts. 
The Victorian house appears in ffSeatqnts Aunt," rtout or the 
Deep," "The House, n and. even :tn the realistic Memoirs ·of·· a 
' --
Midget. It is te~ed Victorian mere~y because its superfi-
cial structure resembles that style or architecture; But the 
house itself' has an atmosphere that is timeless. In uTh$ 
R:tddlen and nThe House 11 its real mea.rting is suggested but 
never defined. Like "Thra.en in the ·preface to ~'Hither, 
it sugge$tS the earth itself. It co~tains symbols of the 
past and present~~a huge receptacle 0~ all that is involved 
in lif'e and death. Unlike the Gothic! castle it is :riot merely 
' 
I • 1 a·· setting :for secret passages, weird ~o~ses~ and .horr ble 
spectres, but suggests and sometimes emanates all the in§ub-
' 
stantial elements of' existence itself'. 
Because the house is potentially a vast reservoi~ of 
life .and experience Ml;>. de la Mare uses it· as one of' his·· 
mdst convineing baak~ounds f'or the evocation ot the preter-
natural. The somewhat a.!"ti.ficial sense of' stability which 
the typical Victorian mansion usual+y symbolizes is trans~ 
.formed into a shadowy and insubstantial representation o.f 
itself. This tFans.f'ormation on'a super.ficial level attains 
arl admirable contrast between the stolidity of the hou.se and. 
insubstantial a~a which permeates it, between material facts 
and the intangible truth behind them. This is characteristic 
of his use of' background to strengthen "the conviction ••• 
that nature itself' ~esembles a veil over some rurther re-
206. 
ali ty o:r which the imagination in its visionary moments seems 
l 
to achieve a more direct evidence.n 
The house is not onl-y something more than a framework or 
wood gnd stone with an air of the ineffable, it occasion~lly 
assumes an importance almost equal to that of a living char-
acter. Montague S'Ul'Jlnle;r-s has declared tha:t; the Gothic Castle 
2 
is the real protagonist in many of' the Gothic novels. ·In 
MJ:I. de la Mare's use of the Victorian house that conc-ept·:· 
beioomes more universal in its .nte~ing. · 
Occasionally the scene inc~udes the suburban locale in 
which the house is located. In such eases, when the super-
natural element enters the suburbgn environment; there is a 
striking eontrast between the baokgrQund of materialistic un-
awareness and the spiritual aura which begins to envelope it. 
Yet the Victorian suburb is merely an extension or the house. 
Even in a mod elm suburban area such as the. dom~stic' scene in 
ttThe Nap,n one finds the k1tonen .of Mr. Thripp, so realistic 
on the surface, loaded with tones of mysticism. 
While the Victorian setting :rorms an unusual c6ntrast to 
Mr. de la Mare's supernatural atmosphere it is. e.ctua.ll.y not 
essential to it. Beeause the Victorian setting 'Was part of' 
Mr. de la Mare's childh.ood .e.xp eri enee and because h~ believes 
that literature should reflect a writerts first-hand experience 
1. Behold, This DreamerS, p. 27. 
2. ~ Gothic Qp.est, pp. 191 ... 192. 
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he ha.s used it with striking ef.feet. But since his view o.f 
life is so interwoven with the sense 61" an imaginative truth 
which lies behind appearances, any setting whl.ch had been 
part o.f his childhood experience would b.aV'e served his pu:tt-
pdse just as we~. 
Another kind of edifice beside$ the house Whicil.:·he·-ttses 
af:i a setting :for supernatural manifestations is the·chu:reh. 
The Gothic castle is. conve:rted into a cathedral or chu.reh.and 
seems to take on a semblanoe o:f- supernatural. li:t"e. The church 
in "The Trumpetn is one of these: 
Like a cataleptic's countenance it hinted •• ~ 
at no inward:a.tce:t:tlli.li!tzy' of its own. ·And yett 
if--:fantastic notion--some unseen watcher 
t~ough the bygone centuries had kept it 
perpetually within gaze, he might at last 
have aon.cludea, that it possessed a so:rt 
of stagnant life or animation •••• 1 
The activity- which is only hinted at in nThe Trumpettt 
reaches a siniste!' grandetll1 in nAil Hallows. n The cruntbling 
rUin of the old Gothic novel is transfdrmed into a cathedral ~ 
being restored for some malevolent purpose· by invisible .powers. 
In uAll Hallowsn the setting becomes the protagonist in .fact. 
Often Mr. de la Mare finds his supernatuval setting not 
inside the church, but outside· in the churchyard. or' graveyard. 
The graveyard .first appea.:rs in a v-ery .ea71ly piece clilled 
11De Movtuisu which appeared in ~ Pall ~ Magazine in 1901. 
Written in a :mood of' peaee.i'ul meditation in a eount:by grave-
yard, it contains no element o:f the supernatUl"ai. "De-MOrtuis'r 
is a prose description o:f a. gr~vey.ard punetua_ted with a series 
of epitaphs ranging rrom the humorous to the melancholic. It 
is a landsca,pe .full o:f calm and serenity in which death and 
the past are seen melting back into nature. 
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In ~ ~A!; Bell the grav<eyard is the setting for the 
(now) four selections which the book contains. The:first two 
selections-. ... nLichen1~ ·and "Benightedu..: .. preseut the supernatural 
only in the mystical qualit-y o:f the prose and poetry as one. 
roam.s over the resting place of the past. In nwinter11 the~e 
is a brief appearance of a ghostiy presence towards the ~~. 
Yet this presence seems less intrusive in the otherWorldly 
atmosphere which pervades ~ing Dong Bell than does that df 
the human characters. :tn. ttstra.ngers and Pilgrims~"'a late!' 
addition to ~ing Dong Bell~a revenant appears who is more 
grim and .more persistent than the one in "Winter, n but in 
all these episodes it 5.s a spirit of antiquity, a mystic" 
sense oT the past, an almost ple~sant melancholy.whieh pre~ 
VS.ils rather than an ai?Jilosphere ~f horror. 
In ~Return the graveyard appears first as beneficent 
infl.uence., similar to that of "De Mortuisn: 
· Tbis is the first motif, the motif of the 
drowsy count~y churqhyard beau!ifnl, peace-
ful, half reclaimed by nature. · 
But Arthur Lawf'ord learns that this peaceful and seemingly 
se~ene setting harbo~s the ~a~ignant spirit of the suicide, 
:JShba.thier. As in th.e ease ot: the sedate Vietoria.n mansion 
and the· conventional church~ the. drowsy cb:u.rchyard has gradu-
ally evoked a spell in which the pret.ernatural seems· not only 
1.. Reid, Walter de d:.! Marez p .• 134. 
probably~ but inevitable. Like the house gnd the cathedral, 
there are powers inherent in the churchyard whose nature man 
·can only dimly grasp. Law.ford has a glimpse o:f:. these when 
his tormented spirit cries out: 
nAt dea.th•s dooru ••• uwho was it that was 
saying that~ Have you ever ••• in a dream, 
or just as one•s thoughts go sometimes, ··,. 
seen that door? ••• it's ruinous stone lintel, 
carved into lichenous stone .heads ••• stonily·-· 
si~ent in the last thin sunlight, hanging 
in peace unlatched. Heated, hunted, in 
agony--in that cold, green•clad, shadowed 
porch is haven fld sanctua.ry ..... But beyond--
0 tJod, beyondl tt . 
., 
From the haunted ohut'ehyard Mr. de la. Mare leads one 
along lonely roads, t~ough Wild and beautiful moors, and 
over stony tracks of cliffs with the dim rhythmical sound 
o.f waves in the distance. The landseape is filled with a 
sense of.' the spiritual such as is .found in Emily Bront3~ "" 
There are also some ,vivid dr&~eriptions whieh recall the 
treatment o:t landscape by Thomas Hardy. .In nJ.\I.Ir •. Kempen the 
narrator's journey over the perilous road leading to the 
chapel presents a spectacle oompa~able to Hardyts vision of 
the minuteness or man in contrast to nature, espeoiall~ to 
Mrs. Yeo bright's journey across the heath in ~ Return .Q! 
the Native: 
- ,._.._._...."'-"" 
l. 
Exeept for an occasional bloated, fork-
tailed, shrimp-like insect that showed 
itself when a flake or dislodged stone 
went scuttering down into the abyss be-
low, I was the only living creature a~ 
broad. Once more I pushed cautiously 
forward •••• the intense silence or even-
ing produced at last a ·peculiar sense of 
unrea1ity and isolation. My universe 
seemed to have beeome a. mere picture--
and I was out of place in it. It was 
as if I had been mislaid and forgottren.l 
It is the sense ~f human isolation effected by the more rug-
ged aspects of natura which seems to diminish Mrs. Yeobright 
and th,e narrator of 111\4r. Kempe." Landsoa.)?e itself a(?sumes 
character. There is no supernatural element present, but the 
might and almost sinister indi.:f':f'erenca or nature suggests a 
... 
k!nd or maligni 'by peeuliaJ? to tlie S."t].pernatural. 
Not aJ..l of Walter de la. Marets landscapes, however, ·tend 
towards the sinister. The'pietorial splendor of th~ mythical 
background of~ Three Mulla-MU!&~~s is compa.rable'to those 
of eole~idge. Forrest Reid attempts to describe the landscape 
of ·The Three ~ulla.-Mulgars in terms o:f color and music: n ••• 
its dazzling whiteness of moon~rire gives the entir~ b~ok a 
colour $eheme deTinite as that o:r ~picture •••• 'A ~sterious 
2 
mu.sic sounds through it ••. clear, in&:i.stent, Ul:l.earthly •••• tt 
In "The Vatsn and ttThe ~eatures'~" the landscape is ih a 
sense the whole s.tory. It creates a mood which seems to con-
vey a consciousness of another world. In llThe Creaturesfl it 
is a kind of nostalgic view of Eden into which one is guid~d 
by' the .speJ..l a:t words. ttit cried •Hospital 1 to the wanderers 
3 
of the univ-erse. 11 "The Vatstt are huge eiste:rns whi.ch embody 
an air of t~e et-ernal, in whioh man "lifts hi's e-y'es upon a 
universe J.ovel.y with d~eam and hope •• :,:.he rsalises ••• that all 
1. "MJ:~. K~e, 11 The.Co:nnoisseut>, p. 13. 
2. Reid, Walter d.!!!!!.~' p. 118. 
3· The·. Riddle, p. 271. 
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changes and passea, and yet, beyond time all is. 11 11The Vats" 
and JtThe Creatures" are s~tt;tn_gs which portray a certain philo-
sophic mysticism rather than the preternatural. The natu~al 
landscape is swathed in veils of m~stieal beauty. 
Mr. de la Mare is not a man to remain earthbound. He 
turns our eyes to the sta:t>s tb.l:'oughout hia writings. He sug-
gests that ~T we stay still and are suf'ficiently receptive, 
nthe stars themselves begin to shake their colors in the sky 
as if' they were endeavoring to transmit to 'U.S an nl'gent mes-. · 
2 
sage in some celestial morse cod& of th~ir own." In Memoirs 
S!f. !! lYiidgf!t the pictorial scene is studded with an almost 
sp;i.ri tual J?resence when Miss M. gazes in rapt contemplation 
of the stars. In their light he:tt diminutiveness become.s :ir-
relevant. The implication would seem to be that ttin the ''light 
oi eternal things all the dif'ferences and diatinctions which 
make personality, make life experienoe as we kriow it today 
3 
will be swept awa"f• •• Pexohaps that is the tturgertt ·message" 
which Mr. de la. Ma:roe means. 
orten in Mr. de la Mare's settings a single natural ob~ 
ject will evoke a mood. o:t the preternatural. "The Treen·is 
a story which uses not landscape but a single tree to evoke 
a sense of awe. Yet the tree is described realistically and 
almost minutely. In nseaton's Auntn a slimy pool o:f tadpoles 
contributes to a general atmosphere tending toward evil. In 
"Missj.ngn a malted ntcett adds to the general feeling of revul ... 
l. 
2. 
3· 
Walter de la Mare, Edinburgq Review, CCXV! (1912), 389. 
Behold, This D:roeamerl, P• 20. 
Edward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade £! ~ Eng\is~ Novel, pp. 539 ... 540. . 
sion. Like Wilkie Collins, Walter de la Mare d~enehes his 
fiction with atmosphere. There is no gloom for its own sake 
as in Collins, but a melancholy sumber brooding or an exqui-
site delight in nature. He finds Collins's pictorial scene 
tte.f.fective ••• as .fiction, even i.f a little di:f'fuse 1 for being 
1 
the retlex and symbol of a mood, a condition of mind •••• " 
In some sto~ies there is not so much a suggestion of the 
pFeternatural in objects themselves as in the haze of urt~eal­
ity which the minds of certain characters throw over every~ 
thing about the~. Miss Duveen colors her $urroundirigs with 
·a. hint o.f her own madness. Jim:mie in nout of the Deep" pi'e-
pares the .way :for the preternatui'al by the state of''"bis own 
mind and feelings towards the house. The subjective atmds~ 
phere which Mr. de la Mare evokes in many or h:1s laiiascapes 
is similar to that which he finds in reading the poetry df 
G.tlristina Rossetti: 
We ••• create out or the words of this imag:tnk-
tive experience, one not unknown to reverie$ 
'but how s trangel'Y' transmuted.. Indeed, its ' · 
very objects--that green grass, that rain, ; 
that twilight are such as we ean never before 
have experienced in this particular nuanee. 
A ghostly :i.n.fluenee has stolen over our m,inds--
the influence of Obristina Rossetti, and hers 
only.2 · 
.uT.he World o:f Walter de la .Marett is a term frequently 
used by erities to deseJ?ibe t.fl.'~"ghostly influence which 
steals over our- minds" which is his and his only. nThe. 
world he prefers to move in is one that has been pieced 
l. 
2. 
nThe Early Novels of' Wilkie Collins, n ~ EisA-teen 
Sixties, PP• 95·96· 
nehristina Rossetti, 11 Essays B.z Divers Hands, Royal 
Society of' Idteratura, VI, 86. 
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together by the imagination of childhood •••• n It ist:ru.e 
that one .f'inds in Walter de la Mare's settings the child's 
vision of the world. But it is not merely the imaginative 
worl.d or the child; it is the intui titS>n of childhood sup:.. 
plemented 'by e:lq)erience and illuminated. by poetic pei'oep- · 
tion. The atntosphere he evokes is 'one wh;tch possesses•the 
freshness of childhood enhanced by the wisdam of mature 
genius. 
It is sometimes sq.gges.ted that there are two wo~lds-1n 
whfeh Walt~r de la Mar.e moves: the real world and the drerun 
wo~~d. Henry puffin observes that the difficulty of'his 
dream world is· ,that i1F~tbrows.'t'keetransparency of the dream 
world over the real world •••• You never know which world you 
are in because de la Mare do-es not.distinguish two.worlds·at 
2 
all!. tt lVIr. Duf'fin finds the s rune a.mbi gu.i ty in the lands oap EJ 
of 'Lord Dunsany; but while Dunsany gains acceptance through 
hu:Iiiour, M:r. de la. Mare's pu.rpose is deepe~, "so he brings 
3 
into operation the strange powers that lie in rhythmic. form. u 
Loi>d Dunsany is one of the few living writers compar~ble to 
Walter de la Mare. in the creation of supernatural atmosphere. 
They both have the ability to make the transl. tion :from the 
natural to the supernatural with such ease that it occasion-
' 
ally disconcerts the reader. The transition is made'sometimes 
before the reader is consciously aware of' it. He follows·the 
incantation of the prose and .finds himself tttranaported. 11 ·· 
l. 
z. 
3· 
J.B. Priest1.ey,. Figw:>es in Modern Literature, p. 42. 
Du.f.fin~ _Walter_ de. iaMa.re,. p. 29. · , 
Loc. cit.. · ---
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Lord David Cecil finds the ttotherworldn ot' Walter de la 
Mare a litt~e more powerful than this one: 
••• he does not always succeed in doing the 
same justice to the natural snd supevnatu~al 
aspects of' his world. This is the problem 
inevitably racing writers whose stories move 
on two planes of reality. How are they to 
make both equally convincing? Most come to 
grief' over the supernatural •. We believe in 
their s tol."i es till the 111agi e .begins. If' Mr. 
de la Mare does err, it is~ characteristic-
ally on the other side. Sometimes his pic~ 
ture of the material world is too ethereal and 
bewitched to seam material. ·But at his best 
he succeeds triumphantly on either plwne.l 
It is possibly this tipping of' the scales in favor of the 
supernatural to which Edmund Wilson ref'ers when he states 
that Wal tar de la Mare ttsometimes errs in the direction of 
the too dream-like but makes up for it through the poetic 
2 
iriiagina ti.on. tt • 
It would seem that~ since the three critics mentioned 
are on the whole favorable to Mr. de la Mare 1 s work~ their 
opinions are espeeially valtiable in pointing out the diffi-
culty which hia dream-like atmosphere presents. Mr. Wilson's 
view that the too dream-like atmosphere is s aved :tYY poetic 
imagination, would appear to be almost a contradiction to 
Mr. de la ~e, for he himself feels that; 
••• the more one reads of poetry and .f'iction 
the more evident it becomes that the still 
and lucid atmosphere in which .the truly im-.. 
a.ginative flo'l.U'ishes is that o:f' the dream •• ~~3 
. I 
Realism and realistic landscape are certainly not beyond 
the scope or Mr. de la Mare. It is in fact his peculiar gift 
to combine realistic detail with the ephemeral atmosphere o:f 
the dream which may be the source of Mr. Duffin 1 s remark that 
one never knows which world one is in. Walter de la Mare is 
not ambigQous when he ethereal~zes the natural and realizes 
the supernatural. In both areas of consciousness he~ is· ap-
plying the poetic imagination nourished by- the dream; for the 
dream does {JlSke the na~al bewitching and the supernatural 
realistic. 
One must turn to Emily B~onti, to find a parallel to 
Walte? de la Marets use of the dream. aathy in ~tner,ihS 
Heisb;ts says: 
n ••• I •ve dreamt in 11t'f li:fe dreams that have 
stayed with me ever after and changed my 
ideas: they 1ve gone thro"-gh .and through 
me like wine t~ougg water, and altered the 
colour of' my lJiind. nl 
The Dream has gone through end through the mind of' Walter 
de la Mare; it has aJ.tel?ed the colour and atmosphere of' his 
prose. It is his special vision of life which has made his 
work· noi:i only great but unique.. It is the dream atmosphere 
which caused Forrest Reid to remark that nThe landscape is 
always spiritualized, beeom~s a changeless, eternal land-
2 
scape· of the soul. 11 In an el!',a in which the imaginative 
qualities of the dream are usually eonrined to sexual frun-
tasies and studies in morbid psychology, the~e is little 
need to defendi Walter de le. Mar.e' s use of the dr.ea.m atmos-
1. Wutheripg Hei~ta~ P• 100. 
2. Reid, Wal.•e:r;, ~ .!! Mare, P• 246. 
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phere. No apol:bgist himself# he writes Behol.d1 ~ Dreamerl 
·, In his use of dream atmosphere Mr. de la Mare is unicaue, 
~et pe is not apart· from the great tradition of English writ-
·ers. Henry Steele Commager, in commenting on the English char-
acter remarks; nThey are a rE:>mantio people.... They have per ... 
1 
suaded the whole world that their landscape is rom.ail.tio." 
Walter de la Mare has done this very thing, but finally one 
mU.st point out that like Wilkie Col.lins, uhe deeanted·on mortal 
existence pretty'mueh as he found it, adding a few drops of his 
2 
oWn. heady and peculiar elixir •••• " 
1. S~turqay Review of ~terature, XXXIV, Oct. 13, 1951, 54. 
a. Walter de la Mare, 1 The Early Novels o:t: Wilkie Collins, n 
~ Ei&qteen Sixties, p. 100. 
B. Oharacterizatioll 
uDe la lVLare does not !!1Ske fea.r the soJ.e or even the 
dominant element of his tales 1 being a.ppare~tly mare inter-
1 
ested in the subtleties o:t charact-er involved.n :This is 
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perhaps the great distinction between Walte~ de la Mare and 
most writers of the supernatural. For many of themtthe char-
acters in their stories are mere puppets whose actions are 
gtiided by the strings of the plot. They exist only' to fut>ther 
the plot and are thamselves almost incidental. M.R~ ~ames 
makes this evident with a very disarming frankness which would 
have shooked his namesake_, Henr'1 James. In ncasting the Runes" 
M;R. J~es completes the eharacter of the protagonist with the 
l?em.ark: nThere is nothing to 'be added by way of description 
of him to what we have heard all:>eady. Let us follow him as 
2 
h~ takes his sober course homewards.n M.R. James is not in ... 
terested i:tl. any subtle presentation of character in'"Gasting 
tlie Runes.,n but rather in the suspense attained by the'plot 
of the story. 
Wilkie Collins, on the other band, ·achieves a great deal 
of suspense by deliberately using (as a part· of the plot) a 
character whose identity is mysterious. The very element 
which M.R. James ignores iS. made the most powerful factor in 
~ Woman !a Wh~~i t~e. The revelation of her identity·!!, the plot. 
Walter de la Mar~ neither ignores charaoter in favor of 
plot ~ike M.R. James? nor does he make character a mere factual 
1. Loveeraf't. Su~ernatur~l Horror 1a Literature, p. 80. 
2 •. ~ Collected Ghost Stories .Q!. M.R. James, p. 24-3· 
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enigtn.a which contributes to suspense. He is prima.rily con-
cerned with character as exhibiting states of mind, as soma-
thing to be exp~o:r;>ed but not explained. His characters ar.e 
enigmatic at times, but their enigmatic quality is one which 
haa to do with the riddle of personality itself rather than 
sdme unrevealed facts regsrding them. In speaking of ~ Woman 
in White lVIr. de la. Mare observes: 
- . 
nunveil that flitting'mys-
1 
terious female in the first chapter, and all is over." 
Quite the opposite is true in his own work. Faets re• 
garding characters are unveiled without any hesitation. ·rn 
tl:ie "Introduction1t to Memoirs Q!. ,!! Midget we learn most of the 
fac:ts concerning Miss M.ts life--we are told immediately of 
her final, mysterious disappearance. There is evidence that 
~. de la Mare had some temporary doubts as to this'·prooeGiure: 
Beresford tells me that he has read the whole 
thing through in uncorrected proof ••• and he 
strongly advised cutting out the last ten r · 
parafaphs (relating to Miss M.'s disappear-
ance from Pollaoke's introduction and tack~ 
ing them to the end . of the book as a final 
note. I em still a little doubtful of this; 
bttt think from the reader's point of view, 
he is right. There is a good deal to be 
said for knowing all through the book what 
is eventually going to happen to the chief 
characters; and a good deal to be said a-
gainst it. Anyhow, the cons have it •••• 2 
' ··~. 
In the published version, the disappearance is included in Si:r 
Walter Pollacke•s preliminary "Introduotion,n a final decision 
indicative of Mr. de la Mare 1s interest, not Ln factual revela~ 
tions about his eharacters, but in revelation of character itself. 
1.. nThe Early Novels of' Wilkie Collins;$ tt ~ Ei&htean SiXties, 
P• 77 • 
2. Letter to Forrest Reid, March 17, 1921. G.a.lley ... proo:f of 
Memoirs £t ~ Midget, P• 3· 
As in the case of landscape and atmosphere Mr.·de 1~ 
Mare does not confine himse-lf' to the supernatural only• 
Some of his minor characters have a Dickensian touch which 
nta.kes them memorable. Mrs. Bowater in Memoirs _Qf ~ Midget 
has the .firmna.ss a.nd humor of' Miss Trotwood of David · Goppet--
f'!eld with less of her eccentricity. The maid Polly and 
. Adam Wagget ~ too~ have the Dickens .flavor. As .Mr,. Wagenknecht 
~. has pointed out, there are mgny m~re minor characters who have 
the pickensian vividness: 
••• there are the sailor in n Cape Race;" 
Mrs.. Sullivan in "The T~umpet" ( nWhen I 
was a young girl I nearly brooded ali 
the blood out of my body thinking of 
things like that ... u); th& vergers o.f 
"All Ha.llows.H and "strangers and Pilgrims; n 
the barmaid o:f "'!'he Three :friends n and the 
waitress who inquires about the bus ( urt • s 
a llghteentt) in 11Missing; u the secretary 
in u'l'he Orgy; u the .tat woman who bas killed 
Jaeobs in HAn Id~al Craftsman; n and the 
people in the little bute~er•s shop at the 
close of nseaton 1 s Aunt.n 
One might continue the roll of minor characters by adding 
the maid, Esther, in nThe Bowl" who· "shut her :t'ai:r lashes 
a·moment as i.f to show it would be a me:r>cy if the baby did 
I 
die., and then opened them again very s te~n a.nd mournfully 
2 
when she saw me watching her. n The:t"e is also Mrs .. Thripps 
of nout of the Deep": "All I says, sir, is, we go as···we 
go.. .. • But one don 1 t want to move too much in . the Pnblie 
3 
Heye~ s:ir." In The R,e;turn, old Mr. B~thany presents an· 
.............,_ I. I 
admirable contrast to the pompous superficiality of Mr. ' 
1. Collected Tales of Walter de la Mare~ Introduction, p. ~v. 
2.: The Riddle,· p. 1'50. --
3· Ibid., p. 250. 
-
D,anton. 
The most interesting relation between the characters 
ot' Dickens and those of Walter de la Mare is one note.d by 
J.)3. Pr1e$tley: 
There 1-s a curious suggestion ••• that this 
world of Mr. de la Mare r s is, as it were, 
the other half of the Dickens world; the 
poetical mysterious, ari~tocratic half 
that Diokens with his eyes fixed on the 
democratic, humorous,1melodramat1c el~ menta, never gave us. 
Since Mr. Priestley considers that both Dickens and Walter 
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de la Mare are of that type of genius who create their wo~lds 
from the ~gination of childhood only, his ·comparison is sig-
nii'icant. !liekens 1s eeaentric eharac.ters seem to be· eno:t>:rn.ous 
projections of human personality moving w~th gargantuan-impetus 
and heaving their colossal personalities through his stories 
with remarkable i'orce. They are like certain aspects or char ... 
aeteristics of the mind embodied,·solidified, and activated 
by the genius of Dickens. Few of them are introspeetive or 
edntemplative beings who observe or wonder at life. In Diokens 
we do not view the character in life siz~, peer into his mind 
and reeognize moods.t f'eelings, and perceptions. The feelings 
and perceptions are personified, active~ living characters 
thems~~~es, a phenomenon entirely di:f'fe~ent, however, f~om 
allegory. 
i The charaeters of' Walter de la Mare, on the otl1.er hand, 
appear to be life size, but what he is really interested in 
.. 
1., Fissres !!! Modern Literature, p. 58. 
expressing is their thoughts and :f"eelings, their states of 
mind, their very essence. Thus one ·seems to penetrate into 
the very consciousness or the character in such a way that it 
seems to shrink into a minute nuelee1r~.;;. ot thought and feeling. 
The construction of character in Dickens might 'be called 
e~ntrii'ugal; in Walter de la lVIare it is eent:r>ipetal; The sub ... 
s~anoe used for the creation of character is in both oases the 
same-... an imaginative vision -of human personality. ~e point 
or departure in depicting personality, too, is the same the 
ordinary human being. In Dicken.s the personality, or orie of 
ins aspects, pierces through the natural body and clothes it-
self with the vastness and solidity of' Dickensis imagination. 
Iri. Walter de la J.Vl.a.z;e the imaginative genius starts with the 
human being and proceeds inward to the .core of personality 
t 
causing a shrinkage in visibility end in th~ activity of the 
character. In between Dickens's gigantic personality and 
. ' 
Walter de la Mare's midget personality lies the ave~age·human 
being whom Henry Js.mes wou,ld say "we Qannot possibl'Y'·~ knowtt 
a.rtd whom. Dickens and WalteF d0 ~a Mare consider mor~- suitable 
:for life than for literature. Dickens and Walter de.la Mare 
' heighten life~ intensify its hUman beings by diam~tricalty 
opposed methods, but using the same substance, the fmagina~ 
·t:ron, to express what. they conceive to be the es.senee·of'per ... 
s6nality. 
It is not then so curi·ous that Dickens's eharaeters 
should ~av~ge in a robust fashion the mediocrities at exist-
ence and cause the fastidious. to designate them as 
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ttexaggerationsn and umonstrosities. tt By the same token 
Walt~ de la ·Mare r s ellaraete:r-s a.:re deemed too etheral; ~-too 
insubstantia~ for this world. Dickens and Walter de·la• .. Mare 
create characters who either plunge outward beyond the mean 
o:f realism. o:r> inward through app~arances in order ~o reach 
imaginative truth. Thus one finds Mr. Pickwick like an ac-
tor who is eonsta.ntly making huge bulges in the cul."tain ~hich 
realism draws over the imagi~ation while Miss M. resembles a 
tiny .f'igure dimly seen· tbJ;>ough a softly lighted curtain which 
is almost but not quite transparent. Differing in appearance 
they a~e essentially :rrom the same source and compltment'eaeh 
other. Separately they approach e:x:t!'emes the mean of wh:toh. 
is not the mediocre crea:t:lorCo.f realism bnt the ideal· imagina-
tive creation of: Shakespeare. The Dickens charactef. gives · 
~amatic magnitude in action while the de la Mare character 
supplies intensity of feeling and_poetie ins~ght~-cnaracter­
iStics whieh are all present in Shakesp~arean ehara&ters. 
Not all or Walter de la Mare's characters need1 be class~ 
i.fied as Die ;kens ian or "the other-half'tt of' the Dickens cl:i.ar-
aeter. There are many characters who are sublimely' uri.ique, 
wlio are Walter de ia Mare r s and his alone. Among these are 
his young boys, ~s middle-aged or elderly women, his eo~ 
centric women, his recluses, his animal characters, ["and His 
gliosts •. 
As might be expected, in view of his interest in chi'ld~ 
hood, Walter de la Mare is unusuall-y' successful in creating 
child characters, espe~ially young boys who have.a faculty 
for ~evealing not only themselves but those who surround 
them with ext~emely sensitive yet unsentimental powers of 
observation. "Their inmost lif'e, though it may be woven 
through and through with imaginings and make-believe, is of 
l 
a'' peculiarly 'serious' cha.x-~eter. n .· 
~ This seriousnes·s is characteristic of Nicholas; o:f "The 
Bowl. 11 He is completely certain that· the bowl possasses 
magic properties although he does not understand why he knows 
it. The young boy in nMiss Duveen" accepts hex- strange talk 
without any scorn; he knows that she is sineere. r:n~·his frank 
relief when s.he is at last taken away to an asylum he is can-
dfd in a way which could only be called callous in an adult. 
As for nAn IdeaJ. Craftsman, n he is perhaps one of:_ the most 
irllaginative and at· the same time unsentimental young boys in 
tne de la Mare gallery. 
The girls are less obsePvgnt than the boys; but thet have 
a·'more mystical air about them. Alice, in "The Looking Glass, tr 
ffnds that she herself is haunting the garden; and Selina, in 
nselina 's Parable n weaves a mystical meaning into a group o:f 
hens who .find a grain-bin empty. Alie'e is. a .fa vorl te name 
for the girls. In The ~eturn, Lawford's daughter, Alice, is 
extremely acute in her response to her f'ather r s plight. The 
father-and-daughter relationship is war~y human and super~ 
sedes the occult invasion of Sabbathier. 
There is no elemeut o:f the supernatural in the characters 
1. 1Nalter de la Mare~ "Books :for- Children, n Literary Review, 
IV (1923), 227·22~. 
of Walter de la Mare 1 s cbildran except in the conventional 
fairy- tales such as uThe Lovely My.fanwyn and. even there the 
naturalness of Myfanwy almost overcomes the atmosphere of 
fantasy with which she is surrounded. If there is a touch 
of ·the supernatural in the child characters it is revealed 
more in their intuitive vision than in their ch~~acteriza­
tion. The~ are extr~ely sensitive to the supernatural in 
o~hers. Seaton~ even as a child, is peculiarly aw~e ot'his 
aunt's diabolism; Alice, in "Alice's Godmother," apprehefids 
although she does not comp:reh&nd. the sinister significance of 
her godmother's longevity and rejects it. 
·.j Children and yout:bi'ul eharaoters have an important plao.e 
iii the fiction o:f Walter de la Mal'"e. Through theirr eyes ,1 be-
etiuse they ar'e closer to the truth of things, the world seems 
a'·'curious, delightful, or even sinister place. Children are 
used to e~ress the beautiful.and the ugly, the good and the 
evil, of which they are ~ore a~are than are most adults• 
Their insights into r~ality: al:'e supernatu.ral in the~ sense 
that they a~e eonsoious or nu.anoes which a:IJe lost to· the· av-
e:i!>age adult. 
· ·~ Almost .as perceptive as the children~ .and at heart chil-. 
dren themselves, are the tteeeent:r-ictt vromen such as Miss ::nuveen, 
Miss lVIiller, and even Miss CUrtis of nTh.e Picnio.n :·•tlVtl:ss 
Miller" consists of' a conversation between Miss Miller and 
a l.ittle girl oalled nRosie.n The rapport which istesta"b-
lished between them is .. that of the child mind. Miss Miller 
remarks: n ••• but then you see after all it's only Time, 
Rosie, that divides us. · ••• arid what is Time? 
' 1 
Nothing I 
promise you but meJ:>ely 'wear and ~'e.r t. n In the portrayal 
of characters sueh as Miss Miller, Mr. de la Mare emphasizes 
the pers~stence or the sel~, unchanged fundamentally, however 
old an individual may beco~e: 
Onefs character changes with age; but whether 
stunted and mildewed, or green and flourish• 
ing, it stays throughout life the same tree: •• 
from first to last it has always been with us, 
anQ. will never abandon us.. • • • In childhood· 
indeed that· Self, however secret, seems to be 
more signal and complete.2 
on the question of the permanence of the Selr Mr. de la 
Mare is in accord with modern psychology which finds that 
a.f'ter the age of seven no radical change can be expected in 
personality. These women then are those unfortunates who 
have retained the child.'s imaginative view, but have not ·been 
able to cloak that view in the aura of maturity. To psychiatry 
they would represent case histories of fmmature personalities. 
To Walter de la Mare they represent the plight of the indivi-
dual who is aware o£ the eternally young unehanging Self in· 
a~body worn~ wrinkled, and old.. They are perhaps, too con-
scious of the immortality of the Self,. while physical appear-
ances alter with the passing of time. 
IJ.ihe neecentricn women in Mr. de la Mare 1s gallery of 
characters are eccentric only !'rom a superficial po:ttit of 
v!ew. They really are another manifestation of his constant 
pi;"eoecupation with the permanence of the Self or Soul in its 
.\ 
l. The Wind Blows Over, p. 120. 
2. WaJ. ter ·de la Mare, Early ~ Morning _!8. Spring, p. 306. 
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eneoU:nters with e:xperience as we know it. In them the time-
lessness of the self appears (on the surface) as a haze of 
eccentricity and sometimes madness, but essentially they are 
neither immature no:t> eccentric; they are victims of'.the dilem-
na of failing to make the compFomise between t~th as they 
·, 
know it and nreali ty. n Dickens might have made them exhaus-
tively active grotesques poking and prying at the fabric o:f 
nrealit.y," yet they would represent almost the same· thin~-­
irtdividuals who insist on the permanence of' the Self' and·'ape 
consequently more ravaged by time and change than those who 
abandon the self and fall prey to the sterility of' appearances. 
The tteccentrien male characters are less spiritual 'Chan 
tlie females. They tend more towards the occult, perhaps, but 
in a realistic and sometimes criminal manner. The quest 'for 
proof. of the existence of' the soul leads Mr. Kempe to a strange 
detour which borders on the criminal. :oo:r-. Bloom in· "A Reclusen 
has gone farther than .Mr. Kempe in tampering with oecu~t mani-
festations. These two are typical of' the male reclus$ who dab-
bles in the preternatural, sometimes with sinister ~esul~s. 
lrt 11A Reclus en Mr .. de la Mare utili~es elements .f'e.miliar:'to 
many stories of the supernatural which are associated'with 
spiritualism. ~ • .Kempe and Ml?. Bloom. are :rremote descendants 
of the magician of' medieval times. The male tteccentrio,n as 
represented in nMr. Kempe" and nA Recluse," symbolizes the 
danger of peel."ing too far over the edge and finding-;'a very 
gruesome spectacle. 
22?. 
Clifton Fadiman, in speaking or Walter de la ~e 1 s · 
characters writes: "He strains his insights through a double 
mesh of consciousness and suffuses the original outlines o~ 
1 
his men and woman in a shifting haze of' retrospection• tt It 
is in this haze of retrospection we see Mr. Kempe~ Mr. Bloom, 
the uncaught murdeJ?er in ncrewen and many o:f Mr. de'la Mare's 
characters. In Memoirs gt~ Midset, the most ~ealistic of' 
his novels, the characters are strained through the' eonseious-
n~s.s of Miss M. Suoh a technique of characteriza.tibri is ::oblique 
irl method, yet it is almost essential to credibility in creat-
irlg character with a tinge {or more} of the superna~ural~ Al-
most every writer of the supernatural has relied on some=oblique 
method of oharacteri._tion. We rax>ely approach the' situation 
or· character directly; documents are often used to place'events 
iti the past. Even in ~ ~ .2.£ lli_ Screw :aenry James f'ound 
tHe use of documents· necessary. The story is read from a paper 
~itten by the governess. Arthur Machen occasionally pieces 
together a tale of the supernatural in a ser~es of !etters~ 
memoirs, and personal narratives. Wilkie Collins, in. his 
three most important novels .. -The woman in White, A:Pmadale, 
- -~--~ 
and The Moonstone--employs documents profusely. The retro-
-. 
spective manner is one familiar to the tale. of the aupernatural. 
Walta~ de la Mare uses this doUble mesh of' consciousness 
with a sk~ll equal to Henrr James. He rar~ly relies on docu-
ments, however. It is his usual method to present his cl:iaJ?-
aoters ·through the consciousness of' a narrator.. Although this 
1. Quoted by E.. Wagenknecht, Cavalcade g%_ .. the EJnglish Novsl, . 
p • .542· 
-c...'-ov • 
method does tSQd to make the outlines of his·Oh~raoters less 
sharp, it is in eoni'ormity with his view of chara,cte:r and 
consciousness. The character is surrounded in a haze o~ 
.r~trospeetion instead o:f the direct method, but fro'tn the ;_ 
sliffused outlines the essence of the character may be·· 4e- . 
tached complete and meaningful. 
' Such an obliqae presentation of character is even more 
I 
necessary when .the subject is a ghost~ witch, demon'~ or other 
s~pernatural pe~sonal~ty. The presence of a spectre is often 
surrounded by othe~ facts which lend reali.ty to its· presence. 
Natural-objects in those moments o:f vision seem to aequi~e a 
mystical and occult life o:f their own in support or· the gnostl7 
personality. The consciousness of' the observer reaches another 
piane of a'Wal'elless. concurrent with the appe~ance of, the ·spectre. 
Mr. de la Mare •s own views o:f the supernatural 'per~a.11ty 
are somewhat conse~vative: 
"Definitions are dangerous~ but i:f, roughly; 
a·gnost1y apparition_ is that which has less 
or a seemingly material envelope (however 
evident its sensuoua effects may be), than 
any o~er earthly object endowed with life, 
if it is nothj.ng but tan impalpable impres-
sion on the airt~ then we ask our story to 
convince us of just that much, if nf' nothing 
more.u.l. 
Hts own apparitions ar~ more convincing than his definition 
demands. He :not o~y creates the apparition but the proper. 
atmosphere in which it can exist. The creation o:r the ghost 
·, 
and its atmosphere is largely a matter o:f' teclmique rather 
than eharacteJ?ization. ·u ••• by means of subtle and bmnul.ative 
irinue;n.doea, e"tery master-word a talisman, we must be laid 
1. Thez Walk Again, Int~oduction, p. 1?. 
• J 
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under such a spell as will induce us to realize that we are 
in the presence and under the influence o:f something .e.s far 
l 
beyond normal sensibilitiefJ as it is beyond human eontrol.n 
Walter de la Ma~e 1 s ghosts are difficult to define in a 
positive fashion, but one can say what they a;r;oe not~ They 
~e never revenants who return when their buried treasure 
is d~sturbed or who come back to straighten out wills which 
have been mislaid. Neither are they physical monst~osities 
wliose terror lies largely in a morbid description or physi-
cal defor:mi ty or some repulsive comhination or human and ' 
animal characteristics. The ghost in Walter de la Mare is 
one who has ncome backn with a purpose o:f haunting !n the 
rndst serious sense o:f the word.· 
Many times the ghost does not appear at all. There is 
0 
a.' 1ghostly atmosphere rather than a. ghost. In "Seaton's Auntn 
tnere is no ghostly or demonic apparition at all. Yet every-
thing in the story seems to have an air of the sinister about 
it. Miss Seaton herself becomes hal.f' a ghost at the close of 
the stor~ but that is ~rely an impression ~ather than a fact. 
T:tie ghost who is merely suggested, as in uA Froward Ghild, n is 
often more terrifying th~ an actual apparition. The ap~ear­
a.rice o:t: an apparition is relatively infr~quent in Wh.lter·'d& 
la Mar.e•s stories of the supernatural, and even whe:h: it does 
appear there is no simple explanation forthcoming which dan 
exorcise it. 
1. ~Walk Again, Introduction, p. 20. 
The significance or the ghost as a character is often 
symbolic. In 110ut o:f the Deeptt and nThe Looking Glass" the 
· ghostly presence is associated with the self! the Doppel .... 
ginger, which appears as a psychic double to its, still living 
owner. It is this psychic portion which Spencer. Bi'ydon'·seeks 
a:i\d .f'inds in Henry James 'a nTb.e Jolly Corner.n 
Occasionally the ghost is a subtle descendant or the 
Eli~abethan Urevenge" ghost. In ttA Froward Childtt and "Crewett 
tl\e ghost is presented through the retrospection o.f' men who 
$.re nhaunted.u Each story is horrible because the ghost does 
not appear. A supernatural horror is communicated through 
the ~~unted men~ through the fugitive and .furtive aspects of 
tneir character, and through their curious and almost eo~ul­
sive revelations. The murderer in nMissingn eomes.blose to 
tlie 11hauntedn type. He mentions nothing of the supi:lrnatu.ral 
yet he conveys a repugnant atmosphere in which evil~has riot 
yet been cJ;>ystalized into any: visible form. 
There are also ghosts who are o:f a type .f'amiliar in super-
natural :fiction .... -the suici.de~revenant. In nstrangers and P.iJ.-
gf>ims" the ghost is almost a pathetic .figu:t>e, at least irl the 
eyes o.f the kindl:y verger. A more menacing suieide:...revenant 
is Sabathier in The Return. In him the true meaning o.f these 
spectres is most strikingly portrayed. Sabathier m6re.than 
a.iiy other supernatural being in the work of' Walter de la 1Mare 
might have prompted Lord David Oeoi11 s l?'emark: 
His ghosts and hauntings ••• are no mer~ 
deviee to awaken pleasing shuddet"s 1 li>v.t 
s:rmbols o.f his beli e:f in the soul 'a 
'l 
immortality~ its capacity to influence 
events in this world ev~~ after death.l 
Since his ghosts and hauntings are never merely horrible 
spectres designed to freez~ the blood, if only momentarily, 
there is no attempt to set them at rest with 1;1. neatdove•tail-
ing of the plot. Mr. de la Mare treats the.m with the same 
care -that he extends to his living characters. Just as he 
never pr0tends to grasp the whole personality of the living 
character because he feels that the essence of personality 
ean only be suggested rather than defined, so with his ghosts. 
Raymond Mortimer somewhat wryly points this out: 
Mr. de la Mare is alway~ pursuing the shadow 
of a spook, but not with. the aim of either 
laying it or putting salt upo~ its tail. The 
whole point for him ia that it is around the 
corner, and the r~sult is that his stories, 
like Hoffmants fantastic tales, usually end 
in something of an anti-climax. And this is 
no doubt very intentional: ttTh~t," he sug-
gests, His the way things are.u · 
That is, indeed, ttthe way things are. n For to Mr. de la Mare 
life is a problem to.be observed~ studied, but never solved. 
His view or lire and of charaete~ is essentially the same as 
his view or the universe. Leaving behind the complacencies 
of' materialism he suggests in literature what J.B.s:· Haldane 
has pointed out in science: the probability that the universe 
is ttnot only queerer than we suppose, but queerer that we ~ 
3 
suppose." 
Many of' Mr. de la M~ets more natural characters have 
1. Tribute to Walter-~ la Mare, P.• 68. 
2. New Statesman and NatiOn, XXI (1923), 201. 
3· ~oted by Emery Nett, A Revolution in EUropean Poetry, 
P• 211. 
not been mentioned here primarily because this paper is con-
cerned with the supernatural in relation to eha:J:lacter. Miss 
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M., Mr. Anon, and other characters have been discussed else-
where, but Fanny Bowater 1 whom Carl Van Doren considers a 
11 ti'1umph of eharacteri~a.tiontn has been neglected.. 'Van Doren 
adroitly sums in Fanny Bowater the qualities which are indig• 
enous to Walter de- la Mare's best characters., human or ghostly: 
••• she is extraordinarily convincing. She 
is refin~d to no abstraction; she is simpli-
fied to no :formula. She has the close; dif· 
:f'icult fibre o:f' an actual woman seen day bv. 
day, never :finally inter~reted and habitually 
someth~ng o:f' a surprise. 
Surely Fanny may re:f'ute the allegation that a writer such as 
Walter de la Mare who :finds inspration in the imagination or 
childhood exhibits a trweakness in portraying morma1 1 somewhat 
commonplace and sensible persons who ha~dly exist in a child's 
2 
world .. " 
But it is finally the supernatural ·character that is more 
di.f.ficult to make nconvineingu than any ordinary hutna.tl being. 
X In one sense .the modern writer 'imus·'b::l outdo Shakespea.re on this 
point. nshakespaare has.·ottly poetic disbelief', i:f we may say 
do, to cope with, or the state. o.f imaginative apathy. The mod• 
ern writer has not only that but. positive intellectual incre-
dulity as well. He ~ust make his creation 'eonvine1ng 1 as we 
3 
say, and he must do this in a double sense." · For such a cre-
ation we ean only .'turn to that triumph .o.f supernatural eharac-
); terization--Seaton 1 s Aw:tt. Unfathomable, mali~nant, half'-human, 
1. Memoirs~~ Midg$t, Albabook Edition (1942}., Pref'aee, p. vi. 
2. J.B. Pr~estley., Fi~as ~Modern yiterature, p. 41• 
3. E.E. Stall, Spakespea:r.:e. Studies., p. 233. 
half-demon, she is unique, fantastic, diabolical, and yet 
one of the most convincing characters in twentieth centur~ 
literature. 
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VII. THE PROSE TECHNIQUE 
The prose of Walter de la Mare has been called timeless; 
it has been labelled lfpoetic prosen; and it has frequently 
been compared to the prose o:f the seventeenth century •. "It 
belongs where he~ by temperament, belongs, to the late seven-
teenth century. It is so slow, so richly weighted in move-
1 
ment, like the cadences of' Hooker or Browne.n 
234. 
Stephen Spender observes that ttto some readers_an archaic 
vocabulary and a generalized subject matter make Walter de la 
Mare at once a •timeless• poet and a reproach. to all other 
.model:'l'l poets." nTo o't;het"s 7 n Ml'. Spender continues, "who re-
quire a modern vocabulary and re:ferences to politics-and ma-
2 
chinery, it convicts him of being an outsider~" Both points 
of' view are, according to Mr. Spender, superficial. He points 
. . 
out that Walter de la Mare approaches literature with a more 
or less unique vocabulary on a .realm of' consciousness which 
is peculiarly his own. There is, nevertheless, an element of 
timelessness in ~. de la Mare's approach to literature and 
~ especially in his prose relating to the supernatural. It con-
sists not of' an archaic or modern vocabulary but of'' a tone 
which colors it with a sense of' poetic truth. 
While there is a resemblance in his prose to the. ornate 
and orchestrated rhythms ot the baroque writers of' the 
1. Richard Church, Fortnigptly Review, CLIII (1940), 308. 
See also W.Y. Tindall, Forces in Modern British Litera-
ture, p. 141. · -
2. 'Mew Statesmen and Nation, XXIV (1942), 45. 
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seventeenth eentury, one can easily distinguish between the 
prose o.f Walter de la Mare and, .for example, that o:r Sir 
Thomas Browne. Browne writes with a sonorous magni.ficence 
peculiar·to the seventeenth century. Walter de la Mare writes 
with a richness, a love of' the past, and a poetic ihcantation 
comparable to Browne, but his style is twentieth century in 
its phraseology and its idioms despite the .fact that it is 
not the modern ttutility" prose o:f some of' his contemporaries. 
Like Burton and Browne, his style is heavily laden With ideas, 
implications, and suggestion. To bear the burden of a con-
tent packed with a multitude of' meanings it would appear that 
a ·writer must evolve such a style whether he be Robert Btirton,. 
Henry James, or Walter de la Mare. 
In the gravity of his stylistic approach and in the in-
tensity o.f the pattern of' his woven images, Walter de la 
Mare •s prose does approx~mate the seventee~th century. But 
as Graham Greene has remarked, nrn all these s.tories ••• we 
1 
have a prose unequalled in richness since the death of' James. 11 
In his stylistic eXpression of consciousness, moods, and per-
ceptions, Walter de la Mare is much closer to Henry James than 
the seventeenth century; .for the innumerable illuminations p.f 
the creative mind which ramble through the prose of Burton are 
controlled by an artistic discipline of form which has always 
b~.en one o.f Mr. de la Mare ts ehie.f concerns. He even goes so 
far as to say that nwe might a~ee that our delight in a book 
1. Tribute to Walter .S! ,1& ~' p. 76. 
l 
depends largely upon its teehnique.tt The prose of Henry 
James, however, is coloured by a psychological and intel-
lectual power of perception rather than the richness engen-
dered by the poetic imagination. 
Some of the factot>s which endow Walter de la lVIarefs' 
prose with its peculiar spell evocative of the supernatural 
can be pointed out, even though complete·analysis is impos-
sible. Although archaisms are relatively rare, occasionally 
the complete tone of his prose seems to become archaic, es-
pecially when a sense of antiquity or timelessness is what 
he desires to convey. In ttThe Vatsn he writes: 
And never have I seen sward ••• so smooth 
and virginally emerald' as that which heaved 
itself against their brobdingnagian and 
superannuated flanks.2 
The above excerpt, when read in context, completesaa 
description of the Vats (which are tremendous both in size 
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and age). Thera are three words which contribute to the im-
pression made, all different in origin, but all of whose con-
notations combine to express a sense of vastness and antiquity. 
The word nswe.rd, tt is one which, although not archaic; suggests, 
even in its Anglo-Saxon derivation, permanence and longevity. 
Its brevity, too, is in admirable contrast to the two adjec-
tives which follow. nBrobdingnagian" lends a life-giving 
quality of huge animation to the Vats. It also recalls Walter 
de la Mare's almost Swittian fascination with words. Both 
Swift and Walter de la Mare seem to find that the poverti of 
1. Stories, Essays, and Poems, Introduction, p. :x:. 
2. The Riddle, p. 280. 
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l&nguage compels them accasionally to invent their own. 
ttsuperannuated" with its slow digni.fied cadence, adds a 
word o.f Latin derivation to the images already conveyed. 
The versatility in the use of language displayed in one 
brief sentence is indicative o~ Walter de la Mare's wealth 
o.f diction to convey an image o.f age, size, and f'inalclY 
beauty. 
• 
In.The Three Mulla-1mlgars·Mr. de la Mare abandons this 
wealth o.f vocabulary at his disposal and. coins his own words--
as he created his own mythology--to suit hi.s ·purposes. nTisbnar,u 
:for C)l:ample, is a word which acquires a strange and incantatory 
symbolism. ttimm~la,n the half-bestial, half-demonic creature 
who haunts the .forests, i~ another. These words are peculiar-
ly Walter de la Marets and seem to indicate what he means when 
he writes: 
The mere saying o.f a name of a thing, the 
very sound of it may more than satisfy both 
eat' and e"fe. It is an incantation;,and like 
the thing itself', a sesame to memories beyond 
the exquisite immediacy o.f perception and re-
cognition attained through our senses.l 
He does not consider words as merely .fixed symbols with 
absolute meaning and innumerable personal connotations; he is. 
also exceptionally aware o.f their value as sounds or as music. 
In referring to Shakespeare .t s songs he af'.fi;rm.s: ".And. the mere 
sound of their words is chiefly what his songs lUean. Simply 
to repeat those sounds in the quiet of the mind ••• will reveal 
1. "A Quiet Life, n Essays I?I. ~~Hands, Ro'f1(1 Soeiat37" o.f 
Literature, XX 1 78. 
- 23H .. 
l 
their inmost virtue. 11 Mr. de la Mare seems to hint that 
sound has an absolute value in literature, especially as in-
cantation. 
On the question o~ mhsie in a piece of prose writing Mr. 
de la Mare differs from Edgar Allan Poe. Be notes Poe's di~ 
,tinctions between poetry, music, and prose: nMusic when com-
bined with a pleasurable idea is poetry; music without the 
idea is simply music; the idea without the music is'prose, 
2 
f:i>om its very definite:pess.n Poe, in some of his short sto:r-
ies, followed his own rule that the idea without the music was 
prose. In those stories, he presented the idea only~ with 
everything the analytical.side of his genius had to"offer; 
and in doin~ so, he became the father of the modern udetect1ive" 
story. If, in many of his stories a music does appear, it was 
not because he thought it should. Mr. de la Mare expresses 
his own sentiments on the sub j~et when he adds: "And: it was 
he {]?o·e') who had the excellent fortune to be tra.ilslated into 
French prose by no less a master of this verbal musie·than 
I Stephana Ma.llarme; .for prose,· of course, has its own musio as 
~' .3 
well a.sver.se~n 
In a lengthy essay called "Poetry in Prose,n Mr. de la 
Mare has investigated the poetic elements of prose. He co~­
cludes that there are few poetic themes which are forbidden 
to prose and that occasionally a prose selection of great 
1. ~ Shakes:eeare Songs, edited by Tucker Brooke, Introduc-
tion by Walter de la Mare., p. :x:xiv. 
2. Early ~ Morning~ Spring, P• 470. 
3. fr'o~. ~· 
beauty may su~fe~ if one attempts to turn it into poetry. 
In a speech put into the mouth o:r Edgar Allan Poe in "A 
Revenant~ u Mr. de la Mare app~o:ximates poetie prose. In 
this passage the idea is conveyed with music: 
But ~hat a~e waking and dreaming ••• ? Me~e 
states o:r consciousness; as too· in a sense 
is this, your world which you call the aetu~l, 
and the one that may await you. Opinions, 
views, passing tastes, passing prejudi·ces--
they are like funguses, a growth of the nig~t. 
But the moon of the imagination, however 
£iekle in her phases, is still constant in 
her borrowed light, and sheds her beams on 
them one and all, the just and the unjust.l 
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The passage quoted oari be turned into poetry, but only 
with some damage to the exact meaning o:r the prose.· A slight 
change in a line of poetry, as in the oase of, ttBut where is 
yesterday 1 s snow? tr :ror nBut where are the snows of yester-
year?n may make a con-siderable di.fference in 1 ts poetic· value. 
T6 Mr. de la Mare such changes are not only detrimental to 
;poetry, but ttthese verbal minutiae are no less essential'in 
2 
imaginative prose. rt He treats pJ:>ose with the same :fastidious 
exactitude which he applies to his poetry because he :ree;Ls 
that an imaginative idea may of'ten be expressed more per:rect-
ly in prose. "There are no subjects especially intended f"or 
either poetry or prose; the vehicle .for the expression of' an 
3 
idea depends entirely on the person himse1:r.u To him there 
are many statements in prose which are unique and emerge di~ 
rectly from the imagination. To alter them.t even to turn 
The Wind Blows over .. p. 200~ 
Earl~ One Morning-In the Spring, p. 471. 
Walter de la Mare, quoted by Virginia Rice 7 tton Not 
Interviewing Mr. de la Mare .. 11 Bookman (New York), LVI 
(1922 ... 23), 51. 
them into poetry, is to destroy a part or their value. Thus 
his prose is ttpoeticu only in the sense tha·t he does not in-;•. 
·sist that because one is writing in prose one must become 
nprosaic.n 
One of' his most unusual effects in his supernatural 'fic-
tion is that he achieves what at first seems entirely incom-
patible with his visionary attitude toward J/if'e--the effect 
of realism. But realism iS to him something dif'ferent from 
the ordinary connotation of the word: nit seems tome that 
our one hope is to get away .from realism in the accepted 
sense. ~lhat we are accustomed to call realism is actually 
1 
no more than a kind of scienti.fio reporting or photography.n 
Mr. de la Mare believes that true realism is concerned not 
' 
with appearances but with ill'l8.ginativa experience~ for, nan 
imaginative e~perience is not only as real but far realer 
2 
than an unimaginative one. u 
. \ 
His concept of realism is closely associated with hfs 
interest in Daniel Defoe and also with his own distinetidn 
between the two types of poetic imagination he defines in 
his essay on Rupert Brook~. 
In Desert Islands and Robinson Grusoe he exp1ores·not 
orily Def'oe's island, but also his personality~and his wr:tt-
ings. In describing Defoe's prose style, Mr. de la'Mare speaks 
of' ttthat tdrab', surprising, go-as-you ... please, entrancing prose 
1. Walter de la Mare~ quoted by Virginia Rice~ "on Not Inter-
viewing lVI.r. de la Mare,n Bookman (New York), LVI (1922-23), .51. 
2 •. Loc. cit. 
l 
of his, •everywhere beautiful, but plain and homely• •••• " 
But he also credits Defoe with a unique type of genius which 
the above statement does not imply. nne:foe descends with lim-
pid ease to the level of the boy latent in all men ••• and so 
within this narrow range comes near to being the most imagina.-
2 
tfve author the world has ever seen .. u 
The reference to the word ttboyn in describing Defoers 
imagination recalls Walter de la Marels distinction between 
the two types o:f poetic imagination: that which is'visiona.ry 
and derived .from childhood; and that which is intellectual 
and .finds its source in boyhood. The latter is always more 
concerned with activity, events, and adventure. There is 
little o:f the·grave, the melancholy or of the profound in it. 
T6 some extent it is interested in making appearances seem 
true rather than an attempt to convey imaginative truth. · A 
w~iter with this type o:f imagination is much more likely'to 
be a realist in the literary sense than is the man who relies 
ori childhood, dreams, and visions. Walter de la Maf>e is 'pre-
dominantly of the latter type~ Yet .such a man may have suf-
ficient quantity of the boy in him to clothe his visions and 
dreams in the cloak o:f realism, especially of those 1 drea.nis are, 
in his estimation, more real than actua~ ezperience. 
Such is the essential diff"erence in the use ofrealism 
by Daniel Defoe and Walter de la Mare. Thela.tter sees a tree 
imaginatively as a sym.bol of good and evil and makes the tree 
1. Des~rt Islands~ p. 42. 
2. Ibid., P• 46. 
.. 
a~ost visually so. Daniel De~oe describes a tree so real-
istically that one feels cooled by its shade. Defoe 1s prose 
does not contain the melody and verbal cadences found in the 
prose of Walter de la Mare; he does achieve a simple e~fect 
ot: the appearance o:f reality, but it is mainly with appear-
ance that he is concerned. Defoe ma~ntains his reality by 
innumerable and .facilely inserted details; Walter de la Mare 
approaches imaginative truth by a multitude of slender sug-
gestions supported by a precise and almost scientific deserip-
tion of natural objects. 
Perhaps it is Walter de la Marets gre~test technical 
triumph that he has been able to apply a realistie method to 
the supernatural in literature. He takes the pr-eternatural 
si tuat:l,on or being, and by s.eeing it as truly as Defoe saw 
Crusoe and his island, he creates out of it a kind of super-
natural realism. Such a statement, however pa.ra.doxical,<is 
what Edmund Wilson implies when he writes: 11 ••• walter de la 
Mare sometimes errs in· the direction o:f the too dream-like 
1 
but makes up for it through poetic imagination. tt 
It is, therefore, a welding of the two types of imagina-
tion, the visionary and the intellectual, which Mr. de la 
Mare has himself defined that enriches his prose and makes 
his supernatural fiction realistic. Ria interest in Defoe 
over a long period of years might be termed the attraction 
of opposite minds to one another. Defoets world, evan more 
than .Diekens 1 s, but in a very different way, repres~ts the 
obverse side of the world of Walter de la Mare. Defoe's 
1. Classics ~ Commercials~ p. 179. 
world of the boy 1 s aetual appearances is opposed to his child's 
world Walter de la Mare has adopted, in part, the method of 
Daniel De~oe •. In doing so he has made his supernatural world 
as real and as unique as Crusoe•s island. It is for this rea-
son, perhaps, that Mr. de la Mare believes it is ridiculous 
to consider an imaginative or supernat~al piece of writing 
in con~lict with realism. His imaginative and sup~rnatural 
prose is extremely realistic. 
.. 
In such a realistic atmosphere of the supernatUral Mr. 
de la Marets preternatural beings slip in and out quietly and 
unobtrusively. Their appearances are almost inevitable rather 
than surprising, but all the more eerie for that. ~e ghost-
lY presence is often thought to be made more effective by 
categori~ing the sundry physical changes taking place in the 
body of tha obser~er. We become more involved in physiological 
reactions than in any concrete realization o~ the ghost.· Mr. 
d~ la Mare virtually ignores physical reactions and concen-
trates on making the reader see with his inward eye' the ghost-
ly presence as concretely as any of the living char~cters are 
seen with the "outwardn .eye. They are, of course, insubstan-
ti.al_ physically, but imaginatively they are almost opaque. 
Taken out of context the ~ollowing passage loses a con-
tinuity which is e.s.sential to its ef~ect. It nevertheless 
presents a scene which is de~initely preternatural yet is so 
realisti_c that one is scarc~ly aware o~ the transition. 
Jimmie in "Out of the Deep, u a~l alone in h:ts ancestors t 
old mansion, has finally yielded to the temptation to pull 
the bell-rope: 
He had been as fantastic as that. At the pro-
longed, pulsating, faint, distant tintinnabula-
tion he had fallen back on his pil~ow with an 
absurd little quicket of laughter, like that of a 
naughty boy up to mischief. But instant sobriety 
followed. Poor s:Ie ep ers should endeavor to com-
pose themselves. Tampering with empty space, 
stirring up echoes in pitch black pits of dark-
ness is scarcely sedative. And then, as he,. lay 
striving with extraordinary fervour not to lis-
ten, but to concentrate his mind on the wardrobe, 
and to keep his eyes from the door, that door -' 
must gently have opened. 
It must have opened, and as noiselessly closed 
again. For a more or less decent-looking young 
man, seemingly not a day older than himself was 
now apparent in the room. It might almost be a 
said that he had insinuated himself into the 
room. But well-trained domestics are accustomed 
to move their limbs and bodies with a becoming 
unobtrusiveness. There was also the familiar 
slight inclination of the apologetic in this 
young man's pose, as he stood there solitary 
in his black, in that terrific blaze of can~le 
light. And for a sheer solid minute the oc-
cupant ol the Arabian bed had really stopped 
thinking. 
It is one of Walter de la Mare's most valuable contribu-
tions to the use of the supernatural in literature that he has 
so successfully combined the technique of realism with the pre-
sentation of the preternatural. Forrest Reid finds this true 
of his writings as a. whole: rrThe aim of these prose worlts ••• 
is to weave the dream fabric.so real to the author into the 
2 
solid substance of actuality." While it is true that other 
writers have performed a similar feat in this century, no one 
1. 
2. 
~ Riddle, pp. 234•235· 
Reid, Walter ~ !§!:. ~~ p. 244. 
has achieved it with the consistency of Walter de la Mare, 
and even he does not always do so. 
Often his theme is too profound for the sort of realis-
tic technique described above. In Desert Islands he refers 
to the difficulty of exPressing the Self or Soul of'anotlier 
human being: 
By means of those frail tentacles, our senses, 
we explore the outward semblance of our fellow 
creatures; but flesh is flesh and bone ·is bone, 
and only by insight and by divination we pierce 
inward to the mind and soul. We can only trans-
late pheir touch, their gestures ••• i~to terms of 
our own consciousness and spirit •••• 
Henry James has defined success in literature as being achieved 
by a writer nwhen of a beautiful subject his expression has 
been complete"; to James it was ttsuccess in the line· of one 1 s 
2 
own idiosyncrasyn; "consistency was in itself distinction.u 
According to Henry James •s definition, almost any .oritie"· 
would agree that Walter de la Mare has fulfilled the last two 
requirements. But on the first count Mr. de la Marets success 
has occasionally been challenged. Graham Greene writes: 11His 
prose reminds us frequently of a blind man trying to describe 
3 
art object by touch only ••• n 
The question of obscurity is one which recurs in crfti-
eism of Walter de la Mare. Oddly enough, he is, in'· this. re-
spect, in the same category as many modern writers who tend 
t6 consider him archaic in style. But in his ease it is not 
l• Desert Islands, p. 16. 
2. Quoted by Reid, Walter de la Mare, p. 127. 
3•- Tribute 1Q. Walter de]:.! Mare,-p;-75. 
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merely a question of' technique. Many of' his stories are e:x:-
treme~y clear; the.prose st~le is lucid and direct. But he 
has the .faculty of making hi~ prose technique consonant with 
the content of his story. Thus,. while his landscap~ and natu-
ral objects are often unusually objective and realistic· even 
dn a dream setting, there are certain themes; especially thos~ 
tending to the supernatural or mystical! which he presents 
without af'firming any def'inite disclosure or revelation as to 
their meaning. Instead, he complicates his theme as he illu-
mines it by a multitude of glimmering insights and images 
"Un.til the syntactical resources of the English language··are 
l 
oAly not quite e:xhausted.n 
-a Possibly the questiorl is not whether Wal tel' de~ la· Mare 
is obscure at times, but whether his obscurity is justified. 
Lord David Cecil has stated that Mr. de la Mare is concerned 
with ttsome of the profoundest and most critical issues that 
ct>nf'ront the human soul 11 and nis occupied with nothing less 
than. the ultimate significance of human experience. n In deal-
ing with sucll themes it.would be somewhat ridiculous to expect 
him_.!!£! to be obscure. 
nThe ultimate justification of' any intellectual a.et:tvity 
is, it appears, its effect in increasing our awareness or de~ 
. 2 
gree o:r conseiousness.n Such an aim is at the core o:r all 
Mr. de la Mare•s work. To increase our awareness he evolved 
l. 
2. 
John Freeman, English Portraits and Essays, p. 1?3• 
J.W.N •. Sullivan, The Limitations 2f ~S~c~i~en~c~e~, p. 175. 
• 
t:::.Lf..{. 
a prose style tending towards the my.stical 1 packed with illu-
minations, eurrounding appearances with a web o~ words as sym-
bolic and as mea.ningrul as abst~se mathematical rormulae. 
ijj.s prose approaches the imaginative vis.ion and, at times, 
technical compleXity o~ modern physics. But his ul~imate 
quest is not the nature of matt~~, but the nature of the'soul. 
Those who recognize that Walter de la Mare is endeav~r­
iilg to tell or experience rather than explain it and .to Widen· 
consciousness rather than to derine .it, will allow him some 
measure o~ obscurity. 0~ Tennyson Walter de la Mare notes, 
not with approval 1 an absence o~ obscurity: 
It is perreetly eJ.ear that he hoped and int'ended 
to communicate his thoughts and reelings, his 
interest and delight--to share them, that is, 
with every susceptible reader. At how much sae-
ri~ice of' what was~ so individual and involved 
in his own mind and spirit ••• one cannot te11.1. 
Tennyson chose not to be obscure. Walter de la Mare has 
not chosen to be obscure; he has, in ~act, made certain aspects 
of' the supernatural more ~ealistie than most o£ his predeces~ 
sors. But he has also tried to express what may be logically 
incommunicable in language. His prose as well as his poetry 
is described in the question he asks in Winge~ Chariot! 
llVfuat is this poetry,u self whispered self', 
ttBut the endeavor, ~aith:rully and, well 
As speech in language man-devised can, 
To enshrine therein the inexpressible?n2 
I 1 •. Pleasures ~ Spe;eulations, PP• 26-27. 
2. Winged Chariot·~ Other Poems, p. 63. 
WALTER DE LA MARE AND 
VIII. SOME OONTEJ.V~PORARY WRITERS OF THE SUPERNATURAL 
A. Arthur Machen 
This paper has not attempted to asse~s the value of' Mr. 
de la Marets prose fiction in its entirety. If'. this were to 
be done, it would be necessary to compare him with the fore-
most writers of' :fiction of the. twentieth century. Among the 
great writers of modern fiction a few have written occasion-
ally on the a:upernatural. Despite such sto!'-ies as nMrs. Bath-
hurst,n rtThe Turn of the Screw,tt and ITA:fterward,tt one rarely 
thinks of Kipling, Henry James, and Edith Wharton as writers 
primarily concerned with the supernatural. Nevertheless, 
there exists a .small group of writers of supernatural litera-
ture who are proper subjects for conl.];a.rison on that' basis. 
Those selected .for such comparison here are writers·: whose 
work is of' superior literary ~ality and who are all almost 
exact contemporaries of' Walter de la Mare. Their work appear-
. 
ed approximately between the years 1895 and 1935, with the 
greatest production occurring in the· first two decades ot the 
twentieth century. The names of M.R. James, Arthur Machen, 
Algernon Blackwood, Lord Dunsany, and A.E. Goppard are famdl-
iar to most readers o.f supernatural .fiction. 
Arthur Maehents .first supernatural stories-- 11 'rheGreat 
God Pann and nThe Inmost Lightff--appea.red in 1894-~ one year 
before the publication of' Walter de la Marets "Kismet.n The 
next year Macha~ published ~ Three Imposters, a nbook 
which testifies to the vast respect I entertained .for the 
• 
1 
f'antastic New Arabian Nights manner o:r R.L. Stevenson •••• " 
. 
This was followed by an intermittent stream of volumes deal-
ing with the supernatural: ~ House Q!. Souls ( 1906) , ~ 
!Y11 o:r Dreams (1907), ~ Great Return (1915), The Terror 
(1917), and ~ Shining Pypamid (1924.). Perhaps Machen 1 s 
most sensational success was The Angel 2£. .!Y!2!!! (i915). His 
story of' the medieval archers who came to the aid of the ndough 
boyan was seized upon by the public f'anoy as a true miracle. 
ArthUP Machen's stories of the supernatural are based on 
. . 
his conviction that behind appearances lies another world, one 
dimly glimpsed but to be explored by the inquiring mind through 
ancient mystic signs and symbols and other occult means. In 
nThe Great God Pann this ·other world is perceived by a woman 
whose brain has been operated upon. She sees the Great God 
Pan and becomes hopelessly lnad. 
Despite Machen 1 s lyric style and· imaginative vision, his 
obsessive theme is one of pantheistic horror and se.nsuous aban-
don. · In. this respect he resembles nMonku Lewis, who emphasized 
physical horror most among the Gothic novelists. The approach 
to Machen's world is attained through materialistic means. 
Even in his titles he evinces an extremely physical approach 
to the supern.atural. Without emphasis on ttThe Great God Pan, tt 
there is also "The Novel of the White Powdern and ttThe Novel 
of the Black Seal.n Runes, gems, ancient symbols and other 
1. T.he autobiography of Arthyr Machen, P• 242. This book 
contains Macheh 1s Far Of'f Things (1922) and Things Far 
and Near (1923). --·· 
--
m(:lterialistic means carry the reade~ back through.time and 
crhristianity to the Witchest Sabbath and obscene p~gan rites. 
Machen substitutes demon cults and the identification of 
2ij0. 
t~e pagan god, Pan, with the devil for ghosts and phantoms. 
His is a view of ~other world which suggests a kind ot.besti-
ality latent in all nature. Dorothy Scarborough finds that 
Ms.chents "curious and revolti..ng stories are advanced instances 
1 
of scientific. diabolism and leave a smear on the mind."· Ed-
' 
mund Wilson, much less susceptible than Miss Scarborough, de-
clares that "Machen's story ~ Great Q.Qf! ~· •• seems to 'me 
to sum up in a fatal way everything that was most 1ham'in the 
2 
aesthetic satanism of the f'in de siecle.n 
--
Such objections notwithstanding, it must be admitted that 
Machen is a master of the horror story, and that be often reach-
es heights of evil suggestion that are extremely compelling. 
H$ is, however, a writer who depends ultimately on physical 
manifestations of horror to make his stories effe6tive. In 
"The Great God Pan,n a half-human half-demon body is presented 
as running through the gamut of evolutionary ohange· before the 
eyes of a horrified spectator: 
Here too wa.sQil the work by whioh man had 
been made repeated before my eyes. I saw 
the form waver from sex to sex, dividing 
itself from itself; and then reunited again. 
Then I saw the body descend to the beasts 
whence it asc~nded~ and that which was on 
the heights go down to the depths, even to 
1. ~Supernatural !a Modern English Fiction, P• 271. 
2. Classics and Commercials, PP• 178-179· .........-~~-----
the abyss of all being. The principal of 
life, which makes organism, alwfys remained, 
while the outward f'orm ~hanged. 
Machen has a peculiar fondness for eliciting horror from 
the depiction of' the human body transformed into a slime-like 
state of' fluidity. lli liThe Novel of' the White Powdern the 
man_ who has accidentally partaken or vinum sabbati,· or wine 
of' the Witches' Sabbath, is described as follows: 
There upon the floor was a. dark and putrid 
mass, seating with corruption end hideous 
rottaness, neither liquid nor solid, but2 melting and changing before our eyes •••• 
Initially it was not Machents intention_to transform 
nature into gruesome physical horror. In his Autobiography-
he reveals that he considered it his greatest good fortune to 
be born in "that noble fallen Ca.erleon-on-Usk, in the heart 
3 
of Gwent." He tells of' tha enchantment or the la.n,ascape to 
an imaginative child. In his efforts to transfer to litera-
ture the natural awe of "m~gic Gwent" and ttthe most lovely 
valley, the Usk,n it somehow became horror. What he most 
wanted to do he did not do. He muses on his early inten~ions 
of translating that wonder into a story, tlnot, of course; a 
story with a plot in the ordinary sense of' the term, but an 
4 
.i~terior tale of the soul and its emotions •••• n It is·on 
this point that Arthur Machen fails where Walter de la Mare 
s1:1.cceeds. 
1. The House of' Souls, p. 237· . 
2 •. The Three Imposters,. p. 183. 
?•. The Autobio~raphy £!:Arthur Machen, p. 18. 4 Ibid., P• 2 • . 
Machenta stories are indeed supernatural, and a few of 
them do hint at the sense of wonder ~d awe he strove to at~ 
tain, but, in general, they are over-burdened with sheer phy• 
sical horror. To those who prefe~ the supernatural in this 
sense, such as H.P. Loveoraft, llfew if any can hope' to equal 
1 
the versatile Arthur Machen •••• u 
Walter de la Mare differs trom Machen on the point of 
supernatural evil. Machen presents evil in a gruesome cor-
rUption of the body while Mr. de la Mare depicts the evil as 
uthe destruction of the spipit which is the life and light 
and joy of that body. n When Walter de la Mare wri tea of 'evil 
as in trsea.ton'a Aunt't and "All Hallows," it is of s spiritual 
evil preying upon the very soul of man, a much mora·· terrify-
ing spectacle than Machen's putrid masses. In "The Vats tt . , 
nThe Creatures, " and other tales Mr. de la Mare, as,. Machen 
tried to do, succeeds ·in transmogrifying nature into an in-
terior drama of the soul, virtually without the aid of any 
plot at all. 
In characterization there is little· question of compari-
son. Machen fa characters are mere puppets·. His plots are 
only slightly m~re plausible than those of the Gothic novel-
ists. He has a tendency to relat.e a long tale in series of 
narratives within narratives sometimes joined by the most 
slender connections. It would seem that he fount it impos-
sible to write a sustained work of spiritualconfliet compar .. 
able to Walter de la Mare•s The Return. Nevertheless, in his 
1. ~upernatural Horror !a Literature, P• 88. 
serious treatment o~ the supernatural, in his ~aginative 
range, and in his mastery of language Arthur Machen· has 
achieved a permanent niche among the great writers of 
supernatural fiction •. 
25.~. 
B. M.R. James 
Montague Rhode James, whose work in supernatural fiction 
ranged rrom Ghost Stories Q! ~ Antiquary (1904) to A Warnins 
!£ ~ CUrious (1925), was not by profession an author fic-
tion. His scho~ariy background as an antiquarian and author-
ity-on medieval manuscripts and cathedral history, however, 
spices his sto~ies with an air of authenticity invaluable in 
creating a realistic atmosphere. M.R. James's use or histor-
ical background in his supernatural tales recalls another 
great writer of the supernatural--~orie Bowen. While James 
usually employs historical background as means of lending 
authenticity and credibility to his stories, M~orie Bowen 
integrates the background into the stories themselves. In 
nThe Fair Hair of Am.brosine,u we find ourselves in the times 
1 
of. the French Revolution. Instead of documents being un~ 
earthed which reveal events of a past era, the story itself 
is set in the period in question. .Miss Bowen t a method dis-
penses with documents. Madorie Bowen and M.R. James both 
remind us that the historical novel and the tale or· the 
supernatural have had a long enduring association. 
The ghosts and hauntings of M.R. James, however, make 
little pretense to achieve more than a shudder--but that· 
they do very well on occasion. His plots are engenious and 
~sually horrible. There is more versatility or theme than 
in the work or Arthur Machen, but M.R. James lacks any 
1. ~ Bishop Q!. Hell, PP• 11-32. 
profound approach to the supernatural, Which Machen, ·for all 
hi.s physical. horror, possessed. Edmund Wilson bars M.R. 
James from his imaginary ideal anthology of tales of terror 
because James un.ever took any trouble to make his stories 
half-way plausible, so his hobgoblins are always verging on 
1 
parody. 11 Wilson also rejects Arthur Machen and Algernon 
' 2 
Blackwood, but: 11I should certainly admit Walter de la Mare.n 
M.R. James, however, achieves some intensely maeabra and 
often fiendish results., even though they are oniy momentarily 
effective and depend to a great degree on physical loathsome-
ness. James's favorite ghost is more physical than spiritual 
and is often touched before it is seen. The element··d.f horror 
in the touch of some long-dead monstrosity covered with hair 
is a sensation which M.R. James applies to its utmost. 
James displays slight interest in characterization and 
less concern with style. He is ext~emely adept in accumulat-
ing realistic detail to support the appearance of the preter-
natural. His usual method is to begin his story on··a very 
commonplace plane, and with an exc~edingly light touch, to in-
troduce by degrees the presence of some .foul and unnatural mem-
ber o:f the un-dead. His settings are o.ften old ehurches'and 
his .characters ald clergymen. These he produces with a deft 
and sure desil!9l• "He is an artist of incident and arrange-
ment rather than in atmosphere, and reaches the emotions more 
1.: Classics and Commercials-, p. 179. 
2. Loc. cit.---
--
l 
af.ilen1 thr.G~ the intellect than directly. tt In poetic ima-
gination he is not only inferior to Walter de la Mare but to 
all the other contemporary writers considered here. More than 
any of' them he approaches the trthriller 11 in supernatural fiction. 
~ile he does not possess poetic imagination he is certain-
ly not lacking in ingenuity. He approaches his theme cautious-
ly, but directly, and inserts at the proper moment a statement 
or suggestion which attains the desired suspense. On a few 
occasions he rises above mere ingeniousness ~creates an at-
mosphere of' spiritual horror as in "The Story of' a Disappear-
ance and an Appearance. n 
James's ingenuity of' plot and use of realistic detail 
are characteristics which make him compar~ble to Walter de la 
mare and his eontemporaries in the field ot supernatural.litera-
ture. In ingenuity of plot one may say that M.R. James sur-
passes them all, including ~w. de la Mare. 
1. H.P. Lovecra:ft, Supernatural Horror in Literature, p. 102. 
c. Algernon Blackwood 
Algernon Blackwood possesses a greater imaginative 
range t~an Arthur Machen or M.R. James, but he frequently 
mars his.preternatural stories with the jargon of "occultism~" 
He indulges,· .t.oo, in a kind of psychic Sherlock Holmes whom 
he calls Dr. John Silence. He often attains an atmosphere of 
psychic terror only to have the tension broken by the appear-
ance of Dr. John Silence who seems at times to personify the 
concept or an anti-climax. Dr. John Silence might represent 
a very early phase of the modern "superman. n One of Mr. 
Blaekwood 1s best stories, ttsecret Worship,u reaches a climax 
of intense emotional impact which flattens into a matter-of-
fact duel between the invincible Doctor and the powers of 
evil--including Satan himself. 
In "Willowsn and 11Wendigon .Mr. Blackwood approaches un-
known cosmic horro~ in the ror.m of ~orcas which are hostile 
to man and bent on his des_truetion--rorces which are comi>lete-
ly beyond the natural order but seek admittance. Often such 
forces represent subliminal. memories or a spiritual evil which 
was once embodied in human beings and has lingered in the vi-
cinity. He emphasizes the persistence or evil in the ror.m of 
0 
supernatural beings who seek to invade the spirits of the liv-
ing. 11With Intent to Stealtt and. "A Psychical Invasion" are 
examples of diabolical elements who persist after their physi-
cal bodies have become dust. This theme is one used by Walt~r 
de la Mare in~ Return. Mr. de la Mare's use of it is more 
25/i· . 
psychologically sound and has no recourse to "occult methods 
to solve the problem presented. 
Although Algernon. Blackwood relies occasionally on physi-
cal horror, he transposes his story more often than James and 
Machen to a plane which, like Mr. de la Mare's stories, has 
an atmosphere of' spiritual nightmare similar to the dre~. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Blackwood does ~ot always succeed in making 
the dreamlike atmosphere realistic. nNow a story of this kind 
to impress us, must never seem to be a dream. The tales of' 
Poe, :f'or all the wildness of' their fantasy, are as circumstan-
1 
tia.l as Swift or Defoe." 
This is precisely the point at which Mr. de la Mare sue-
ceeds best. When he uses a dream motif' it borrows a realism 
which is akin to SWi~t and especially Defoe. In the hands of 
Walter de la.Ma.re, the narrator of' nsecret Worshipn would not 
find himself' emerging from a soul-destroying scene of diabolic 
grandeur to be placed in the competent and psychic care of Dr. 
John Silence. Algernon Blackwood has suf'ficient imagination 
:. i 
not to resort to the ne:xplained supernaturaln but he lacks 
sufficient poetic imagination to leave his ef'fects unexplained 
by omniscient experts in psychical-research. He does possess 
a view of reality essential to any great writer of imaginative 
literature. His view is expressed in the following: 
••• this alleged interest in ghosts I should' 
more accurately define as an interest in the 
Extension o:f Human Faculty. To be known ra..s: 
1. Edmund Wilson, Classics ~ Commercials, p. 79. 
the 11 ghost man" is almost a derogatory class-
ification, and here at last I -~Y .refute it •. 
My interest in psychic matters has always been 
the interest of expanded consciousness.l 
Mr. Blackwood, in discussing his views of the supernatural, 
refers to modern scientists such as Eddington, Jeans, and White-
head who have reduced matter to mere symbols, 11a world of shad-
·ows.u He points out that 11the. rapprochement between Modern 
Physics and so-called psychi~al and mystical phenomena must 
2 
seem suggestive to any reflecting mind. n Although Walter de 
la Mare ponders on a similar theme in 11A Quiet Life, 11 he has 
not tried to make his supernatural literature a vehicle for 
opinions on psychical research even though such a use may now 
be partially justified by the views of modern physicists as 
to the nature of reality. 
Algernon Blaekwoodts short supernatural tales were writ-
ten between 1906 and 1910. From then on he produced a volu-
minous series of works of novel len~th and of a more theore-
tical than supernatural type. .Among these were! The Human 
Chord (1910), The Centaur (1911), Julius le Vallon ('1916), 
The Garden of Survival (1918). These long stories are less 
-- -
interesting from a literary standpoint since they are eon-
' . 
eerned with professional uoceultism. 11 
Despite a J.a rge J:>ange in sub jeet matter and many extreme-
ly compelling stories, Algernon Blaokwood 1 s use of the super-
. natural is not so effective as that of Walter de la Mare. He 
1. Tales ~Algernon Blackwood, Introduction, pp. x-xi. 
2. Ibid., p. xv. 
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is deficient in poetic imagination and in a prose technique 
capable of making his preternatural atmosphere comparable 
to that of Walter de la Mare. But, more overtly disagree-
able, is his use of theoretic~l njargon" and psychical per-
spnalities such as Dr. John Silence. Such defects, however, 
do not deprive ~m of his position as one of the most ac~ 
complished writers of the supernatural in modern fiction. 
n. Lord Dansany 
Edward· John Moreton Drax Plunkett, Eighteenth Baron 
Duns~y, is the most poetic~among Walter de la Mare•s con-
temporar~es who have written consistently of the supernat-
ural. L~rd Duns~y, unlike Machen, James, and Blackwood, is 
primarily a writer who achieves beauty rather than te~ror in 
his writings. In this respect he is more ~kin to Walter 1de 
la Mare than any of them. Eschewing Celtic legends' and folk-
tales he invents his own mythology together with original 
nam.es :Cor persons and places. His style is one o:f beautiful 
rhythmical simplicity, modelled largely on classical and Bib-
lical prose. His mythology is his own, but like Walter de la 
Mare's in~ Three Mulla-Mttlgars, it is suggestive. of Blake. 
26lJ. 
Lord Dunsany has not only written of the supernatural in 
narrative :form but in The Gods o:f the Mountains, The Glitter-
~ --...._._..............._.... . ~
ing Gates, and ! Night .ru?. :!!! ~ he achieved successful drama-
tio eXpression or the supernatural. Among his best prose nar-
ratives are ~ ~ ~ Gods {1906), The Book o:f Wonder· (1912), 
Tales of Wonder (1916), and~ Charwoman's Shadow ·(1926). 
To express his unusual view of the supernatural Lord Dun-
sany creates gods and men, as well as cities and realms, of 
fabulous size and origin. His gods, like Blake•s, are mighty 
and powerful sy.mbols. He seldom places his stories on a re-
alistic plane--everything takes plaee in a rea1m of myth or 
~antasy from the very beginning. 
with the words: 
Time.and the Gods starts 
----
Once when the Gods we~e young snd only their 
swarthy servant Time was without age ••• ;l 
. . 
One is immediately moved to a realm of fantasy where gods, 
idols, kings, and prophets move on a vast scale unimpeded 
by reality~ In his autobiography, Patches of Sunlight, Lord 
Dunsany explains why he wrote of strange cities and places: 
No man in his lifetime indeed can understand 
it, and I do not think that any poet wou~d 
claim to or would pretend to know more than' 
any other man; but then at moments unknown, 
always un-expected, there comes that clear 
voice in his mind; and with a feeling surely 
ot: 1 gnoranee and o:f awe he finds himself 
speaking of' oi ties he has known and byways 
he has trod in lands where the desert has 
long since covered all, coming baek to its 
own, whe:t'e the historian can only guess and 
the travelle~ durst not go. He speaks of 
things that were before cities began, of 
gods that walked with him in the prime of 
the stars. The voice passes· (like the wind 
in the Gospel of John), and he is onl! ·a. 
man again, with a man•s humiliations. 
In the above passage Lord DUnsany seems to approximate 
a kind of mystic vision a rational relation of which is be-
yond even his ·eloquent expression. Lord.Dunsany catches the 
mystic glimpse more surely in his creative writing. He con-
sidered that literature should :arise nsolely out o:f my own 
impulses; and my object has never been merely to write a book 
3 
or a. play, but to express something within mysel:r •••• u Like 
Walter de la Mare, Lord Dunsany is not primarily concerned 
with plot or 'story but .in capturing immortal moments through 
the use o:f the supernatural in literat~re. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
Time and the Gods, p. 1. 
Patches o'FSuDiiiht J p. 184. 
Ibid., p :-1s4. 
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In T~e ~ W-ne ~ there is ·an episode called "In the 
Land of: Time 11 which bears a slight resemblance to Walter de 
la Mare 1 s early story nThe Village of Old Age. u In both these 
stories the authors express in an allegorical manner their re-
current interest in Time. Each story presents the futility 
of a mortal struggle w1 th time., ending with timet s inevitable 
mastery. While Walter de la Mare utilizes human. beings who 
a~e sly~y overwhelmed by time in an atmosphere of quiet and 
serenity, Lord Dunsany, taking a more dramatic point of view, 
presents huge armies of men assailing Time's citadel only to 
be engulfed. by the onslaughts of the years which Time hurls 
at them. 
The episode in~~~ Gods, called nThe Dreams of 
the Prophet, 11 resembles Walter de la Mare's "The Three Friends.n 
In both, eternity is depicted as an endless repetition of ac-
tual life. "The Three ~iends" conveys the stark reality of 
dream in which everything continues just the same. The set-
ting, however, is a tavern and the characters consist of"three 
very real ·people, two men end the barmaid. ~'The Dreams of the 
Prophettt expresses the same idea but employs vast symbolic fig-
urea on a cosmic scale. 
Then said Fate to Chance: "Let us play our 
old game again. n And they played it again 
together, using the gods as pieces, ~s they 
had played it oft before. So that those 
things which have been shall all be again;, 
and under the same bank in the same 1 end a 
sudden glare of sunlight on the same spring 
d~y shall bring the same child to pick it, 
~d not regretted shall be the billion years 
that fell between •••• For Fate and Ghance play 
but one game together with eveey move the same, 
and they play it oft to while eternity away.l 
The prose of Lord Dunsany is that of a poet. Like Walter 
de la Mare he is fascinated l;>y words 'as sounds. He, too·, coins 
his own words when he deems it ne·eessary. 11 I used of course 
to invent names for things. in use in my unknown lands ••• though 
not the'names of their cities, mountains and rivers, for th~e 
2 
simply came to me. n 
Lord Dunsanyts prose is especially notable :for its unmis-
takable rhythmical quality.: "for rhythm. .is a matter of sound, 
and prose that does not sound well ••• is not in my opinion good 
3 
prose." He compares rhythm in prose to a chariot which car-
ries the thought expressed in the prose into the mind of'the 
reader ttto the inner.citadel o:fhis oonsciousness.n In nThe 
Madne~s of Andelsprutz,n the story of the soul of a oity.whieh 
flees to join those other cities who have been.driven mad~ 
LOrd Dunsany reaches almost Shakespearian heights: 
For there came the soul of Camelot .that had 
so long ago forsaken Usk; and there was Ilion, 
all girt with towers, still cursing the sweet 
face of the ruinous Helen; I saw there Babylon 
and· P~rsepolis, and the bearded face of bull-
like Nineveh,. and Athens mourning :for her im-
mortal gqds."+ 
Such ~passage recalls Walter de la Mare 1s remark on Shake-
spea.re•s lyrics: nsimply to repeat those sounds in the quiet 
$ 
of the mind ••• will :r;-eveal their inmost virtue.n 
Time and The.Gods, PP• 121-122. 
'P'S:tChes of suiilliht, p. 143. 
Ibid., P• 126. 
A:Dre~er's Tales, PP• 50-51. 
The Shakespeare Songs, Introduction, p. xxiv. 
Lord.~sany, in his mystical· view of another reality~ 
in his preoac~~ation with time, life, and death, is more 
spiritUally akin to Walter de la Mare ~han any of his con-
temporaries. He is also the onJ.y eontamporary o:f Walter de. 
la Mare writing of the sup~rnatural who is comparable to him 
in the application of poetic elements, espeeially rhythm, in 
achieving a beauty of style. Finally, like Walter de la Mare, 
he is an artist who treats the supernatural with a definite 
gravity of purpose: 
••• I o~e to have a reverence for my work, 
and to think it more important than myself~ 
a comparison easily made, as the ideas ap- · 
peared to come .from so f' ar outside me, and 
even to be remote from all my experience.l 
Lord Dunsany differs from Walter de la Mare rather sharp-
ly on one point. He~ra~ely concerns himself with reality at 
all. The reader is almost always swept in~o a realm of the 
completely unreal. His is an imaginative world which has only 
an allegorical or symbolic relation to lif'e. Even in uThe 
Connoisseur, n perhaps Mr. de la Mare's most mystical story, 
one starts on a natural plane as a base through which the su-
pernaturSI is reached. ttFor all his love of another world, 
2 
de la Mare has never sacrificed this one to it. 11 Lord Dun-
sany, ~n a sense, has done just that. 
Despite ~is seriousness and his art Lord Dunsahy mnkt 
:f~nally be termed a f'antasist rather than a writer who has 
advanced the use of' the supernatural in literature. Beautiful 
1. Patches a£ Sunliggt, p. 123. 
2. Edward Wagenknecht, Cavaleade .2f. the English Novel, P• 539. 
and symbolic as his fables are, they are somewhat repetitious. 
If Walter de la Mare had continued to write in the style or 
ttThe .diddle,n his use of the supernatural wou:I:d be more sillli ... 
J.ar. to Lord Du.nsany's than, it is. BU;t even in nThe Riddle, n 
. 
the eharaeters are based on humanity rather than completely 
unreal beings. 
' \ 
Lord Dunsany is probably the only oontemporary of Walter 
de J.a Mare•s who has written or "the supernatural with genius, 
bUt his scope is limited and he lacks that 11touch otnaturatt 
which endows Walter de la Mare's work with the spirit of 
humanity. 
E. A.E. Coppard 
A.E. Coppard has many points in common with Walter de la 
Mare. Most or his collected volumes of' short stories appeared 
between 1921 and 193.8~ approximately the same period or time 
during which Walter de la MaPe 1 s six collected volumes were 
published. Among Mr. Coppard 1 s more famous collections are' 
Adam ~ Eve ~ Pinch Me (1921 j, Clorinda Walks !!; Heaven 
(1922), The Black Dog (1923), ~ Field £!.. llllustard (1926) and 
Silver Circus ( 1928 ) • 
He has, too,,. a variety of themes comparable to Walter de 
la Mare ts in a supernatural vein ranging .from the story o:f 
real lif'e with only vague hints of· the pr.atei~n.S.tural to the 
completely .fantastic. Like Wali;er de la Mare he has a fond-
ness for the short story and warmly supports it as a separate 
art form: 
••• the short story ••• is an ancient art. 
originating in the folk tale, which was a 
thing or joy even before writing, not to 
mention printing, was invented.I 
In fact, he is convinced that uthe closer the modern short 
' 
story.conforms to that ancient tradition of being spoken to 
you rather than being read to you, the more acceptable it 
2 
becomes. 11 Nevertheless, he believes that to employ the-con-
sciousness of one of the characters in the story is the best 
method of' attaining unity and verisimilitude, going so far 
as to suggeat that this was the secret in Henry James 1 s 
1. ·The Collected Tales of A.E. Coppard, Introduction, p.~vii. 
2. Ybi'd., p. viii. - -
1 
"Figure in the Garpet.n But neither of these ancient and 
mbd~rn precepts. has restrained ~im when his imagination sug-
gested other methods. 
A.E. Coppard, like Walter de la Mare, often writes sto• 
ries of real life in which mystic overtones may be felt. He 
-. 
. dif:f'ers from the other contemporaries considered here itt 'the 
gamut of his themes ranging from the slightly mystical, the 
overt supematural, the.beast .fable, and the out-and-out'.f.aicy 
tale. Mr. Coppard's style is in some ways similar to Walter 
de la Mare•s. His technique of suggesting much in saying lit-
tle$ and his use of varied figures of speech usually ·asso~ 
ciated with poetry to pack his prose with meaning are both 
devices which Walter de la Mare employs effectively~ In "The 
Higgler" no overt element'o:f the supernatural is present, but, 
as in many of Walter de la Mare .• s stories, chance phrases color 
the narrative and point to a brooding sense of the mystery of 
life: 
The brightness of sun and sky was almost 
harsh; there was a little win~ that :feebly 
lifted the despondent leaves. 
Mr. Coppard's tales are so~etimes weighted with the.bit-
· terness of acrid irony.· In ttArabesque - The .Mouse, n there is 
an almost unbearable irony in the similarity between the plight 
of the mouse whose two front paws have been seyered and that 
of the nlittle 1 mothern whose hands have been amputated. This 
1~ ~ Collected Tales Qf ~· Goppard, Introduction, P• viii • 
. 2. lli£·, p. 11. 
particularly pessimistic symbolism anq bitterness is not pre-
valent in Mr. de la Marets prose • 
. In 11Adam and Eve and Pinch Men Mr. Coppard writes a 
story which is half~serious and half-whimsical. He seldom 
treats the supernatural with an entirely grave approach. His 
theme is a very. realistic: presentation·o:r the possibility ot: 
the so-called ttastraln bodyts ability to detach itself' .from 
the ·physical body and more :Cre~.ly in time and space. Although 
the phenomenon is treated realistically it is in no way sinis-
ter except for the momentary terror when Jaffa Coddling con-
templates the possibility that 11 a man and his own ghost should 
~ 1 
separately inhabit the same world •••• n Coddling 1 s eXPerience 
is.treated almost as realistically as Jinmdets in "out at the 
Deep.n The ghost-he sees, however, is not terrifying. The 
depiction of the ghost of the child, Gabriel, is handled''with 
ah understanding worthy of Walter "de la N'1are. 
In nclarinda Walks in Heaventr Mr. Ooppard uses the theme 
of metempsychosis. In her. celestial journey Clorinda meets 
·mare than a score of husbands accumulated in former eXist-
ences. The theme again is treated seriously but not gravely. 
Although we learn at the end that she has been in a coma, her 
supernatural experiences are not disowned by the author. 
There is a strong implication that they were real even ttough 
a' natural explanation is possible. 
In !'Clorinda Walks in Heaventr A.E. Coppard puts into the 
1. Adam and EVe and Pinch Me~ p. 71. 
- _,...._ - -- ' ----
· mouth of the angel" who represents Clorinda 1 s unrealized de-
sires, a statement on the ultimate nature of reality: "The 
ultimate reaches of manta mind produce nothing but images of 
1 
men.n Later the angel re.fers to Glorindats husbands and 
a~ks ncould mankind be so poor ••• as these, if it housed some-
2 
thing greater than itsel.f'? 11 In defining the ultimate reaches 
at man 1 s mind A.E~ Coppard blithely performs a feat in supe~­
natural literature which Walter de la Mare has never attempted 
to answer. Perhaps this is beeause the latter is "too c6n-
scientious an artist and too subtle a thinker to do more-, than 
sttggest answers.n He does not believe that an artist is:to 
eXplain, but rather to make his faith_ implicit in ail his work. 
Mr. Coppard is not always so d~finite concerning reality·as in 
"Clorinda Walks in Heaven,n but a cynicism is.. almost overt in 
much of his work in the form of an anti-climax. In "Arabesque 
The Mouse,u the narrator. ai'te;t> an experience which has nla.de 
him ulimp with pity too deep for tears,n takes the mousetrap 
down f'J:>om the shelf': 
The two feet dropped into 
cast them into the fire. 
m,ore set the trap and put 
fully into the cupboard.3 
his hand; he 
Then he once 
1 t back care ... 
Walter de la Mare also ends on an occasional anti-climaX 
but not with the sense o:f .futility displayed in n.Arabesque -
The M.ouse.n Mr. de la Mare's anti-climaxes are the resul.t 
1. Qoll~cted Tales o:f A.E. Ooppard~ p. 351. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. Adam and Eve~ Pinch~~ p. 140. 
or his reluctance to take either a cynical or an optimistic 
attitude. He presents his stories with all the art and fer-
vor of imaginative truth at his command,.but he does not, be-
cause truth seems occasionally bitter, force upon the reade~ 
a cynical conclusion. That is left to the reader if he chooses 
to do so. 11 The Treen bas been considered by one critic as a 
stQry symbolic of evil, and by another as symbolic of good. 
Mr. de la Mare does not say which it is. He uses the super-
natural as a means of nourishing the imaginations of his read-
ers by conveying to ""them his own imaginative truth.· But ·he 
dbes not impose·his own view on the reader. He implies that 
the essential truth for each individual lies in his own ima-
gination. There is a kind of artistic humility in this at-
t-itude •. 
Storm Jameson, however, has declared that Mr. de la~Mare's 
hhmili ty is rooted in self-mockery: 
••• it trammels his fantasy, and he is 
conscious of his mortal weakness all the 
more sharply that he sees it--sometimes--
through the ironic regard of the elf his 
brother.l . 
Living in the twentieth century and writing in a period of 
deepest cynicism and often of nihilism in literature~ Walter 
de la Mare could scarcely fail to reflect some of this influ-
ence in his work. Unlike A.E. Coppard he has not made it ex-
plicit. To ignore it entirely would have been to be deficient 
in the true function of the poet who ttshares our doubts and 
1~ English Review, XXXIV (1922), 426. 
1 
enigmas ••• n But what is even more important, he "at the same 
time proves that li£e in spite of all its duplicity and de~ 
cEdts and horrors, is £ull o£ strangeness, mystery, grace and 
2 
power: is in essence 'good'." 
Thus, although A.E. Goppard is comparable to Walter'de la 
Mare in his use o£ the supernatural, he fails to make implicit 
in his writings the poetic faith which Walter de la Mare has 
in common with the genuinely great writers of supernatural 
literature, the hosts of -the grave geniuses, such as Edgar 
Allan Poe and Emily BrontM. Mr. Coppard has bowed to the 
weight of modern cynicism while Walter de la Mare has depicted 
it as a coloring o£ reality less important than the essential 
mystery and wonder o£ life which was a ballast for the great 
Romantics in their use of the supernatural. 
In briefly summarizing the differences between Walter de 
la Mare-and the men considered here, one notices-that he sur-
passes Arthur Machen, M.R. James, and Algergon Blackwood:ob-
vi;usly and easily in style, technique, characterization, and 
meaning. Lord Dunsany1 who has carved for himself a peculiar 
.niche is comparable to Walter de la.Mare in his rhythmical 
prose, scope of his imagination, and his artistic seriousness. 
But in his best work he prefers to remain ~tirely in the rea1m 
of the fabulous, with time and the gods rather than with men. 
In A,E. Goppard's supernatural writings one discerns the dif-
ference between the work of a man of unusual talent and superior 
2. 
11Rupert Brooke and The Intellectual Imagination," Pleasures 
~Speculations, p. 187. 
Loc. cit. 
---·-
writing skill and those of a man of genius. 
Good without greatnes·s, these stories, better 
than Forster 1s, are inferior to those of Joyce, 
Mansfield and Huxley.l 
Pel'-haps the above comparison is not .fair since A.E. Cop-
pard has often dealt with themes much more difficult to handle 
successfully than those of James Joyce and Katherine Mansfield, 
especially supernatural ones. 
Walter de la Mare, however, has succeeded in treating 
the supernatural in fiction with a wisdom, style, and tech-
nique equal and occasionally superior to the best contempor-
ary writing. He has outdistanced his contemporaries in this 
field because he writes with the spirit of the great Romantics 
a.:h.d the technique of the twentieth century. H.P. LOvecraft 
has noted that Walter de la Mare, in rrThe Listeners,n has re-
2 
stored trthe Gothic shuddertt to.modern verse. ·rn his use of 
the supernatural in fiction Waiter de la Mare has restored 
the Romantic spirit to modern prose. In this achievement, 
after one has admitted he is traditional, one must admit that 
he is unique. 
l. W. Y. Tindall, Fore es !B. Mo darn Br-itish Lit era ture, p. 14-0. 
2. Sup erna.tural Horror !!! Liter a ture, p • 80 o 
IX. CONCLUSION 
Walter de la Mare, in his use of the supernatural in 
fiction, has gained the approval and admiration of critics 
as diversified as G.K. Chesterton, Lord David Cecil, and 
Edmund Wilson. Chesterton, with his orthodox and religious 
point of view stands at one extreme; while Edmund Wilso~.with 
a more 11modern" and Freudian outlook takes a position somewhat 
at the other extrame. Possibly at a point midway between 
these two critics lies the opinion of Lord David Cecil. 
Each ~ritic emphasizes one of the major contributions 
which Walter de la Mare·has made to the use of the super-
natural in literature. Each man views its use from his own 
special int~rest. By pointing out why each of these men 
feels as'he does one can arrive at a formulation of just 
what Wfrlter de la Mare has accomplished for supernatural' 
in modern fiction. The essential points of these men over-
lap somewhat but ultimately their views combine into a unity 
of artistic craft and spiritual content which is .a sui table 
. . . 
evaluation of Walter de la Mare 1 s use of the supernatural. 
G.K. G.hesterton has stressed the fact that Walter de la 
Mare presents a serious view of the supernatural. He has 
found Walter de la Mare's sup.erna tural world a re.freshing 
contrast to the ttirrideseent bubble 11 of the later Victorians 
W~ch was devoid of any real good or evil. The reason this 
i~ so is that Walter de la Mare returns to the spirit of the 
Romantic period and to the Elizabethans be.fore the sense ·of 
the supernatural became degraded by materialism an~ science. 
Perhaps the most basic element in Walter de la Mare's 
use of the supernatural is his faith in the poetic imagina-
tion. Like.Coleridge he analyzes its functions, although he 
divides it into two kinds: the visionary and the intellec-
tual. In his distinction between the ohild 1 s visionary ima-
gination and the boyts. intellectual imagination he differs 
from Coleridge. His return to the intuitive vlew of the 
child in the visionary imagination is as profound and ser-
ious as the Romantic view of the early Wordsworth or Blake. 
He adds to these essentials of Romanticism a strong element 
akin to the spiritual intensity of Emily Brontg which is a 
distillation of Gothicism at its best. Yet for all' his con-
cern with intuition and spiritual intensity he flavors his 
themes with the understanding of common humanity revealed in 
Thomas Hardy. Finding nourishment for his own imagination in 
his affinities to these grave geniuses there is little wonder 
in the fact that he has treated the s~p~rnatural seriously as 
they did. He has revitalized the. Romantic-Gothic spirit.as 
no writer in the twentieth century has done. 
Ed.rnuhd Wilson has declared that Walter de la Mare "has 
.done work that is quite his own in this field of supernatural 
fiction •••• His stories ••• are poetic, psychologically subtle, 
. 1 
and cre$py to a high degree.n The reason why Walter de la 
ma.re 1 s use of the supernatural has elicited such comments 
l~ Classics ~ Commercia1s, pp. 179-80. 
276. 
~rom Edmund Wilson reveals another phase in Walter de la 
Mare 1s contribution. Starting with a Romantic-Gothic spir-
it, he has applied his own personal view to the use o~ the 
supernatural in the twentieth century. He has taken as his 
sPecial province childhood, the dream, and states bordering 
on the fringes o~ consctousifeSs which are points of- entry 
to the realm o:r the supernatural. To these areas he h:as' ap-
plied both the artistic conscience of Poe and the serious 
treatment o:r :riction as an art fo~ of Henry James. Aban~ 
doning the mere whimsy and physical horrors of the late Vic-
torians, he has re-established the supernatural as a serious 
subject for literature--an attitude which has steadily de-
clined since the death cf .Edgar Allan Poe. 
He has accomplished this feat by da~ing to treat seri-
ously spiritual themes almost ignored in modern literatu~e. 
By the profoundness of his themes, the artistic discipline 
of his technique and his use o:r the poetic imagination he 
has ·restored the Romantic .faith to modern prose. He has, in 
a sense, 11modernizedtt the supernatural by the use o:f a subtle 
psychological approach, by employing symbolism, and packing 
' 
his prose with a multitude o:f suggestive possibilities. In 
his belief that prose as well as poetry should not do more 
than suggest answers he is more modern than many o:r his con-
temporaries. He has even used realism to make his use ot 
the supernatural more effective. Not satisf'ied with a com-
pletely visionary approach to the supernatural he has, with 
the circumspeotion or Defoe~ applied the other half of the 
poetic imagination, the "intellectualn and more realistic 
side, to his use of' the supernatural. He has followe.d his 
own precept in making the.supernatural in literaDure real: 
The visionaries, the introverts, those whose 
eyes are set inward •• ~have to learn to sub-
stantiate their imaginings, to base their 
fantastic palaces on terra firma, to weave . 
their dreams intt? the t'abric of actuality .1-·. 
Nobody has woven the dream into the .fabric of" actuality 
in the twentieth century quite so well as Walter de la Mare. 
One must agree with Mr. Wilson~ without reservation, that 
Walter de la Mare has done something nquite his owntt in the 
.field of supernatural fiction. 
Lord David Cecil has emphasized that Walter de la Mare 
is concerned primarily with the ultimate nature of reality, 
that his ghosts and hauntings are not merely pleasing shud-
. 2 
ders bl,lt nsymbols of his belief' in the soults immortality." 
Far .from attempting to nesdapeu reality, Mr. de la Mare has .. 
employed the supernatural to penetrate imaginative truth~ 
Reality as it appears to him is the incarnation of an in• 
tarnal drama._ "And that internal drama is concerned with 
some o:r the profoundest and most critical issues that con-
3 
front the human soul.u Mr. de la Mare has illuminated some 
or these issues which the soul faces in its journey through 
1. uRupert Brooke and the Intellectual Ima.gination,u 
·Pleasures and Speculations, P• 180. · 
2. Tribute to Walter de la Mare, p. 68. 3·· Ibid., p-;-66. __,...-- . 
experience. This is his ultimate use of' ·the supernatur~l 
as it was that of' the great Elizabethans. Like them he has 
poured his imagination and his art into his prose in order 
nto exact :t'rom mortai li:t'e a promise of' immortality; to gain 
1 
:ror love and beauty an abiding-place.u In his use.~ of' the 
supernatural in literature Walter de la Mare has o:t'ten gained 
that na.biding-place.tt 
1. ttCUl"rent Literature~u EdinburSh Review, CCXVII (1912}_, 
193· 
_ .. 
ffl'. 
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The purpose of this dissertation is to study Walta~ de 
la Mare 1 s use of the supernatural in his p~ose fiction; to-
consider in detail his themes, ch~acterization, technique, 
and style; and to evaluate· his contribution to the use of the 
supe~atu~al in modern fiction. 
A brief survey of the supernatural in English prose estab-
lishes a point of contact with the work of Walter de la Mare 
in the field. With a survey of criticism about him and by him, 
a general background to the subject is laid down. Mr. de la 
Mare's own criticalwritings on such figu~es as Edgar Allan Poe, 
Wilkie Collins, and Lewis Carroll contribute to an understand-
ing of his own use of the supernatural. 
His belief in the intuition of childhood, the reality of 
the dream, and the value ot the poetic imagination relate him 
to such Romantic writers as Coleridge and Wordsworth. His 
theory of the poetic imagination as being of two types--that 
which finds its source in childhood and that which is derived 
from boyhood--is .fundamental to his use of the. supernatural •. 
His attitude towards the ~eam and his use of it in supernat-
ural stories is also basic to an understanding of. his work. 
He indicates in his critical writings that neither plot nor 
story is so important as the powers of ~d and imagination 
used in UDrolding them. In a tale of the supernatural he be-
lieves that a natural explanation may be allowed but that 
finally, if almost imperceptibly, the evidence should weigh 
on the supernatural side. He stresses an economy or style, 
a recognitiop o.t' the artist's morality, and a concern with 
the Unconscious. Mr. de la Mare does not rely on Freudian 
concepts in his use or the dream and other areas bordering 
on the rringes of consciousness. He prefers to utilize his 
own intuition and poetic imagination. 
2. 
His early short stories in prose, most of which do not 
appear in collected volumes, are considered in detail. They 
reveal a mind concerned with lite and death, gnd especially 
the effect of experience on the self or soul as it passes 
through life. This is approached in the early prose with 
more overt allegory than is evident in the later stories. In 
11 The Riddlen (1900), Mr. de la Mare abandons allegory for a 
type of story which is neither allegorical nor symbolic; but 
may be defined as literature with allegorical tendencies' in 
which persons and things are not equated with other objects. 
but do have an extension beyond their own significance. ttThe 
Riddle" indicates Mr. de la Mare•s firm·belief that a writer 
is not to eXplain but only to tell. nThe Riddle" also con ... 
veys his opinion that a conscientious artist and a subtle 
thinker will not do more than suggest answers. 
An.analysis of his four novels divides the use of the 
supernatural in its erfect on the self in relation'to dream, 
myth, nature, spiritual conflict, and society. _He~ Brocken 
is a novel in which the d:tteam. predominates, in which the dream 
is sustained as a world .of its own with its own laws and re-
strictions. ~ Three Ivhtlla;.;;Mu.lgars (later ~ Three Royal 
Monkeys) presents the realm of ~th throughout, but empha-
sizes primarily an expression of the supernatural in 'nature. 
The Return deals with the use of the supernatural in the 
- . 
form of malignant entities which assault the human spirit.· 
It involves a psychological treatment o:f demonic "possession" 
and spiritual con:flict on a supernatural scale. Memoirs 2f.!. 
Midget, although not obvious in its use of ~he supeP.natural, 
typifies the universal·experienee o:f the sel:f and its ~elation 
to society. Its delicate symbolism may even be s·aid to ·portray 
the experience o:f the sel:f or soul in its reactions to human 
experience.· A relation to the seventeenth century concept of 
the microcosm and the macrocosm is also evident. 
The short stories ~e considered under the :following 
headings: "The Background o:f Mysticism, 11 nThe Supernatural 
Intruders,n "Fantasy,n and "Parables and·Apologues." Stories 
with a background of mysticism o:ften contain one symbol around 
which the story is built. By a mystic symbolism Mr. de la 
Mare conveys his conviction that behind appearances lies' a 
uhiverse of spiritual .forces. In the group headed "SUpernat-
ural Intruders 11 the use o:f the supernatural is not that of 
the mystic to express a sense o:f the mystery of life, but the 
actual appearance of malignant, or sometimes benevolent spir-
itual :forces, in the forms of ghosts or demons. These ghosts 
and demons are not merely hallucinations, but symbols o:f Mr. 
de la Marers belief in the soul's immortality and its power 
to influence events even after death. 
In the stories whieh are grouped under rtpanta.sy" Mr~ de 
la Mare utilizes the atmosphere and some or the conventional 
themes of the folk tale such as the once-upon-a-time prelude 
and the three magic objects. Although his fantasy is delight-
ful, he occasionally inserts an implicit moral comparable to 
the gravity of purpose in Hawthorne's stories for childran. 
ttparables and Apologuestt are stories Which use symbols 
.from humanity and nature to create a mood of mysticism, sto• 
ries in which there is relatively no plot, but merely a mood 
which arises as one obtains .flickering glimpses o:r the me an-
ing of the symbol. This is accomplished by a technique which 
weaves a pattern o:r suggestion, piling image on image, until 
the mind follows the flow o.f language in the direction desired. 
In an analysis o:r the influence of Henry James on Walter 
de la Mare it was .found that a similarity in style was not 
evident since James lacks Mr. de la Mare's poetic approach 
to st~le. In technique Walter de la Mare resembles James in 
that he app~oaches the fact obliquely, surrounds it, and de• 
taches 1 t {as Percy Lubbock has remarked o.f Henry James)'. 
His greatest affinity with Henry James is a similar point 
of view in his.attitude towards the supernatural. By his 
seriousness of them~·his technique, and his poetic imagina-
tion Walter de la Mare endows the supernatural in fiction 
with the same prestige which James accorded the novel in'gen-
eral. 
In portraying natmosphere" Mr. de Ja Mare relies on Vic-
t.orian settings to a great degree. The settings o:r the house, 
the church, the churchyard, and of landscape reveal a signif'i-
cance which makes them symbols of the spiritual intensi~y of 
.,.,. 
all the insubstantial elements of' existence itself'. Occasion-
ally the house or church,_ like the Gothic rui~, becomes the 
protagonist of the story as a kind of supernatu:r>al anti ty. 
nThe World o:f: Walter de la Marett is one in 'IIV'hich Mr. de 
la Mare moves from the natural to the superna tura.l with such 
ease that the tJ;>ansition is not always f'lagrantly apparent. 
By using a dream-like atmosphere he makes the natural bewi toh-
ing and the preternatural r eali stie. This ambiguity is one 
which is true of' the dream-state of' which he of'ten writes. 
Ultimately his landscapes are spiritualized and evoke a change• 
less atmosphere in which the supernatural can flourish. 
Mr. de la Mare's use of character is considered as being 
. the obverse side of the Dickens character. In Dickens•s char-
acters the imagination is clothed with large and power~l char-
acteristics which seem to take a centrifUgal direction from 
the nor.m in the author's imagination. In the characters of' 
Walter de la Mare the norm of the character seeks the imagina-
tive nucleus in the mind of the author in a centripetal man-
ner. Miss M. in Memoirs Q£ ~ Midget is the most notable ex-
ample of Walter de la Mare's tendency to distill the essence 
of a character, to reach its soul. 
The ghost as a character is presented with a realism 
akin to that of' the living eharaete~s •. It is never described 
as an hallucination altpough such an interpretation is often 
possible. Like the dream atmosphere the preternatural being 
is dealt with on a level of seriousness which precludes any 
grotesque results. It is, for example, not a split personality 
. I 
or a physical monstrosity. Occasionally the concept of the 
DoppelgHnger is suggested, but never insisted upon. Walter 
de la Mare 1 s ghostly charact-ers are usually objec.tive like 
those of Henry James in '~'J.'b~ .'lil...~n. Qf. the .. S~:c.~w, tt 
'' .. , • ..... .,.. ;,A•~"~··-,/ ~--.-~-~ ,,, $-~ ,•; , •, ;.--::.:·-~'~: •••• 
His style has been described as archaic, but it is arc~mc 
only when he wishes it to be so, and then more in its tone than 
in the use·of archaic words. He often, and especially in The 
Three Mulla.;;.Mulga.rs, invents his own vocabulary. His concern 
with the sound of words adds a music to the orchestrated ca-
dences of his prose. The poetic elements in his prose enhance 
his use of the supernatural in an incantatory manner which 
seems to obtain a suspension of disbelief essential to the 
supernatural in literature. Like all great Romantic writers 
he uses style as a means of invoking a mood in which the super-
natural. is acceptable, if not inevitable. 
Not satisfied with a Romantic and visionary approach to 
the supernatural, he calls upon the other half of the poetic 
imagination, the "intellectual imagination" (which he relates 
to a realistic conoern.with adventure, experience, and events)• 
His life-long interest in Daniel Defoe becomes evident iil his 
application of the 11intelleotual imaginationtt to the experi-
ences and sensations of the visionary. He thus achieves a 
. ' 
real!sm ;-p h.i,s use of the supernatural which involves the en-
ergies of both types of the poetic imagination as defined by 
him. It is this unity of the two imaginations, the visionary 
and the intellectual, which ma.keshis use of the supernatural 
in prose unparalleled in the twentieth century. 
.. , . 
A comparison between Walter de la Mare and five contempor-. 
ary writers of the supernatural reveals his pre-eminence in 
the field. Of the five writers considered--Arthur Machen, 
M.R. James, Algernon Blackwood, Lord Dunsany, and A.E. doppard--
only the last two are comparable to Walter de_la Mare in the 
use of the s~pernatural. · Lord Dunsany, however, lacks the 
touch of nature which gives Walter de la Marets work a solid 
~oundation from which to move to the supernatural. · In his 
best work Lord Dunsany remains a fantasist concerned mainly 
with abstractions. A.E. Coppard's range is greater than· Lord 
Dunsany 1s, but his work as a whole is less serious ··towa~ds the 
use of the supernatural and more eynical towards humanity than 
that of Walter de la Mare. He lacks Walter de la Mare's tpoetic 
i"aith11 which illumines the mystery and wonder of life, whatever 
its horrors· or despair. 
Walter·:de'la Mare's chief contributions to the use of the 
supernatural in modern fiction lie in his spiritual approach, 
recalling the intensity of the great Gothic novelists ana the 
Romantic writers; in his art~stio conscientiousness, as serious 
as James 1 s approach to the novel; and in his use ot the two 
poetic imaginations, the visionary and the intelle6tual~ His 
ultimate use of the supernatural is essentially sp:i.ri tual. He 
has attempted to express the almmt inexpressible: the ulti• 
mate nature of reality as it affects the self or soul. He 
does not answer this problem, but he occasionally uses the 
supernatural as the Elizabethans did, to grasp from mortal 
life a promise of immortality. Confronted by the influence 
of materialism, naturalism, and proletarianism he has ~ought 
a unique fight for the use of the supernatural in literature--
he has kept his 11poetie f'aith.n 
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